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Ai3 ; 'R4CT Q: '" . THESIS 

The philocophical und ccicatific toachina in the 

universities of 17th century Scotland has froquently been 

dicoaicaod an Aristotelian and reactionary. However, there must 

surely have been come development during the century for the 

universities to have achieved as much an they did in the 18th 

century. ý It in the purpose of this study to invostigate the 

content of the cour-cea in philosophy and science given at the 

Scottish universities in the 17th century with a view to 

answering the following questionat Was Aristotle really taudit 

no exclusively throughout the century? Or, given that the 

universities did concentrate on Aristotle to a great extent, was 

this Aristotelianism co monolithic and unifom as is cometines 

made out? Did Scottish university teachers make any adhowledge- 

amt of the philosophical and scientific revolutions which were 

taking place in the 17th cehtuzy? How core the universities 

affected by the political and religious struggles of the 

century? Vas the teaching the name at Aberdeen, Fdinbur&h, 

Glasgow and St. Androws, or were cone of the universities in 

advance of others? 

The main sources for our knowledge of 17th century 

Scottish university teaching are student lecture notes or 

dictates and the graduate theses produced by the cant ore or 

rage. -its for the students to defend at the annual laureation 

ceremony. The dictates and theses are supplemented by library 

lists, university and faculty minutes, and the reports of the 

nutaorous coimisnious appointed by church and state to visit the 
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uoivorcitioo durinc the 17th century, to-other Frith other paporc 

ratio� to tho3o emnicDionc. 

ThrouJiout the coaturf the curriculum at all tho 

uaivorcitiou r=ainod the cane in outlino, via. let years Grod:; 

tad yoars Logic/ Eetrphyeica; 3rd years ! otuphreice/ Ethical 

4th years Hhyaicc. Cntil tho 1660s the tcachiaý in the ? xsd, 3rd 

and 4th yearn coaaictod of caxaataricc on Ariototlot but the 

nuthoritice citod by the rovonto diov that thcj wero acquaLntod 

with aoro 'aodoma' Ariatoteliaua, o. c. Zabarolla and the Coinbra 

co cntatorc. -:.. uontly tho vro: i: o of cinch author rero proiood, 

cnd the library liste chow that thgy were boujit faizly 

c ncivoly. Fron the 1660e ac cards Cartcai=ir; n catorod the 

coureoc. At first the rooaaita diutrnatcd this new IAiiloaoplay, and 

indood an low an Deocartco uau tau ht in tho Scottich univorcitioc, 

many of the rocmata and viaiting cc suionere feared the 

athoictio implicaticne of Cartooiran noch. -mir . florxc cr, 

De; ea tea tae cccorded warm prniao in the tho3ca and dictates for 

Ddinburh, #3t. Andre'ia and Aberdocn du-dnr the 1670a and 1600s. 

Dy the 1690c the cnthusiarxa for Dsomartcc uns becinnin, to decline, 

althouci cone of the sroCmte continued to teach Carlo; iaaice 

into the 18tH cr itury. In Lo,; io and Motaphyaico the teachla 

of Locko was oftcu adopted, and In ItWsico Ileatcnian ideas vroro 

The teaching vas perhaps most conoorvative in Lo; io, 

uhoro Ariototohian idoac coatinuod to be tauit by the 

c oliolaatic raothod of debate until the be Inn1ng of the lßth 

cot", uq. Doepito the praiaea of Doccartoc' a method, and later 

of Locke, the achcno for LoGic teaching was probably bacad on 
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ccholaotio toxtbooso ouch as those of I{eckomann ' and Burr crsdi jk-. 

In Llotaphyoice too ocholasstieisa tended to prodoninato, but 

because of Scotland's religious allogianco thoro are numerous 

quotations from and references to the wozks of - Protestant 

thoolo , ans. (ice cony entarieu on Aristotle ceased, l otaphyoieo 

was divided into' Llotapäysiea proper end Pnenatolo t, the two 

subjects frequently boing separated and taint In different 

years of the course. 

The Scottish ioeatm saw Ethics an a strictly practical 

science, aired at teaching their students hog to live as godly 

citizens. Accordingly in their Ethics teaching they tended to 

cite authorities loss frequently than in their teaching of other 

subjects; instead they gave rules of conduct for their students. 

After the 1660u many of the =onto based their toaching on 

Ronny roro, and Des carton' a theory of the passions was widely 

accepted. Discussion of different types of justice 'andd of 

natural lair fo=od a groat part of the Ethics dictates and 

theses, and Grotius, Cuaboricnd and Puftcadorf were all referred to. 

In Physics the c perImonta -of many caatcs~ºpora27 or recut 

scientists were described. Robert Boyle and the Royal Sacioty 

Truro uaivorcally praisod by the' roCcats. The omL- of nhglich, 

Itch and Dutch scientists featured promiaoitly in the lectures 

frees the 1660s onward , sand were bourit for the lib=1CO. 

Cartesian physics and cocsolor zero tau,; ht in the last quarter 

of the 17th century, but by the beCianßah of the 18th century 

many of the 'roz; euts had 8me over to 2Uer, 1 c* ianim, 
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The political and religis, upheavals in 17th ccztury 

Scotland affected staff appointments in the universities. Lazy 

of the re gates lost their posts in 1638 and during the Civil Wars, 

at the Restoration, and at the Revolutionary Settlement in 1689. 

Unorthodoxy In their dictates and theses '. as frowned on, and 

aomotIos led to dismissal. Various comtasioners tried to 

rc ulate'that was taught in the universities, and in the 1690s a 

project for a uniform counae made considerable headway. However, 

despite this interference on the part of state and church, the 

universities ranaged to. preserve a fair degree of autonomy, and 

both their statements in answer to the corrstasion' a proposals in 

the 1690s and the actual content of their dictates and theses 

chow a concern to uphold their academic integrity. 

The courses in the Scottish universities were sufficiently 

similar to enable one to talk- of 17th century Scottish university 

education in geneml terns, but the universities did not always 

agree among themselves,, as their comments on each other's 

contributions to the iraifo= course chow. Edinbur i seems 

gcnemlly to have been the scoot advanced of the universities in 

its thing, Glasgow the least. 

The conclusion of this survey is that university 

education in the 17th century ras by no means as consistitly 

unincpir d as Is sometimes supposed. It is true that neither 

tho cyatom of reZeating nor the troubled state of the country 

in the 17th caitury were conducive to a hi(h educational 

standard. 2Severthelesc, there is some cvidcace of new ideas 
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In tho diotatca and thoooc froa 1600 to the 1660o, and after 

that dato zany of tho rQ; acita rho-aa3 thccoolvoa, to bo aazvoraant 

vith nc; r darclopaonto in -all ficldo äf pliilooopiiyo ajr the 

bozinninu;; of tho 18t. i cwtury tho tray haaboca paved for the 

iatolloatual aahiavcmonta of that century in tho =iveraitiea. 

I declare that this thesis has been composed by myself and is 

MY own wo** 

V. 



Chaptor 1 

The 18th century features pro neatly in histories' of 

Scotland, and with, justifioatian,. for it ao in the 18th' century 

that intellectual and cultural life in Scotland flourished to an 

(=test virtually vnpamlleled before or since. The universities 

playod an into, 1 part in thin Scottish cnli itentaent. t7o need 

only list the naszos of sane of the loading toachors as, evidences, 

at Ediabur 1i Colin 2acLaurin taunt saatharatics, Qilliaa Robertson 

was Principal of the University and Adam ForGuaan taint natural 

and no% 9. philosophy; %Villiaia Cull ca and Joseph, Mack both 

taucht cheniatzy first at Mans-ow and subcoqucntly at Edinburin; 

Francis Hutchocen and Man Smith lectured in norm philosophy at 

G1asGow. And these är© only tho' zaost outstanding nanoa arao. =ng a 

host of teachers zrho then contributed to Scotland' a intellectual 

a: o cridaancy. 

By coantrast, university teaching in the 17th ce itury is 

often thought of as being uninspired, to say the least, with only 

.a 
little Cartesianiea and, towards the end of the century, -cone 

fleutonian ideas in the teaching of the Grocorys to relieve the 

monolithic ctxxoturo of Aristotelian traditianalisn. Thus Midi 

Trevor-Roper maintains that, apart from a brief flicker of 

onli , ht= cat durin the E lists conquest is the 1650x, Scotland 

spent cost of the century under a calviniotio gloom, which 

allowed little if anything in the way of new idea,. l" He 

states that "at the end of the seventeenth century, Scotland 
A 

was a by-word for irredeemable povorty$ oocial bacl: warc3ne; cq 

1. Iiudl R. Tr(rror-Ropor! " icotltaad and tho Puritan Rovolution, " 
Ralit ! icn, tho Roforýntiom cud Sooia, 7. Ck^ui: ma (Loadoa, 1967)i 
pp. 392-444 

2. 
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political faotici. Ito vnivoroitio$ corn the varofornod ceninarieo 

of a fanatical clejy. " 1' Huth Kearney' a verdict is that, vhilo 

thero is como evidence that the raaatora in Soottich univoraitios 

tiero in touch with contc porary philosophical and ccimtific idoaa, 

for tho coat part thoy followed the couree take by Glast 'o mid- 

century Principal, robort Eaillio, cnd "nailed Aristotle to the 

PrQObytQrian naFrt. " 
Z' T. C. Smout 3'01SOwta%: 

e3 laillie ao beinl, 

repra3c1tativo of the typo of teacher in the Scottish univaraities 
in tho 17th caztuzy. Be atatoc that Wort of acacloraic otaturo wag; 

producel in Ab cowdurin� tho 17th acntuxy, but that Edinbur h, 

Glao^ and -St. Androaa "tondod to fall, from the days of Androu 

11o1ville ccit ardo, Into tho handa of the nowt czuohlinrly Calvinist 

ecclesiastics# such as I obert Ikzillie ... who wrote that he would 

'Gladly caicmt to the burning of many, thou; and volumes of 

unprofitable zrriterc, ' including, those of Jahn Solden, HuGo 

Grotius, and the tro31cs of that 'very i uorant atheist' and 

'fatuous heretic, ' Doscartec" (p. 1ß7). 

One wcndora, hoaevor# whether tho flo 7erinC of learning in 

the 113th century could have happened in ouch a vacuum as thin view 

of 17th century univerzity teaching implies. Surely there mat 

have been Sono developmcnt in the 17th cetuxy for the lath 

century to have achicved as much as it did? Can is led to aa? c 

ý..... 
1. Su 

, 
)I R. irovor-Ropar, "Tho Scottirli lhlißhtc=ent, " Studi l 

2-n 9oltairca und tho 1Gth`cg1�t'ary, Iviii (1967), p. 1636 

2. iiugh 1'. KQa, rncy, : cholnxu r. nd Gentlaamc Univoroitiea rýnd 
Sociaty in F're.. -Induatrie. 7. 

. 
ý3ritaing 1 

, 
5(}0-1740 (Lcýdari" 1970) 

.... .... _... ý.. _. _. _... _ 
3. Thomas C. szout, A history of thoScottieh neonle. 1560-1830 
(Lcmdon, 1969) 
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whether Aristotle, vas roally taught no exclusively throughout the 

17th century? Or, given that the universities did concentrate on 

Aristotle to a groat oxtcnt, was this Arisatoteliani&a so monolithic 

and unifos as is sometimes vado out? Other questions folloa an 

from this. Did Scottish university teachers in fact FxLke small or 

no aclonowledgemcnt of the philosophical and scientific revolutions 

which wore 'taking place in the 17th century? Was the teaching the 

sane at Aberdean, Fklinburgh, Glasgow and St. Androwa, or were came 

of the universities in advance of others? How do the curricula 

of the universities in Scotland compare with those in force at 

Oxford and Cambridge, or the continental universities? How were 

the universities affected by the political and religious atragglea 

of the century? 

It is the purpose of this study to try to investigate 

those and other questions by an enquiry into the content of the 

philosophy courses and the systcsm of teaching at the Scottish 

universities during the 17th century and at the beginning of the 

18th century. 

Thoro are throe main conte mporry sources of information 

about univoraity courses and toachinj for this period - ctudit 

notobooca, gmduato theoea, and official uaivorsity and commission 

reports assd rdinutoo. Together with ouch cubaidiary items as 

library lists and the correziondonoe, of people rho were is some 

tray o mocted with the universities, they provide us with a wealth 

of evidence for uhat was being taint in the 17th and early 10th 

ccnturie3, end hog'. 

Since this study is mainly concerned with the 17th contury 

the to sa quo for all tho material is obvious, viz. 1600. 
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The year 1700, hovevor, does not provide ouch a neat terninus ad 

, m. In many cases uo have otudc at notebooks and theses of a 

given regent for both the 1690a and the early years of the 18th 

century, and it is useful to be able to follow throw the 

development of his ideas. For Minburgh I have token. 1708 an 

the teri1nus ad aucri. since this was the year in which the 

university was reorganized and regenting gave way to the 

professorial Voten. The changeover in the other universities 

occurred too late in the 18th caitury for me to be able to deal 

iith student notebooks, tholes, faculty minutes etc. up to that 

date without eta raying far beyond the limits of the present study. 

In the cases of Aberdeen, Glascoi and St. Andravs, therefore, I 

have stopped at the earliest convenient date in the 13th century. 

There are well over 150 manuscript student notebooks, of 

which by far the largest number relate to Edtnburh University. 

Among the snanuszeript collections of the National Library of 

Scotland, and of the University Libraries of Aberdeen, Edinburji, 

Glangov and St. Andrewä, I have cane across 65 notebooks for 

EdinburGi, covering a period from 1613 to 1705; for Glas wI 

have found 47 notebooks covering the years from 1637 to 1715, 

for St. Androaro 22' notebooks, covering the years from 142 to 

1723, and. for Aberdeen 36 notebooks, covering the years fron 

1611 to 1717.1" There is also a small collection of student 

aoteboo: cs at WoroestQr Colle; eg Cxfordj, and isolated o=plos are 

to be fotad In same othc: college libra. idese In addition there are 

1. These are all listed in Appendix 1 
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probably a fair number of studmst notebooks in Roister Iiousei 

but for the purposes of this study the rain collections in the 

univerwity libraries and the Rational Libraxy of Scotland give a 

sufficiently comprehensive picture of what was being taunt in 

the Scottish universities in the 17th caaturf. 

These notebooks, frequently referred to as dictates, 

contain notes ta1en dory= at dictation speed from the lectures of 

the regents. This nothod of teaching had the disadvantage of 

being extremely slow and tedious. Moreover, the increasing 

availability of printed texts in the 17th century meant that it 

was no longer the only possible fora of teaching, as it had been 

in earlier tines, whcn it was only throw the raster summarising 

and eommmzting on the texts of Aristotle and others that students 

could bocaeao acquainted with those authors. Indeed, as we shall 

see when we discuss the teaching of philosophy in the universities, 

frequent attempts'vere iado during the 17th century to atop the 

practice of dictating lectures. However, from the roacarchor' 

point of viers this method has the advantage of giving more or less 

an exact record of the regent'a words. 

it is possible to date the dictates fairly accurately, 

althouji the graduate thesoa, which can be asci od to a particular 

year, provide more certain evidence of when any given idea, first 

entered the course. The headings of the dictates usually give the 

subject matter of "th© lectures, by vhor dictated and t, * = don, 

and the date. - All this rroald ce fairly caiclusive, but we have 

to reckon with the porannial otulcnt desire to avoid lectures, and 

there is ovideuce that dictates were copied for 
. sale to students. 

Alexander and Kenneth Eackcnzio,, who were at St. Andrewa from 1711 
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to 1716 are on - roootd cts having puzchaced seta of lootura notes. 
1' 

Ardor bo: ta copy of Sarira�courto Louics "of good write" 
n 

for'f. 1.4s (Accouate, 24 June 1713). A not of dictates in pncunatica 

was written out for Kenneth at a cost of f3 (Acoo'mtc, 10 February 

1715), and Grc,,: orr' a dictates en astronomy worn copied out for 

Alexander at four chillinca a cheat (Accounts, 2,14,26 Fobruaxy 

1713; 24 April 1713; 14 Lay 1713). The eacuzl way in which these 

transactions are recorded sugCcsts that the eollinc of dictates 

was more or less standard practice. Indeed; the noteboo'ýa 

themselves provide evidence that etudont dictates were-cold. 

In coveral of theta names of ov crs other than the student who 

actually wroto do: = the notes appear on the fly leaves or endpapers. 
2. 

For instance, In the dictates on physics by John tichart, 1680, the 

nancs Jacobus Crannstcal and Uabert `ßutherforl appear `en the cadpapera. 

C=ustca was the student who wrote down the lectures in 1600, but 

there is no record of a Robert Rutherford in the L atriculatien 

hol1n until 1688. Prow ably the some notes were used by 

Rutherford 8 years later. 

Quito frequently a set of lecture notes by the tae 

raGent is duplicated exactly a fear years later. Thus in Räßnburji 

the lectures of Thocao Cnufurd-on Aristotle's I-byeicc, given in 
4. 

1653,3" are reputed in 1661. Those of Andrea L'aasio ca the 
5.6. 

Cartesian cyctcm of philosophy appear in* 1682 and 1690. Some 

1. Two gtv ts at St. A. -iclrocra, 1711-1716s ed. Fzon the Dclvine 

paperß by'17i11i= Croft Diclcincom. (Edinburdip London, 1952) 
2.. EUL Ik. 5"27 3. ML - Do. 5. i22 

4. EUL - Dc. 5.55 5. LUL - Dc. 6.23= Dc. 5.115 
6. EuL - Dc. 7.92 
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of the leatures takc l dorre fron liorborb Konnody fn' 16391'appcor 

amin in 1692.2' The came thing happcas in Abcrdocn. The 

loaturoc givcn by George Peacock atlMarischal Collego on logic 

in 1633-393' are repeated in 1690-9194' 16945' and 1695P 6. 

. idle Hemry 3cougal'o m^nual of moral philosophy for the use of 

otudants at King'© Collego appoars In dictates dated l67ß' 7 

and 1d93.0' 

This may be an indication that the rove 'it has cane apt 

giving the came set of lectures year after year without any 

updating to eacoupass new idoao. In the cane of Abordeat and 

St. Audrevc, no wo shall see, it nay indicate the existence of a 

standard course. lo-jover, a possible explanation is that a 

student had boajit a copy of the earlier lectures from someone, 

and had taken the precaution of adding to the title page the 

fiction that those notes were dictated by the appropriate rocent 

and written down by the purchasing student, ' Such a precaution 

would not have bean without point, since in Edinburgh, at' leant, 

the notebooks of students wore liable to inspection by members 

of the town Council; there is an act of the Town Council for 

Februa, zy 1626, ordaining two visitations to the college by the 

council yearly in December and June, what the scholars' books 

were to be a -aincd. 
g' It is worth noting that come of the 

dictates rich aro duplicated a tov yoars later have no indicatiea 

in the heading of the student who wrote then dawn. 

1. EUL - Ji:. 3.31 2. EUL - DC. ü. 11Q 3. AM - 11.182 

4. Ins - Ila. 9387 . 
5. st. A - Ma-1503 6. NLS - Ils. 938$ 

7. AUL - 1026 Be AUL - K. 153 
9. Ch. zrter-3. _Rto, tuteg. and Acts of the 2o: r. r CoulciZ and the 

C Son3týß3-1i35A (thiivQrgit. y of Edinbur, ±)' ad. Alo=dor 
I:: oxCan (Minbuzthe 1937)e p. 107 
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B arinu theso poscibilities in mind, however, the note- 

bool. a are an invaluable cource of infoi atian on the subject 

matter, of the courcoc. - Evan rive a that the noter3 may have been 

cold or pacced on, they can provably be aoaiied fairly certainly 

to the duration of the teaching career of the particular resent 

mentioned in the heading. And *ithin this period we oftcu=do 

have evidence of the recent cooinr; into contact with new ideas 

and incorporating then into hic lectures. Thus the ro dictates 

of John S7iphart on metaphysics and ethics appear in 16711' and 

1675? ' In the ocotion on metaphysics the later dictates have 

additional, ratter on ens. This spy singly be a case of the 

earlier otudozzt, having hissed those particular lectures, but 

it ay also shoat that Wichart had revised his lectures and added 

material. The lattor possibility gains support from the fact that 

the additional tutorial contains references to Iiobbes. Ilobbes's 

theories wore being discussed and vigorously rofutod in a great 

number of lectures during the 1670ss and Wichart may well have 

incorporated further material in his lectures co as to take 

account of this contomporsry interact. Vot unconneoted, pethapa, 

is the fact that among the books purchased for Elinbur 

University Librazy in 1670 vas Thom Iiobbos's Opera O ilia, and 

in 1672 and 1674 respectively the cur=t interest in the Hobbes 

controvorcy vas reflected in the pur, ise of Mobs creed r: aiinecl 

1ya ptuacnt of diviitp cud V ipler aj. inct Rohs Loviatha. ýt. 

Tlichhart'c lecture not 00 en ethics crop up acain in 16793' tiict 

1. EUL - Gm. 698D 2. ML - Dc. 5.96 3. F; UI, - Gen. 690D 
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there are additions to both earlier versions, containing further 

references to Descartes and Hobbes. Wo also have natuxul philosophy 

lectures by John Qichart dated 16711' and 1679.2" The 1679 

lectures contain a wry of ire itan' a theorl of licit, which 

cugz; osts that Win cart had road 11cuto n's three papers on this 

subject which had appeared In the Philosophical Tran aoticros for 

1672,1675 and 1676, together with several papers by others on 

the same thaaa. This is only one cxple of a change in a 

roge nt' a teaching, but there are many other instances, as 'wo . shall 

coo then we coaao to e: ino the notebooks in detail. 

The dictates are written in Latin, since this was the 

language of Instruction laid dorm in the statutes. Bch notebook 

gcnoml1y contains coveral sets of locture'notes, which frequently 

correspond to a year's course. The early notebooks are much longer 

than those which belong to the second half of the century, and 

they tend to be oaai ontariea an Aristotle. These comriuitaries are 

in a very stereotyped fora and show, clearly the influence of 

disputation as a method of teaching. Usually the master begins 

with asr. ay of the book or cootion. ho is about to discuss, and 

then proposes a series of questions, each of which is answered 

in turn. The answers consist of carefully numbered points Which 

are subdivided and, before moving on to the-next point, the 

raster li, ts objootionc, each with replies. Even when the. note- 

book-s cease' to be oo'cata, riea on Aristotle, and the content of 

the lectures chax es, the foiii in which they are delivered lingers 

on, aa nd. is still to be so= in the notebooks of the 1690s. 

1. EUL - Gcn. 699D 
, 

2. SUL - Gect. 56E3D; Gcat. 690D 
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Complcaenta2Zr to the dictates are the Craduato thesos. l' 

These are in printed forrs, and acre produced for the annual 

Gma, duaticn coreony at the end of the four year arts course. 

They consist of a list of the3os, probably conposcd by the 

reýcit in cimr; e of the currat mat, ýistrand class; the theses 

: elate to the subject raattor of his course, and were to be 

def csndod by the =4 didates at their laureation co=r. cny. 

Probably th©ir_ dofco of the theses heal little effect on the 

candi&; tos' actual dose. More importanc© seems to have attached 

to c=U aticna of the past year's wozi-. which took plhce at the 

be;; innln4; of each academic year before the course boom. fIowavor, 

ra. lax o Vathoring of local ministers, advocator, baillies etc. 

was usually preset at the laureation coremaay, and if the 

candidate excelled himself in debate it could be a passport to 

a future career. 

The theses are often preceded by a laudatory address to 

coma patron, and a list of candidates, 'uAuaLt1 uoi ajP `"` `! 

Tho earlier theses are divided up by subject; they usually 

contain The3es loCicao, pbysicae and ethicac, with the additiaa 

in some cases of The; os raetaphysicae, mathomticao, aeomotricae, 

sphaorica, e or artranonicae. Later in the ccmtu r (ca. 1670-80) 

the divisions are dropped, and the theses appear in one continuous 

n= bored soque . ce. The. earliest and latest thEs; ea are in book 

fozn, but theseb published during the period fron 1640 to 1675 

oftca appear as broadeheots. 

The most cwuploto set of extant theses is that for 

1. The extant theses for all the univorsitioa are listed in 

Appindix 2 
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Fdinbur : na havo thene3 . for 70 of the yoara betwocn 1596 cad 

1705. Abordcon is also veil repreoaztedi with Via= for 56 of 

the yez ti botwecn 1616 and 1712: Thoro aro 34 different tholes 

cxtaat for 1 riccbal Cone go cud 38 for Kim's Colleao. There are 

fcor for St. Andrww (theoos for 31 of the years betveaa 1600 cd 

17031 21 differcat thooos extent for St: Lcalard'a Colleco and 19 

for St: Salvator'n), but atill enouch to give ua a picture of the 

typo of thosea being defended throu lout' the period; Hardly any 

thoses, cuxvive for Glau QiU. 'G: A1dio ' rocords only 7 In the 

17th century. ' 

It is probable that in ; ovvemi cases rhoro thorn are no 

cxtant thoyoa for a particular year, theses uoro not in fact 

produced. Wo have evidence that, for religious and political 

roacona, aduatimaa were oonetime3 privato rather then public, 

and for these no theses could be printed. In his diary John 

Lacaoat, factor to the family of Lt din in Fife, records that in 

1652 "the lauriatim in St. Androua was private (without cxnination), 

about 6 or 7 weeks before the ordinary tine; for if public, they 

cold boino urged with the Tcnder by the Ilich, co ref sing 

its they wold not bean (pzduat. " 2. Thomas Cmufutd mentions 

cevemi occasions idica, for me reason or another, there au no 

Cmduatim*3- In 1603 there were no candidates for graduation 

bocau; o 4 yearn ca tier no etudcnto had catered Edinbuzth University 

I* ITZý G. lüdist A 11t Of books printed in äcotltutri before 1700 

(Wnbramcbp 1970). Tho figures for all tho univeraitics are 

mostly tol: cn fr= thia couraca. 
h i Tho di. zr, of VIr. 3To'm L,, ý-ýant of ITý, rton. 1649-1F71 (Ik1ßnLurr 

1030): PP: 44-45 
ý. Tho=ao Cr3uf1irrlt iliat=ý of the Mll. veroit: v of Ec3inlyaiCh fxom 

15f30 to 1646 (Edinbur{, ht 1COi3) 
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cn accotmt of the plaCue. D eauao the Covrantaro roquiro i CA 

oath of alloGianco fron atudento before they could Craduato 

there was no Cmduation disputation in 1630, thauCh it appears 

that thoaea had bean distributed. Amin, in 1639 the Craduation 

tu, o privates "ISr. Janco llisaaaa advanced the 51st claaa (to the 

nunbar of 42) to the iatorin1 degroa; which act, in ro$poct 

of tho cox oticna and foara of the couatzy, trap porfonxed privately 

in the hider hall of the ColleGe, only the Council, Liiniatero, 

and ! aiatora of the Cofledgo boing preocat, without oraainatiab 

or publick dicputo. " (Cxaufuxd, p. 136). woe the prooodmt of 

private a, duatic had boa cot, the practice becaiao more froqucut. 

Cr ufur I records further private Cra. duatiacia in 1640,1644 and 

1645. There is a roforanco in the Edinburii Terra Council rocorda 

for 1653 to the fact that the mai tratea taro vaable to defray 

the usual expanse attenndini a public gtduation, and moroovor 

the troubled state of the country rendered it unvise. 
l' In 1601 

the viuitation coiittee of the Royal Cori iicsioa asked G1aojovs 

University vby public lauroatic n had not boon hold for sav'erl 

yearn past. The pxrncipal and Wasters rc liod that then had been 

ordered to laureate ncao but ouch as should take the oath of 

alloGianco, and there yore vo feu that Could do so that thcj 

could not afford the oxpennco of a public lau=ation. 2. At 

Aboxdoca too: private , duationa appear to have been co == fxom 

the niddlo of the ocatury. In 1664 the Royal Coi=isaicm decreed 

, 1. EUL - Dc-5-5 

2. ! 1tminnta Alrie Ih ivomitatis ßlac^urw, ios tad. Co=o ? sines, 
(G1äo rs, 'Laitl, and Club, 1(154), vol«2, p. 491 
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that no lauroatiaus rroro, to bo hold in privato, or vithout 

ýinaticn, cýcopt on woirhty cansidoraticcta, and thict Injunction 

vas ropcxtod in 1669 sad 1675.1' lfihcncrrar a &-u--ch party, whQti: or 

i'rc3ab; lttarian or Iýpiwccp3]. icn, tzp In tho asocr. dant, atudmstn of ~ 

tho oppocito perp=niaa uoro offectively daba=ad from publio 

lauroatiaa boc=aa of the nocoosity of ta! cinj = oath of alloaianoo. 

y'aiard3 the and of the ccraztury tho practico of publio 

emaduatica vas falli. na aora and noro into dicusQ. Quito apart, 

fron political reason3s ctudcnta vero often unvillina to stay in 

rosidanco frcm vhcn their couxssc3, craded (about April) until 

C=duztica in July. 'ihus� in 1695 Mariccl; a]. College complainod 

of the difficultioo of koepinc atudazta together till tho end of 

the pessions "tho cu3toa of the countYg* the h=our of oam © 

paronta, and the poverty of othora f have hithorto ridorod the 

continued endcavourc of auto= to keep their clasoes toU1othor till 

the tine appointed ineffectual. " 2. 

Duz3. uC tho 18th cmtiu7, with the adveat of the pmfo ,: orial 

ttystoo, atudestta chose which cubjecto they pleaacd, aud did not 

folloa a sot curriculum; frequcntly ther, y did not a=duato. '+his, 

added to the fact that profoasox; a had no fiuancial Sriceativo to 

Darli thair studasts to C=duatQ (the reacats had alcraya rooeivod 

aCratuity froo the cmduatin, ctudeatc), ncaat that Class thoyeo 

ccaacd in tho 18th ccaturJ. 

T'ne dictates and theeae ara the prii: ia4r 'aources of 

1. l, ratl , ýtýezticýtcZcd. co=o Z~anca (Abardeaat ßpaldina Clubs 

1054): pP"721i 32"i 340 

2. firidmco oral and docin to t. ot. and recoiv th 

Qoýýr, afa =eý , t-) ointed tr Hs i'a ceýýt- Gc'arM IV Jul 2a 

I-f3 2; 6, . orv! o#. f, in.,, v- tio 'Unlve", it3. ea of ýýcatXrn i (Loazdtý f 
1837}: v01.4, i? "312 
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cvidcnca for the oantimzt of 17th ocrltumr "cotticz philonaphy 

cotirt3CG. Fo. ':. Cmt "'3pommW t: icoriea ubOUt tüzat 'tho CßLlr6c36' chollld. 

contain, ar. d hmx t. hV should be thtjit, täo s. "c; Crta of va... -icc. a 

ca=jaaicna a, ppointad lo vioit thct trsiverNitioz, faculty minutoc, 

cnd other coil co roaoras 3. ro inv3l. "sz'b1, e. Viattaticrao, wero mado 

to tho =- ivoraitioa thxnuchorat the 17th coLitusy - by cm"3. uaiaaer© 

appointed by the Cr=, by i'arli=wt, by the Gc¢io=3. Aaamably, 

by the ur. iivorsitico thaaae. l. vaa and, ir1 the cm-co of Pdintxarch, by 

tho 2a-. -m Coxrio3l. Bazzy of the ropo: ts cnd roco=aridatiaae of > 

tho; e co. -. z. are to be fouad in 4 volumes (one for each 

i. mýiiveroity) of par]. iaaaitarj papcsro published in 1037 calEitled 

E, ridcnca oxml mid d=xncntry tal. ai and rocoivod the Commissioners 

ar ointcx'i b= Ilia Yn Fo Geor Q IV Jul. u 7 1826 for vicsiti. r* the 

Univo -pitioo of Scotimid. Ulnutoo of faculty and senate 2nootinas 

Gist for ooie of the uxaivor'sitios, along With other university 

records, and for rdlztrlr a" which was eider the jurisdiction of 

the wort Council, m=y references are to be found in the council 

rocordu to nattars rolatin. - to teaching in the iTniversity. 

In addition to those oourcos thero are d3.3rias, collcotioao 
4 

of letters, Lza3cßrs =3 other irrittZs ral. atiza to ntudenta or 

m3t0ra0 or to people Gt3o had come other co-anootiaa with the 

müvor: itieo: Sometimes those pravido a vent dataßladg accurataly 

dated reacord of vfaat vac ha, ppazina at a particular colleý, at a 

particular tine, 'e. C. tho Dolvino papers roferrod to above (p4-); 

in addition to tolling us a Card deal about otudont life at 

St. Aridrevo, James S odce ualtiens in the course of the letters a 

ecusidezablo nunbor of books uldch acre purchased for the bore 

during their period at St. Andra s a'uoeful. indication of the 
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to:: tbool: s boing used in tho course and of books rocomcndod by 

the nastoro. 

Apart fron the cLicta. t4s, thcmseilvss, an obvious source for 

tho p4iilovoplica1 and cciaitific ideas of tho rc3aarits Vould bo 

. my works they miGit have publishad. on if the ideas ccnt arned 

In su; aax?; s did not app ,L 
In the c: i. ctates# it rauld not be 

tzi+ea. aanablo to supposo that they iziGcit ncioifibel. ass have b3C'81 

cºirod in the dis, ̂ . ucei. aacs and c3isputatiaas tftich fo=od an into<, ̂rm]. 

part of the caursQ# itoarcvor, this typo Of rourcp nater3ol is in 

fact vcr, t raca", mial. yr I irý, lnv, bo=a. -, e rocato uQrQ af'tm 

vczy yo". c, fregucitly bacbainZ their re3(ntina ctxaicJ t after 

Era a, ti=. : moo or tho did Zrablich vozt: s later in their 

career, but those caiot bo tckoa as ovideoo of . chat they 

taucht or dicoucced with their students at the' tine of their 

rcCcntin, T. 

Librsrr lists exist for much of this period. At most of 

the naive itica a foe urns c=ctod from students it matriculation 

and at daatica for library fl ads. 'Via are for: unato in having 

for ''burst a record of what boakca vrero puxxhaaed annually 

vith theco fees for the years botvree 1627 and 1696.1' 

: +oquoatly rc; oato' razice appoar an citiatureo to the acoouut of 

lio'a the fm d uao spcat, end it is reasonable to aso' no that they 

had came say in V hat books %7cro bout, and Would choose boc co 

ralar, rout to thoir couroe. SThesso a. ua, l =cords of pu=hacas are 

ca: tinucd in tho Gouezul book of dio'traroomoatalkept by the 

at mtr3cuiFtian 
1§2-16251With detaiý of bookrm nux+chýýcd to 1693 - EUL 

Da,. 1.33 and Rmtiiotor of cocitr2butiorus fxýt ssý ýýi etrý nýc. 

aitYt the raf 21e bc, 01cy txnirht M- fr-. 1.32 
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lib=rian, Robert Ilendoracu: from 1693 to 1719.1' T'horo are also 

rocordu of dcuationo made during, the period, 
2' 

and vhilo theoo 

are not quito co useful, beim : Le. -, s likely to corrospond to the 

reacnts' needo in tee. hin, -� they nevorthobesa indicate what books 

woro availablo for oacisultation at any Givcn dato. 

Glaßt; oit Univoroity Lib= y and Archivass posmoss oimilar 

li3to of booI a. At Glaaz the rota took it in turn to act as 

quac3tor, administering the library funds, and there are rocordo 

of the books they purchased for may of the years fray 1632 to 

. the Waddle of the 10th cmtury3' 'here is alto a cataloauo of 

books thick woro in tho library In 1691, with additions made 
4 

cometißo' at tho boo; innin of tho 10th ccntuzy' and, as with 

Wnbumch, li wo have 1ista of danatian©. 5' 

For St. Andro'rj thoro arc no yaar by year records, of 

library acceocions, but thero are cataloauos of the tblivor city 

Library holdinis dated 1644-49, l6ß76' and 17147* by coaparing 

these it io poscible to. Goo bat books woro acquired betrzoai 1644 

and 1687, and-betuoEn 1687 and 1714. There is a library catalogue 

for St. Salvator'a Collo o for the end of the 16th cctuzy and 

another one dated 1744, but none for the intexvming dates, Go 

we have no Weans of kno' ins uhcn the books listed in the later 

catalogue cane, into the library. 3lorrevor, there iG a catalogue 

for St. Loanard' a Co11o o of the lame donations m ado to the libmxýr 

by the reacnts Maio M"urzaj and John VJodderbum in the' 17th ccatury. 
8. 

1. EM - Da. 1.34 
2. Lim of bootm donated or purchased frm funds donated 161 

1 )44 - EUL - Ba. 1.29 and itancieroanis Donation Book: a record of 

books c]on, ýted to tho Univoroity Library 16Cx-1755 - ML - Ba. 1.31 

3. GüA 26624 4. GüL - Special Colloctica3 Xooa 5. e. g. GIIA 26778 

6. St. A - i: a. Z, 921 St. A. C. t37 7. St. A -- tia. Z921. S2DO3 

8. St. A - I. la. Z921 St. A. L. 47 

:! 
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For Aberdeen thoro is a catalocuo of the books in Kim's 

Collogo Library r, rich crag made ca. 17001' And another datod 1717.2' 

Kim's Co110Co also has a catalocue of books proaoated to the 

library from 1604 on ards, 
3' 

while Ltarischal College has a 

cataloguo of books bequeathed to the library from 1669 to 1713.4' 

Care is nocossary in the use of library lists as evidence 

for what was being taught. Tho fact that a book is in a library 

does not mam that it is road, and thorn are no' borrowers' 

rogiatora for this poriod. Navortheloco, the lists do tell us 

that books were available in the library and, the used in con- 

junction with the dictates, they can indicate that authorities, 

and which of their vroi3: a very probably boina consulted. 

Theso, thci, are the oontoraporary aourcen from which wo 

can build up a picture of the 17th cmztuiy Scottich university 

philosophy cowrie. In the following chapters i propose to use 

theca to describe and analyse the oontcat of the courses in logic, 

metaphysics, ethics or moral philosophy; ' and physics or natural 

philosophy in the 6 Scottich collcgos. But before doing, co I 

shall outline in Creator detail the system of teaching which was 

in force in the 17th oontury. ' 

1. AUL » K. 111 2. AUL - K. 113 3. AM - K4,114-115 

4" AUL -- ý! ' . 71 



Chapter 2 

The Scottish university arts course in the 17th century 

lasted 4 years. Oa going up to university, usually around the 

ace of 14, students entered the I3ajan class, Second-year students 

were known as Smio, the third year an Bachelors and the fourth as 

i'agistra nds. 

Teaching was by the recent system. Instead of having, one 

teacher allotted to each subject, an in the professorial aystesa, 

each recent took his class riGht through the philosophy course, 

toachihc overy subject in turn. The disadvantages of this system 

are obvious. Since he was obliged to master all branches of 

philosophy, the recant would havo had little opportunity for 

apeeialization, and insufficient' tim© to keep abreast of new 

trends in philosophical and scientific thinking, and incorporate 

than in his lootures. Indeed, possibly one main contributory 

factor in the changeover from the recanting to the professorial 

system in the lath century was the failure of the re 4enting 

system to' cope with the specialized knowledge of mathematics 

needed for a proper gmap of N«ta nian philosophy. ? oreover, 

an wan mentioned above (p. 15), the regents were often young, 

being appointed frequently from among newly graduated students. 

Their lectures were probably the sane in content ae the lectures 

they themselves had heard only a year or two previously. 

Various attempts were made during the 17th century to 

institute a professorial systaa. At Edinburgh in 1620 the 

senior recent wan made "public professor of mathematics" and 
ý 

the second re; ont "public professor of m©taphycico". However, 
11 

l6. 
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all that wan roquirod of the now profo3aora wan to Civo two 

looturca a wed: in their cabjeotn before the two hidioot clannen, 

end thane, looturoa were outwith the cot currieul=. IIhe 

profoosordiip of nothasatico somas; to have boon revived acain 

in 1640 with the appointrwcat of Thonaa Crauftiird an ro�ent, a 

poet which he hold in eonjimotioa with the chair of catha aties. 

iiowcrvor, it lapsed at Craufurd! o, doath in 1662. A definite 

chair of oaths aticn wan fcrandod at Flinburuh in 1674 - to be 

held in =cc=ion by three nonbera of the Croý'"ory family - 

but, otriotly tpc : ine, thin wan also outwith the 4 year 

philoeophy1courno. 

ýt Glan a profooaorial cyoton was in fact operatini 

at the be,, -Anming of the o enturj, but a return to the roZentinr 

eyate: 3 was, azjoinod by the Coiissioa which visitod the 

tnivor: ity in 1642s 

"The visitation after txyall, taking to concidoratiors that 

every Ro cat within the Col1o o has beine accust=ea 

hithertilla to continua for noro yearoa to-aithore in an 

and the n Profc3sione; 'ao that the Sehollero of on and 

the cell can Class are nocec3itat yoarlyo to chanCa theiro 

I: acte c; have found it more profitable and (nuiodicnti, 'that 

the present cource of toaahin" the achollera be altered; 

end that every Ilaster'edjoate his o Schollern throw 

all the 4 elaosec. "1' 

1. F'xtA- oQ vo1.2, p. 260 
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An attoapt cum mado to reostablich the professorial cyctom in 1681, 

vfacn the Royal Commission enacted "that in all time coning each 

roCcit or castor shall be fixit to 'a 
certain elaos. "1' Itourover, 

this statute was cubsoqucntly rescinded "because that this (i. e. 

recanting) will be the more profitable gay, and that it is more 

oonfoac to that unifomity that is rceoä, acnded by the Icing in-, the 

said Coricsion among the Univorsitioa of this kingdom. "2* A 

profocsor of mtha atics was appointed in 1691, but, as in 

Füinburr, h, tho lectures coon to have boon outwith the currieult i3. 

In 1695 reprocmntativos of Gla-, fir University stated their 

opinion in favour of endinG the re citing system. This was in 

response to tho Conaissical s proposal that a ro ent, should be 

"fixed" for the first ycr of the university course and appointed 
w a 

to teach Greece. " The roaaons why Glasgow University favoured the 

professorial oyatem are liateds 

"... with all submisaicn f the plumlity here of our number 

doe think the firatiai of all classes in evorie Univorsitie 

verse nocessar, for, theao roasonat (1) That thereby 

tentations to animosities among reacats mould be removed, 

t sick (thouch we hero be as little challcneable an any are 

or have been in other places) cannot be ordinarily ovited, 

ofttyme3 to the prejudice of discipline, admitting of 

unqualified students to any class and particularly to 

: ascend to a Cuperiour and co to obtain the deti'"ree of Master. 

1: L'hm ta, vo1.2# p. 492 

2, ibid., p. 493 
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(2) it would t? se all L", aetor3 more fit for toachina that 

part allotted to thafa, uhai othorrraya by thin ambralatory 

my that can be. (3) T1aat it would : provo a goat mean both 

of producing ano uaifoin care of all ? 1astera t(riardd all the 

cchoiara, and of cue equal roan-d, obedience and zeopoct in 

all eiudcnta toaarda all the Iio ; cute, than either having born, 

or are to bey under the lmaediato inspection- of thbm all. " 1' 

They admitted that there niit be peinto in favour of the 

roZontin, cystun but bellevod that they could all be anwworods 

I'Mo ßnecaveztonce of fixtn, -, Re-cuts seaze to be thosos 

(1) That thereby lie-cats may become nor ne glint in their 

duty; but this will not appear raightio, if Masters be but 

coancidorod to act from a principle of natural conscience 

and =oral honosty, as also of credit, to have that class 

in which they are oonce2modt co instructed that upon their 

promotion to a superior clasp g they be found duly fitted 

by the Iinatoro, not to add that Regents are under the 

inspection of Principal and Dean of Faculties as to their 

diligence and teaching. (2) That different casters use 

different toms, methods and ways of teaching, which 

difficulty will be removed if every Regent have his 

particular provinco alloied to hin, in philosophy ospociaily, 

if thoro be a conron course to be taunt by all. (3) That 

thereby 2wastersdhall not be co well acquaint with the hucoura, 

inclinations aYnd ingiae of their schollars, nor they with 

. r.. ý..,.,, 
1. &ien,,,, 

_, r. eg vol. 2t p. 269 
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their 2. laatera. Bit ccperience teaches that their humours 

and inclinations are not so deeply hid but in, a few seeks 

t ay appear; and on the other hand, we see that students 

are more respectful to their l: aeters upon their first catry 

than afterrrardo. "l' 

ý 
At Aberdeen too a professorial system seams to have; operated 

intermittently at the beginning of the century. It was finally, 

abandoned at King's College in 1641, and at Earicchal College in 

1642-43 S- in both cases the reason for the changeover is 1m1no vn, 

but it may well have beam a recruit of the owe Co atsaiarn which 

reintroduced rogcnting to Glas goY. Anong the laws proiulgatod 

an: ýua] ly fron 1653 to 1661 by Johm Row, Principal of King' a 

Cone, -op vas one which stated that all maters wore to Go throuji 

the whole 4 gear' c3 co r o, and not devote themselves to one art 

or aoimco. A chair of math tics wac founded at t'arischal 

College in 1613i but the poet was not filled until 1626, and 

despite thoýplea made by the CoUego in 1630 to the Provost, 

Baillies end Counsell "to oontryvo the ordiaar lecture of the 

professor of mathematics in a4 year' a courso, " 1' the mathematics 

lectures appear to have remained extra-curricular. 

Concerning the method of teaching at St. Andrews, we 

read in a report for St. Salvator'a dated 1583 that it was agreod 

"ca¢Ztrair the act of - Parliament, that the Mwisteria that 
1 

1. Aridencso, vo1.2, p. 269 

2. Patti Ab©ndtý ensev. P. 240 if. 

3. ýýýtti Aciidaniae ? lasiccallcnae Aborcioýcýnsis, ed. Poter 3'. Anderscrl 

(Aberdeen 1889-9£3), vo1.1, p. 146 

4. ý. e.. dº, ý NýW Fýucn4ýýý ýKýýýý M dý ý crilfice-S ;k Ila& 
% 

,V wLv eý, eL ýr. A vdxCws , rý/'.. 4 i. d b, )ý J axýclý ýk ýS ý°I . 
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be nnio with the clacaos call toicho the .o foxvart tho hill 

course of Phüosophio, "l' and, judzing from the graduation. thoece, 

the regenting ojstem was in force at st, - Andres -throuGhout the 

century; we have graduation theses for several successive yoars 

and in each case the' regent of the taagietrand class is different. 

A chair of mathematics was established at St. Andreas in 1663, 

Janos Gre. ̂ ^ory being the first occupant, but as in Minbur`3n and 

Abordocni mathematics does not seam to have been an integral 

part of the course. This supposition gains support from the 

fact that the visitation coission of 1695 listed in their 

Overtures to the Colleges the provisions "ghat the reg cats be 
ý. 

obliged to teach to their students oone' radimeatss of riatha a- tioa, 

with their coursess yearly" ý 'p' -a provision that would surely 
,w 

have been unnecessary if the lectures given by the professors 

of mathematics had been considered part of the course. Moreover, 

in a proposed course put forward' by the rasters of St. Andrews 

in 1687, it is stated thats "As to nathenatics, it is not doubted 

that those who in the first two years have got some knoule& o of 

the principles, and the usefulness, necessity and pleasure of 

that science will apply also thosselveo to the public professor 

of it for ring greater progress than is pocsiblo in their 

private echool s. "ý 

1. gr3 ae, vo1.3r P. 194 

2. P,, ridcnce, vo1.2, 'p. 272 

i'sVL - Uc, 114 
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Loapito all the dincuscions about the professorial cyotci 

and the attempts to introcuca it, rcacnting only finally have way 

to the professorial cystca in the loth acutuzy. Thia tzansiticn 

took place at Edinburch in 1708, at Glasgow in 1727, at St. Andrera 

with the union of the collcCes of $t. Sa1vator and St. Learard in 1747, 

at L, ariochal Colloco in 1753, and at KinG' o Coll cSo not until 1799. 

As was mentioned in the introduetoiy chapter, the method 

of teaching was by lecture and disputation. In accoreance with 

the ro ulaticua, the moniin, Cs were spent in lectures and the 

aftemoons or cvanfnCa in disputation. In a ainuto of the Dl nburh 

Town Council, dated 3 December 1620, it was stated that the duty 

of the Moto wan to teach the lesson in the nominCs, and 

confer or dispute in tho afto2noane. 
I$ 

The dictating of locturca seems to have remained in force 

throuj3out the 17th ocntuzy and into the 18th oentury, but the 
A 

practice 'eras not without its critics. The records of the Commissions 

appointed to visit the universities show that there was caacern 

over this method of teaching, and severel atteapts wore made 

during the 17th ccuturr to put an cnd to the practice of dictating 

notes and to introduce a uniform course. In 1642 the ' Coi issic of 

the Gc ao=l Assonbly stated that: 

"Bocaus the dytoing of lone notes hath In tyres past proven ane 
ý 
haidxcnca, not only to othor neceacar ©tudios, but alco to the 

kno rledo of the tct itcelfo, and to the examination of cucii 

things as' are tauit; It is therefor soriously recoinaodod by 

tho Co=issioners to the Dame of Faculty of Artgis, that the 

1. Charters. ätatuton and Acts of the Tom Coir7Cil and the 

SwmtuQ, p pp. 118--119 
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Itegcuts spend not too much tyro in dyteing of thiro notes. " 
l' 

And the ca 1o Commiseica recommended the production of a. miform 

course. St. dndrewo trao to produce notes on metaphysics. Glad 

vas allotted logic, 'Aberdeen ethics and mathomtico and Minbur i 

physics. However, the projoct cr. mo to nothia, as did further 

attempts to introduce a uniform course in 1664,1672 and 1683. 

At Aberdecn, however, Kin(; 's cad 1 aricchal Coll0C 03 trade 

plans for a joint course in 16761 there is a resolutis2 for that 

year to the effect that "there be courses for the covoral years, 

each dr.: = up by all the casters of the respective colic, ea, to 

be approved by the principals and rector, and thereafter to be 

always and only taught. " 2,, And indeed# as'wo shall see whoa we 
ý 

come to ermine the dictated, a standard course does seem to 

have been taint. 

Faculty remulationo for ]. linbur, choir that it eras not only 

the Co inisdionero who were concerned about the time spelt in 

dictating notes. In October 1663 the Faculty cajoined thats 

"The ro orate shall studio to be concise and brief in their 

dictates as possibly they can that there rmy be more time for 

o=nination and dispute. " 3. 

In 1695, rnccst the proposalo for a unifom cOurse really 

Cot =der wasrt tho Co=is-. ion onco noro co=euted unfavourably on 

the practice of dictating noteop stating "that in t-jm$ comeLng 

tho students Oý: ll not upend ther tymo inwryting thor courses of 

philosophic in their'clase, but in place therof, that there be 

&i3 printed course' thoucht upon. " 
4' The co r aata. of the various 

1. ýiýp vo1.3v p. 206 2. yiaitatiaaa2crot 1636-171? _ 

AUL4=i. 91 3. Chartorot 5tatutea and Acto of the Torn Comcil rund 

the SM. ltu I o, p. 210 ' 4. Evidence, vo1.2i p. 271 
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universities on thin overture make interesting raiding. " Edinburrh, 

St. Lo3nard' a College and King) a College agreed with the Co=insion 

without raking any oonmcnto. 3 ariochal Colleca noted that a,, 

uaifom course had alroady becn adopted by theme "For the 
ft 

preventing the inconveniency of the Students spcßdsng their time 

in writing, we have all agreed upon, and teach the same Courses, 

by which there is such abundance of copies to be had that few are 

obliged to write, except come small tractats, which every particular 

faster dictate at, his pleasure. " 10 (lac3ow also agreed with the 

Commission, but her represcatatives rAve their'roacons for doing cot 

"As to the overture concerning a printed course, We doe think 

h 
it ay be of great use, both as to the removing of the- labour 

of writing, and for gaining; so much tyre, so that the vrhole 

neetings, may be inployed in exaoination, explication, dispute, 

proposing of questions and doubts, and other scholasticall 

exercises. And further, a printed course ailso will have 

this advantage, that there will be ano haconie in philosophic' 

tams among all. And it is our humble opinion that, tho11 

Hegmts may not have the libortie of dictating less or nor 

(otherways in a little tyme it would come to the sane way of 

writing note as at p osent) yet, that they may have the freedom 

of giving ar ents viva voce even contrar to the approvcn and 

printed course, if their opinion so load then, quhich their 

schollars may in short note of their on write, taken from 

their i`astor'a mouth, providing always, that-quhair Regents 

doe not so toach thom, as that they may doe it by way of a 

1. ýViý, vo1.4, p. 312 
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uritten cournol an alco, that nothir. a they ao. tm, ch be contrar 

to pieties good manners, 'or'tho dc"otrin© of our Chuzrh. 

The ineonveni©noca of a. printed course ap; ear to us to bo two. 

First, that -it trill be a teatation both to 
. parents and students 

of coninC too late, and Going away too soon. Secondly, that 

the writing leaves a great inprossica on many of the studento. 

Bat we judge the3o not to have cufficient rzoiCht to ballcnco 

the other advautagoa by a printed couroe. " 1. 

Me practice of dictatiaa, ho never, had its defaidanto at St. 

: alvator'es 

"... weo are assured that Collodgeo never better prospered nor 

war more frequented, than vhe the wryteinp, and varying of 

dictate wer rioat in fashione, ffor then Students entered 

yearly in duo ty. ie, and never thereafter willin ly abecrited 

theneelves for fear of blanking,, as they call, it. And ffor 

this reason, Regents who before have taught whole Courses, 

stood not to be at the pains to change then for the niut 

Class, that Students night not trust to foxier dictate to 

supply, their blanks or eacoum a their idleness. And gene see 

already that nany, upon this generall opinion, of a constant 

course, doe either all together stay array, or, after they cone, 

noon remove frau Colledgos, presuaeing upon their ova private 

E; 'GLldi@3" oe 'Woo indeed approvo that i?, aotero be not allowed to 

teach or vent errors, or danZorous priuciplop, which wee ar 

still awarr off, and ar suro narr +cau. justly be charged upcn 

uc, whatevor may bo. farted or cu;, -, asted. But mine, we 

1. Pf3 e, vo1.2, p. 271 
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think it hard to stint orýconfine fron inproveing notions 

and inventions in ratterc meerly Philosophick, aeing non soon 

and often alter their thou,; hts... Moreover, to rryte is not 

alltogether in vain; many remember things the better they 

Qryte thou, and students should not be dry-fingered. "'* 

In general, dictates seam to have stopped whE the regazting 

gave way to the professorial system. In the case of the 17th ceatusy 

notebooks, there can be no doubt that we are dealing with dictates. 

There are frequently dates in. the margins, and the small amount of 

notes produced for one day can only be accounted for by the fact that 

they were ta'zcn do'jn at dictation speed. Moreover, the headings of 

the notes usually contain the words "dictated by", followed by the 

name of the roj; ent. IVhhcn we come to the notebooks for the early 10th 

o©ntuxy, we cannot be so certain; the evidence of dates and headings 

is oftal absent, and the notes themselves are considerably shorter. 
10 

However, from external evidence we know that dictates were still, 

being taken down at St. Andrews alien the Mackenzie brothers were at 

university there tro9.1711 to 1716. Also, in a report for Glasgow 

University dated 1717, it is stated that John Law continued to teach 

by the old method, "iry dited notes and dispute in all the parts of 

philosophy. "2' In some of the colleges the cessation of dictated 

notes may have preceded the introduction of the profesrorial system 

(for instance in Aberdeen and St. Androzs, where the changeover from 

regcnting did not take place until well on in the 18th century)* 

however, we can be fairly certain that dictating of notes was in 

Practice throuj&out the period with which tho. present study is conoerned. 

1. F, vidmce, voi. 39 pp"218-219 
2. poticQS a. nd documents illustrativ© of the literary histor_v of 

G1 r (Glaaýrowt i: aitland Club, 1831)9 p. 124 
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Coap1mcntsri to tho lorturos uero th© disputaticýo. t 

day discuosiaa. ts to& place ca Vhat had b3arº lectured on in the 

rwsnint�"s, and we havo crridaaca that Satutyla;, y. r. 9=inCu croro also 

ßivcz o°ror to dlaputatiaao. 7U. iazbu: z; h 12o". xl Co=oil �onlo of the 

late 1620o record that : tho 3 hiýaer clacsom aimCsd In dissputatiou 

aaz Saturday rwinin. -GO 
l" The s~. -mtaa1 aut-mm aýinc. tioas coro tW 

dicputatioa, and olaborate pazr, risiarass vera laid da= for thoso, 2* 

The laureaticn carc3aoay, of courcc, vmc aloo accom; ̂ nied by a 

dicputatiaa, for thich the c-maduatictz thosao werä prodLCa. 3. 

C ~o, x1usi. o. zor3 appointed to vioit tho w~iivQrsitics in tho 17th 

ccxtuV obviously ttiouµat that disIrztation3 sroro an iatc4", =l Part 

of trzivorsity toaching, la the report of the viaitatima to 

St. Andro:; o in 1642 it in. meted thats 

"Sineo both roacon end cxporicaco do toach that no exe vice con 

be more profitable for-Studonte of Fhilocophy then Scholastik 

dioputo: l, It is ord fined that the dieted a ointod for 

disputes after supper be hooped accordLi to the otatutes of 

the Colledcos. ¶ at the L'aGiotrwnda and ßnchalouro in overt' 

CoLtcdGo tk: vo there disputes every Sattuzday, sutcl tho 4le; aot- 

of the dofattdGr of the theses be pzues: oa in the disput. " 3' 

And reprtissmta, tixz3 wer') =ado by the Cocnissaionero to Glar,, -ow in 

1643, and az; aitz in 1664, to u; fiold the pzuotico of disIru, tation. 4 

This s; trea3 on diaratatica is rtaflooted in the roforcaoos 

fraquratly =ade by the ro, -catts to ita u3efulrtoaa. In 1635 Aadrm 

Grt3vc. ýts; oit of Minbux-ýh claimed that dialectic cnablo3 philosaophora 

1. Chaztars Statuten 
-and 

Aato of the Tom. Comail and th 

Scr. a Cop p. 119 2. ibid. # pp. 115-117 
3. rircl, vo3.3 r P. 206 
4.1.11mSn mta. v61.2, P. 319; p"443 
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to as in public and private dt putatic i31 and trains tho taind 

to rccervo 1 naa1odGo t1irou6h dsmcnst=. tioai. 1 
II h later In the 

centuxy, in lierbort Kannody' a lecturca of 1687-80 and 1696, the 

nerits of diaputatiocl are still belnj Wis. - Kanady cayo that 

disputatiaz has' the followin3 advantages: - it eharpcno the intellect) 

it rimes one able to express oneself sore 'oloarlyj it brim to 

mind things which one had not previously thotzcht ofi it curves as 

an aid to rc : asbering things. ' HQ gives a word of warning, however, 

against the possibility ox' dinputatiaai making; its imctitionera 

port and precocious, 
2. 

So far I have been describing the method of teaching 

rather than the content of the courses. It now Mainc to 

investigate the records of the Comwis; ione, university minutes 

and, for fciinbur[; ,' Ton Council minutes, for evidence about the 

coui-ses. From this we small be able to sea whether there was any 

change during the century, regarding what &aas conside>: nd suitable 

material for the philosophy course. 

At the beginning of the century university teaching scene 

to have still oared much to Andrew Melville. Towards the cad of 

the 16th ccntury Melville had drum up the following course for 

the universities of Glasgoar, Aberdeen cnd 8t. Lndrows. The first 

year was to be occupied with the learaing of Greek grar. =art and 

the rules end precepts of 2ietoria. The second year course 

comprised ar, d1r; raruli and the binning of philosophy. In the 

third year oath. tics, Aristotle's logic, ethics and politico 

wore to be taught, and in the fourth r21isica, cOstograr. hy, history 

1. EUL - 3b. 10.19 2. LML ". Jb. Fi. 132; GUL - E: a*Gm. 462 
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and tho clcmeata of iiobrm. Armn; +crats for instxuotion in 

p. hilosoph3, " adhorod aaoz37.1y to tho plan of ri=as. 

Thim cuyrioulum, was. based" on Itolvill o' g- o: -n tachinc, of 

ýhýh3. ch his nophea James t, ri. vaa an account* licti. ng tho authors and 

caoL-s ucod 17 Lelville. Thema included: n=s'a Diectiag 

Talasuc's F'1zoý nts. ndard , Latin and GxaEl: nuthore, tho I. ncr. cnt-a 

of Bclid, the Arit}vmetio and Gea^otry of 'Ia=s, the Giýo,, ernAhv of 

Dicnysius, the Týý2g of iiontor (i. Q. hic Pudirirntoz= coý~lo-. 

rrzr. hicoxm. libri atrz tab 121a týcºcaiýntiic3s ), the Aotrol y of 

A=tua# bristotlo's Ethic; and Do virtutý Cicoro's Of fi ces# 

Pr^ýýa,, 
_ , and Tu. -: liristotle' o Po1�_, _Sticg and caxta, in of 

2'2ato's Dialomies, Aristotle's F'hysica, and Fa=oliuu'm ? 3aturnl 

PnilonoTAw. The coritont of Ne. l. ville's course chows a mixture of 

Aristote], ianisa end the contompomry rovolt. aaa, inot scliolasticir=, 

ýas seen in the voxk-a of Ra-=s and Talaeus. 1' 

The reports by the two colle; es of ut. Anüre'za to the 

Co i , 3ioIcr3 Rio visited the vtivor$ity in -1588 shot how eloooly 

Melville vas being follovod. The cr; tlino of the course at 

St. Lconard' a is s 

lot years Greek and the exorcice thereof. 

2nd years Rhetoric. Omtio of Cicero ezid Le : oothaxos. Porphyriuo 

and the Categories. with public dccla atiaic. 

3rd year: 1lristotl e' o Loi. o and Ethics, s. 

4th years Ar3atotZo's n, ysica and tho 52ýý era of äacraUosco. 2' 

And the safe subjects seems to havo Bear tauet at St. Salvator'ss 

1. Quoted by Sir Alexander Grat, "Me sto=_2f, the University- of 
»linburrh durini its first 300 yoa-ra (Londe! 1884)+ vol. 1, 

pp. 8O-a2. 
2. Ti1 nu o, vol. 3. P. 195 
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"iir David Ea, rtino toicaics the firct c1ac3Q of the courc I3ocra, te3, 

Arictotla tnd iSotºor. Air robcrtlkmitt. tý6ic. Ili3. tho cccunr2 

c1a33o T.: 3. quc, 0ý :.! of Cicaxo... The zrsthmaticia, re, Ix 

Homer Mair# " my i he tea. chirs the Aritlwn. oticua of 

Ur ältivic: 1rae: ypa=ie... tEichit3 tho Piave in Greif daylie... "1. 

; inilar in outlizo vas tho cou.. ýc includod in tho Po'. uidat:. on 

charter of Larischal Collg; et 1593s 

lot years Greck, 

äid yaars Or^vmn loý. 5yotesz of 'rule ý or i. nvaitio:. z astd 

judcment f=m the beet authoro of both 1an ; ua. Geo. 

routha toý be e: e+cioed both in irritinG and in public 

npeakinG. 

3rd year: Mc=fstto -of arithnetic and ccomatry. Selectiono fro. u 

Arietotle' a books of . hica and Politics frcrm the Greet: 

text., Cicarot a books Do Officiio. Acxroc.. ýä. tio booka of 

nin y5hysicvn. Arintotles a 07. rn, 

4th years FnysioloMr. Anatomy. Geo&-raphy. History: Outlines of 

Actronomy. 2' 

The curriculum noted in the reoord of Edjnbuzji Town 

Couacil3' illustrates the sage nixture of Aristotle cM pore rnodo= 

author, ao appeared in ! ºelville'B ache! Q of teachings 

lot years Latin ciuthoro, a mecially Cicero. 14mn3lationo fron Latin 

into 1 lich and from lhglish into Latin. Clo narci' a 

Gx^sý. k Gi a ar, to be 3tudied with certain portions of 

s3Cý7 : ectancnt. IiÖcrate9f 
. FLacý91ide3: ' ýieciod. ý: aýer. 

i'=as' a M3. a,,, _, 
Z.. mt1G. 

2nd years Talacuo' G Mc torig. Ca, cc=dorg or s=ethiu ; oi: liIa, r. 

1. ri. _.. r vol. 3, P"194 2. Thrionce, vol. 4, p. 236 

3. Chartora, Statutes and Acts of the To= Council and the 

a, PP"110-114 
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Apthcniu3' a Pi ot tr.. na, ta., l±ceroiaoo in dialectic and 

xhotoric. Aristotle' a0. , -nori and other logic works. 

Porphyriua' a _I. mwe. , Conpaaldiun of arithmetic. 

3rd years Dialectical and : diotorical onalyoia of the authors 

otudicd. Ariatotlo'a I'ostorior Analyttics (2 booka), 

Ft hics (5 books), Prior Aoroas atics (5 booka), stiu=xy 

of Postorior Acroamztics (3 booka). Dez cripticn of the 

human anatomy. 

4th years Aristotlo' ai coolo (especially }3oolca 2 and 4), Sacro- 

bocco'a s hors Do ortu. Do r.. otoorts. Do anima lianter'a 

COÜT! Of'ra1)hy. 

Voran assns this statute to the late 1620x. It aaa the result 

of diacuaaicna hold by the Toren Co oil fr= 1619 to 1628, and 

Horan thinks that it is merely a atatamont of the practice of t1io 

Collo os in tho fox8 of a sport xathor than an injunction. 

Esraa earlier, howaver, we have evidence of the mixture of 

Rams and Aristotle in university teaching at Blinbur, ii. Craufurd'a 

account for 1604 rolatea that in the e=ainationa the older of the 

philosophy ro cnta interro ated R==I a Dialoctio and the"conpo jnd 

of Ara 
_cyllot 

1ntica: uhilo the rest of the aminationi were on 

äriototloo, 1' 

yhe first Major otatemat of educatim policy for all the 

uaivo=itioa in the 17th century cones , 
from the Co aiosiouora 

appointed irf the Gonoml Acaaably to vioit the univoraitica fron 

1639 to 1643. - The CoL-micsion enacted that in all the pi-dlocophy 

colic a of the untvoraitics there ahouald be a uniform course of 

doctrine, govon=cnt and discipline, and tha gent as to propose 

1. Cmuflirdit liiato ! PP-, 58-59' 
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a curriculttx: 

let year: Greek and a coeapoad of logic. 

sad year: Logic (Aristotle) and elements of arithmetic. 

3rd years Further login (Aristotle) and Ethics. Compond of 

notaphycico. Geometry.. 

4th years Physics (Aristotle) and Aristotle's mnirgej* 

The proceedings of the Commission appear to have bocn 

ignored by the universities, since in 1643 a new Commission ran 

appointed by the General Ascembly,, which complained that nmo of 

the rocommondationa of the previous, visitation had been carried 

out. 
2' By 1646 a further note of impatience is hoard in the 

Co=iooion'e ro3olutian "that ovozy university provide come good 

ovorturoo anEnt apeody prooocutical of the intonded Cursus 

i, hilo$orhioue. " 3. 
I 

Thin rosiat ce ad the p . st of the univer3itiea can probably 

n, dolibornte attaapt to preserve their autoaxomy in the face of 

Cove east interforcioo. Ac we shall see below, the cour3©a 

actually being taught were not co very dissimilar from that 

proposed by the Coraicaion, co there could be no great barrier to 

carrying; out the Corissian' o rocorondatiaaa on that score. ' An 

inkling of, the reasons for the universities' delay in complying 

can be noes in the joint ntataient issued by a mooting of their 

representatives in fklinbur i in 1647 thati "it eras found expedient 

to commmicate to the Ge`toml Acc ably no more of our U iveroity 

4affairs, but such as ccacomod reliGion. " ' 

The tniv©rsitioa decided to produce their own joint course, 

1. EVioflºco, vo1.2, p. 257 and vol. 3, P. 2D5 2, ibid., vol. 3, p. 200 

3. quoted by Andrew Dalzel, History of the University of Edinburgh 
(Edinburgh, 1662), vol. 2, p. 144 

4. Fassti Aberdonenoes, p. liii 
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each university handling the parts all ottod to thci before by the 

Comicoicn, and it vas aaroed "to enquire after the most accurate 

' mode= write= of philonophy, auch a3 Gr3aoötUa, Roca, Dzraorodioius, 

Ari, aGag Ovicx: o oto. " Moroovart " in the drau,:, tt of the cux, ___`_zn 
the 

, w. . text of Ariototle' o Logicl: n. Ettý and Phvaickn wore to be kept 

and shortly analycods the textual doubts oloared upon the back of 

ovary chapter, or in the Analysio, and the questions and co=on 
I 

places handled after the chapter trcatin of that attor. " 
i' 

Tho Co ioaimaors of evozy university were to produce at tho next 

aootinC a note of that was taunt in everr class. An a result of 

this wo have records of the courses for all the univexoities apart 

from Edinbur; i, and thus a good indication of what was being 

taught in the middle of the eantuzy - infou aticn which is 

oapocially useful, since Levi studcnt notebooks and gmduatian 

theses survive for this period. 

St. Andrevrs stated that the aim of the philosophy course was 

to enable all ctudcnto to attain co 2e neacura of lmoulodgo, not 

only in the Greek: but also in the Uebrovi tongue, and to have 

como inaii t into all parts of Aristotle's philosophy. The subjects 

tav ºt woro as follows: 

113t years Latin. Crock. Elmants of 11obrov and of Arithrotio. 

2nd years"... Thoy shall be, jn... at a lo;; io compmd, and proceed 

In leaning of dialoctio, a`ihotoric, otructura oratiortin, 

with the practice of logic and rlietorio in their 

dcclazationn. In M=arch they shall be, in in Porphyre, 

and proceed to the Catcroriea, Do fnternrotatiouo and 

PTio2'Rr. 
ý: _uý, 

'i1. Y't ýC1 
e 

1. GüA 26790 
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3rd yoart Ariototlo' a Topics . thm Sonhi tCantio o and Poateriorn 

Anal ica. Elements of Coomotxy. Aristotle's Mien. 

Coipcnd of aotaphysics. Acroanatics, Books 1 and 2. 

As much time of this y©ar as may be wall oparod chould be 

bestowed in tho pxo. atice of loC; ic. 

4th year: Acro-azsatics, 33ooka 3.5. co2loa Elacaonta of aatronom, y 

and cooz=ptiy. Do orbu and Do interitu, Do metQoris. 

Do anina" . Compend of anatomyr. ' 

Tho courao at Mricchal Coiloý, Mo wao cn much tho tiame lineas 

let years 

2d years 

3rd roars 

4th year: 

C1canardue, Antesip=uy, his rmnriar. DcmosthcnQB. 

Isocnitcs. Phocylidea. il=cr. Ilea Tostanent.. 

33ricaf coapaid of 1öGica. Text of Porpli, yxy. Ariatotle'a 

Or=on. 

Aristotle's Ethics Aäroanaticflý Books 1-5p nueetonen 

do cor, spoa3tionQ cantinui and c=o of the 0 books (i. e. "-.... ___. __ __. _. __. o.... 
of Pfi aics 

"i 

Do coelo. D©wmer. aticxie. Do notporig. Do anina. 

Sacroboceo'a here. Geometry. 2" 

Kint' a Colloe soaaa to have retained more of the node= 

spirit in its course, since it alone ncations Panus. Other riso it 

follows the aazae pattorn as' the courses at St. Andrews and L! aricchal. 
3' 

Similar too is the course at G1asCow, thou rh here we have 

noro specific reforc ioea to the authors used. Thus, in the Eocene 

year, besides Porphyrius'a Ira o and Aristotle's vozks on logic, 

we have references to Dur ersdi jk' a Lof-, i t and Vosaius' a Rhetoric. 

and in the fourth year Kocke is Goo, 
_ý, ih is ncutianod. More 

1. Cmufurd, Itioto pp. 151-152 2* ibid., p. 153 

3. ibid., p. 152-153 
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is a footnoto to Glaacoz'u curricula ,, to tho offoct, that coo 

members had put forward. reaoona an to uhy Ethics should be tauht 

in the fourth year after the bool; u bow rather than in the 

third before Physics, but it zaa thou, t boat to leave this point 

for discussion until the next meeting of the university deleGatec. if 

Despite the sinilarity'botweon the curricula, of the 

different univorsitien, their oraz project cooxs to have had no 

butter aucoocs 'than the one proposed by the Gcnörcl Assembly 

Commissioners. Glace go v as far as appointing co noose to 

compose their portion of tY a course, as is clear fron a minute 

recorded by Co=o Inness 

"Re6arding the portion of the philosophy course assiied to 
ý 

our colicJo, it was stated that notice should be conveyed to 

., of dolctos that we willingly undertake the the next meeting 

tact: allotted to uc, and that we shall try, Cod willing, to 

give cone proof of oui& dili nce at the earliest possible 

date. Since it soled ccnvcndent for that part of the ' 

philosophy couräo which the university deletes aasigaed to 

our college to bo in the hando of one ran mthor than of a 

co itteo, . it vao ously a rood that Jahn Yoi should 

undertake the tack. " 2. 
1 

Ho rover, we have no evidence that the schaao advanced any further 

than this. Indeed, notwithot, Lndini their earlier fears of church 

Interforc: tee, 'tho Univoroity Gomisoicnern aeked Robert i3ai11ie 

in 1649 to petition the Gaxaral-Aoecnbly to lead the weight of 

their authörity in urainc the univoreities to hasten their, porticna 

of the "wore. This resulted in 'the production of a list of 

1.11-mincnta, vol. 2, pp. 316-318 2. ibid., p. 315 
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Ru1eo w-, reed uTom by_thcCo-niesionera of the Univeroitids e. acordi 

to which tho co^ron course of philosophy shall be drn, vnt viz. s 

1. "Aa tmaniaoualy in diverao raootinaa of the correepondcnce it 

ý 
has' boon agreed, lot Aristotle's text in the logics, ethios 

and phyaica, except in cone unprofitable places, be ahärtly 

and oloarly opaneds the definitions, divi'cione and axiom 

therein narkod# doubts and objeoticne loogod,, and neoeccazy 

co1anplacea handled at the back of . thoco chaptora and books 

vhoro they fall in. 

2. there Aristotlo' a tout is cantina, or has not been in uoo to 

bo handled, an in the mathscatioa, motaphyaico, politics and 

rhetoric, lot littlo systems of definitions, divisions, 

axioms and short comentarics bo dran. 

3. Let the style of language be unaffected, plain and torso. 

4. Lot the whole no± be ha, rionious. 
i 

I3urgorsdijk'o Com-aend of LaTio end Yoosius Systai of Tületorio 

moat , not take up above 4 months at most of the tad year. 

For the whole logic of Aristotle no morn time may be spared 

than the 5 last months of the 2nd and 3 first, after the 

examinations, of. the 3rd, that the next 2 months of that 3rd 

year may be spent on the ethics# and a little sum of the 

politics and economics, and the 2 following months' on the 

Arithmetic, Geometry, Optic and Stercomotry, and the two 

last months on the metaphycio syatea. The whole 4th year 

racy be spat a the physioa, taking in Aatron r and Geography 

at the back of the books doCoelo for 6 weeks time at moat. 

2. Gmi 26790 



5. Throuti the wholo course a care woad be had to refute solidly 

but Shortly the philosophic errors of pa nap papiato, brafniane 

and othero, an they come by hand. ' 

6. The Common and ordinary tenets of Protestant schools would not 

be chanced without an evident necessity; all singularities and 

needless novationc mould be eceheved, reaerving a free liberty 

to dispute all public acts, whatever innooctt problems any 

mactor shall think moot to propound. 

7. In handling the to icoi lot the topic maxima be inculcat and 

well cleared frog obj ectima, and in the handling of the 

ethics# lot the nature of virtues and vicos# with the 

commonplaces of free will, and the annexed principles of 

humane actiöns, be accurately but shortly expounded. 

Despite these fairly explicit rciulatiaris, there do not appear to 

have beca any concrete results in the way of c6ursea. 

For the next 40 years the reports of the curious 

coaissioho have little to say about the courses apart from 

repeated injunctions to the universities to produce a unifozm course. 

In 1687 the naoterc of St. Andro a proposed a method of 

teaching to tbo Visitation Committoe. They wait into considerable 

detail and their roport' gives us a valuable record of the state of 

philosophy at St. Gndrews at that time. The first yoar was to be 

occupied with Latin, Greek, pmctical arithnetio, and the elements 

of gexnot # if the raster thought the pupils capable of it. In 

the soccnd year tho otudcats Qero to follow a "clear and short 
ft . 

course of logics, for explaining the nature of the most observable 

properties of bur coCdtationa, the ordinary defects and orrora of 

the with their renedioe, and particularly the art of reasoning, 
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that by the time they come'to. this -last part of the to, -io'course 

they be3in and thence co forward in the olmenta of gconetrt, 

which in effect, is truo and useful logic, rind from then is 

secretly understood the principles and orrors of roasoning. " 

Logic was follouod by the part of metaphysics which has a near 

affinity with logic, viz. "scholastic explanations of, and 

disputations about notion and. properties of boing, and those 

connon terms of esocnce, exiatoneo, possibility and iapocaibility,, 

relation, causality etc., vtich froquontly occur in the scholastic 

philosophy and divinity. " The third year course was to comprise 

the other part of motaphycioa "conoozainc the nature and properties 
ý 

of cpirit3, thoir distinction f=m ratter, the danonstration of 

the oxioteac© of a Dotty etc, for which thorn. In eufficimt 

ground and aaaiatanco frag 'what io w ttton in the moditatima of 

Doccartes a and dicputos and observations of hiaaelf and othiera 

thoreupan. " This rat; to be follomed by a chort oourae of ethto 

"puriod fxm the ocholaotio and thealogio disputoo which are 
ý 
ordinary to be found in these'trnctates and roduced fron common 

principles of natural reaso, nature of humane societyg the 

conoa passions, h=ours and inclination of mankind, and ulmt 

oxparienco and observations afford for rectifying the orrorn of 

these, ahoro aunt not be omitted to oxplain the Ilature of Civil.. 

Govo anent, the Absolute and illimited poorer of, the Sapr t Vagiiotzat, 

and the universal obligation of subjects to obey, and nevor to 

rosir3t his authority. " Geoaotit and, if there van time,, pbycioa 

wore al co to bo, taunt. In the final year the . ctudmt vas, to 

loam "the rent - of physion, the hictozy of nature and. ' experiaac rte, 

toGothor srith tho co=oý, ̂mphyp opticst sphorical trigon=etzyp and 
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an such of tho mochanics as timo, will allot. ' As to mathenatica, . 

it is not. doubtod, that thoso viio in the first two years . havo., Cot 

COMO Imowlodge of the principles, avid tho uc fulnosn, necessity 

and ploasuro of that science will apply also themselves to, the 

public professor of it for =king arcater progress than is possible 

in their private ccboola: 
1. 

,I aaall -be referring to the separate parts of this proposed 

couraa in later oectiona, but in the ==time two gcaoml points 

are worth noting,. ýLlhe most obvious difference between this and 

the courses outlined earlier in the century is the absence of any 

mention of Aristotle's vroli: c; the only authority meationod by name 

in Descartes. The course is still Aristotelian in outline, but 

tho roz; mta had ceased to co=cnt on the texts of Aristotle -- a 

fact which will be corroborated uhm ivo come to examine tho 
4 

dictates. Another difference is the increased emphasis ee 

metaphysics, and correspondingly less conccntratiou on- log, ie -- 

possibly a result of the movement from Aristotle to Descartes. 

's' he eocaad major attempt to impose an oducational policy 

ca the uaivor6itioe occurred . 
in the recoi cadationa of the 

Parliamcata27 Commicsioa appointed at the time of the Revolutionary 

Sattlcment in 1690. Ito proposals were as followzas 

lot years Grod V3. a to be taucht, with a fixed relent. 

tad yaara "Lories should be taut without mixture of what conoo2no 

motaphyaico, crtd the=ithal the co=cn taxmo, notions 

and a, xi. oons should be týýt, 

yors Mhice i; caoml tand ap®cialg practice of oza, tory,, and 

ý......... 

i. Wu - 3)0.1.4 
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uloo the gwor^. 1 physics chouid be taint. 

4th yoars r4ould bo taujit cpooial physics an .- ouoatoloa. " , 

If ve allow for the feet that apocifio voe: s of Aristotle 

are no lon,; er nonti mod, thin is basically the eourao recoic nded 

by the Coii3. ssiongrs of 1642"' As in the 1640a there vao carasidemble 
.1. 

reaction on the part of the univeraitieo to the Co=miasioners' 

propoaala; this time it is vell docu: aaated*, 

Fdinburci and li3rischal. Collego both agroEd to the 

rec=adations. of the Cor. ais3iociQrs, I: tc, rißcixal addinS the ao=cntt 

"uha, t is proý3ed to be tauLjit in the 2ad, 3rd ünd 4th yoars is 
-4 
C=ctly aarooable to our p=otice, only our students aro pcorciced 

in oratory throuti all the 4 years. " 2' A do umcnt preaorved at 
ý I 

8eGistor Hou3a coafims that this vas ind. cicd lTariacha7. 's pm. otioo 
",..,. 
in tlio 2 590c. It is cýttitlQd . s'hc Constitution' of 

Collc*m as to their methý+d of instraatin cnd educatin auth, 
3' 

and states that in the first year philoloýzº and the principles of 

aritirsctic are taint= the second class "are instructed in logic 
ý 

and the methods of rm. aonia , both confoi to the' principled of 

old and ne'i philosophy; " the third class "are inctm ted in the 

goaara1 physiology and. principles of nattinil philosophy confom to 

the old and ncv philosophy. There is taught to that an idea of 

all the- hypothceoe both ancic it coca nodozu... After the period and 

close Of the philooophic co'ar3e thof ar0... infomod. In the principles 

of io=lity and ethics=" the fourth` clans "are 'inotructed in the 

lsnotlerlao of notaphy ; ios and spocir. l physioloay� ara Infomod lioQ 

to explain all the particular phalarei of nature. * -are laet+uated 

is the principles of Astroac ie: 

1. _vi___ deuce, vo1.2, p. 269.7270 2" ibid., vo1.4, p. 311 
2. Quoted bf Peter J. Andoreon, The arts curriculum (ebardocn, 1892) 
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GlaD or had coma roaorvaticna about the tbcooc , tions; 
"t"M' 

hor raprosmtative3 thouht (a) that s=o , zudlmnto of rhotoric 

rhould be tail t `iu the o ccnd yodr; (b) 'that motapbysica and 

puoratolo, Mr chou7. d be taujt in the thud yoar, alccig with 

othica and accurato exorcises of omtozj ("ihich is too much 

neglocted in this Lingdco")f (o) that ßaiera. 1 and special physics 

chbuld not be separated, but tauZht together In the final year, 

and a : periacatal philosophy should be covered, " 

King's College also had some reservations: (a) logic and 

netaphycica cannot be sot wholly auundor "cooing the nature of the 
1% 

things they tmito of, and the cuatoza of toachinG in all Schoolci 

havo co knit ... thca tol; othor, that it is hardly pocsiblo to cot 

they intirely adder without mutilating thct both= for we think 

that ccnuiae Uotaphysicka have ccily two pasta, vize the Prodica actito 

and Tr'nsoendeatalle; and the Prodicanenta, beini a part of, must 

be common to, both Logicka and I: etaphysicks; and the doctrine of 

Transceudc italla is absolutely neoescary to the riCht understanding 

of tho gonemll auicma, terms and noticac, which the Overture 

proposes to be taugt in and with the Logiclco; " (b) thqr approved 

of the propocala rerardinc tho third and fourth year courses, 

though ucro at a loan to find what years the metaphysics were to 

be taualitj they worn also dubious about what was meant by the 

practice of orato371 if it mo=t rhetoric,, that vas the office of 

the BeCQat of Kuaaaitys if it araa the declairaine of h, azoxtCueo, that 

was daze by studonta In all the Four claacea. 

Tho coa rplainto mado by st, alvator' a' Colle o are similar to 

i. F-vi. _. Ameo, V01,2, p. 270 2. ibid., v02.4, p. 311 
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thoso voiood by KinZ; 'o Collo,, ýro. : 'hiq aro on to ccorost (a) tho 

omiccicct or notaphynics fr= tho mtira' cou=ol (b) the prsctico of 

oratory and 'shotörio rraaº thoizAt to bo1caa, to ', the pmfossora of 

humanity. The report sent in by 5t. sil. va, tor' a3 continues ttith an 

outlino of their course: 

lot yoart GreaL 

2ad yoart "1, o ; ic:: a, and nothing also, excopt Arithaotick and some 
1 

of Euolid'n E. cncnto. which woo think ouffioimt for 

that year; but woo look upon the co=on torn, notions 

and axiote to be a cpeeiall part of the Motaphycicks, 

very difficult end abatruse, and co oust not to be 

taint the ce ios. 

3rd year: Uotaphycicks and... Pnau aticka, vhich woo think Here 

proppor to add than the dcnosal Thysickc; for if 

Uetaphyaickc Le ao cccio doe take the, Scicntia do 

cnt tcnu3 is eat, or as others word itr Scimtia 

ent io nraccici a materialita. te etc, nothing can be noro 

expressly under it than Spirits, as they tay be kno 

by the licht of nature in vhich seams flleut: atologia 

must be interpret a pairt of that Science; and thouch 

it uer counted a distinct tmotat, considering the 

naturo of its objact, yeti the canner of its treating 

zaor© agroea with the Metaphysicko. This year also czoe 

teach the Ethicka and follow out Euclid. 

4th years Phymicka ga+nerzll and cpocsall, Which we judo very 

naturall to conjoyno; neither do we hold it neoosrar 

to add to the Physic's anythin� do mina, ffor all 

quectians concerning it may be discust in the 
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Pnouraatickm. And ulbeit Ariatotl©t aft®x hic Acx°avntickc3 

and hit; otheý books do co___. rnor4 naturml i Yia, o. addod his 

books Ioanirsa, as a paint of hio p% , ynicall cyst a e, 

yet he hinself did nat judce the soul to be the proppor 

cub j oct ' of thoso books, but handl ao it than only because 

of its ralation to the body... Wee teach also thin last 

year Co nomphy and Gooamphy, if studonts waito and 

. stay so lone. " 
ý" 

St. Lecmaxd' c. Collcwe had only one stated objection to the 

proposed courses namely, that logic cnd aotaphyaics cannot be split 

ups and that notaplysic3 seemed to have boon loft out of the course 

altovothor. liou©vort the tone of their reply zu., -goats that they 

thoujit the proposals oonecdiat unaeoessary. , 
Aa long as the 

reGonting system cantinues, their report etate3, "there will be 

no method readily'fallen upau aora oxpedient than what is 

eanemlly'observed in this Univer3ityf" their course is then 

outlined, 'which is 
; pore or less the . ne as that taucit at 

St. Salvator's. St. Locnard's, hovovor, na, ition Descartes, whose 

Y editatiocia are taut it in the thin, year. 
2. 

Despite all these objocticne to the Commission's proposed 

arz= a ent of tho course, the coile3es, apart fron St. Salvator' e, 

vero in favour of the idea of a uniform course, and this time tho 

plan proceeded further than it had is the 164On. G1ast^ u 

and allotted - mineral a aid special I thics,, 
, 
St. Andr= Loo 

Lotaphysicnr fMin urji PncunatoloMr. and Abardeai geeneral and 

cpooial Physics. The Co issioa decreed that if the regents 

1. vo1.3º pp"217-218 2. ibid.! p. 220 



zofaaed to join An the echcmes they wero to b© -dcprivod of office, 

The facultlea ware to COO In an out], ino of vhat points and 

artieleo they wore to treat of. The aevorn7, eollecoo were 'to keop 

a correapcndenoe amdazat ther-oclvco during the writing of their 

aevorcl parro of their wozi:, and to oand paroala of their writing 

to each eolleoa "that the came may be roviccd, and that each of 

the said collc ; ec be assistant to the others for the better 

carryint on of the said wos3:. " A aeetina was appointed a year 

from the date of the Overture (i. e. July 1696), by which time all 

the courses were to be ready. The universitieu carcultol together 

end draw up certain general rules for the composition of their 

cour; oes 

1. That in ooaposint the courso of philosophy to be printed there 

be as much uniformity in ull the parts, In matter, method and 

style, as is possible, and thoreaftor as far an philosophical 

terms will admit, the style of Latin be the' plain, pure and 

neither too profuse nor too concise. 

2. That upon the subject the didactic and positive part be separately 

handled from the eienetie whore the same will admit, and 

premised thereunto with a short explication of the - tochnologo-- 

nata and tend which are to be =do use of on that head. And 

that the polemic part bo troatod.., with a` short accost of the 

various opinions and hypotheses, if they have` not bean premised 

in the didactic part. Thereafter the obsorvations to be laid 

douan and proved by 2 or 3 ar umaits at most, distinctly sot 

down especially in the logic end metaphysic, because of the 

weaker capacity of the students... 
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That thorq be nothing, in any part bf philo3ophy. inpu Inc or, 

ccitra, zy td tiro cmfea3ion of faith and doctrine of the church. 

4. That all al. saoptiot3 be avoided, and that therefore cone 

opinion, in 611 
points, be favourod and aided with,, more than 

others, ualeao it be in Sono fear quostiane,. 

5. That in one part as rany questions be handled as by any use to 

bop 'that there be no aniosiaai, yet cutting off unaecescaxy 

debates. 

That there be a preface prefixed to every part of philosophy, 

dreamt In a fov words the method and dosipa of the wok. 

7. That in the didactic part on ovexy head the notion and definition 

of error, thing to be agitated be clearly laid down, with an 

acaxýple given thereof, which maples in the logic and 

metaphysic especially will be moot fitly talccz from the 

peripatetic philosophy, thouii it be not intcndod to assert all 

that philosophy in the physics or other parts ash give oxaraples 

of such questions as these. 

B, That the aasevtions and positions in one part of philosophy 

do not contradict the conclusions in any other, which my be 

accomplished if every college keep with the bounds of their 

om province. 

9, Tha. t there be har icny in all the parts of philosophy, evtsi at; 

to titles, and that thoreaftor evoi7 part of philosophy be 

divided first. into more particular parts; and then subdivided 

into c, 1vita and £re. 

10. That in ovory artie]3o there be pamgaphs and that short in 

the di&. ctio part, and which arc to be n berod in the s aruin, 

evox r article boo-inning with the first nurabcr. 
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11. That to every part of philo3ophy there bo an Inc7crc r, ýsrtitr7, 

CastiW at articvlorwa. 

12. That the axioms be ta? cc1 into the several partc of philo$ophy 

they bell to, the true once explained, limited and if need 

be vindicated, and the false exploded. 

13. That ovcry col. l. cao conprieo their part an briefly as n. 3y be 

and that the vhiole bo printed In the cane volunec, type3 and 

paGeo, yet OVOiy part asrZder. 

14. That they be taught in thin order 1. the logic; '2. the Gcsaeral 

netaphyaie; 3. the special netaphycio; 4. Ethic; 5. ibonoraic; 

6. Politic; 7. Gaiera], physical a. Special physicso 
le 

Lost of these rules are coicomod with method, but particularly 

notezorthy are clauooa 3 and 4, there the reg a. ts appear eater to 

avoid any charze3 of their philosophy courses ohowiaa atheism or 

cccpticicn, and clauso 7, amore the Poripatotic philosophy seems 

still to be hold In vary l estcera, dospito numerous statenento 

in the actual dictates which cugost the contra1 f, as we shall see. 

It appears that all the coursoa were actually produced and 

circulated! thous not all within the roquired year. Thera is 

,u laze colloation in Minburh tbiveraity Library of. the co alto 

of the various timivorßitica on aach other' a courr3eat 
2' 

which I 

chall diccucs in the chaptQrs doa]. inc with the individual subjects 

of the curricul=. Some of the cou_- ýe3 survive. There are two 

printed courcas waich_ are actezall. y stated to be St. Andrewst 

coxtrib, ation to the sc. hcmo - An mduatian tö 1a, _,. icks and 

An i ntductioaz to not. a=oicý, both bearing, tho impr3rit London, 

1" AUI, -- V*91*1 2r EUL - DC-l*a 
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1701. IloQevor, as wo mall see in the chaptors on lo; io and 

metaphysics, theso cour oo differ. come fiat from. crhat tray currcatly 

being taugt at St. Andr wa. l'oreavor, thq r are written in ' 1hglich, 

whereas the statutes still laid down that university teaching 

chould be in Latin. This, together with the fact of the 'works 

having boca printed in London rather than In Scotland, and there 

being little obvious relation botrroon than and the eo=cnts of the 

various uaivärsitiea on St. Andrewa', contributions to the unifo n 

courao, lead no to wonder whother they were in fact St. Andrecra' 

part of the course. ' Ho. revor, in the -abacnee of any more concrete 

evidence, I thialk we must concur with all the authorities and say 

that they were. 

The manuscript of Aberdeen's course of special phyoica is 

in Ediubu1th University Lib= ayl' and that of the course of (oneral 

physics is in RoCistor IIäuco. It is thoujht that the rost' of the 

courses passed into the keeping of Dr. Gilbert Rule, principal of 

Ftdinburih University, and worn lost after his death in 1701. 

Probably the vnifom courses were never taint in the 

vaiveraitios. From 1697 onwards resolutions, lncrcaoingly 

exaspo atod in tone, waro paesol by the Coi iseios. ers enjoining 

the vaitous re3e: ita; principala etc. to produce their completed 

courses. By Novaibor 1699 still no proZrocs had been nude, and 

the priueipala were astcod to ¬o throw the cou_oes, make rcaskc, 

and neat in UTay 1700"' After this, however, the Coin t aion seem 

to have Givon up' trying to got the univore itiee to adopt a uaifozm 

cou_3o. 

1. EJI, -- Dc. 1.32 2. E47L -- Dc. 1.4 



It is just poacible that aorae of the coursoa ray have 

been tagt in all tho Scottish u iiversitiea for a year or two,, 

since in 1698 the Coiissloners decreed that the courses in logic, 

metaphysics and special physics should be used the following year. 

Iiowever, this is by no means certain; we have only to consider 

the lack of attention paid by the-universities to some of the 

Commission's other rulings to ace the error of supposing that a 

decree of the Cömricsion vas necessarily tzensalatod into, action. 

Certainly the practice of dictating continued; wo have several 

dictates dated later than the mid. 1690s, and the Dolvine papers 

provide axtezral evidenco that the practice continued into the 

18th coitury. 

The whole que3tion of unifoxzi courses0 vhich cropped up 

amain and again throuthout the 17th century}- is part of the 

larger problem of how universitiea stood in relation to the 

state, and 'also in relation to their sister universities. ' I 

shall discuss this subject ia' zioro detail in a later chapter, 

but in the meantime let ne just point to some of the paradoxes 

in the position of the universities over the uniform course, and 

try to suggest the reason for these paradoxes. 

we saw very clearly that in the 1640s the courses being 

taught in the various colleges were very aiail. ar to each other 

and to the course recor ceded by the Corn nissioners; yet the 

universities failed to carry out either the Commissioners' or 

their oom plans for unifoxriity. In the 169Öa the proposed course 

was not quite so close to what was being hurt in the colleges, 

as the reaction of the various colleges slo7Q. However, the basic 

outlifo was the samo and, as stated above, most of the colleges 
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Aor© in favour of a triifo3n couzno in principle. 11oreavert tho 

objections of tlao ctiffErmt collec-os to the Comioaionoro, 

prapo3ala all ccnacined Qoro or le3o tho z=e points, i. e. the 

cniscion of a3etaphy3ica and the ccpamticaz of the two parto of 

phtiyoioa. One woald have thou3ht that the time wao ripo for the 

colic es to agree over a course, ozpeaially 'folloviing on the 

dmotic purges of 1690, when roc t3 with I. iiscopolian and 

Stuart cýmpathie3 were replaced by Pre3bytorian oupportore of the, 

Iiou; o of Omo, who niOiit have boon o pected : to feel a sense of 

triumph and a desire to mko a nee begirming. The nastero even 

collaborated can e, joint 3tata cnt canoo=ing the composition of 

c u. iifom couroß Ma collaboxutica which would room to au; üect a 

considor. abla de, a of adcor3 an to what authorities troro to be 

di=e=-, dad end way. I abaa. l quoto their atat e=<a eut in ful lp 

since it corzt3ina so m=y rofmcnoca to Philosophers whose 

tr3. tinC3 are mcationod in tho dictates and theses, and `I shall 

be raforling back to it. The ra, otero agrood with the Com: iismiaaz'a 

proposal for a tmifoxa courav and cubnittod that the "beat way 

will bo býf cau ; atng coapcce a c=ploat frfateno of philonopliy ao 

cpoodily as my bo to be tauLf-Alt in all the tkiiveraitioa at onocf 

for wo cannot think it adviccablo'that auy course alr©ady printod 

can be ritt for the folio th g ran scnos 

1. It is alto ; othor dishonourable to the Universities and the 

fa:. cd 1'aa=inc of the ri tiono that a course of philosophy 

ci=21 bo r.:. do tho otandaxl and course by authority established 

vh. tch non bolon n to cy of the ttrivorsities have c=poced. 

2. Nor vhcn' rro have- ocriously perscadod the sevomll courses of 

philosophy vhich ar aztet' can we find any that wee can roaomcn. d 
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a3 aufficicnt to bo taint, for many of thei ar Nryto by popish 

professors and therm they c nfnaly inninu: to tho herotical 

tmoto nivJn, -, th cz3 with their philosophy which ar not co eaoyyly 

diacomeablo by the youth. Nor aro the courooa of philOrlofhy 

7r, to and calculato to be taucht the youth, but rather two shat 

the mesas paints who vrrito the 'co and for the use, of theco who 

have mado pxogrosz3 in philosophy. The course that runs "fairoot 

is T'hilosorhia votu3 et nova 
3" thich is ddae by a popish author 

and calla =n k of that ro1. i ;im, but therein the Logics ar 

barrau, and noth2na of 'die Topic 3, the Lletaphysicka barren, the 

1 thicke orroncoua, and tiro PliycicIs too prolix; for Ars co: Itanrli2. 

tho it be a protty booi yet cannot be the standard to be tauchtt 

labouring; with obscurity� Litt only for the noro adult and not 

intolligiblei by youths, short in the Topie'i: s, smd rims out ire ninny 

di ressicaoe idly and vxi oa use of Protestant ar3u tints an a plea 

of cophir, and his treatise Do nothodo 13 vow danserou.. 

Dorodon3' his' lard a lo; icks are too prolix, his Dialectics are 

varzy defective, his Ethicks hardly desa vro that name m=oinG 

only out de libero arbitrio etc., and hic Ihyaicks only eomo 

Gcnezull quecticaec. D3urCercdicks LoZ; icLa4' have only positive 

1. Pos: ibl; ý mion-ozaz vctua at nova acI u,, M" ochoxaa ar, ronoclata# ý.. .. _ _.... _.. _. _ 
by Jean Baptiste Duharel, publieý. ied in Paris in 1678 

2. i, e. Antoine brnauld end Pierre i3icolo' a Lo, ica give exa 

Gb, 3. ti, 'publi; had in French In 1662; in Latin In 1674 

3. David Dc=dm (1600-1664), Profc: sor of. Philosophy at Die, 

Orange , nnnd Niraos. The works referred to hero are probably 

Phi. o, contr, ýcta (Ga1wJa, 1664); Di6nuta, tio do ntmnia 
(Gczeva, 1662) and Dinutatianctauha do mtc3 re. a. la 

(istmau^' , 1662)a; 
xxzricia BzMorsdift (1590-1635), Profäocor of Logic at Leidai. ' 

Author of scholastic textbooks; including Xuatitutimm 
löý^icariý librß. 

_2 
(Leiden, 1626) 
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dootrino and non Of the disputes ich are absolutely neco, %zary 

for the youth In their LoCicko to fitt then to dispute, nor c; ivaa 

he ar==ts and roa is for what he say3. Flcnzy Moors P', hickol' 

cannot be admitted being r; rossly dzxiazi m particularly in his 

opiniono do l iboro arbitxdo. Mr Gaucn2' he is prolix L. hic 

Iridscticks and obscure In hic Monticks brirsi in r. -xy 

hotoro, meoua thinga. 

Do rrino3' his Dotor. 'inatia1cs Ontoloctck and Pnc =to1ogic are 

nothing but nor theses rand so too short and defective. His 

morci;; ationoo aro only siscolcny qua3tions. Lo Clo±4' is 

meoroly 3cepticall and cocinir. a. 1'or Cartesiuc, Rohault5' and 

others of his , bo ide what my be said. aCainst their doctriae, 

they all labour ruder this incalivciicncy that they Civo not any 

o", s. fficialt account of the oth: or hypotho, es rind of th3 old 

1. Senzy Moro (1614-1687), C3mbridgo P1atoniet. The crop: referred 
to hero is his }ichiridion rthicu (1667) 

2. Possibly Thoras Gaveonus, author of A ciendisive Lo ca 

noun i ethodo dic oei 1/a (1682) and 3 o: 7icn6� 1I ictica (1683) 

3. Gerard do Vries, (1648-1705). Professor of Philosophy at 
Utrecht. ono worms referred to hero are probably his 

D6 critholicia rertzi attributis doternin : tiones antoio 

Do rizturz Dei et htr lnae rmtin ddetornntic a eum tolo-icae; 

w yctjritztioieo hi3 o>o icao to ficti3 irnatirun id Tt 

storiia Fxorcitatio'nQS ratimaloa do Doo divinia ue orfectionibus 
4. Jean Leclerc (1657-1736), Frcnch philosopher ho introduced 

Loc'. -se' o phil. oso; by to the Continent. His wozls arcs Logic 

rive Ara FwatiocinCndi (1694); ((toiordn- Ava do enter mere 

of rnle tolotia 
, 
(1694); El iea. give do rebus eorrýorois (1696) 

5. Jacques mault (1620-1672), Cartcoian oxperimantal physicist. 
His Trtit6 de'nhysiaae vas a otandard text for nearly 50 years. 
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philosophy, stich must not be ejectod, and veor never desired 

to be taujit to students. " 

Dospito this chow of tianiraity, ho ovor, and despite the 

fact that cony of the ro;; antc had coalnectiona with at loaat two, 

and coiaetiiaos more, of the 3cottirh tuiivercities, the dobates 

which tools place over the courses produced by the different 

universities an part of the joint course were len^rthy and mostly 

acrimaniouc. 

ghat-dicouaainC the failure of tho 1640 attompto at 

unifomity; I cu eated that the reason for the universities' 

disregard of the Coricsioa lay in their foar of losing their 

autono r. The sane explanation holds good for the failure or tho 

1690s Co-=ission. At the end of their letter to the Cozissionero 

which I have just quoted, the Universities beced the Comission 

not to make any cntrcnchncato on their sevens. ], foundations. This 

fear of state intorr ntion was obviously' justified in vicr, z of the 

exceedingly detailed instructions for the rºuinizg of universities 

which appear in the Commission reports. 

Something of the universities' reaction to govcn nt 

intorferoace cän be seen in their re lie3 to Section 17 of tho 

data and Ovorturos, of 1695., This section statod thatt -'Unti11 

thor bo äuo printed cou. ̂so of fitilosophie cenpoced, tho roCcnts 

shall be obleidged yearly to produce and 'c'zou' 3n the be^inninw of 

the year to the Principal) or Dean of Faculty... tho dictate that 

he is to teach his students the yuxr followinjr, ari& that theae 

dictate are and shall be subject and lyabl a to the ameadmonts 

1.1"im, vo1.2,, pP. 530-531 
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und corroctiaa of the Prizaoipall , arid Faculty of the Co11o o, " 

Glas, -,, =, Aberdeen and. Edinburi accepted. this provision without 

der ur, thoix&x xdiab n dir3 coranent that it vas not racily 

prxctica, ble. St. Androwo, however, as on, other points, was ''strongly 

oppoood to the notion, and interpreted it as interforinj with 

acadcalo froedor. - Tho nnawor givai by St, Srilvatbr's is as follows# 

"This wee judge hardly prestable; for (1) The Re3catc thencolvea 

cannot have all their thouhito collected and ready ¬3a1n that tyrae; 

and it often falle out that some V asters ar newly admitted, and 

upon ehort a1vertiteoent,, bosides many thins hdy occur in cur-sit 

dic; tariinin that must incline then to add or vary; (2) Neither 

will any Principal or Dcan of Faculty be able, in the tyme that 

can bo then spared, to 'peruse and consider all that years lesocns; 

but we think that Lastars being ad;, monished, they , my be allowed 

to dietat upon their perill, and their notes may be ai&ited now 

and then as convcnicmcy serves. " 2. St. Le ard' a van even more 

outs poýcn in its response, declari. ý 'that s"it will be Soýß 

altogether impracticable (1) Becwuoe it cannot be aupposoI that 

any AQ3cnt, at hidfirst tntxy, shall have-his notQS'tha, t ho is 

about to dictat fully perfected and oo^apla: tad3 ýYw PaýmP3 most 

parte negfly entring upon that station dureing their whole first 

courso may scarcely have 'co uach time# from one caavoniendu, 

as to prepare shat ho is to dictat another. (2) Thera is no an 

that diligently ocarches after truth in Philosophie, but will, 

as oft as he goes over a course in teach. fngg find occasion either 

to alter or add something, especially at aüch a tine, &ten there 

TVil vo1.29 p. 272 2. ibid. 9 vcl1.3t p. 219 
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are net' opinions In Philosophio vented evcrf , 
days which . ought 

a- - 
come way or othor* at leant to be taken notice of and if fa1. c 

or hoterodox, refuted as occanian serves. (S) Because In this 

Qnivorsity,, there being but, one Dean of the Faculty of Philosophie 

. for both ColleGes, obese (duty) by the statutes of the university 

it is to w=ino thingea of that nature, and approve or disapprove 

the saxae, it would be ano incuperablo tack for him every year to 

read over seriously 6 courses, before we ýeý3inno to teach. " 1' 

ý 
h owever, ý the univorsities could not afford to bo too 

outspoken In defenoo of their right to ¬ovein their on affairs 

and etom ne them on couruest, since seitimeats of this kind 

rti t all too easily be co2atrucd as showing -disaffection to the 

Eovernncit, and result in disniccals of staff such as had, taken 

place in 1669 anc 1690 at the time of the Revolutionary settlement. 

Their resistance tended to, chou itself in more roundabout ways, 

such as cheer apathy. Prequently-meotinga, of the universitioc had 

to be cancelled: as insufficient delegates were prosent.. St. 

Andrews vest' mrely sees to have been represented at the meetings. 

Three zic bers of King's College - John Moir, P trick Urquhart 

and Willi= blacl - protested against the meet-ix of the 

correspondents of the universities -hich 'ss hold in 1(92, =d 

roj"uused to attcud, on the pretext that such n meatjfl Tao seditious. 

find, of course, this apathy bore fruit, since the schema was never 

inpl e2eated. 

Givea the need for discretion in, their dealings with the 

Parli. antaz7 Cos'niscion, one menders if.. psrhaps some of the 

1. F: ri dnce, vol: 3, p. 221 
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atatcments in the universities' joint letter to the Coiiscion 

are not poxiiaps the oxprecciaai of policy m: ther than real 

conviction. The aim of the univorcity representatives wao 

twofolds (1) to convince the Commissioners of the desirability of 

a course of their om composition; in this way they would be 

able to retain some of their acadcmio freedom= (2) in order to 

achieve this they had to obtain the good will of the Commission 

by proclaiming their orthodoxyr and freedom from all dangerous 

and heretical views. In both these aims they presumably succeeded, 

ainoo they were allowed to compose their own courses, thouiji, as 

we have soon above, the Co; miaaicanero were dubious about the 

content of the notes which were being dictated in the meantime 

before the standard course should be ready. 

The Commissimzers' suspicions were well-founded, since the 

content of the dictates and theses of the 1690a does not entirely 

agree with the views expreosod in the letter.. For instance, 

despite the otato loot that "h airy Moors hicks cannot be admitted, " 

More is quoted favourably by William Law of Rlinburjh (1699), by 

John Tran of Glasgow (1699) and by George S.: aze of King's College 

(1702). Gerard do Vries, another author criticised in the letter, 

is quoted by Tzar (Glasgow, 1699) and by Loudon (St. Leonard'a, 

: 1697). Leclerc is diciissed as being "merely sceptical and 

socinian, " but his Physics are cited by Erskine (Edinburh, 1703), 
ý 

vho provided his studoots with ; annotations on Leolerc'e Pliv cs, 

by Last (Edinbuich, 1705) and by. 'bran (Glance, 1699). As for 

"Carteeius, ßohault and others of his gang, " althou , 
}i the 

I 
universities were taiding to abandon Cartesianisri in the 1690c 

in favour of tleetoaiauirta, Descartes' m. woxicc were nevertheless 
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still quoted exto. civoly. aua, his troatiao on the passions is 

well"nib univorcally followed in the ethics lectures of the 

1690a and the oarly 1700o, while his physics wore also hold in 

him esteem in same quarters, e. g. the Aberdeen contributions to 

the uniform course are thorouchly Cartesian, and William Law 

(Edinbur 
, h, 1699) provided his studmto with a Sirr ar r of nhysicnl 

questions whose solutions arq to be found in Rohault's Fhysics, 

With the reports of the Commission of the 1690a we cone to 

the acid of statements concerning the curriculum as it opozated 

under the regent ayatocn. However, it is worth quoting the rules 

of teaching which were draca up at Fdinburnh and Glacavu at the 

time of the changeover from the rogoating to the professorial 

cgyotoa, since those concern the early part of the 18th emtuzy 

and fora a kind of pivotal point between the old and now methods 

of teaching. The changeover at the other universities was also 

accompanied by curriculum statemccntc, but in each case it occurs 

too far on in the 18th coatury to concern us hero. 

The resolutions for Blinburji are dated 1700 and are an 

follows: 

1. All philosophy vas to be taucht in 2 ymrs# as was the practice 

abroad. 

2. There were to be only 2 philosophy classes in the colleGo, 

3. In the firot philosophy class students were to be taint logic 

and netaphyaico, In the oeccad a conpaid of ethics and natural 

philosophy. 

4. A c: sa, ir of pnc=tios and noml philosophy vas established. 

5. A chair of Gred: vas e3tabliohod 
1' 

1. ChRartera. Statutes and Acts of the Tom Council and tho 

sc-tuso pp. 16¢. 165 
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Tho fixing of rot; cxito at Glao3ow took place in 1727, crhen the 

following sch cc o va o dzu= ups, . ý, 

The master of the semi class chall teach logic and metaphysics, 

and that part of the pmeuriatics 40 note hur. nna. 

The master of the baccalour class shall tech the reining"parts 

of pncnimtics de Deo and moral philosophy. 

The master of the magistznnd class shall t&ach and go throw a 

oourao of physics and experimental philosophy. 
10 

It is vo3tth noting that in both these cchaies, contr'. ary 

to the rocas c adaticna of the Commissioners in the 1690s, logic 

and metaphysics' are link-ed, and physics is taujht as one subjcot - 

a further indication of hoer little effect the Comraiaoion actually 

had on the university curricula. 

Such, then, is the state of university teaching as 

presented in the reports ' of the Comºiosians, In Faculty minutes, 

Torn Council recorda, and related documents. The course rc incd 

roraaziaably stable throu, out the century, and in all the universities. 

The first year was spent on Greek, the second cn logics the third 

on ethics and the fourth on physics, Other subjects were fitted 

into this franouo± in various permutation, but the basic course 

rocaind unchanged. However, the content of the courses underwent 

a considerablo degree of chance - in some subjects more than others - 

and we shall now turn to. an investi ration of the dictates and 

theses in order to . ace hoer and when this happened. 

In ghat follows I shall be doaling only with the subjects 

taint in the 2nd; 3rd and 4th ycaro of the courco. AlthouGh the 

lot year course in Greek hack a direct bearint on the philosophy 

I. Munimeata, vol. 2: p. 577 
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course, since it tac dosij; ied to a blo the student 

L 
to read 

., 
et.. R 

Aristotle in the original text, it 'is outwith the scope of the 

pros(mt study, which is concerned with the philosophy and science 
in the arts ourriculumO 



ChaptQr 3 

i 

. The firnt subject , the atudont encoz'mtQiroawrIiEn ho cntered` 

the philosophy course was loc; ic. /to a lozcy, from scholasticism, 

no doubt, rrhero loGio featured oo promincntly, loGic lectures 

and dictates form by for the l=ost bulk of the collections we 

pocaesa. 

Will, rou ]. y, the early 1670s the lectures took the 

fora of commcntarios on Aristotle's text. Fron the middle of 

the 1660a references to Doccartes appear in the lecture notes, 

but his teaching is rejected in favour of Aristotle's. By the 

late 1670s the universities seam to have adopted the Cartesian 

nethod, come regents adhering to it noro vholcheartodly than 

others. With the 1690a cane another chift of allegiance, mostly 

to Locke, either directly or indirectly, as in the cane of Kennody 

at Ddinbuxab (1694) and Gregory at St. Androis (1690), who adopted 

uo tonian 'rind. Again, there are reservations on the part 

of cone of the regmta concerning come of Locko's teaching. 

This c ary perhaps "aug; e3tc a neater pattern than in 

fact existed. There are many sots of lecture notes after the 

1670s vhich are entirely Aristotelian, and m=any theses) caintain 

Aristotelian pocitionc. Usually the regents responsible for such 

lectures and theses were older men, vho had started off their 

teaching careers by expounding Aristotle and therefore would be 

less likely converts to the now philosophy. (e. g. James Pillans 

and John Wood of Edinbur&). Similarly Cartesianism did not fade 

out of the courses altogother in the 1690s; logic lectures and 

grnduaticn theses based on Descartes continued aide by side with 

61 . 
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those captaining nevor r atorial. Ilovovor, ` the txanaitiaac outlined 

above do hold true in broad terms. 

It should be noted, thou, h, that the subject ratter and 

the orinic ation of the leoturoc ro sined heavily influenced by 

Aristotle and the scholastic traditions to the end of the 17th 

ocntuxy, cnd indeed into the beGinii1ng of the 18th century'. 

The "Porphyrian true" is reproduced or referred to in almost 

evoxy sot of looture notes we poscoco, and his thooxy of the 

prodicablec is well-nigh unl. vercally accepted. Tho views of 

ccholacrtio coziaitators on Aristotle continue to be diccussod - 

froqucntly, it is true, loss exhaustively towards the. cud of the 

caatuxy, but avcn this is by no means always the race. ' The 

debate fom also prodominates in the orcnioation of material. 

One feols that, Descartes and othora havo beEn fitted into a 

framework which is basically Aristotelian (although there is a 

good deal of Aristotelianiaa inhercnt in Doocartes's philosophy, 

and one should beware of drawing too sharp a diatinotion between 

Aristotle and Descartes in the caursos). It is intoroating that, 

vhca one is reading the gºraduaticci theses, 'one froquently has the 

impression that they contain noro advanced views than were being 

voiced 1 the dictates of the sane period. however, one usually 

finds that the philosophical positions as erprersed in the theses 

tally fairly well with those ©xprescod in the dictates. The 

differcnco is that in the dictates they have been absorbed into 

a strongly Aristotelian exposition of the subjoot, vrhoreas in 

the graduation theses they stand on their on. 

Since cö much of the logic in the dictates is taught 

by the scholastic method of setting do= the opposing viewpoints 
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of different authorities, I shall list briefly the min authorities 

referred to by the rejcnts, before describing the dictates and 

theses. Lioreovor, since the case authorities taid to be referred 

to in the metaphysics, ethics and physics toaohing, thin cwmary 

will serve as a point of referuioe for the following chapters 

an well. 

The scholastic vritera mentioned in the dictates and 

theses can be elacsod in three groups. In the first group are 

Aquinas, Scotus, Occzi and other medieval scholasticI, whose names 

appear in virtually every set of logic dictatoa and theses. 

Discussion of their views was considered an indispensable part 

of the course. The re=ining comuentators are all Rer issanoe 

Aristotelians, but Charles Schmitt has recaitly shown that there 

were considerable differences betweeh the various Rc issanco 

eo=catatoru on Aristotle, some of whoa wore content with more, 

or loss rewriting medieval testbool: sg Zr: zi]. e others incorporated 

into their coaucataries much that we now think of as tmaing 

towards a more modern approach. 
1' We can therefore divide these 

coiaatators roujily into traditional. Aristotelians and those 

uhoso views wore more nodom. 

In the first category my be "listed Cajetan, Toletus, 

Fonsoca, Ruvius, 11andoza, LeRees, Franciscus Bane Spei, 

SmiGleclci and Koccor'. ann. Cardinal Cajetan (1468-1534) in best 

knotn as an interpreter of the thou, at of Aquinas, and his lo; io 

is the standard Aristotelian syllogistic. The views of 

Francis Toletus (1532-1596) are also main4 Thomistic, while 

1. Charles i3.5chnitt# "Torrarda a raiüsesoment of Renaiasanoo 

Aristotelianism, " Jouma1 of thehintoxy of c, oimcQt 11 
(1973). PP"159-193 
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Petrus Fcaseca, (1543-1597) was knov n as the "Aristotle of Coimbra. " 

Antoniue Raviuc (1548-1615), Petrie do LSoadoza (1576-1651), Fmneis 

LeRoe3, Ppnciscus Bonao Spei (4. e. Fmn? ois Creapin), and Lartin 

Saigl©cki (15? -1618). all semi to have belonged in the older tradition 

of Aristotblianiaa. The woz3xs of ba, rtholoneus Kecke=ann (15? -16o9) 

wore widely used in the 17th century an standard textbooks for 

ccholastio teaching. On the other hand Zabarolla, Burgersdijk, 

Compton, IIurtado, Arriaga, Dorodon, Suarez, Pontius, the Jesuits of 

Coimbra, Vives, Campanella and Telenius may be listed as "IIodeins. " 

Zabarella (1533-1589) Was a flcnaic ranoo Aristotelian vho used the 
ý 

Greets text of Aristotle and, as William Mwards, has demonstrated, l' 

his works show a considerable amount of Renaissance hum=ism in 

their approach to Aristotle. Qne of Zabarella's moot important works, 

, 
Opera lo ai.. published at Venice in 1578 contains a section rye 

metes hodie which is one of. the earliest treatments of the modem 

concept of cciantifio method under that name. Pranciscus Suarez 

(1548-1617), a Spanish Jesuit, gave an original interpretation of 

scholastic doctrines in his philosophy. Francis Burgersdijk (1590- 

1635) was professor of lo"io at Leiden; although a Protestant, he 

dre"d predominantly from Catholic sources in his writings, particularly 

from Suaroz, Pereira and Toletus, and the Coimbra commentaries. 

In his Institutionun lotdcarwi libri Durgeradijk soujnt a 

compromise between Aristotelian and itamist logic. Thomas 

Compton was an inglish Jesuit (31593-1666) who taught philosophy 

at Liege, while Ihvid Derodon (1600-1664) was' a profesvor 

1. Uillian F. Dlvardsp "The logic of Iacopo Zabarella (1533-1589)#" 

nt1.21 (1961), P"2745 
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cuuccosoAvcly at Die, Orango andI&os. Caüpar IIurtado' (1575- 

1646), Rodrigo de Arriaga (1592-1667) and Fr=cioco de Oviedo 

(1601-1651) wore all Spanish Jesuits, whoso works appeared for 

the first time in the 17th contury. Iiurtadö, who taught at the 

Uaiveraity of Alcala do Henares, was anon, the first to depart 

from the method of St. Thomao and follow a system of hie avrn, 

while Arriagm was a leading reproaentativo of the school of 

3uaro:. Pontius aoatributod to the Saotißt dcvolopmcnt of the 

17th ocntury. 'Tho works of tho Coimbra aritoro chow a fusion of 

tho humanist approach to Ariatotlo with tho laij establiched 

scholastic approach. Juan Laid V'ivec (1492-1540) =e a Spanidz 

humanist, ciio tauaht that Inordinate attmtiaa to logical analyoio 

must- be curtailedj inataad utudcnts crore to be canotantly ro: ainded 

of the empirical engine of uaoful 2oxowlodao. Tommaeco Campanella 

(1563-1639) vas the fi=t philoaophor, antedatinj Debcartes, to 

as3ert the need of positing universal doubt at the beginning of 

hio oyotan; he uao attacked by the Church on chiriao of hereny 

in hin woens. Demartlino Teleaio (1509-1508) vas callod "the 

first of tho, raodozno" by Fzasiois Azoone rrho claimed that Tol©nio 

rraa the first to zziso the banner aGainst Aristotle his nodomity 

consists largely in the emphasis ho plaeod en manse oxporicace 

in tho ctudy of naturee 

with this list of the main authorities cit©d by the 

roCents, lot us now turn to tho dictates and thesQa. 

The dictates of lectures in lotto at Füinbuih with 'which 

I shall be doaling cpsn the years 1628-1700. The earliest dictates 

conaiat of co=entarioo on Ariatotloto worl: o. In 1628 John Brom 
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lecturod au tho Posterior Analytico. Four yoaro later Robort 

Rznkin offered a C=. cridium of Pori, %%t®tic' Doctrine an the 'Struoturq 

ý- , of_§: QoLricns and Gavo straightförard, eüpoaitory- coffiantarieo xan'� ̀  

Aristotle's univer^:, al logic, PorphyriuaOo zmM, and Aristotle's 

C. ztc, gier. Topics Prior and Posterior Anal ttiea and Sophintico. `' 

Zabarolla is an author frequently cited In Ilantin'o dictates. 

Xefet1r. ce3 to writers in the ocholactic tradition continued 

to feature prominently in logic lectures until u011 on in the 

cantuzy. In 1652 Thomas Craufunl provided his students with a 

Conmldiun doctrir. ae Thora© Aquinatica. e do aonhi3ticid elencllico 
3" 

lie quotes Zabarella extensively, also ; miglecki. 

With John Withart'a lectures of 1660x' xro have the first 

extant set of dictates for Minburc vhich are not coaaacmtaries 

on the works of Aristotle. However, the Aristotelian and scholastic 

influence is still pervasive. W1iai defining toms used in logic, 

such as affý, causa, cceicluSioo, de onstratio and )rincix m, 

Wichart gives the definitions of the Tioaieta, the Moninalisto 

and of Aristotle. He quotes Coipton, Zabarella, iigl. eaki, - 

Fmuciscus ßonao Spei, Scotus; Aquinas, lturtado, Arriac i, Derodon, 

Oviedo$ Pontius and the Jesuits of Coimbra, to mention only a 

feu. "Wichart discusses the conflicting interpretations of these 

Aristotelian coraontators at some loth, end ' gives his reasons 

rhos he disagrees with them. There is another set of dictates by 

John %lichart, dated I666,5' uhero rofQreaoo is made to 1t ue'o 

I ibellus de vcjitione and his work on Dialex i2, also to noster 

1. in, 3 - Lia. 9301 2. LM - D0.0.160 

3. EüL - Do. 5.122 4. EUL - Dc. 8.114 

5. GiTL - d; 3. L. 'ýt. 41 
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conic s, vho is probably Max Duncan (1570-1640), born in Poxburch- 

shire and ciubsoquc qtly al octuror in philosophy at : auriur; in 1612 

ho published a wor'.., cntitlod Institutioczea 1o -ic_ae. Burjerodijk 

too is reconaded as an authority. There is a brief motion of 

the Cartesian division of nature into natter and movement and 

spirit, but this theory is dismissed as inf. We have further 

lectures give by Wichart dated 1674,1" but those do not seen to 

differ much from hit) earlier ones; ' tho subject tatter and the 

authorities quoted are the sae. 

With the notes of lectures delivered by James Pillanc, 
2. 

dated 1662, vo are back to comwiataries on Aristotle and on 

Porphyriusla I. Live Wishzrt, Pillans quotes Zabarella 

frequently. tie comotines' contradicts - earlier co=ontatoro on 

Aristotle; e. g. in the-sectioa Do s? recie-he claims that the 

ihomisto are un g in classifying single angels'as single species, 

and in the section De differentia he-states that the opinion of 

Scotus is absurd which claims that "taus' arrays differs fron 

species by the very nature of thfnLe. " 

The lectures which William Patera, delivered in 16683' 

entitled Do arctai i 3nia f aý show the importance which 

ciýutinued to be attached to 'the syllo� iz as an instn=cat of 

io as "the my Jij which rßaoociin,;. Paterson defines aür mmtatw 

VO kno`W tncDreby aao thino is deduced f= 'another throuph, some 

particular illustmtian9" and than proceods to sec-ions Onthe 

nature of sylloign, On cr lunciation, On the fom of e3v12o; i $ms. - 
Qn the cý'i-ions of =Ilo inns, # with appr radices on the 'otzucture 

and varietioa of syllo isa3. 

1. St. A -Ha. 1949 2. EUL - Da. 6.6 3. EITL - Do. 7.90 
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Andrew Massie' a lectures on loGic, daiivorod f160o--8i; 

chov a novoaeat a my from Aristotle. In his introduction traa3ie 

atatc, that "for a solid reliable aothod of acquiring knoaledgo 
Y 

of thinCo, we know of no moro desärrinß of praise than that 

established by Descartoo: Ile also ' n4ttione . 1hccci' o 2tovurý tzr. ̂nrzun, 
1 

but disagrees with Bone of its Ilissio, states that the 

great prooccu pation of philosophers is with criteria of truth; 

according to Descartes, truth Is whatever appears true and evident, 

and while thin definition, is not without difficulties, it is the 

best we have. The lectures are entitlod Logic set out by e nit 

and eaey method according to Peripatetic and t artesian i rlneiple3, 

and logic is divided Into four partsi ate io, iudei= 

dirc rue and nethodus, correspondizj; to the operations of the mind. 

Herbert Kennedy's lectures of 1687--882' continue the 

allealanco to Descartes first coca in ! iassio's lectures. In his 

introductory remarks Kennedy given a list of outstanding, 

philosophers, anciot and modem. Among the modern ones Kcnody 

cayo that the most important are those who have boon aonccraed 

with mathaaatics and physics, and the chiöf of these in Descartes, 

"that suprane gglozy of France. " Iiowovor, the lectures thcselvoo 

rely hoavily on Aristotle and Por, 2iyriu3, ' and ICnnedy quotes 

Aristotle's definitions aaia and a, -Ain. 

Alexander Cunningwan's lectures of 16093' folio-a the 

fourfold division som in `? 3assio's lectures, and are also 

Aristotelian for the most part. The Porphyrian. organisation of 

logic is followed, and - Cunninufuan concludes with a section on the 

1. IM - La. III. 154 2. FM - 100.8.132 

3. St. A - i1n. 36237 
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loZ, io 'of Thomas Coapton" iIMaver, tho history of philosophy 

with which Cuanini; hua beGiaa his lectures chows that he was vory 

auch aware of aorar reccnt developracata in philosophy.. Ile starts 

by liotinj; scholastic writora - Aquinaa, 'Albortua Lamuct Duna 

Scotua and William of Cocim; Those writors, Cu=in= states, 

cast a thick fog' over philosophy until the Rofomod Religion 

oloared it away. I nus, Vives, Campanella and Telesio introduced 

a purer, frobr philosophy. Cu=indh= coe3 an to list 17th 

century writers who tried to lay new foundatiÖna for philosophy 

Bacon, Comcnius and Desoartcs. Tribute io'also paid to Di by, 

Gassendi and Robert Boyle, and 'Charles II receives praise for 

having founded the Royal Society to 'triuoäph over ignoxce and 

further humn knowledge. ' Cunnir eonc ate on how philosophy 

flourishes throualiout }rope, especially along the Fraich and 

Germans, and he notes the latter nation'o faadneao for'axporimenti e. 

fie ands his account with a statment which appears as a leitmotif' 

throughout 17th century dictates and theses: that there is groat 

divergence of opinion among philosophers, and the best philosophers 

now do not follow rizidly in tho steps of any one authority, bat 

approach the writings of then all critically, ' conooinod only for 

the truth (of, the statement at tho beginning of George Fraser' s 

1695 theses * (King's CollQgo) I "Roactionarj' thinking is one of the 
ý 

min obotaclos' to the advance of ccicncel thv; s'Ariatotle' oxercised 

a stuporous effecct* for ccnturies on schoöla and acaderles. 

Zndoed anyöno who departed fron Aristotle, or- constructed a now 

philosophy was caaaiderod a heretic. 1any, philosophors of the 

proccnt a Go have the came attitude towards Do$carte3. However, 

those who truly apply their minds to philosophy chould not be 
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a alavo to any one ryotc, m. ") 

The lecture notoc of William Law, delivored in 16911' 

end mini with very little alt©ratioa,, In 1690, and 1700, ' 2' 3 

contain a similar summary of the history' of philosophy before 

contfnufnt; with an Aristotelian oxposition of lo,; io. In addition 

to the authorities mentioned by C u: ulin am, ' Lars refers to Locke' o 

categorisation of'philosophy. 

tZe have another sot of lecture notes dictated by flerbort 

Kemiody, this time dated 169611' they substantially repeat the 

earlier lectures, but to his introductory ra1a±s on the history of 

philosophy Eanedy has no v added the nano of Newton. Ilo-roverg he 

takes a very unsoiaitifio and theologically orientated vices of 

the achioveuento of Dozcartoa, Gaosendi, I1oztoi and othor r-odom 

philosophers. Far from roco izin ; the rovolutiana r nature of 

their thouht, Kcmnedv refers to thin as "restorers rather than 
ý 

iuveators, " lm==h as throe sta., -en can be disco=od in the 

pxnjre_ýo of Lnoaled,, e3 (1) perfoction, at the värld'a boC3n. ý#xtG; 

(2) a faliinc away, beforo tho flood; (3) recroasticn or restoration, 

dich has gono on wer since: 

At the and of hie lectures, Xoasaedy wV3 that ho ie not 

Goin ; to include a aectim on ideas, ahich'is uoa11y tacked on 

to logic couraeai the aubjeot haa been de31t with by. Ga: usmdi 

ar. d Do , cartaa on oppoainG aides. - 

The Cmduatica thQSea, refloating the contc-nt of the 

couroco, give similar erridarico, of the pattern of-logic toachina 

evM, inburdl in the 17th c entuzy. Ariatotl o is predominant at 

1. nZS --Adv. ns. 22.7.2 l, as -- saa. 183 
3. GUL - L'3. Hu. 39 4. AS - adv. nß. 22.7.5 i 5.2.4 
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the bo;, "iani O, and indeed cell- into tho t1iddlo'6f the ca tury.: 
5. 

>In 

the theaea for 1600 John Adamson blames the 1 niata for 

belittling lo, -ic1 while the 1601 theaea of Janes Knox atate. that 

Arittotloto logic is perfect. Until the 1660a the Theses 1oricas 

aro entirely bawd on Aristotle, with frequent references to 

Porphyrius'a vyctea of pradicablcs. When other aanaa are mentioned 

that aro those of Aristotelian coo ieatatora� such as Zabarella. 

lu the Theses nhilo3onhicae of 1646 Thooao Crufurd explains the 

scholastic use of 1ojical toms, vhilo at the cad of hie Theces 

loa9 of 1661 John biohart lints various problems rhich arise 

in 1o'; ic, aýoaig which are quoatiaas familiar to scholastic discussions, 

such as 'T um to ica sit acientia, an are, an habitus inotrumcntarius, " 

and "N= ccaclusio nit pars syllogismi. " l7ithart's theses of 
1 

1668 are still' Ariototelian; he states that Poripatetio locio is 

the beat, and pmicoa Duac='* and Balfour' as c= icatators on 

the Ors. but for the first time in the Ediubur Theses logigae 

vo have a roforence to a contemporary philosopher, Iiobbes. After 

candeminG iiobbes's diaiias al. of 1oGic, Wiohart outlines his 

arGu1 a1te. 

Up to the 1670a the Theses 1o, r; ices ethime etc, all 

constitute sepamte sections. Invariably the Theses loi-icae come 

first, and are nostlY considezably lamer than the other sections, 

refloating tho import=co placed on the subject in tho scholastic 

method of teaching. Aftor this date the Themes ii wally appear 

in a sinalo coquanco, with topics from loGic, metaphysics, ethics 

1. Le. I ! a* Dhanc=, of. supra p. 67 

2., Robert Balfour 0155041625) 
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and physics occurrinC, inno particular order, This difforont 
. t: 

arrang(=Cnt cams to coincide with the introduction of Doccartac 

to the theses. Thus in 1671 Willi= raterson discus, coa Descartes'c 

statamcnt "quicquid oco claro ot distincto. percipio, illud fiori 

potost, " and he also rofers to Eacan's claim, that "iudiccnu3 ab. 
ýý 

nnalob^la noctri. * non uaiveroi. " The follonina year Wioh3rt givoe 

a ou. wcV in his thoso3 of the expancnta of läaio. Ito bQ5ins by 

otatina that Dascartea's Coý*ito dr, ̂ , o sun is not the firot principle, 

but a logical deduction from first pr3neiples. He thin claisa 

that the logicians of the prosent age have added nothing very 

usaSul, to what was -alroaä;, r lasorr. is Lo,, -}zurid# C?. atibor,; and Gaase'idi 

have made a veW cli&ht cocitributio¢ý; iiobb©crc Comrnitztio comes .. . ý. , 
into the Cato ory of arithmetic rathor,, than logio; Thimzs's 

Dialectic is of little use, . and eval less usoful are the woi%o -of 

Raymond Lull and Athonasius Kircher; Harry Moro's IIzchiridion 

contains nothing now of any importance. E7iahart concludes that 

Aristotelian logic is the most useful, providing it is not allouod 

to degaaerato into empty verbal quibbling; that Ohren Pclth un 

says against logic (Reaol. 55, p. 65 & 66) is actually against the 

degonorate sophists of the schools. ' Lraa Descartes admits the 

validity of Aristotelian to ; io. f=inally, 'Joseph Glanvillo's 

letter to Henry Stubbs is quotod, in which Glanville `mays that 

universities are the great sources of a lichtenm=t in the world, 

and that dialectic and metaphysics should be tau,,, 4ht there for the 

safe of theology. 

Patorsoai and liieihart cannot be 'said to be very progressive 

Oven FQlthcn (1602? -1668), -author of Reo7ves, a series of 
uoxol ecsays, first publiched in 1620 with later oditiaas 
appearing throuthout the 17th contuxy 
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in their conclusions, but at least they are awaro of contompomzy 

philosophical thoutit. ' Other recants, however, chow no evidence 

of being acquainted with any authority other than Aristotle In 

their theses. Wood and Pillana preserve the old form' of divisions 

into These s; lodcae. ©thieae tc., and , this canserv3tien is echoed 

In the content of the theses. Howovor, wood died In 1679 and 

Pillana resiiod in 1681; after their departure logic as such 

features loss and less in, the theses; Cartesian' theories are now 

not- only discussed, but accepted; In tho thosoe of 1682 Gilbert 

! c3. urdo's rules for lö ; ic ar) Cartesian 
, 
(viz* one should be'*in 

from ainple concepts and progress to more advanced ones; one should 

not admit anything as true until it has been thoroughly proved, 

etc. ). The following year 1 assio is evoo, more pro-Cartesian. `. 

He says that. we can never be too gxa, totiil' for. Doscartes'a 

Co, mi es and after expounding Descartes'a dictum that we should 

question all oeaoo porceptiona, he defends De�cartes a 'ainot the 

charge of denying God's oxiotence. 

F. lually Cartesian are the theses for 1684 of Alexander 

Cockburn. He censures the teaching of the schools, ! athieh tray 

concerned with, verbal ,, uibbleo and caused pupils, to wander far 

from the truth. In Cock bum's opinion the method most conducive 

to, Gaining knovl'odgo is to train the mind from early years to 

acquire clear and distinct 'ideas, and he quotes Duharael's 1* 

roco mandatioh of the study of i athemtioe. For clear perception 

of things we : rant distincuish between i . Cination, souse and pure 

1" Joan Baptiste Duhaanel (1624-1706), French physiciot, philosopher 

and thoolot; ian; first Eccretary of the Frcich Acadcrq of 
Sciences from 1666 to 1696; notably contributed o the 
diffu3ica of Cart cal= philosophy in ]Franco 
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intoll eat; main IA. aao1 is quotod, toothor. with soon. In his 

next cot of thosoc (1683) Cockburn rafero, in addition to Leibniz, 

and hin division of knowledge into "obscure and clear. " 
1 '/ 

The cane theories are ropaitod by fobort Liddordale in 

16051 and he a plicitly rejects Poripatotio logic with its 

m ltiplicatiaa of t =a* 

Horbort Kanueäy in 1686 di31ia3as as useless quo3ticalaa 

auk as "an the kind acid object of logio; " "On' miveraalo; " "an 

nQtaptlyoic, al der; rooo" oto. t, quotina inotoad the four procopto 

Given by Do>cartes in his Lth d. The thooos of 1694 show a 

chango of positicu; Kmnody has caaplot , ly atandoaod Cartozian 

idoaci and has adoptod. Ntozrtonian. prino. I quoto from the 

bo; innir of Kamody' a thesost "We are potting out an ozample of 
A 

ganuino philosophy, or rather raothod, by, uhich all hypotiiosea 

aro abandonod, and a tru3, pa, th is paved to philosophy. Descartes 

Cavo u3 a hypotheoic,, i. e. -a fictiara, not a pZiilosophyi 110'aton 

has djo=' us a philosophy, not i hypothe3ia. " Probably Locko' a 

Fh^ýxýwt concarnina r. wmn 1inderst, -mdinr*, mth='than Nowtozl': ino 

Kennedy's primary source; Locke. bas©d hi4 vicaß partially on 

uegtoa's cciaztifio method. 

DI 1692 a' nw. revatI s =", a appoarß at the . head of the 

theaes - Alßzaudar Cuanind=, vrho was appointed in 1609 on the 

doatºýi of Ala=der Cockburn. Cmininj; ham' o definitions of loCic 

are leas haLlged around with ceholastio to=inoloW than. the 

11.1iQsE0 1ogicaa of the earlier part of the coutuiy. 2d_g_a Is 
ý r.. _... _ 

dofine3 as - "the first. thou&ht'of the hu:. = ain, d" or "the form 

under %4lich an object is rdpre ®ýttod to the Hind. " The second . 
1 

part of locics iudiciun, 113 arrived at by ccopariug idoaa. 
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D3c c is I`uniaa or ccp.. =tian of the , ubjact und the attributQa 

of tho ccaclu3ions" : and 'finallylho F3cöpo of n6thodua in "not so 

mach to perfect the roacoa, as to uoo it ao an inat=c: zt for 

CLß. vCOveriz, - the tr'ath"" 

l7o havo' G=duatiou thesoo for F iiaburji up ' to 1705, but 

after 1694 logic features very little in the i, rofleoting by 

implicatioa the decline of achola3tioizzl in , teaching and possibly 

the influcnoo of Locke. 

For G1a""or ua havo student notebooks ccmtairtlnG lecture 

notes on for ie for the period from 1637 to 1714. On the rholo 

thct are more Aristotelian, and contain foyer rcferrnoos to 

modem philo3ophor3 than the £dinbur t diotatca. 'In 1659-60 

Lndrefa B=ot . co sated on Aristotle, with roforaeca to Fonseca, 

the Coinb= eaicacntatore and Coraptoet. l' t7i11ian Mair'a lectures 

of 1665' are similar, boini cooaantarica an Foxphyriua's I _, Q 

and the whole of Ariototle'u philosophy. she authorition quoted 

include Cajotau, hurtado, 12oletua, Buriorsdijk, Mendoza, Arriaca, 

Oviedo, Suarez, Zabarolla and Smirlecki. In his Introductoxy 

cc otion, 1iich contains a hiotoj of philosophy, . air first 

liste the Church fathers (e. g. Clomat, Alo ruder, Orison) 

end acholaeties (Aquin'e, Cootue, 0cca. ýx) and thn coca on to refer 

to Toro rocat philosophers, tho principal of whoa are Josuit3 

on the ono hmd, and rcproscatative3 of the 'Roforacd Chuxch, mooch 

as Josaph Scaligar, on the other. 

A set of lecture notes ta?,: Fn do= in 16673" contains a 

passing rof®rEnoo to Hoereboor3 and Desearteeip a7. t21ouCi1 Dea: arte3ls 

1. ILLS -, Adv. ms. 22.6.1 2. GUL -- 2Rs. Gcn. 355 

3. EUL - Dc. 8.22 
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theories are not adopted. Houavor, the lecturoa are, atilt co antaries 

as Ariototle' a taxts, and discuso rival cci olastio interprotatiacio 

at considerable leas th; 'but it`is3 worth. noting that 'tho lccturoz 
., 

'4 

often agroas with the most recant oom aentatorn, e. g. the scholars of 

Coinbm, rather than with carlior teachers of the Scotict and 

Thomiat schools. 

The notes dictated in 1675 by Thomas Hicholaaal' cast an 

Interesting lilt. on tho roasoas chr Aristotle continued to 

prodom-blate so late in the uivoreity courses, even when some 

regents wore declaring their allegiance to Descartes in the 

Preliminary 3 &o to their locturec and in thoir thesoo. 

Nicholson begins by. pmis. ing those mho opposed Peripatetic teaching, 

much as Bauaus, Gascondi and Descartes. However, logic is very 

necesssa # as oven, Doscaartea admits, and Nicholson proposes to 

follow tho Aristotoliau uethod in his' lootures,, as it is the boot 

knom. He then proceeds to dive Co antarie's an Aristotle's 

books of lojio and on Porphyriu3. 

mzta discrepancy between the, profeasod opporsitioax to 

Aristotle and the actual subject matter of the lectures appears 

main in John Txvn'. s lectures of 1676.2 Tran gives the usual 

introduotosy history of philosophy= and truces the Aristotelian 

tradition don to. the scholastics who, ho plains,. ziloro or less 

equated Aristotle with the apostle Paul. It vas left to the 

Refoxned Church to cloar- the Aoacon stable which the ccholasticn 

had created by their co catariea. Ile reco awcadc Descartes' o 

cyatem of logic, referring hia pupils to the Distitutionec and 

l. IUS - Adv. ms. 5.2.2 2. EUL - La. III. 715 
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tho r=: ': 3 of llntowl LoT=d. Hcmovor,, tho lecture notes thGr, 

salves aro vor, / traditiona. ]., bain; still commentaries on ftristotlele 

works pith quotations from 1lquinaa, Cajotan,. Qviodo, 7a'tarQl. la, 

"" -Aocki, C=ptan, Suýror, Fon3'eca, Ilurtado, Itzvius, tho Coimbra 

co=outator0, Ihmcersdijk at F--l,, 

Thore is no c31: uI; o in Tmn's leoturo notes of 1b61t 

16a62' and 1690; ' except that he atates in them that althouct he 

respects DoccartQetcs opinion©, the xroiLjit of authority of centuries 

in aL; finat Dacca. rtea. IIowevcr, although he felt unable to 

incorporato Descartes into his actual lc, cturea, Tran has by uen 

added an Arrcmdix cla vita, nethodo at na�itat$c. nibuct Caiýtecii. 

Tzou continu;. 3 to deliver virtually the use sot of 

lcoturos until 1702.4' In the locturos of this date he tacntiono 

the critor a of truth givcu by Descartes and iialeb=nche, 5' but 

is . Qillin; to corit hinsolf to an opinicci on that trsth is. 

The lecture notcu of Jotzu Boyd (16916' and 16957') and 

John Lair (16928' and 17009') are in the Aristotelian traditicag 

rain with Cartesian overtones. Law's statez2ct of the pitfalls 

he hopes to avoid gives us as insight into what. vas considered 

the idcal in lccturoa, Cc" thoa Laaa hlnsalf does not alto 

quito succeed in achieving his aims. Ho resolves not to follow 

1. GUT, - 213. L'u. 227 2. IULS - x'0.9304 3. GUL - us. T. 't. 2251 

is. 1Mu. 214 4. There is a not for 1695-96 - GUL - La, I u. 224 

and for 1702 -- TL - Dc. 9.57 

5. Iticolas `. alebranche (1638-1715)1 hic De la recherchq de la 

verit6 appoared in 16741 Carto3iania. and the philosophy of 
Augustine wore the docainant influences on his vritin; s 

6. EJL - La. III. 720 7. FI; L - Colin' Ca*: pbell Collcctian 
LM - Dc, 9*18 9, 

GUL 
'r Ui-3oGE81.412 
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Ariototlo or any Other authority blindlyt without', razard to dhat 
. 

SR, 9 

the objeot itcolf or, right roasandieta, tQa, not to quibble over'-to=3# 

not to Si. ve'isapjwiäe torcz3 to certain ooilfuced'idoa. c; 
..,. _ not to use words in difforaut acaaes at diSiorcnt timosl and to 

report the viora of others faithfully whai dealing with controversies. 

, 'hon 
. wo cono to Goracho® Carmichael Ic lectures (for vrhich 

we have seta of notes dated 16971* and' 17002%, the differenco 

botuom then and the other lozie lecture notes is e. naodiately 

noticeable. 'rho four part division of the subject is adhered to, 

end the material is the sane as that of the other leetures0 but 

it is presented so nu h bettor. The at Thorities Carmichael cites 

are often recent ones; he gives a clear, -concise exposition of 

their ar uments and he atates his prim views firmly. In, his 

prefatory re. rke Carmichael analyies what wadi wrong with the 

ccholasticet they mixed up philosophy with theolosyr, and over- 

burdened it with arg=cats and empty verbal formulae, as a , result 

of irhich it boe=o involved in a hop eleaa latryrinth. 'l he nunerou3 

co=mtatcs%s oa Aristotle had clouded tlia cmtra, l iaaues. 

Cariichael in critical of t ho modem tendency to doubt everything 

in. philocopliy, and does not think it necessary to co as far as 

Descartes. However, he speak w; th favour of Descartes, along 

with Iic, ca, 1R+alebmache and Locke, whom he refers to as outst u ding 

philosophers of the present are. As a resält of their efforts 

philosophy is not confined to the schools and aca. deniesi but is 

cultivated by all portals of intelligtmce. 

In the . first sactiou of his 1697 1ectarae, do apprýh siono, 

1. rü. 3 - M. 2741 
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Camichael diacucaea LockQ' aýthQarioa of, idca, t; ua Civai Ln hic 

Ejmy concemin; hu-ai t. ýdgxot ndiný, ° erploininavhat Locke 

by idM, s naiorm. nub , ttintionrz . of rola, tirnmttaa, and axprQ3; ast hie 

intontiacx. of follouin. T Locke. Howavar, he in not cntirely 

uncritical; In his 1703 leotures Carmichael =ys that he thini: n 

Lock0a four cra, y3 of comparing idoass are e. n -over-simplificatioax. 

0'4her node= authora Vhooa woxl: Cdn: iichacl psn. tsQO are John S'laYlia, 

pzofocsor at Oxford and member of the Hoyal Society (ho refora 

the stulEnt to Wallia'ss rcuxatissin3 1oý~ic, i. e. hie Tnytit'tittio r rr   r. n.  .   

1oýicaa rdca-=. imC; 3 umg A. ccoT31'"fl4"I. t<1ý and Claude Floury (hie 

TrtitO ft choix et de-la, methodo do* kudee, first publichcd at   rrýýýrrý ýýa. r     ý  rýrý rr   

Paric in 1606). 

17hcn lie is discussing propositions in 16970, Cax ichael 

expands on the subject of cate, -, orioa at groat leagth, but feels he 

oust apolo ise for this; he has no wish to instil a. spirit of 

pedantry into his students by this long description, but the only 

uay in which he can evaluate the worth of each proposition is by 

knowing the cate ozy to which it belong . 

In his 1708 lectures Caznio'zael claims that logic is' 

divided into two types of thinkinßs annrehcnsio Sand 
iud. 

. in the actual notes. Ca . ichael still retains the fourfold division 

for presenting his caterial, but in tho schcio presented at the 

boginuing, . tho section de diseur a becomes a, part of the main 

section dealing with iud , and the section i=cy mothodo in 

relented to an appcrdis. The change is poxhaps not very great, 

but it is surely a cigaificant ouc* since tho sy11ogi. s (always 

discussod under the heading do diactirsu): the cozaersto :e of 

Ariatotelian and acholactio logic, no longer appoars as a. 
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principal factor in Ca=ichaal's lo, 'ic. 

Mo latest sot of 1oi3io' dictator wo have for tho re; cL t1ng 

poriod at G1a3,, -ow are thoso doliverod by John Loudoi in 1712119 

and repeatod in 17142' Ist his introductory rcma2ku Loudca dicousso3 

I'iloti pId1636ptur cc: iatc. Do: cartoa : ncliaed `to the sceptical 

positiai vith his theory of 't iivorta. 1 ' doubt, but this standpoint 

r . s3 rß. {,; iitly .:: tacked Iv Gan ndi, Voot and de Vries. Lwadon 

rays that Deccartea did not have rrach to offer tviliai it coca to 

plhilocophy, thou;; Ih later on in the notes the rs intainfs that the 

best critericn of truth is that g voa by Descartecgtzhoco vies 

are to be preferred to those of alcb= cihe. Joim Locke's theories 

about the =al eaechc of thizis are al o cited. Tho ormisation 

and the material of the notes are atilt basically Ariototolian, 

but there is far less in the tray of referezices . 
to acholastica 

than Li lectures of ' the prevLbua ceatuzy, sad the whole 

presentatiah is more coacissc. It is perhaps north noting that 

both Loudon, cnd Ca=iohael had cczao to Glaoý, o from St.. ndrowa, 

there - the had prc3viously bean reGcmto. 

The paucity of ,. avivinG GlasGoa thesoc means that we 

cannot compare them with the dietatoo for evidence of the 

imivorcity coursoo a. e wall as wo can in the case of the other 

wiivoraities. Ho icier, the contact of the fcv that we do have is 

ac follows. The theses for the ad-aations of 1646,1663i and 

1671 are dristoteli= nd atolaztic. More is thion a cup before 

John l3oyd'g iheaea of 1693 in which, after defining logio as 

"tho scienoe Qhich directs the oporatioad of Atho hind' in the 
ý 

I* GUL - r: ß. Gen, 406 2. GUL - '^. Gcn. 71 
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diocovary of traths" he doscribc3, t1hQ triple operation,,, of, the 

mind .. nnhrcamaiet iuR and'rliý, c. 'Jo: m Law! g, definition 

of lo; ic (1693) is 
, similar to Loyd'a: "Lo? io ia osorrztially oczioernod 

with the nothod by tihich we attain knowledc; a. " Law thinks that 

loClc and metap, ycics"aro'partic'4arly usoftzl . to the thoolo,; ian 

and the lawyer.. We aro fort a. te in pooQeocinC Gcrcchom Car tichael' a 

thocc3a of 1699 azid 1707, In which ho puts forward the c^sa ideas 

as wo noted in hin dictates., 

13y comparison with that is available for Gla; Gov and 

Minbur I have been able to find very fev lecture notes for 

Abordeea. Those which relato' to Uarischal. College covor the 

years fromm 163 8 to 1707, and are all the lectures of one revcnt 

Goorro Peacock. Peacock's 1600 lectures are prefaced by a 

picture of Doscartes, with an inscription where Descartes is 

hezaldec3 as tho philosopher rho brouýit truth to liýhtý after it 

had ronainod hidden in c: arknoas for ceituz3ers. ' Roweverg although 

there is soae'ovidc co in the logic lectures of Peacock's 

alle iance to _l acartea, Aristotle is the presiding spirit. 

Peacocl: '3 lecture3 for 1690,2' 16943' az3 16954'- are duplicates 

of his 1663 oae3. Tile 1707 lectures 5- 1 drill' return to below 

ghee discussing th3 lectures givcl in King' a College. 

Ue have lecture notes for King'a College for the years 

1666-1717. There is an earlier set of dictates, consisting of 

caaentaries cu Aristotle's logic, ethics and p: ijsics, t rich was 

takcs doii in 1612-13 by Lord I3alnerino from the lectures of a 

1. AtJL - U. 182 2. iIS - 14s. 9387 

3. St. A - lls. 1503 4. nLS - ala. 9300 
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David Leitch. " The dato i3 oämeahat °puzc11ne, , as I1xviü Loech 

-as road at Kine'o Co11o o from 1628 to 1636, but despite this 

discropancy wo can probably ass, vme that these lecture notes 

roprece t -=ivarcity tcachin at 4 bar3om in the early years of 

tho 17th cantor;,. 'who. 16662. and 1669' novas, ' probably dictated 

by Patrick Candilands, are ccraitaries on Aristotle's books of 

logic. In t :, -j lectures dated 1677 Robert Forbes has abandoned 

this practice, and follows instead the fourfold division of 

loCic. 4' This notebook has an its title' Lor; iea nomxitigua 

pr^cticý ativa aua. dripartitn. i: owever, there appears to 

have been nothing : rich in the vuy of in. vatioai after this. 

at io more, - th'o act : za1 ý lectures sew to be the poi the lecture 

notes for 16915' contain too many' verbal similarities to James 

Urru a-t! e: lectures of 1717 6' for there not to be a ccnnection 

botsocn them. The earlier Lectures probably served asa model 

for the later ones, thou Uuur,, art cute out a lot of material 

as being; c3 perfluou3 to logic; for instance, he relegate3 the 

sections on predirasmerits snd ene r-itioni3 to aetaphyaicc* 

trot only are the sasm3 lectures used within the one college, 

but we have avidcaco of an idsatical set of lecture notes being 

used at Iiarinchal and King's. ' George Scone's Cursus lot-, icua 

of 17027` is duplicated by Poacock' a locturos at Uarischa7, in- 

1707, vrhich differ however, from his earlier lectures given in 

the 16ß0s and 1690s. tae have already earn that Lari schal had 

a riiforsa course at the tide of the 1690a Coiiissjoa1O' 

1. ML - Ltt. III. 155 2. AS - ? i? s. 2816 

3. AUL - K. 208 4. AUL - K. 235 
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obviously the idea of uniformity was extended to the two colleE; cos 

possibly as a result of, the Co=icsioa. 

I`+hm we tum'to ý, the' -thoäea, 'me 'get=aýmüch, "iaore 

cooprohatisivo picture of what vac being tau, rt at Aberdo& . Tho 

earliest The-ges lorticnn are - thorouch y Aristotelian. In 1622 

Ale". ender Loan of sting's College quotes the Coimbxa cornrneatators, 

1 uvius, Fans^ca, Zabarolla and J oc! oi iarn, and pm4aes the 

cylloalcai as an "eternal monumfut to Arictotle's genius. " 

Willi= Locley, also of King's College, cites n serous coholastio 

comiontatozs in his theses of 1625, but the most fxequ< tly 

neztioned are Zabarella and Keckcnaann Gabar'. ýlla is also 

quoted b, -j Jobs Baton of Ilarischal College in 1631, Rio prefers 

his v'iewo to those of the earlier co=tutator, Cajetau. In 1635 

Lavid Looch of King's College praises Lrriaga, ' whom he refers to 

as "the best versed in philosophy of all the 'ueoterics . of our 

ccatuxr, " tut is loss ethu3iatie about , Smi11ccii, who "sr3a. d©rs 
ýý 

around the subject-too much. ", Leech beGino his thescc with an 

introductory theesis ron©mtis in which he r intaina that 
, Philosophy 

aids thoolo, and that to . e, as the fist part of philosophy, 

is particularly nceoc:: lry in thcoloG. The follortring year Leech's 

rlleZianco to Q: iatotle is °seci eves more clearly when he declares 

that Aristotle's 'definition of the aylloCism is tho' noct' perfect 

definition possible. 

The first neltion' of Deccartec to appmx 'n the Aberdeen 

theses is in Andrew Cant's theses of 1653 (k. aricchal ColleGe). 

The Cartesian universal doubt is viewed with distrust, howcvor, 

and the a. utharitios Cant quotoa are rainly scholahtio, e. g. 

Oviedo, iiurtado,, Arria , Compton, the Coin1ra, coxoitators, 
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thouýft ho a]. pa, quotes Maui. &ttac%o ca Jooait too, chinCp, tzlrca 
.. 

Si 
....,. 

ý 

c4cn in the rherim 3 cifYicara of aä: lo of the earlior :. ̂oZ=tsi such as 

Alexander L=i. --n (1622) and John Ltxadie (1626), are pur., uod with 

groat vigour by the Proabytoricn Cunt. 

Gcorro 2 oldrxa'a thoroo of 1659 (Marirclzal Collego) are 

still ixa, aad on the writings of ocholaatica, but ho has eoo 

pertinent . co:: rcnto to make about their rro±c. Almost ell raccnt 

philosophcra,, e. g. Poaaoca+ Ar iaLz, Oiiodo, Compton, are a. oad 

that lo(io is a practical discipline, iicidx= says; but their 

wrItin a are more apooc latione o the nature, object end 

ohamctcriaticc of loLio; you rill be h:. rd put to it to find cna 

-ride for defining, dividing etc. '. in their 1cn thy coz: cntarieß; 

they ne ,. -, lout the gas's o^ providiug a cyctcratic to .c for ct'udenta. 

1669 is the next data vhai, rofericos to modern philosophers 

auch as Doacartea appcnr awpia they are in Earicchal Collc o 

theaoa, proee~tod by tllc=ndcr Ale. =ardcr. Tho style in ghich 

theme theses are-writteu is guise difforcat from the ct le of 

the other Vhooea; they have a refreshingly = ccholaetic vic'our 

as Aiexnndor"laurtches his frequently virulent attacko on Daacartea, 

ltcoroboord, fio,, ýuo and Hobbes. Of DOacaxtes'n method A1c=ader 

states that Do, cartcn is being caccodinja y rash tncen ho s3 . ys that 

we are saai solely because of our meson, since it is thro,. the 

came re scxz that pro eint: In the most ttnworthy+ fashion to uttering 

insipid rubbish. Alzndor thinks that of all the realms cf 

knorlcd ;o it is logo that gives ihilosophcra rest scope for 

cawing cofusion, and no-one has yet appeared the is able to 

Give us a good sryste of to i. o. 

By 1675 Cartesian ideas had been adopted in the Kilo 
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Collce theses of George Middleton. dristotle'a login is condomed, 

with its "infinite ruses about cyllogisns and its useless 
h 

pracepto ecnoonlina ens raticnist univeraa7. o etc. " ZSiddlotca 

accepts the Cartesian method of doubt, but thinks that it should 

be applied only to the eontonplation of truth, not to life, in 

case we opcnd so long resolving our doubts that the opportunity 

to act passes. 

Cartesianien still had at least one opponent in Robert 

Forbes (King's College), rho attacks the Cartesian method of 

doubt in his theses of 1660 and 1604, and upholds Aristotelian 

logic. The 1660 theses are entitled Philoeon}hical theses to 

unho_ 1 the truth of the old nothod-of 

tzr-achorous, novel and heterodox Cartesian philosophy. 

uocrever, most of the regents of this period seem to have 

accepted Deocarteats ideas. Join Buchan (King's College, 1601) 

deplores the endless quibbling of the Peripatotics and praises 

Descartes. Geox; o Mono (King's College, 1600) describes 

Peripatetic philosophy as being nothing but a shadov nov which, 

"being ehmoshed in a dim labyrinth of distinctions, makes the 
ý 
essences of thinCa even noro c=plicated. " Doscartes, cn tho 

other hand, has hon us the only gray of attaining certainty. 

: mo defends Descartes acainst the char , es of atheisi and 

scepticiQ levelled a0ainot hin Itr such as Forbes. 

By the 1690s the attacks a. inct the Peripatotico have 

lost conothing of their earlier vohaciaico (e. g. Goorve Fraser 

(King's Colloeo, 1691) says that logic should not be dicmisced 

as useless; it trains us to order our thouchto and rake 

deductions; In 1695 Fraser adds that Aristotle's loc°io contains 
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much that is mod; it is only the porvoroity, of its pmotitionora 

vhich Given it a bad namo), but Descartes is still considered to 

have provided the boat method. Alexander Moir (Varicchal College, 

1691) is acquainted with Lockets theories, but thinks that the 

idom of the mind being a tabula rasa is false, since we have an 

innate concept of God. In additions to Doscartes, Ioon is hold 

up for admiration by one of the regents - George Peacock (Iarischal 

College) in his theses of 1693; the Mown Or nnun is quoted several 

tines. 

Locke's writings win acceptance in George cczio' o 1696 

theses, where the tabula zana theory is praised. They are also 

followed by Janes ÜJzgvhart (King's Colle eq 1710): who describes 

Locke's ideas at co®o length. Hocever, the adoption of Locke's 

teaching was not universal. George Fsnsor is still very much a 

Cartesi, aa in 1706, and George Peacock uses the sago arguaaits 

against Locke in 1711 which Alexander ! oir put forward in 1691. 

Willi= Smith (Maricchal College, 1712) is egtally opposed to 

Locke, as can be aocn in his statement that "those philosophers 

show a very inadequate uaderstanding of the mind vrho aadine it 

to be like a tabula =5 19 davoid of any innate knowledge. " 

The teaching of logic at St. Andrevra follows much the 

c =o pattern as at the other Seottich tmivorsitiec. We have 

lecture notes for St. Andrews covering the period from 1643 to 1723. 

In 1643 the regent James Scary, later to become the 

Archbishop "tarp who played euch a large part an the Scottish 

political ccaae, lectured at St. Loanard'o Collage an Aristotlo'a 

logic and Ranua's Dial tic. 1' Thomas Glogg'a lecturer of 1647# 2, 

1. st. a .o ua. IR. 85.55 2. EM as 1b. 5.459 45 'ý' 
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delivorod at St. Salvator's Collogo, are again commentaries on 

Arictotl o' a, logic books and on Porphytius' a, Ivoo. Gl e= is 

ccnoe=ned with scholastic debates on subjects Much as cna znticmi©. 

Among the authorites cited are Iiurtado, Scotus, Siit1ockip ' Zabarella, 

Arria a, Fmncis LeReeag Suarox, I. lcadoza and the Coimbra 

cazmtators. 

For the 1660c and 1670s we have student dictates for 

St. Leonard's College only, no cannot really prcaotoo on the 

pmctico at St. Andrews University as a iholo. However, at St. 

Leonard's cosar: smtariesa on Aristotle and Porphyriua continued. 

In his lectures dated 1669, John hay quotes Ilurtado and Compton 

with approval. ' A2iilo beinC aware of the objections mined 

acuinst Aristotelian login by Ra=s# Hay dofazdo Aristotle, 

olairiinj that he does thou us the dangers of sophistical argumcat, 

and does not iatcad to deceive use as'the rriato would noon to 

suggest. 

I have not boon able to find any diotate3 for St. Andre s 

for most of the 1670a and 1680a. There is a notebook oanaiatinc 

of 1 oeturea delivered by Aloxandor Grant at . St. Loc ard' a in 1671,2. 

and the next net after this in dated 1686. " 1br thin latter date 

tho ro,; cnta had coasod to coc cnt an Ariototio, and had adoptod 

tho fourfold division of to is into annrdienaio, iudiciun. - 

dicaý_____ursus and nctý. In his section on method the lecturer of 

1633 rofors to the four Cartesian rules with approval. John now 

folloua the same pattom in 1694, and gives us succinct deffiniticno 

of what he izderatood býr the to=o arnrý sio etc. s "Au�2rc+hhaneio 
I 

1. ML - ia. III. 722 2. St. A - R: a. 36226 
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is that opomtion of the mind which airiply cmiaidors or contemplates 

objects, 'without r.. aklnC eny judgneat about. thoa. Iuc iciun is 

that operation of the xiind which passes judgment on the things 

apprchcndod. Dincur, ua is the operation of the mind whereby 

come legitimato We=co is dm ai from caveral judGmonta. 

lcpthoduo io tho ordering or duo arzanCamcnt of thoudita which ao 

have about any object, so that we can become better acquainted 

with its implant it in our memories# and explain our thou1htc to 

others. " l' Like the 1603 looturer, low is aware of Cartiocian 

ideas, 'but he is not uncritical of then. He rojocts Doscartos's 

doctrine of the intellect as "inept", thouch he credits Doccartes 

with being the goat outstanding of all the philosophers In the 

16th and 17th ccnturies: iii disqnssina theories of the . origin 

of idoac, Row rojeoto both the Peripatetic and the Cartesian 

positions as being too otreme, and opts for a vice somewhere 

botaecn the two. Peripatotica think that ideas derive from the 

ca coo onlyl Cartesians think ideas derive entirely from the mind.. 

TLilo it is true that sane types of ideas, i. e. primary (e. g. 

pain) and ccaondazy (e. g. colour) come to us via the senses, 

thero are some ideas, hoverer, which can arise only in the mind 

(e. g. volition, affixnation, necation). Oa tho subjcot of 

predicables, Row points out, that rcccit philosophers are. C 

in dicaias, inU than as amore trifles, " sinco it is extreaely 

useful for a phlosophor to be able to classify his ideas. 

iiovever, it is equally wrap to. place too ouch emphasis ca thus. 

The year 1690-99 is the only one for vhich we have lecture 

1" St. A - 1.1fl. 172 
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notes from both colleges at st. Andrc7s. 1' Tho, t'o, ants of,. notes 

aro virtually identical; all the chapter hoadinGs correspond 

osactly. It nay well be that there was at St. Andrevs a c1milar 

reciprocal arrc l; cnt botrrem the two colleges as appears to have 

existed at Abordemp the ono cot of looturos being used by both 

colleeos. In the section de iudtcio, various criterli of truth 

are inods (1) That of the author of the tmctato whose title 

is Hedioina of mind and bo!, y: 
2"JL*e., 

vhatcvcr I peraoivo is true. 

This criterion is inadbiscablet since it puts too trach reliance 

an sense perception. ' (2) That of Wobranche9, i. e. you should 

never believe anything ualesa'the evidence in co undeniably true 

that you cannot reject it without an internal struwble and the 

silent mu urina of reason. (3) That of'Descartes# i. e. overythint; 

must be considered true uhioh is clearly, distinctly and evidently 

Imorrn to be true. Doscartes's in the visa. adoptod, but the 

recants think it should be extended to sensitive as well as 

intellectual ideas. This section echoes the lecture notes of Tian 

and Loudoai of Glasgow. 
,. 

As I have already mentioaed, 
3' An introduction to lo^icks 

is gcnomlly considered to be St. Andreus' contribution to the 

1. St. Salvator'a yore delivered by Aloandor Sorinrcour 

St. A - Ms. 173i and St. Leoaardle by Thoi att Taylor - 
St. A - Lts. i2.1117. c. 99(1475). 

2 Probably Modicina maitis vivo Artie invenicsidi nnconpta 

t*, cn, by E. W. D, T. i. o. E. WW, do Tchisahaua QIeciicina 

cornorin sou co itationes... do coneorvsneh rani ate), of 
which the 1695 oditicai is listed in thoý British Muoeun 

Catalogue. Tciiimhaus is quoted in William WthOu theses 

of 1704 (Larischal) 

3. supra, p. 4E3 



cchoiio for a unifom courao in the 1690s. It boars certain 

Eeaoznl rocmblancea to the locturea boinc given at St. And=wo 

at the cad of the 17th century, e. g. the division of lo. o into 

three parts corroapanding to the triple opomtian, of the mind, 

and the rice given, for analytio and cynthotic methods. However, 

this ctructuro is found in virtually, all ocholastio textbooks, 

co does not roally prove an affinity with coaxt«uporaxy Scottish 

teachinZ. An introduction to 1o-Ticks is much shorter thin most 

of the university diotatea, and is writtal In1niglich. Another 

alithtly atypical foaturo of tho wox!: is . that it contains no 

reformces, to any authority) thin tray, be in line with the 

universities* avowed intention to compose a course that ,s 

entirely their o=# . but is, nevertheless unusual, and quite different 

from the Abordem contribution to the uniforn course. 

An each university produced its part of the philosophy 

course, it was, carefully vetted by the other tmiversttioc. A 

rotatim cyctem was devicod,. Hereby any given part of the course 

ma circulated to the other universities in turn for their corsets. 

These eomento are preserved in a tanuccript volume in Mlnbur & 

University Librnryl' end provide Invaluable evidence concerning 

that the different universities thought' $nportant in the courses. 

The acrinauious verbal battles which took place show. that, 

despite the m ny ninilarities which can be detected between the 

dictates of the different univerities, there was " by no Aoann 

, uniformity in their views, m what should be taujht ý and how. 

Edinburgh lists 10 objections to the course, of which 

I shall quote a few to give cone idea of the kind of thin; s with 

1. EUL - Doa.. a 
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vhir, h cli© diaaCraQst 

1. "iYhoroas tho authors 'c y. In' their profaco that. they Nava in 

cacao cbaptora used the analytic aothodl, in others the oynthetio, 

it had been'vozy proper to have given due example of 0=0 

chapters of each method. 

2. The 3 orltssazy figuros of cyllo ismo aro omitted in the 

Introduction, and in place of thaw there is only Casoazdua' 

Piguro, s zoa yot they do not name. 

3. ' The mothod In the first pay. -t aoco not accuznte in- rotxd 

they troat first antat c=o divisions of the ideas, and then 

do ideart obiectio. 

4. The dofinitiais of the affiraativo and n tine propositions 

cost more obscure than the co=on ands such äro aaitted. 

10 The definition of accidcrtn 1o icurt is oithcr' fälsso or too 
c 

nara. roctý for ogtarý nccidcns 1a iicuý dooa not rcpr+ýaant on 

accidongYaiCUn. " 

Äbordoän's' coxnents aro more numerous'* Tiio staff there 

atato that th©'introductozy cootion is too difficult and obscure 

for pupils. They analyse the thro© part at ' criticisinj various 

points in each; o. C* of part 1'they say that the author does 

not observe the rules of method he himself proposes; there io 

confu3icn in come of him definitions; and the cated+orios are 

dealt with in an oversimplified tray Finally they hike four 

gcnaml oboervationst 

1. The course lacks (a) a praliminaW coctica on philosophy in 

Caaa il; (b) numbers for distina^uiching pazn<ýmphs; (c) an index 

2. Tho different parto of the course are of unequal quality and 

are' writtoa in a different i3tyla. 
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3.. It io-a groat pity that, for tho cal: o of t1ho atudaata,.. tho 

aracito by which , oonaluaiono aro proved or attacked are co, 

rsroly roclucod to a rayLlo; iatio fo=. 

4. Thoro are nany obocuritios and nz}omzlies In the aynta% and 

atý2ßt3. 

Glaser plso finds points to oriticioa , 
3n tho threo panto, 

and . 
its ga2pral cc iclusiono about, the deficiaaoies of the couco 

aro as folio as 

1. "Firstly, We cannot approve the viothod, becauso 
. 
it is puzzling 

and lackinG is clarity, door not oepsr=to the didactic frag 
. 
the 

clinotto parts, proposos virtually no ara=cnts in tho ccholaatio 

ý'. anner, and qontaiae vary few objeGtioaa= its oozIjOoturoz3, , uil. E3813 

we are, vory such miatakmz, will be dicploacing to studcnto, rho 

like a matter to bo clearly proposod and expounded; however, the 

main rcaacn eay thin to io courao dispioa3oa us is becaunio it 

attoapto to diap¬aco with ©varything that has boon accepted for 

centuries, " 
1 

2, The cacpecdium of logio omits acood deal 

Thero aro no pralia3naiy rosaar3cs on philosophy in cnQral 

4. It doala too briofly with. th© classification and object of 

logic. 

G1ac,, r made recomnmdaticns to the vicitatiof committee 

for. = idi. g the login 
. course, ccsting that the subject matter 

should be botter arrant, *ed and that various points should bo 

clarifiedi but the main recammaidation was that the author should 

adhere more to the old philocophyt. 

"The lozicks as well as the discur8ua prelin naria ought to be 
1 

more plain, and the old tee retained, thouCii the ncv may alco 
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be explained that students nay, uodorctand both. -_ shout i it 

bo fit for understanding tho no' v yo of speaking that come 

philosophers do of late affect that the doctrine do_ideig be 

handled; yet that ales but a novaturicnt humour could rake 

the author constantly use the word ido onci not the aneiant 

words eonoontua. Wnrjhen 3i0j notio eta* which hincelf 

canfeaooc to be cyno¢ ous, by vhich-means philosophy written 

before Cartoc, ohall not be understood, " 

An a, rocult of - Glaser' a reprocaatations a meeting of 

roprosentativec of all, the univorsitico van , held. 
. 

Thi concluded 

that: "tho tractato of lobo oust to be subservient both to the 
ý 

old and new pliilooophy and theroforo the doctrine unit idoac 

cannot be altogether omitted*", The author undertook "So to 
wA 

accorznodate tho whole logic t=otato na , not to no, -, loot the old 

philooophy, " to add matter on "cpoculative and p=ntical kno: zlodge" 
11 

=d to deal vith metaphysical. dearoes . =der locics Ik3inburoýjf a 

rocommeadaticna ttoro also to be aoted upon by the author. 

If An introduction to 1 Tic sis indeed the St. Andrmo 

course, it presumably rrpreacnta the roviced course, since it 

appoarod after all the discussions and resolutiona I have just 

deccribed. However, not all the rocoialdationa of the ý other 

uaiversitioo have bcal adopted; for, instanco there is no intro- 

ductory section on philosophy. in genoral, despito` Glac ov'a and 

Aberdean's criticisms of its omission. 

Let us cino now that the theses tell us about logic 

at St. Andrews. Up. to the 1660a the logic thesaa, like those of 

Ldinbur and Aberaecn, come fiist and occupy the groat or part 

of the theses. They are basically Aristotelian, with references 
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to Ar'istotalinn co= aatatora. In 1612 Jtaneu Wamyce dirappzoves of 

Kec1=oa=n and Zabarella - both noro rocent Aristotelian 

oonncntators - and ßazuo in also oritioised. In 1629 John Ranmy 

starto off his Then eri lo, -micae with the statmcatt"2lo locio aoro 

perfect than that of Aristotle has thus fear existed. " BY 1631 
a 

Aristotle's recent cozcntatora have on acccptanoe in the theses 

of John Be=lay, Which refer favourably to the Coinbm oo oatators 

and Zabarella, The 0t. dndros theses continuo in this vein until 

1657, but with the next extant them - those of Robert Hamilton 

for 1660 - tie are in quite a different philosophical atmosphere. 

In armn. ereat and style they no similar to Alexander Alexander's 

1669 theses for harischal College. 1L n ltoai'a theses are entitled 

Scho(Urtt3ilta liboxo-nhilosonhica and the headings of the various 

scotions (Dittttribao rm asticae, Snicile. ^ia, 4moula yniologicaq 

insto d of the usual Theseg phy sý cao etc. ) Su cat a fair de,; reo 

of individuality and aca. derAo a resaivenesa on the part of the 

re , Ent, ' Hamilton be�ins his theses with a vary catholic selection 

of quotationat 

1. "Aniei nobic sunto Plato, Arist., Cartosius: cod pagie amica 
1% 

voritas 

Mj orifl eaia mars veritat em fa. oio quaxº mill azaa authoritat ea. " 

SCilUle, 

2. "TTiror 8: itiquoc non t=c1 huiua caeculi ingmia dQopicio. " 
ý ý P13ny 

3. "tlulli ma n=cipavi, nulliua adictus iuzar© in vorba 2: `agictri 

Wd ver, re atquo decus, curer ot rog=, ot oania in hoc alas" 

8e, gia Gredu=iae Sociotaa 
1 

Thor all indicate an u=ill3nZ; aess to acdept the word of authoritio�o 
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'Uncritically and a ßtranS inclination torrarft tho opirit of tho 

nm philosophy* . It, in aalutary to note "that , IIamiltan a, fo=od 
,5.. 

to resits bocauao of the uareliablo toaching set out in his theses. 

1=J temps first arrow is firod sominst tho Jo=its for lodc- 

choppint; f and he claims that pupils' intelloota aro needlessly 

oodiusted in debating 
, 
such questions as "7M othor logic is an art 

ry 

or a acimoe? " " He pours sea= ai the aylloGian and is coce»hat 

tzucompli c ntazy about lIauy teor0. 

Pith. William Sanders's theses of 1674 we are bac4. to more 

nozr. I academic style: Sanders adheres to Dc cartes on most 

points, adopting hie Geometric method of ar sit.. Ito bla oe the 

Jesuits for have; introduced all. sorts of. useless topics in lo,; ici 

the remedy lios, in rcatorina logic to. its right . 1130. 

Carteainnissa is also the Lejnoto of Al. acnndor Coccburn'u 

theses of 1679 (Cockbum was subsequently reit at Eiinbart , 

and the theses he prrsantcd there have been discussed abovol 

and for the first time at St. Andrews we have a reference to 

'inosa, chose teaching is rejected as atheistic. 

The theaeo of 1690 are of . spacial interest, since Jazzes 

Gre, Mory was the recast of the, cagictnm& class that ymr. An is 

po±apc fittin in a . IIc bor: of-that natha=ticsl family, Grc'''! 'ory 

bcý-, ins with the otatemcat that geometry is , the true basin of all 

philosophy: his was also D scart©z's ern vie, of course, and 

the starting point of his method. The thosos cancont, to mainly 

On natural philosophy, but Gro�ory defines logics it is "an art 
ý 

convoJina tho nothoä of uoina what is givcn corz, sotly in order 

I. B. '13-74 
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to diocovor the nature of vhat in to be 3nvoctip, tedi" he thm 

dimif3-OoJ the whole scholastic edifice in a oaitalco by atatinc 
that he oal7 roca; miaco two `'. ýrrdi=f: itfi# i. ca. that in civea and 

chat is to be investi atod. 

7o have thesos for both co11c cs for 1697. Jduz Loudon 

of St. Leoaar3' o puts the follovin; propositicna to be arr; uoi by 

the candtdatea: (1) Logic is, = cratircly practical coicarico. 
(2) Its object is oporationo of the intellect, raliich can be 

reduced to throe clacaea. (3) The number of five vaivoraalo 

c imuld neither be incroaoad nor decreaced. (4) There is no absolutely 

firnt principle act the cost onus principled: Alc candor 

sorim; oour' a thcsas app ^^ lozic fr= a ali, -htly difforalt 

=cl. e. IIo bQclntt, by ctatina that most of the idea, s " a© have 

about thinra aro falco, and that-wo nuat do our, bo3t to dictinamish 

tr4o from falao, propoaitiaaa: locic holps us to. ola3aify our 

: idcac, and oleo to foxta judgmaatc about thw., '1ha -eritarian 

of truth-put fo=axd by Scrim,; couw is that "overythina. chould be 

cmf3idemd t=o t4iicýr, in obviously seen to be cool' 

For 1703 also there are theses for both St. Leonard's and 

St. Salvator'o, " and the two regents, John Craigie and Thomas 

Forrester, reco=end Locke in their sections on logic, 
. 
though 

Descartea'o four rules are cited by Craigie as an aid in 

investiLuting the truth. 

Having ermined the logic dictates and theses of the 

Scottish universities we are now in a position to draw some 

general conclusions about the state of that subject in the, 17th 

century Scottish arts curriculta. The pattern of teaching set 

out at the beginning of the chapter (i. e. a prowess from 
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Ariatotlo viii Descartes to Lockö) "la contir. aed. ; iholint of 

scholastic authorities rho are cited by the rogeits is fairly 

comprehensive. It covers commentators of all poriods, medieval 

and renaiscanoe. 11owever, we roust dictingu1dn between those whoso 

views are neeeacarily tacmtioned for the sake of completeness in 

the discussion of any given point, and those whose views are 

fairly consistently cited and approved. 

The nanos Aquinas and Scotuu, 'toaothor with those of 

Occosa and other medieval tcholactics, appear in virtually evos r 

not of logic dictates and theses, and their teacuings on various 

subjects are frequently sat forth and debated,, xio ever, the 

regmto often dicgree with these early scholastics. For instance, 

in 1652 Thoma, c Cmufurd states' that whereas the scholastics divide 

creation into ens reale and cm rntianir this concept is now 

outmoded= he puts' forward several wants to provo that there 

is no T .mr timin, concluding- thit "loi; io instr=csnts of the 

first doGree are not rtLa raticxain, as the schools would have 

us believe, but the real properties of things and the inter- 

rolatic*nchip of the unity, diversity and depeaUnce of things. " 

In 1662, as xo have already ceen; ' Jwioa Pillans finds points 

to criticiso in the views of both t'haaisto and Scoticts. 

Moreover, the dictator and theses do not concentrate 

exclusively m these early scholastics. %abarclla is also quoted 

c xteasivoly and his definitions are often accepted. The earliest 

racaticn of him that I have boon able to find occurs in a 

St. Aadrovs gmduatio n thesis of 1608= thereafter he is cited 

fairly consistently throuJaout the century. 

1. p. 6? 
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any of the otner Aristotelian commcntatoro quoted by the 

regents are recent arses. For instance, if we take the licit 'of 

authorities referred to by John tishart in 1660, we find besides 

Aquinas, Scotus and Labarolla, the names of Compton, Siiglecki, 

1'ranciscus 13onae Spei, Ilurtado, Arriaga, Aorodem, Oviedo, Pontius 

and the Jesuits ofCoimbra. Wishart'e 1666 dictates refer to 

Burgorsdijk and his name freque~atly crops up in notebooks of the 

second half of the 17th cezzturg. Some of these commentators, 

at least, were "modem" Ariototelians. 

lie have v©ry few references to 1'amuo at the beeiruiing 

of the century, aaad these are icomplima taffy, e. g. Ad=s= 

(Edinburi) and Wemyss (St. Leannrd's) candem Itamus's teaching 

in 1600 and 1612 respectively. Eaitl' records that William Forbes, 

one of the Aberdeen doctors, who was professor of logic at 

raricchal from-1602 to 1606, defended Aristotle fr= the attacks 

. of Emus in hie lectures. This is soz ewhiat strange in view of 

the fact that Ha=s foaturos fairly prominently' in the curricula 

of the variouc x niversitios at this period, as a to cy from 

Molvillo. dun's Dialectic and Tulaeus'c Thetoric are included 

in the Edinqurgý course of the 1620a, and Cmufurd nentiona that 

the students were exninod in Thus in 1604.2' It-may just be 

that the references we have woro made try regents who happened to 

be anti-Ranus, and-may'not indicate a gcnexal . dislike of ramuc. 

13y the second half of the century, however, Eamus seems 

to be viewed with greater favour by the regents, partly, due no 

doubt to the provisions laid dos by the Gcnoll Assembly 

1. Robert S. Rait, The Universities of Aberder-n (Aberdeen, 1895) 

2. of* eupm p. 33 
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Coraris3ion of the 1640s. vhtch advocated a . return to .! olvilleoo 
y. s. 

educational scheme 'in ýýrhich Ba=s -but 

partly due alsop. one auapectsq. to a decline in the standing. of 

Aristotle. Thus# in 1643# James Sharp '(bt. Y, co*iardIe) iucorporatea 

into hin logic lectures a section catitled Prole- onma in P. zMi 

Dialectican, t'hile Thomas Gleug (St. oalvator's) has a similar 

section in his lectures-of 1648. In'1675 Thomas Nicholson (Glas, -ow) 

praises Namus for opposing Peripatetic , teaching, 'while 'in '1689, 

after listing the scholastics `who cast a thick fog aver philosophy, 

Cuunin ba a (Edinbur{, ia) heralds 1 iua, Vives, -Campanella and 

Telesiua,.. echo introduced a purer, freer philosophy. 

itmus' a works feature in the library lists. At iabur, h 

a wor1c on 2aaus's' Dial ectic was purchascä in 1627, ann a copy of 

itanus's Arithmetic in 1643.: In 1668 copies of his De reliF ions 

and his Dialectic tic wore bought= in 1672 his' Pra6lectiones La 

Ciceronis Oratiözes octo Consulares, and in 1675 the Preface y, 

letters and orations of i muo and Talaeus. At Glascow the first 

record - of a Yamus' purchase is in 1652, when hia Arithmetiea and 

Geortatria were bouaht. Iamus's name next appears in 1691, then the 

library acq iirod' his Artes ditalecticae. - however, the catalogue 

of works in the library which was compiled in 1691 shows that the 

library already posses:: ed' Pamuo'o Di Diaecticc, Te toric, I. op icc and 

8cholao in artes libeinles. s'iarischal Collegge received a copy 

of Ia nia'a Arithrietiei and GeoCý t iu 1613, ai part of Dncan 

Liddel's bequest, and a copy of his Ox do de le time mmang 

the books given by Iobert Dun In 1657. According to its catalogue 

of 1700, zing's College seems to have possessed a copy of Ranus'o 

vathr atical woxka, but'not of his logic. St. Andrewe had a copy 
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of Ramus' a Dialectic ýprocented tow-ards' the -end of. the ce-atuzy. 

It is perhaps possible to detect an increased interest in Ramus 

In theseccnd half of the century in those library records, but 

the evidcnoo is. really too slander to allow us to make any definite 

pronouncement based ca them about the status of Rama in the 

university courses. 

So far the Aristotelians I have been listing; as being 

quoted in the university dictates and thecea have been "modem" 

in the main, but it should'bo pointed out that the named of' 
A 

more traditional Aristotelian commentators appear with equal 

frequency, i. e. Cajetan, Toletusw Fonseca, Ruvius, gondozag 

LeRees and Kecke==n. 

The conclusion that can be dratim from all this, I think, 

is that the regcnto mere aware of the vast corpusy of Aristotelian 

commentaries that existed and, in the traditional manner of 

scholastic demote, balanced the views of various authorities 

against each other in their lectures. It would be misleading to 

claim that the Scottish regents coaccntrated on writers such as 

Zabarella and the Coimbra com: aatators, whoa Schmitt and others 

have classed as modem Aristotelians, but at least they were 

acquainted with their souse and wore frequently prepared to accept 

them over the older Aristotelian connintaries. It is important 

to remember, particularly with ro and to the Spanish Jesuits� 

that religious differences prevcated the Scottish regents from 

giving their wholehearted allegiance to the teaching of some of 

the , Aristotelian co m e~atators. Throuwaout the dictates they 

constantly oppose tho Jesuit position, especially on the question 

of transubstantiation, which is always discussed in the logic 

0 
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dictates in the cectiono on substance and accident. Indced the 

Scottish rogento oftci soea to bo, torn 
. 
bettrom objeotinG to the 

.ý 
Jesuit teachings on religious Grounds, and roeociiz1nc thoir 

preamineace as Aristotolian eorxzcntaries., 

The sections on method in the lo,, ic notes are another 

criterion by which we can estimate the nature of the Aristotelianism 

being tawht. Schmitt has pointed out that the increasing 

discussions of method is the 17th c ºtuzy may well have evolved 

from the emphasis placed on tho Posterior A. nalytica in most 

university courses. 
" Certain concepts, such as the synthetic 

and analytic method, becaue increasingly clarified and refined 

in their application. This process can be seen in the Scottish 

dictates. In 16c0 Andrew 1 a3sie (Edinburgh) has three chapters 

in his section on method. 
`' The first 

. 
deals with method in 

general, which Massie says is the most useful. part of logic, and 

he quotes Descartes at some leacth on the subject. Chapters 2 

and 3. are entitled respectively On miilysi or the nethoa. of 

resolutionv and On a nthesie or the method of conpoa ition. 

William Law uses his appendix on method to set out soles for 

composing a m-arnts so that there is no doubt about their meaning, 

and also rules for the analytic and synthetic methods. 
3' t; erschon 

a 
Caxiichaeles 1700 lectures follow the same pattexn. '. At 

16 

Abordecn and St. Andrms too, the resents Gave conaiderable space 

to their sections on method. Thus George Peacock (Lari: coal 

1. Charles H. Schmitt, "Toruarda a reaacesment of Rmaissr-. ýoe 

. 
Ariatotelieniem. " 

2. EM - La. III. 154' 3. i, 'LS - Va. 183 (Edinburch, 1698) 

4. GUL - Na. Lu. 67; Us. Gm. 255 " 
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Coln c go) in 1600 has chapters x method in goneral, on the analytic 

and synthetic mothoda, on the eight principal. rules on which 

method roses, on certain ganeml axioms which can servo as 

prinoiplcs in the inveatiGntion of truth, and on certain, particular 

axioaa3 which recur constantly in logic aid othcr acioncS3.1' 

Alexrznder Abexcrorabie's lecture notes (Kim's; Col]. oce, 1694) are 

on similar lines# with particular a aphasia, on the Synthetic and 

analytio methodoo 
2* " At St. Androws the lecture notes taken down 

by James Lyoaz in 1638 distinsuich between srntheeie and analysis# 

and also give, the four Cartesian ralca which pertain to all 

method.; ' The scads ate =ado on, the St. Androtrs eourso of the 

1690a give furthor, proof that method vas, a t jor, concern of the 

ro c! 1t3 in their. teaching. 

It is true that the analytic and aynthetic methods, drawn 

fron Geomotry, belont- In the scholastic tradition, but it is in 

the coiica of later Aristotelians rather than of the earlier 

ccholactica that these methods are discureaed. Titus, the coctions 

on method show. that within the Aristotelian tradition the reJenta 

vcre zero of modern treada; and of souse added to thin we have 

frequent reforonces to Doucartes'e method., 

It, ire. t tine to. soo a further indication of modernity 

in 
_tho 

froquciit iatemin 1ln of zhetorio with the logic coursce, 

and in the so rmto short, t: oatiaoa on zhetorio that are 

occaeic . ally, fo". =d in the mtudcrit notebooks, in the dictates 

tank cn don from Thomas GI egg at St. Gslvator' a, in 164134') ; This 

1. AUL - Pt. 102 2. AtJL - 1C. 109 

3. st. A - ms. 30315 '. 4. M- 1b. 5.45945 *- 
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mF3; / owe scmethine to the Itcaain=oe htir^nnism seen in F. aczu3la 

vozi: ag which attempted to link the eloqumco of the neuly discovorod 
.ý. . 

\, V. 
ý 

. r... 

Greok and Rom= classicoý vdth philoaöphy "t©rachingq thua dis]. ode iua 

the odifice of n3clicrvoal scholaotic jarGm. Indeod, thia eaippositica 

tpins support from the inaluaioa of the vozi: s of Ra=us, and the 

i31oý of- his aacoeiate, Talaous, in the t, mive=ity curricula. 

Haiover, the iiiclusim of rhotoric in the to .c coursen was 

probably duce less to tho influence of Remis anoe hu=i= than 

to the inportaut place held by disputation in'Soottieh univer3ity 

teaching a practice which of course atom fro. a the ccholastio 

tradition. Ile have'already seen in the previous chapter that 

the roasts sere at pains to rocorracnd the virtues of dial. octic, 

and I think we must conclude that ' the ' L'aotoric included is the 

tations courses was-aimed at equipping etudents many'dis7atations 

which formed part of their couus and, in the pore 'long term 

view, vas intended to help them in their careers as ministers, 

lat7yoro or ror; oats. S 

When coon entaries Cu Aristotle's text Coased,. the Abject 

of loco was orunizod in all the uaivorsities uhdor three 

headings . annro eneio iud`, discursue, 'frequently with a 

fourth section on method, as we have just coon. This arrzngement 

may me sociothing to Fort Royal logic, which differs from the 

us ial triple arru wont followed in scholastic textbooks by the 

addition of a section on method. The basic wort: of Port Il al 

logic .. 'boric sivo ars co_itandi, by Antoine Azrauld und Pierre 

Boole » first appeared in 1662 in French, the Latina version 

ý" PP"29-30 
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followinatn 1674. ioforo, tho', cnd. of , ti1e ccatuzy copio3 

appoarod In the variwa: s univoro. ity libr. ario3. Tho firct ociiti= 

of the Latin'voroicn, waa bouGht for kkiizitrarch in 1676. 'ý The ro; mt 

hlo=ndor Ctra nindma pra3atod to the lib=3y in 1639 The rmir3. t 

of Ii. Amaud. publionod in 1604. 'i. 'ho Glacoo-ýýr libxarZr list oantnind 

a noto of the Loazdcm, 1632 cditiai, but it vao not acquirod =til 

ocmotino after 1691, and t; -io Ydn, Io Co1lec; e Lib=: Qr cataloi,, u@ of 

170U al 00 linta a copy. It In t. houdat, o. Co by 9e3itchl' and 

Kn=, "' that the St. Andrme printed courao ahoFaa the influcnco 

of Port rºoysl 1o, -iot and Y. no:; utatcc that it is similar in ctl=tuxo 

to Aldrichlo Artia loQ Cc: mdian. L'orQovor, r C=iehaoY of 

G1ß;. Corr quotoa Flaurdp trixoco croik on 1ocio3' is basecl on tho Port 

F'. oyr1 crrat=o und accozd3na to Veitch Carai&, aelca pui: liched 

rroz3: on 1oZýio (? ýriurý, ^u1r. intTochur.: tio ad loj . hr ours the 

influcaco of Pot,, *, Y. oya. The Am caritaui io ncatioac3'1. n the 

Dalvino papora au bainc, cran of tho trozi: a uood W tho i; a&ca:. iao 

at tho bq,. Unnine of tho lßth cmtuz�yt and Jo3m ^t. an s. nd Ti. ae^.. aa 

Aýot psý3. oo tho Rxn co_ry3týn. nrýi in thatr ý, ýmc: uaticrt t:, ecoc of 

1601 cad 1606 for Mr4uc m Collcco cnd 2: ariacha]. Co118 ;o : oopootivo]. y. 

Docpito cLch ovidmoo, hovavor, I think that tho fozm and 

aontmt of tho, lator loi; io taachiu ; ix3 Lora likely to iu,, º-o bäcn 

talsca f= ocholaatio toxtbod,: 3 such an those of Lt-., orsdijk 

I* Jol= Poitcht "RailoavDby in the Scottiai thS. varattiesl" 
E: tn. r, ij 2(1877)i PD. 74-911 207-234 34 

w 

"`i'ho p2iitooophQr39" CYaptor 5 of atonn 

o3. 'J. 3. Szlr. andj, (I1Linburji Lund Loadcnr 1950) 

3. P7. a. uy wroto a nunbor of wozi. s ratich ccan:. ioat him with tiro ideas 

of Poel, Ito; zü, tho best imor. m of c4tich le : 'uzitQ du choix of 

--", a la u6thodo do3 6tLdes (I'ariuj 1636) 
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and Keckoiionn, than fro= the Port Royal foie. It is worth 

rcamboring that the universities' joint letter to the Couideaion 

of 1695 rejects the Port Royal to, 7ics 'Art ce 1tandi the it be 

a pretty book yet cannot be the standard to be tarot, labouring 

with obscurity, Fitt only for the more adult and not intellicible 

by youths, short in. the Topicks, and -xims out in y di ssiona 

idly and nake6 use of Protestant a amto as ecai ples of 

sophisms, and his troatise Do nothoca is very r'. anwerouc. ' a zilo 

We csa of always take tho statc rn to in this letter as reflecting 

the actual contait of the dictates, I think that in this case 

they probably do. 'The'loGic dictates are ßo ochol. astic in tone, 

that they alnost certainly derive their inspimtion fron scholastic 

tcmtbooks. Lndeod, ' Iobert Banlio, writing to Gilbert Voat in 

1654, viyc that the vo±s of Keckc +. azw, Bu erdi k and Schoiblor 

are uccd in the Scottish univorc tios, I' hile. In 1717 it is 

stated that John Lan of GlasGosr bona logic by. toaehinn : uryorcdijk. 
2' 

At Minbur i copies of Kec e==nto s? ozi: s wero pu_eha , ad in 1635 

and 1639ß cad a copy of 13ur; er dijk' o' loGic in 1653. Glace or: 

raccived a copy of Koalcemann, 's voz? cs in a bc;; u. 3s in 161g, and 

they vero purehacod in 1687. The lib=:; r list of -1691 choNs that 

GZas aloo had indi' ideal copies of : ýecse rn: i'c 1oGic. Ile do 

not have raco is of acquisitions for Abordo m . for the earlier part 

of the csutury, but certainly by 1604 Kin,; 'c C011O; o librnry had, 

a copy of Bu=ercdijk'c loGic, received as a bequeut, cad the - 

1. 'Tho letters und josaia1s of Robert Bnillie. A. LT.. Principal 

of the ' Uriivorsity of Glaemv (Dlinbuzh i 1tinnatyno Club, 

1041,42), vol. 3, P"269 
2. Notices and doch: tg illuotratiyo of the fitem y history of 

: Gla s, ý, 
v i. p. 124 
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libraryla ca'ý�alogao of 1700 lista an odition of necke=a='s 

SuTOZi: n. 5t. Androcrat cata, loýguo of books v2ioi1. t7as drawn up in 1637 

by ordor of a Yiaitatical notes a copy of Kecken. azw'ti phiiosophy, 

and also a'aeparato copy of his ýäystena logiom, and Buz4; oradijkte 

locio va. o prezented- to St. LQOaard's Colieco lib=27 by Lm-ico 

Murmy in hin baquost of 16'(0. ' All this shown that scholantio 

toxtboo:: c which aro, eimilar in outline to the uaiversity dictates 

wore as available co the Port Ro 11, logic, if not more *co. 

The scholastic system rained the ctando, rd one for teaching 

logic until: tine end, of the reeantine poriod. As wo havo cecm, the 

Cartesian method is cited in the dictates and thoseo of the 1670s 

and 1630n, but it is usually absorbed into 'a fzzu c zo3 t, hhie12 is 

basically Aristotelion. Iudeed the re; alts eoaa conotinoo to have 

beca puzzled an to how to include the Cartesian method in their' 

dictates - vitnens John ern, the solved the problum, by relejatL 

his oa'position of Descarten'a tanohiug to on appcndix. 

The libxn, ry 'lists show that, scholastio-typo co iri tarioa 

on Aristotle and scholastic tc tboaºo continued to- bo bought until 

the cad of the csczltuxy aloagaido more nodom works. In 1653 cad 

1655 the followiui, Ariatotöhion woi: a worn böuj; ht for D1tnb rZ s 

LeRoens a Lö ica, -Ilooroboord' a _inoigin of itix , ©ro i it:, and the 

Cur; us nililosophicu3 of Conptoai Pontius 'and Ia oiccuo' ßonao 

SpQit ahf. le fi1 1656 a copy of the Cartesian Claubardla philosophy 

va'D agquirod, toadthor with works by 13esc3rtös in 1656 and 1657. 

A coin of Darodacl'a. Yhilosonhia coaitmotol mao bought in the nano /qt 

yaar (1663)'ao ClaubezU'a logic. in 1670"i. nä'1o71 sauoral, ozica 

cn lkamcartoa'a methäi' wore purohacodl to3otherl, with C-Acdole 

i ractatu th'eolsc hols. stici et Momu. Qc; änd Ca]. tzucliius's 

I 
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fivo volume philofsophy course. As late as 1685 the library at 

Edinburji still thoujit it worthwhile to buy the oo=rntarieo on 

Aristotle of the Soot ßobort- 33alfour. which had boors publirhol in 

1620, althoui at the s=o tine they also boujit two more reccnt 

ica, nova rothodo aox3: a by Thomas Govoanuos. Ara cciciidi, Siva lor, 

diaisooits a na Lo:, zioa olanctica; 'give o cent rovorciaz nuRae 

circa n terinin et epta logicao aritari ooloat (tho copies. 

of those woi3: s which are listed is the Briti h 41azeua Catalozuo 

aro dated 1602 and 1693 reapoetivoly). V'allis'o Lois was parchaaod 

in 1690, tool orc' a. Logic a and Locke' a w-ny ecdeernin, hm^an 

uaderatanding in 16949 od ialobmncho' a Po vei . tato in 1696, but 

ArriaGI'n Cu vhiloconhicuu was also puzchaood in 1694. 

Dospito Glands coancrvatic 2 the paotrluaslng rocordo of 

tho University librazy 'show that Doscartos's vo : c"woo acquired 

thore at ouch the uane time, as in rAinbur . The first nmution 

of Descartes occur in the list of a batch of books r©ceivod fro a 

Hoilaud in 1633, and in tho sruo ycrar a copy of Campanella's 

Do sensu rerun was bout. Ho evor, scholastic worza prc iinate 

in the li©ts of this period. In 1642 the Erozi,. s of nuvium, the 

Coiabza comanta. tors, Robert Baxnn, Ssic'tec? ºi and Bcmavoitusu were 

gtux, hazs ©d. S'aarQ : lo OýnnMcula uoro acquired it 1649, IT. rncan ýa 

philosophy in 1651, Arriar-a'o Volks in 1652, mid the philosophy 

courceo of Loees and r"''mmnciaaus : 3cxiao Spoi in 1656; aleo purchas©d 

in 1656 were Sclisiblor'o Lo. >M, ia a Curran philosor. hiae `Fhonigticae 

and Carzz: auel'a philosophy. Such ccl^. olaotio ýuoz. -. s continue to 

feature in the libzarf lists ultil the ýd of the cýtszyi Oiedo'r 

Cursur; týlilocoNzicu; ý ý boýaýt in 1637 ýd ýcaan'a ZnatitutionQo 

7. ý In 16959 thouj:, ýi we should note that I, ocl: o'o Fqra 
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ncataoýýriý* Y. ý: r: ̂ s, ý, uýrlýr^týndiýxý* told Lalcbr^nc? iCltt 3)m I. a mchemlzo- 

do la v6rit i crQro ý2. ao bouýht In 1695.. 

Vo do not havo such precicbly datec2 zý, `oorän Of acco: scicaa 

for bbarctooa aa wo Yavo for Glask; cra and Fa, irnbugiiv but Iicsy 

Scoucalla r. zu3'hia fatfhe: lo bequoct to Kiztata Collcao lib=ay in 

1604 cshhotro that their lib=:, r ca¢zt.: iac4 a Uxtus+o of ccholasticz 

and more roccat woxi: aq r? hi]. o tho E. w-ta, i CoI1cCQ licit of tºoasa 

boucAt ui= o , 10 : º: a G: ylo t2, a (Las after 1673)v v'zlS. c11 v, = 

compilod 17j robe. -. b Patcu vaa (libr. ir3an from 1673 to 1717) cumtafna 

Za2x: rcll. a'a ?, aýý. c Rczviu; s'a1 Ccxauý, trýriý cý Arintotlc'a ýLt6.. lrýctiew 
. _.. ý., _. ..... ý.. ý. ý... _.. __..... _ý 

Land D-uýidanun'd Q; a2? ticxleo 
.. 

ý. ar libxoo 1`ýri: oto. ä. its. u1o: eaido . ýr.. ý ýý.. .. Qý. .... . r.. . ý.... +.... ý_ 

Dß=artQaiß 1.4c±3itatlGtiº; 3" 

st. t, nd=o ha. a a c. atato;; uo or boobo bout lQr Dr. r, la=dcr 

. x. LCnC, tho vag Pxvvont of St. =vator'd f1m 16: O to 1691, for tho 

libm, W, crlUch includos3 De: 3cartmo'© croska, but csloo the acf, )laa: ics 

vritia,, ý of Oviotlo ond Tý. -ýnci-. cuo L'onao 5pci. Thoma ro=cotor'o 

purc: 3aaoca at tlz© cnd of tho oo.: tuzy inoludo r, UoLzmctio'ö A2--ja 

xn. cliezoho -do in verito. Caaacmdi'sa l, and %tvdon' a 1,0., 

ý. ý; ý. Anaac the bao:: s left to Gt. I, oor. anc'n Colle5a by John 

º7aldorbuzu in 1678 raro Arz3: k,, A'tt Ct: rz-112 jeil3laocm1 and 

by Francia. ^ua I3ana, a Sýcip Fcý. asocs and "c 1icerq tocot. 'aor with. 

Gaoacndi'o and Ims; c, artca'8 vozi. s; o nr=u31 Pýzi; ýnan'st C: ut; ýt 

Vhilocaýýhicuand Ctýpanalla'n ý31or; orýia u. ivcýrca. lin and 

F'liiloooutiia xnticý.. alin. 
«.. _...... 

The lo. -; io that waa audit by the zý, ýte corres3ronda to 

the pravio. icue radQ for loý, "'io in the various Comission reports, 

In the oarliQr part of the caaturj co=aitarice on Aristotlo'c 

1ar, io books - to ýrrýncý [: ýtc. ýýorios. Dý intcýrnýttaticmo. Prior 
_... w.. _..... ..... ý. ý..... ý- 
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and Polt orio r. Anal iee, ^l a and FIanr,, ý. together with 

Porphyriu3'o Tor were prosoribod. Rarnzo, as we have cacao 

featured in the curricula from the beginning to the niddlo of the 

Scitury= houcver, the refercrces to anus in tho dictator and 

thcaos are too for for us to be able to draw any definite 

ecnalu3ic t3 on this point. In the Glas,; ow course of the 1640e 

Burgcrsdijk's logic is roooz coded, to , other with Voosiue e 

F ietorie. Agin the dictates, thosee and library lints of all 

the universities 3horr that Iii zcrsdijl: 'o works wore both available 

for cmi^ultation end frecjuotly rcfe--=d to, and, as I have 

eus, ontod, once the re; Dato ceased to commit on Aristotle, the 

outline of their lectures was based on the logic t=tbooks of 

l rgersdi j'.: and othe s. 

In 1637 the Stjndr wa reünta put form. rd their ideas 

about the ideal logic course,, which should explain "the nature of 

the cost observable Droperties of our coSitatioa^ th© ordinary 

defects and errors of- thoi with their rocks, and particularly 

the art of r uaso itn , that by the time Choy como to this last 

part of the logic course they begin aid thence go forasd in the 

elcnanta of L; eoretry, which is effect is trio and useful logic, 

and from than is seer tly understood the principles and errors of 

reasoning " This ideal, althou peil =pa not altogether . realised 

in the coati pored logic cwaroes, nevertheless reflects their 

cmtent to some degree. rider the three hoatdin; s nBnr gym. -Ao, 

lud_ i. 
_, ci r and disc____ureu, the rents attempt to -explain "the nature 

of the teat observable properties of-our co nations. " }hch of 

the three sccttono freclucitly has as its concluding, chapter an 

outllae of the causes of error In that particular opera, ticn of 
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the mind, together with ways of remedying tho: i. 
1' 

! Finally, the 

synthetic and analytic methods which, ', as we have just seen, ' 

feature In so many of the dictates, are g cometric methods, which 

ties in with St. Andrewa' linking of geometry with logic; this in 

tum ties in with the university's acceptance of Cartesianicra. 

In the discusciona on the unifor cours3 In the 16303 

attention was focused on the relationship of logic to motaphysios, 

with most of the universities deprecating any attempt to separate 

the two subjects. The dictates and theoas of the latter part 

of the century show a tendency to serge , logic and motaphycioc, 

and indeed, when the theses are no longer divided into sections, 

it is frcquc ntly difficult to draw a figs dividing line between 

the propositions concerned with logic and those concerned with 

metaphysics. Particularly ghoro the woz3ss of Descartes and Locke 

are diccussed do we ace this blurring of dietinctienc, but it is 

also proz nt in the more Aristotelian dictates, and, theses, where 

the logic sections often contain longthy metaphysical discussions 

an such concepts as substance and accident. 

The differing; views of the colleges concerning St. Andremo' 

contribution to the uniform course show that there was by no means' 

a ccnsonsus on logic teaching. And, although the general pattern 

of the courses in logic is the sate for all the universities, 

there are minor variations between the colleges within this patters. 

Thug Glasgow emerges as the most conservative of the universities. 

The regents there continued to co aunt on Aristotle's text for 

longer than at the other universities, and in their co. = istts on 

the St.! ndrewe eouiuo the Glasgow maoters criticised it for not 

adherins to the old philosophy. St. Andro a and Aberdeen appear to 

- 1. e. g. St. A - LIs. 30315i us. 172; Ils. 173 
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have beau coaraittel to Cartoa3. aniaa -. pciliýp6'noro i. 2= Wn2; urCh' 

vwp certainly more than Glass vac. There is a cro: t dual of 

Cartesiauis in the Minburji dictates, but it is worth notinC 

that tvo of the most pro--Carteaien reamta at 1inbur h cumo f== 

other uuiveroities Lausie £rcti Abordoatt and Cockbum from 

8t"Androtaa. Bveu within one university not all the recants hero 

tcachiw the cargo thin at the a=o time. Wo havo alrcAdy seat 

ho; a l'illans and hood at Zlin i continuod to adhero rigidly 

to the old methods of Aristotle, while their fellow rc ontc, 

Patorsca and ttictart, were at least aware of the never philosophies 
1' 

iinallyf the logic dictates provide us with grounds for 

cuzo3ting that a ctcndaid joint course was almost certainly being 

used at the two colleges at dbordeea in the 16900, and possibly 

also at St. lvator'a and St. Leonard'a. Thia would augi; erat that 

the real rmson why the cohei a for a unifo= course was abandonod 

uaa not because tho univer3itioa were opposod to or apathetio about 

the idea ota talifozn courses obviously it, would have caved a 

Grant deal of time, and need not have become rigid card excluded 

the intsvduation of now ideas. It ie =%hor in the uaivcraitios' 

desire to presea vo their autonomy that we taunt seek the = CCU for 

the schono'tt fl ilurc. A uaifoa courao niLht just be acceptable 

if decided upon bRj tho tnivexuitios thanolve3, but not if iriposod 

on then by gove=mmt Comnissio.; ero. 

I. PP""2"-? 3 



Chapter 4 

The place of motaphysics in the university curriculum 

,., as a ratter for some discussiaa in the 17th caitury. The 1695 

C imsicn explicitly directed that "logics should be taught 

without mixture of that concerns metaphysics. " Moot of the 

uaiversities objected to this, and claimed that metaphysics should 

form part of the course, stressing the close connection between 

lo,; io and 'metaphysics. In the previous chapter I have already 

mentioned how metaphysics became more and Toro inseparable from 

logic in the course of the century, and how difficult it sometimes 

is in the later theses to distinguish metaphysical from logical 

propositions. In what follows it will emerge that not only did 

logic and metaphysics overlap, but also ethics and metaphysics, 

and natural philosophy and metaphysics. We shall also see that 

the distinction between metaphysics and theology -eras one which 

concerned the resents to a great extent. 

As with the logic dictates and theses, Aristotle and the 

scholastic co=entators provided both the framework and the body 

of the teaching in the first half of the 17th century. Once the 

regents ceased to co cat on Aristotle the lectures gradually 

cane to be organized under two separate hoadings, metaphysics and 

pneumatolo{y. This division is reflected in the splitting of 

metaphysics in its wider sense between Fdinbur&h and St. Andrews 

when the parts of the uniform course were distributed in the 

1690s; Edinburgh was allotted pneuna, toloyy and St. Andrews 

metaphysics. The source for this division is probably the 

112. 
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ajolastic textbooks; for instance, in I3urgercdijk's Institutionvri 

Motaph sicaru libri duo the two books correspond to the 

metaphysics and paeumatolog3r sections of the lectures. 

Cartesian ideas began to appear in the lectures and theses 

of the 1660s and were accepted in the 1670s and 1680s. More 

specifically, the Cartesian metaphysical ideas cited by the 

regents are those found in his ? deditationed rather than the doctrines 

in his Principia Philosophiae. Along with Descartes we find the 

names of Clauberg and Legrand. In general those regents who approve 

of the teachings of Descartes also approve of his Cartesian 

followers. ` In the 1690s there was a movement away from Cartesian 

metaphysics. Sometimes, but by no means always, the movement was 

towards Locke's ideas, and the wo*o of his disciple, Leclerc, 

are also cited by the regents. 

To see this progression of ideas let us now turn to the 

metaphysics dictates and theses of the four universities* 

The first set of lecture notes on metaphysics which we 

have for Edinburgh is Thomas Cmufurd's, delivered in 1654.1 

Prior to that date questions which Craufurd deals with in his 

Compendium of metaphysics were discussed as they occurred in 

commentaries on the appropriate books of Aristotle's logic. 

Craufurd defines metaphysics as "knowledge of immaterial 

being both according to essence and as regards matter, " He thinks 
1' 

that God is indeed the subject of metaphysics, but only part of 

the subject. Proceeding to state the principia of metaphysics 

Czaufuxd outlines the Aristotelian standpoint: (1) It is impossible 

for the sane thing to be and not to be at the same time. (2) 

1. Et1L - Dc. 5.122 
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Every true thing must be seazi in either affi=Iative or negative 

terms. (3) Efficient cause is by its nature prior to the effect. 

In successive chapters he then deals with ears in jeaere, 
-principia 

ent- e. proprietates tinus, unicus and multus, unitae numerica, 

Unitas univercalis, cimplicis et compositis, distinctio et 

convenientia, veritas, bonitas, contingens necessitae, actus et 

32otentia, finitus, accidens in menere, is in r here, substantia 

s�piritualis, The authorities Craufurd quotes are all scholastics. 

After Craufurd's lectures there is a rap of 17 years 

before the next metaphysics lectures we have, which were delivered 

by John Wishart in 1671,1" Wishart has moved on from the 

Aristotelian, position. The list of authorities he gives at the 

beginning of his lectures is fairly comprehensive, but as well 

as all the traditional philosophers - Origea, Eusebius, Bxadwardine, 

Aquinas etc., Wishart includes some more modem names, such as 

More, Stillingfleet, Baxter, Glanville, Heereboord and iai man. 

He constantly stresses that metaphysics is subservient to religion, 

and that one of its main uses is to defend Christianity against 

atheism. The chief object of metaphysics, according to Wishart, 

is the investigation of Mb and among the various definitions of 

ens quoted by Wishart is the @artesian. However, once wo get 

Into the lectures, it becomes evident that Wishart is not in 

agreement with Descartes. After discussing the properties of ens - 

unity, truth and goodness - Aishart turns to the problem of place 

and ina. ginary space. He be^ins by quoting the theozy of Scaliger 

and Epicurus, viz. that locus in merely imaginary space. Derodon 

1. EUL - Gea. 69an 



Voet and Leoaiua all follow this theory and hold that space is 

therefore imaginary. For Arriaga and others imaginary apace is 

nsroly extcnded body, while Thomas White and William of Paris hold 

that the existcneo of another world is improbable, that there are 

no other bodies outwith this world, and conecqucntly that there is 

no 1 aginaxy space in which any other body could be possible. 

'Wishart than dencribos Doacartes'a concept of extension at some 

lonGth bofore refuting it. His main objection to Doocartes 

comma to be that ho denies God's omniprosonce, and this is also 

the objection to the theories of Gasscidi and tw"alter Charletcn, 

who, Aiohart Says, posit an infinite, etornai, unoreated, izovablo 

world apart fron God. Two appcndicos to Wichart'o lcoturo3 are 

devoted to questions which have a doctrinal application. The 

first coucezms the pmblo3 "7hether it is 'porcible for bodies to 
ý 

pcnotxate. " Wic3lzart presents ar amts to rhovr that body is, by its 

nature, impenetrable, thouCh he does not axcludo the possibility 

of supermatural paietmtion, citinG the instance of Christ appearin, j 

to his disciples throw locked doors. This is alto relovant, of 

course, to the corpuscular philosophy of Bacon, Doyle and fiewton. 

Newton chose impcnetrsbility as one of tho throe funds-3ental 

properties of matter, the others being extension and inertia. 

Loading on fr= this question is the problem of Mother a body 

can be in several places at one and the same tine. Ac-, 1n tVithart 

claims that this is inpos^. iblo on the natural level, but feasible 

on a csuponiatural plane, viz, the doctrine of transubstantiation, 

'i'hese leoturos of wichart'o a. ro repeated in 1674 and 16751. 

1.1674 - 5t. n"16.19491 1675 - LM--Dc. 0.271 Da. 5.96 
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but with additions. Although they are still predominantly 

scholastic and anti-Cartesian, there is a good deal of discussion 

of the views of various authorities ancient and modern, some of it 

absent from the lectures of 1671. Wishart includes more material 

about the infinite in these leoturoc; on the question of whether 

the concept of infinity can be understood without reference to 

God, he quotes the views of Franeisous I3onae Spei, Main, Hobbes, 

Compton and Derodon. The conclusion reached by Hobbes in his 

26 elenents that there is no nrfrrus motor is dismissed as absurd. 

In dealing with various definitions of the corporeal and 

incorporeal, Wishart accepts More*s statements against those of 

Wguan, and ridicules Hobbes's beliefs as set out in Lev, 

Hobbes, Regius, Gassendi, Vossius and Lactantius are all grouped 

together for censure. These lectures of 1674-75 contain a section 

entitled Cartesii meditationes pro incorporoo, in which Wichart 

claims that much of Descartes's thought on the subject is not 

original; the scholastics had already made all the points he 

touches one 
11 

Wishart cannot accept Descartes'a Ifeditationn. 

as they contain much that is uncertain. The additional mattor 

from Descartes and Hobbes in the 1675 lectures shows that there 

was some updating of lectures to include current matter. As I 

have already mentioned in the introductory chapter, 
2. Wiahart's 

discussion of Hobbes's doctrines is part of the genezul outburst 

by regaits a&ainst Hobbes around this time. 

1. For a full treatment of this veer point,, of. the writings of 
Etienne HH. Gilscn, in particular hio Etudes nur le role do la 

pine medievale dang la for atic du oyat e Cartesian 

(Paris, 1930) 

2. P. 8 
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It is interesting that, for all his support of Aristotelian 

commentators, Wishart is prepared to follow Pius- in his 

definitions of various types of causality - an indication that he 

was willing to use any source in his teaching and not to be bound 

in slavish adherence to any one authority. 

Wiahart's lecture notes of 1675 conclude with a short 

section on pneumatology, introducing the division so common in 

later metaphysics teaching into metaphysics proper and paeumatology, 

which, as I suggested above, probably derives from scholastic 

textbooks. 

The year following Wishart's first set of lectures on 

metaphysics we have a 
_Compendium of Metaphysics dictated by James 

1 Pillans ' which, like Pillans's lectures and theses on logic, 

belongs explicitly with the old philosophy; indeed it is entitled 

Philosophi_riratetica. The authority most frequently quoted is 

Bargersdijk. 

By 1683-84, however, with the lectures of Robert Lidder. 

dale, 2' 
we are on entirely Cartesian ground. Lidderdalo quotes 

Clauberg, the Cartesian commentator and } aignan. Descartes's 

teachings are reco=ended and Liddordale proves that Cogito err 

sm is the first principle. 

Andrew lassie gives only a Preface to a metaphysical 

treatise in 1690,3" but this is enough to show that he too is in 

favour of Descartes. He claims that Descartes is not guilty, 

as many are, of including in metaphysics subject matter which does 

not really belong there. Duassie himself proposes to deal only 

with ens and its attributes, not with Cod and the angels, vho 

1. E[iL - Dc. 6.4-5 2, st. A - lis. 1955 3" EUL '- Dc. 7.92 
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belong in theology rather than philosophy. 

Herbert Kennedy (1692) is more critical of Cartesian 

ideas. " He disagrees with Descartes's first principle Coy*ito 

ergo sum, on the grounds that the conclusion is not self evident, 

and he also objects to the Cartesian proof of God's existence. 

However, Kennedy agrees with Descartes, when he says that body is 

separate from soul, even though we cannot have complete knowledge 

of this fact. On the question of whether the world could have 

existed from eternity, Kennedy condemns the Jesuit belief, which 

affirms this view, and recommends the Cartesian, Antony Legrand, 

on the subject; Legrand proves that, the fact of creation can be 

ascertained by the light of nature. Kennedy may well have had 

others besides. the Jesuits in mind here, since arguments about 

the eternity of the world were also given by deists and materialists. 

Moving into theology, Kennedy discusses different view- 

points on the first cause, and rejects Jesuit and Arminian beliefs 

in favour of Calvinist teaching. For, further reading Kennedy 

recommends to his students "first of all Descartes, then Clauberg, 

Legrand, Velthusius and Wittich among more recent authors, and 

among older authors Suarez, Scheibler and any of the scholastics. " 

Descartes's first principle seems to have passed into 

general disfavour in Edinburgh in the 1690s. William Lair, 

lecturing in 1699,2. also disapproves of Co gito ergo sum and 

together with it the whole concept of universal doubt, claiming 

that there are so many propositions which are so evidently true 

1. EUL - Dc. 8.118 

2. GUL - Me. Gi. 464; ' EUL - Colin Campbell Collection; NLS - 
Adv. ms. 22.7.4 
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that we cannot doubt them. Law concludes that there in no single 

, princiciurt, but several nrin cý. 

Law begins his lectures by defining enn and dealing with 

metaphysics proper, Which is acclaimed an the chief science. He 

outlines the uses of metaphysics; it teaches that it is impossible 

to give a name to something of which we cannot form any idea, and 

that everything can be reduced to substance, mode and relation; 

thus, when we investigate the nature of an object, we must enquire 

first of all into whether it is substzntia, accidens an relatio. 

The scholastics are defended; they gave us a useful framework 

of terms for discussing metaphysics, and enabled us, throuzi the 

study of metaphysics, to understand come dogmas in Christianity 

which would otherwise be incomprehensible; it is true that they 

fell into the vice of using more words than necessary, but their 

teminology is basically not merely useful, but essential. 

Law then goes an to pneumatology, whose purpose is stated 

as follows: (1) it gives us knowledge of God and our on minds, 

thus providing a foundation for ethics; (2) it proves the 

existence and nature of God by the light of nature; (3) it 

provides us with useful ammunition against atheists. Law's 

statemanta of the purpose of metaphysics and Ineu atolo¬r show how 

important the subject was held to be by the Scottish regents, 

which explains their almost universal outcry at the omission of 

metaphysics from the uniform course proposed by the Commissioners 

in the 1690x. They also indicate how inseparable the subjects of 

logic and metaphysics were - again a point of which the Commissioners 

had failed to take account in their propositions. 

Law's Pneuatolo¬*ia3 is. dividod into three sections: 
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Do rmente hur. nn, a; De Deo; and Dry spiritibus purls, Under the 

first heading Law discusses the Cartesian notion that thought is 

an essential attribute of the mind; his own stance is not particularly 

clear, but seems to be anti-Cartesian, Two schools of thought 

concerning the mind's immateriality are identified: Demoeritus, 

Epicuruo, Hobbes, Spinoza and other atheists vv. Plato, Aristotle, 

Henry Lore and others. Law comes down firmly on the side of the 

latter who claim that the soul is immaterial. In dealing with 

the faculties of the human mind, Law discusses the origin of 

ideas -a topic which is frequently dealt with under logic. For 

an account of the passions Law refers the student to Descartes's 

treatise on the subject, and Descartes is mentioned again with 

approval in the section De Dec this time the student is referred 

to the proofs of God's existence contained in the Meditations. 

Like all his fellow regents, Law is unable to keep away 

from theology when dealing with metaphysics. He introduces the 

topic of substance and accident, and states that the Reformed 

Church, together with more recent philosophers such as Cartesians, 

is right on this, pointing out the shortcomings of Catholic teaching, 

which seems to be largely concerned with intrinsic and extrinsic 

possibility. 

Charles Erexine's lectures of 17031' cover the same ground 

as Law's and in the same way. Neither Law nor Erskine actually 

mentions Locke, - though they were probably influenced by him in 

their objections to Descartes. With the lectures delivered by 

Robert Stewart in 1705,2' however, we have explicit references to 

Locke. For instance, when dealing with the question of whether 

L, IMS - Adv. mc. 20.7.1 2. GUI, -- MTa. 14u. 44; Ma. ) u. 33 
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the human mind stops thinking when the body is asleep, Stowart 

cites the arguments of Leclerc, who followed Locke, and he refers 

his students to Locke's Tentanen de intelloctu hunano for further 

evidence in support of his contention that ideas cannot be innate. 

Pneumatology was allotted to Ddinburi as her part of the 

uniform course proposed by the 1695 Commission, and William Law 

was appointed to compose it. The course has not survived, but 

the comments of the other universities an it prove that it was 

written, and also tell us something of its contest. 

Glasgow criticised the course mainly on the grounds that 

it was too Cartesian. The Glasgow regents reject the Cartesian 

definition of mind as a thinking substance because, although 

Descartes did not dream of laying the way open to atheism, this is 

in fact where such a definition leads= they contend that the mind 

does not always think, and that the arguments brought in favour 

of the Cartesians do not carry much weight. Among their general 

observations they claim that "this whole treatise savours too 

rauch of Descartes, whose metaphysical meditations and contemplations 

wo do not rate very highly. " Moreover, the Glasgow regents 

fear that too such dwelling on nevi teachings runs the risk of 

bordering on heresy, especially in subjects which are closely 

related to theology* 

if William Law's contribution to the uniform course bore 

any resemblance to his 1699 dictates, the Glasgow regents must 

indeed have beam hyper-sensitive to Cartesianism, since while 

Law upholds Descartes's teaching arm some points, he is by no 

means a devoted Cartesian. 

A meeting was held to consider Glasgow's observations 
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on the Pneuxnatice, at which the question of Cartesianim s. as 

hotly debated botwecn GlauGaw and Edinburh. After a discussion 

as to "whether Descartes's opinion ancnt the essence of the soul 

concisting in cogitation doth indirectly load to atheism, " it 

a concluded that it does not, "whereupon Mr Tran Cave in a paper 

claiming that the irholo chapter de nmtis hurl uiao essentia teas 

unfit for youth, not only because of its inconsistencies, but 

also for come unrarrantable positions and expressions, and that 

the whole tendency thereof vas to establish Descartes's opinion 

and impress that on the reader, " and he roaffiuned the tendency 
ý 

of Cartesianiem to lead to atheisa. Law, however, stuck to his 

position against Trap, and the matter was referred to the Commission. 

The delecates as a whole were of the opinion that the author had 

not insisted too much on Descartes's opiniansp but Glasgow adhered 

to the animadversion, "knowing how much damage has come to the 
1 

youth that say. " 

In another otatement Edinburgh pointed out (a) that 

Descartes is not the only philosopher to have thought about the 

nature of the mind as he did; de Vries holds a similar view; 

(b) that far from the treatise "savouring too ouch of Descarteo, " 
ý I Cartesian doctrines are refuted when they are orrcneous. 

GlasGoi also thou&ht that scriptural texts should have 

been used to prove the positions in the pneumatics, but the 

delegates were of the opinion that it is not proper to prove 

positions in a philosophical tractate by Scripture. 

Aberdden's regents seen to have found little to criticise 

in the pneiziatologr course. They issued the following statements 

"The Aberdeen professors approve of most of Edinburgh's pneumatoloay 
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and disapprove of only a fov points, rind those of little 

carißaquenc8. " 

17o do not havo St. Andrme' comments on tho courcQ# but we 

do havo kiinburh'e reply to them, is which Edinburgh upholds 

the "principle of thinking, " denies that the tm. ctate is guilty 

of verbal quibblin , and defonde the ieuviatoloar of Leelero, 

claiming that it givos an account of tho process by which ideas 

are formed. St. Andrews rc ; euts also ceoct to have complained that 

the author did not distinctly enough give his opinion about the 

Cartesian hypothesis de essentita anin-. c, as a result of which Law 

was asked to expand on this subject. 

T- he k3inbur netaphysics dictates, thai, chow a pro3rossiaa 

fron Aristotle, throw Descartes, to Locke. This pattern is 

repeated in the graduation theses. 

Theses netanhysicae feature in tho Fdinburt theses as 

early as 1600 - proof that the re"ets considered that they were 

teaching metaphysics in the course of their lectures on Aristotle. 

Ho, vever, Themes netaohvaic, -tj do not appear ovezy year; there are 

none in the extant theses for tho yearn bettrecn 1601, and 1620. 

It was obviously at the regent's discretion uhother or not he 

included separate metaphysical theses; where they do not appear 

e is often treated under the heading Theme o. 7i. The early 

Th escs netaphysican are consistently Aristotelian with theological 

overtones. The first neaticn of any author other than Aristotle 
6 

appears in John michart's theses of 100, vhero Hobbes's 

araur a is are outlined and ridiculed, and Deccartes' a definition 

of space as extended natter, together with his CoTito of o uur , 

is rejected. In 1672 Tlishart's metaphysics theses are still 
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basically Aristotelian, but he also approves hiGhiyyof Lore; he 

rays that "wo otrczgly approve of More's metaphysical Fhchiridion 

because of its wisdom and the arg=ents advanced there. " Descartes 

and Hobbes# on the other hand, are dismissed. Wichart's 1676 

theses give a list of metaphysical writers: Origan, Eusebiuc, 

Aquinas, L: oxnay, Grotius, Lore, Stillingfleet, Baxter, Strang, 

Rutherford and D3aroa -a wide ranging roll-call, it must be 

admitted, but nevertheless including the names of several 17th 

ccntui r philosophers. Wishart states that metaphysics had to be 

cleared of a mass of inconsequence, as exemplified in the wox c of 

Suarez, and among the new metaphysicians who helped in this task 

he lists Voet, Dorodon, Heeroboord and Rutherford. Hobbes's 

pernicious doctrines are again refuted and Descartes is still 

viewed with suspicion, though dishart does concede that Descartes 

testifies to the usefulness of metaphysics. Among Wichart's 

problonata are questions which show that Cartesian ideas were 

being widely diccusseds whether ei m, co , 
itans mm is the first 

principle, whether whatever is clearly and distinctly perceived 

is truo, whether extension is matter. Vlishart's 1600 theses are 

much the sane as his 1676 ones, only this time Spinoza's name in 

linked with that of Hobbes as a fellow athoict. diahart also 

refers here to Dbcon's statement that"contemplation of final things 

1% 
for its o= sake is the cause of inertia and idleness, " with 

Which he disaarees, maintaining that "those who contemplate 
w 

final things are the most diligcnt of all. " 
1 

To return to the beginring of the 1670s, we find Wiliam 

Paterson stating in 1671 that those who clam with Descartes that 

nothing is created from nothing are as ridiculous as they are 
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impious. However, one should not brand as atheists those who 

inquire into the nature of created spirit. Among the aroblemata 

which Paterson poses at the end of his theses are the following 

questions: "Is spirit a thinking substance? Is spirit penetrable 

by something of the same nature as itself? Are animals more 

machines, as Descartes thinks? " Paterson's 1679 theses show that 
w 

he still viewed Descartes with diatrist: "Descartes does not yet 

appear to us to have proved, contrary to Caesendi, that there 

can be pure intellect in this life, so true is that statement of 

the Peripatetics that "nothing exists in the intellect which was 

not previously present in the amsea. " 
1 

Pillans's Theses netaphysicae, like his Theses logicae, 

are concerned with Aristotle only, but Wood, his fellow conservative 

in logic, discusses the views of van Helmont, "who maintains that 

reason or rationality is not entirely the essential, basic or 

principal part of the human soul" before refuting than. Wood's 

list of problerata show that he too was aware of and prepared to 

discuss Cartesian ideas. 

With Gilbert McMurdo's theses of 1682 Descartes has won 

acceptance. sui is quoted as the first principle and Cartesian 

ideas concerning the wind are mentioned favourably. wally 

Cartesian are the theses of Alexander Cockbum (1684 and 1688), 

Robert Lidderdale (1685) and Herbert Kennedy (1686), Cockburn 

in particular is at great pains to separate the wicked doctrines 

of Hobbes and Spinoza from Descartes's teaching. 

By 1690, ho'rever, to can detect a diminution of Descartes' s 

influence in the theses. In that year Herbert Kennedy states that 

he prefers the first principle iliud orne existit a quo dependet 
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aliud guiddam guod exirntit to the Cartesian Cogito er, o. He 
-mm 

justifies this by claininc that even rhm we are devoid of any 

thou. ht we exist. Cunninghan'a theses of 1692 also reject Cartesian 

thinking, and tend towards the views of Duhamel and Locke, though 

he does not accept all they nay. For instance, he Gays of Locket 

"die recognize Locke's sharp intellect and keen judgment in his 

r ay on the hwcn intellect, hero he dealai with the oriCin and 

combination of ideas, and sets out many argtzments against innate 

ideas; however, the desire to achieve too rush has driven him 

astray in the matter of God's existence. " Also, Cunningham 

believes that the human mind has two faculties, the intellect and 

the will, whatever Locke says to the contrary (Hc. 2, Ch. l). 

William Scott in 1699 rejects both the Cartesian and the 

Peripatetic first principles, and maintains that the true first 

principle is mcistit Deus. He thinks that the study of metaphysics 

is useful in giving us definite axioms which agree with all our 

ideas, but beyond this he has nothing much to say on the subject 

of metaphysics. 

It is worth noting that these later theses (from the 

1690c onwards) contain less in the way of metaphysics, but far 

more on physics. This is perhaps indicative of a turning away 

from a more speculative abstract philosophy towards the empiricism 

of the 17th century British scientists, The final set of theses 

we possess for Edinburgh - those of William Law, 1705 - demonstrates 

this change of attitude very well. Law claims that Descartes's 

hypothesis about the origin of the world has been discredited; 

philosophers now recognize that the human intellect cannot probe 

the mysteries of creation; we should be content with observing 
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the universe and its phenoia " 

Despite the fact that Glaagaa regents show consercratim in 

their criticisms of F. diinburch's pneumatolopt, the actual teaching 

of netaphyaice in Glaegow seems to have followed much the same 

pattexn as in Minburch. 

In TUorma Kmmody'a notes of 1637-431. we can coo indications 

that cnn and related topics wore discussed. 'William Mair's 

lecture notes, delivered in 1665,2' contain a short Tx ctats 

notaphyricus. Mair defines netaphysica as being concerned with 

aniiia, and his subject matter includes the attributes of ens - 

unitas, veritßs and bcn tas; dirtinctio and PMPcisio; ent is and 

exintantia; the predicaments; and substance and accident. The 

authors he quotes are mainly scholastic, e. g. Vasquez, Suarez, 

Arriaga, Hurtado, Compton, Burgersdijk and Keckermann, but Descartes's 

Co ito ergo aura is referred to briefly. Another modem author 

quoted is lcnry More; Blair sears to be favourably disposed 

towards his Do rnortalitate aninae. In common with most of the 

Scottish regents, Blair enters the sphere of theology when he comes 

to discuss substance and accident, with references to Christ's 

humanity and the nature of the trinity, and in his final section 

he describes the divine attributes, quoting Capreolus, Molina 

and Valcntinus (Disiutaation on herer; y). 

Alongside such acknowledgYaont of Cartesian philosophy, we 

still find lectures which contain no mention of any author apart 

from Aristotle and his scholastic corrncntatars, e. g. Hugh Walker' a 

and John Young's lectures of 1656-573' and Andrew Burnet's lectures 

1. GüL - i. Is. GEn. 186 2. " GüL - lis. Gen. 355i L's. Gen. 369 

3. st. A -- Me-36230 
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of 1659-61.1' however, Cartesian ideas were beginning to find, 

acceptance in Glasgow by 1675. After outlining Descartes's Co ito 

ergo curl and his theory of universal doubt, Thomas Nicholson 

points out that it must be remembered that this theory was evolved 

In a particular context, and it should not be thouht that Descartes 

excludes other irincipia absolutely. 
2' In 1677 B1air3' quotes the 

views of Descartes, Clauberg, LeCrand and Henry More, as well as 

those of the scholastics. Two years later John Tran announces 

that caution is needed in approaching the teachings of the Jesuits, 

in particular of Suarez, about metaphysics; it is so easy for the 

inexperienced reader to mix up false opinions with the truth. 4' 

In his introductory remarks he in at great pains to separate 

metaphysics from theology. 'faun then proceeds with his lectures 

under three headings: De ente in comi eiuaciue nroprietatibus; 

De nnedicammtis ad hang diseiplin im spectantibug; Do Deo et 

nngelia. The ar aents of Clauberg and More are mentioned aloni. . 

side those of the scholastics, but for the most part Txan disagrees 

with the modem philosophers. He promises the student an appendix 

on Descartes's Meditations and Method, but in fact this is absent 

from the notes as we have them. Tmn's lectures on metaphysics 

are repeated in 1682,5' 16876" and 1690,7' this time with the 

appendix on Descartes, where ruin (somewhat surprisingly in view 

of his strictures on Ddinburgh' a paioumatolo, r course) speaks of 

Descartes in glowing terns and sets out his method, stating that 

1.1iLS -- Adv. ns. 22.6.5 2. AS - Adv. ms. 5.2.2 

30 GuL - 115. Gea. 10 4. EUL - La. III. 715 

5. GUL - ra. L. `u. 227 6. NLS -- 2ds. 9386; us"9385 

7. GUL - rs. L: u. 214 
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this cu:. rrary of Descartes's life and teachini-s is intended to act 

as a stimulus to those who 'seek knowledge änd 'virtuo. ` 

John I, awfs loctures of 1692-931' divide motaphyaics from 

pncumatologr - the first time thin occurs in the Glasgow notebooks. 

Law gives Aristotle's definition of metaphysics, and points out 

that it must be distinguished from rneuma, tology or natural thoolo, ßy. 

In the section on metaphysics Law relies mainly on scholastic 

authorities, quoting Burgersdijk in particular. However, under 

the heading De accidarlte Lair prefers Descartes's theory that hoat, 

taste etc. result from different modifications und combinations of 

matter. T'uming to pnetolo, Law states that he agrees with 

the Cartesian CQgiito nro gting but dislikes Descartes's definition 

of spirit. Law thixd: s that spirit is a penetrable substance, 

capable of thou jit and volition. 

By 1699 Law's view of Cartesian teaching has undergone a 

change*2. Of Co. 7ito erro he now says that "thin statement is 

not a principiw; other truths do not follow from it; it is not 

neceaoary for acquiring knowledge of other things. " Law would 
-, 

not wish it to appear that he is utterly opposed to Descartes; he 

rocognizee that Descartes as a fine and perceptive philosopher, 

but he was not free from error; even more to be bl=ed, are his 

followers Who, c mtrazy to Descartes's on advice, carried this 

universal doubt into the schools,; In these lecture notes Poiret 

(Cogitatianes Hationales)3 and Gerard do Vries are quoted 

1. EUL - Da. 8.1£3 2. GüL - klg. lfu. 49 
3. i. e. Pierre Poirett Cogitationes rationales de Deo, anima ot 

rzalo libri 41 in guibus quid dehiace Cartesiu9, eiurgue 

s©ciw. ý. ees renrerint, omnisaue philosophie. e oertiora fund-acnte, 
continaitur. nec nari B. de S'pinoza Atheior: uR et errores 
flnditus extiranntur. 
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frequently; do Vrieo' o definition of spirit as mxbntr-inti. n cofiitativPc 

is proforred to the Garteoian dcfiniticaöf res coZ., - The ` 

soctioe2 on pneuoatoloar contains favourablo mmticn of Willi= 

}lzte3'o Dr'. e-ristcntirz Doi. Richard Bentley's Sexnrnta o, rn. innt 

at__ hciim 
, cnd ßobcrt i3oylaE the rscchanistio vievr of the universe in 

attached. 

Laws 1703 lootureal' are virtually the care as those of 

1699; thef are anti-Car osim, and 33urcersdi4k is the Authority 

most frequently reeor.. ncnded. 

Another not of notes, taken do= by Willi= Bogie in 1699,2 

was probably dictated by Tmn (Sowie is recorded an having bocu a 

pupil of Trxn'n in 1697). Icy now the cnthusiacxs for Doscartes, 

aocn in the appendix to the 1690 notes, has cvapomtod possibly 

it was never very whol a hoart od In any cane, given Gla ngocs' n 

genaml antipathy to Descartes, Tr= criticises the scholastics 

for having burdened notaphy sica with "thorny questions and prolix 

disputations, " but he is not happy Frith the recent tendency among 
ý 

philo3ophara to dismiss the scholastics ratircly; lie proposes to 

follow a riddle courseo lie the a proocoda to chow the inade cy 

of Cato arts rum as a first principle. After ca introductory 

section on retaphycice in ccmozal' Tzrn dcale with all napecto of 

thci with the predicamait, a (1 urgeradijl, and do Vries are 
4 

quoted here) and finally with xne zto1oCy; in thin last saection 

the Cartesians are main criticised, azcnc other reasons (a) for 

beans bid-hoadod in their boast that they alone have diocovorel 

hoar to prove the exictcace of God; (b) for not tksking a distinction 

betvcm positive and ppontanooua doubt; (o) for stating that God 

I. GUL - iS9. l"u. 35 2. GUL - i: a. Gczt. 69 
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can make possible the impossible. Duranndust Xeckermnn et al. are' 

quoted. When discussing the human mind, Tran refers to Lockets 

experiments which prove that the mind does not always think. Ile 

quotes henry More on the relation of mind to body, and sets his 

theories up in opposition to those of Hobbes, Spinoza and other 

atheists who dwell on the material nature of the mind. Tian appears 

leas anti-Cartesian hero than earlier in his lectures; he refers 

his students to Descartes's Meditations for further infounation 

an the mind. 

Finally we come to Gerschom Cannichael's lectures on 

metaphysicsl' which are thoroughly anti-Cartesian. Carmichael 

states that we must reject Descartes's universal doubt, because 

there are certain established truths about which the mind can be 

in no doubt. The mind becomes clouded by affecting shadows and 

indulging in doubts. Thus Caaseldi, when writing on Descartes, is 

right to claim that when the mind is concerned with falsity, it is 

least likely to be able to perceive the truth. Descartes's method 

is also opposed to religion; among the things he doubts is the 

existence of God and whether God is good. Carmichael claims that 

Descartes is not even very original, since some of what he says 

echoes St. Augustine. 2' 

There is a set of dictates taken dorn by Colin MMaoLaurin 

while he was a student at Glas' ow ca. 1712.3' These were possibly 

also dictated by Ca=ichael`ýand include a thesis on pneuz atologr. 

1.1704 -- GUL - ISs. Gcn. 222 
2, of. supra p. 116 and the reference there to the writings of 

ktieane Gilson. 
3. NOW In the British liuseum 
ý-" 1ý actaý V. rý Tec. ersd a4 LUa- qA. - clla, 4 Lk ýý r0 

u. ý RlZcaudu 0. eaz, wko 
ý 

tý+. uk ., 
irý. 'wýa. wctls ý ýývr of 

Cý"-cQýý. ýsc. l, terºý Cn. -ºº,, ýýIýaeý ºýaý týuc ýd c, 1aý `ý ý`a': 

akd Yto"cl. aýý 1Cwýtaýl': en eriý, e, e ereýwýeý ý r«e*z%. cý ýý 7 ý3, 
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This is concerned entirely with an exposition of various theories 

about different aspects of the mind, The regent states that mind 

is a substance quite different front natter, but he thinks that 

Descartes's proofs for this contention are rather weak. Henry 

L'. ore is also criticised for assorting that extension is a 

universal attribute of all substances, and Poiret's opinion on how 

the mind is created is dismissed as being rash and absurd. The 

regent concludes that the mind is immediately created by God 

aloe, and is not to be thougint of as having a prior existence 

before its unican with the body. On how the mind is cannected 

with sensation the regent has this to says "The mind is detemincd 

to scasation from without. But this determinatican does not come 

about throw perceptible Aristotelian forms, nor thrown fictitious 

Epicurean images, but simply throw movement roused by a perceptible 

object either with or without an intermediary agent in an external 

sensory region, and continued by animal spirit flowing throurh 

the passages of the nerves to the brain; or rather through the 

action of God himself accompanying that movement, which in in 

accordance with the laws of union established by him. " Heferalce 

J9 made to the ccutrovercy about the origin of ideas, and the recent 

gives qualified approval to the view of I alebranches "The distinguished 
a 

IL, alebzmche has ri fitly rejected the various views as unlikely. 

He shows that the human mind contemplates all the objects of its 

knowledge not in its oun substance nor in exemplars either created 

together with it, nor impressed by an object through its true 

efficiency, nor, finally, fabricated by it. However, he concludes 

incorrectly from this that the fozms and exemplars by means of 

which the mind is equipped to perceive external objects are not in 
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the mind itself, but in God alone, or rather that they are the 

divine substance itself. This viewpoint is inconsistent with the 

activity of the mind in choosing its own ideas, which was posited 

above; it is also inconsistent with daily cxporicnoe which proves 

that it is not almirhty God, but far inferior thinis that are the 

most familiar objects of our knowledge, We must conclude, therefore, 

that the human mind is adapted to choosing its own ideas by means 

of characteristics inherent to itself; these are inproased on it 

not at the first creation of the mind, but later, when it has the 

opportunity of observing the objects presented to it. " 

On judgment the regent rejects the views of both Aristotelians 

and Cartesians (and incidentally, by this discussion of iudicium 

and amrehcnsio in metaphysics dictates, shows yet again hoar 

closely logic and metaphysics wore linked in Scottish university 

teaching, and how futile were the efforts of the Commissioners to 

separate them in the 1690s). He says: "The controversy aroused on 

this point between Aristotelians and Cartesians is futile, i. e. 

whether juduant is an act of the intellect or of the will. 

The or= of this question (as long as they do not provide ideas of 

intellect and will) may be stated as follows: whether acts of 

acceptance or refusal have a more pronounced affinity with 

apprehension, which pertains to the intellect than with selection 

which pertains to the will. Our reply is that judgieat is a type 

of thinking quite different from both of these, no that it cannot 

be included in the same category as either of them; for it is not 

true to say that apprehension, rather than will, is concerned with 

truth or falsehood, as the Aristotelians maintain; nor does our 

mind flourish in judgment more freely than in pure apprehension 
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(on the oontrary, it often f=ctionc less frooly), as the Cartoalans 

would have us believe. " 

Finally, the regeint dicaGrees with Locke over the ronil 

activation of the wills "Locke was wrong in declaring that the will 

is directed to begin or torinato an action not because of the 

prospect of Greater good, but because of some liimediate restlessness; 

for either thin restlessnean arises from the presence of some evil, 

and consequently affects the will exactly as though it were to 

consider that the absence of evil is good; or else it arises 

solely from desire for the absent good, and consequently this 

desire does not originate from any other source than the prospective 

good of the desired object. " 

The Glasgow theses serve to fill out the pioture of 

metaphysics teaching givcrn by the dictates. In 1646 James 

1a1zjmple's Theses motanhysicae are thorouw, bly scholastic; so are 

the 1663 theses and William Blair's of 1671. John Boyd's 1693 

theses which concern metaphysics are still in the same mould; 

netaphysics is classed as being concerned with Ens reale and is 

divided into tmnsoendental and predicammental. In 1698 John Law 

mentions Descartes's definition of spirit, but rejects its prefer-lug 

the definition which describes spirit as "an in;, aterial or 
-, 

pcetrable uubatanoe, the source and origin of intellect and will. " 

Gorschon Carmichael takes full cognisance of conteapozaxy theories 

in 1699. He begins with the assertion that knowledge of our 

existalco is a basic truth, thou this cannot be set up as the. 

first principle in the wary that Descartes does. ̀  On the subject of 

the nature and origin of intellectual ideas, Carmichael thinks that 

those philosophers are nearest the truth who hold that all the 
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exemplaria of our original notions must derive from the actual 

proscace of the objects with which they are connected. He 

disapproves of 1 alebranche'o recourse "to some sort of intelligible 
1 

boing-i existing in God as the in. ediate objects of all our notions. " 

The mind is not only able to fozm ideas, but to compare and pass 

jud ru nt on them; it is pointless for Aristotelians and Cartesians 

to ar&ue whether judcnt is an act of the intellect or will, 

since it can be reduced to neithor of these catorories. Locke 

soems to Carichael to diverge unnecessarily from the commonly 

held view when he says that the will's choice is detexmined not 
ý 

always by its judgment cccicenling the worth of an object, but by 

its desire for an object as being necessary for run's happiness. 

Camichael accepts Malebxanche'a classification of the passions 

into curiditas, lactitia and tristitia. He criticizes the views 

of Henry More, who wanted universal extension to be an attribute 

of c! 15, and dismisses the writings of John Leclerc; finally he 

stresses that natural religion can never be a substitute for 

revealed religion. 
l' In his theses of 1708 John Loudon has far 

less to say about metaphysics than Caraichaelf he merely accepts 

the Cartesian first principle. 

r7e have very few lectures cri metaphysics for Aberdeen. 

For King's College there are three sots of dictates, dated 1662,2' 

16923' and 1694.4' The first set was probably dictated by George 

Gordon and consists of a treatise on metaphysics, of which we 

1. The similarity between the viers expressed in Carmichael' o 

metaphysics theses and those sot out in UacLaurin'a student 
notebook provesvirtually conclusively, I think, that Carmichael 

was the recent who dictated LaoLaurin's notes. 
2. XLS - Adv. ns. 22.7.15 3. AUL - 2092 

4. IlLS - Adv. ns. 22.7.15 
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have only the first part, dealing with the nature of 

,I how 

eat differs from exiatentia, and the problem of substance, 

which is related to theological questions. In the came notebook 

are commentaries on Aristotle's De anima where all the authorities 

quoted - Arriaga, Oviedo, Vasquez, Hurtado, Campton, Franciscus 

Bonae Spei, Suarez, Scaliger - are scholastics. 

The 1692 lectures would appear from their title - 

Introductio ad metanh_ysican in usum studioaae iuventutis in 

Coll egio Redo - to have been used by all the regents around this 

time. This would be in line with the uniformity which we have 

already seen in the logic lectures. The lectures begin with the 

statement that metaphysics follows naturally from logic; it is the 

root of all other sciences. The subject is divided into two: 

part 1 deals with eons and part 2 with the predicaments. There 

is no reference to any authority apart from Aristotle, which is 

surprising in view of the frequent appearance of Cartesianism in 

cccntemporary Aberdeen theses. 

The 1694 lectures - Introductio ad tneunaticam etc. - 

would seem to be the socond part of the metaphysics course 

currently being taught at King's College. The subject is divided 

into four parts, dealing with spirits in general, God, the angels 

and the hunaan mind. Hobbes's denial of spirits is criticised, 

and Descartes and Huygens are quoted. 

For Larischa. l College we have one definite sot of metaphysics 

lectures, delivered by George Peacock in 1707.1' Peacock begins 

by defining metaphysics and discussing the Cartesian method. He 

1. AUL - U. 175 
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seems to accept Corgito er as the fir3t principle, and claim 
that Cartesian doubt paves the way for truth. Parts 2 and 3 are 

concealed with various attributes of " 
Thera is also a set of metaphysics dictates take dap= by 

Patrick Lycn in 1708-09, which possibly belongs to MiariachA3. 

Coll cCe. 
1' In these lectures the recant outlines Peripatetic 

and Cartesian theories of metaphysics, but declines to pronounce 

in favour of either,, claiming that he has neither the time nor 

the inclination to do so. 

The earliest Theses i etaphvs which we have for Aberdeen 

are those which appear in William Forbes's theses for King's 

College, 1623. Forbes maintains that the subject of metaphysics is 

only that is concerned with spirit, All the other reacsits in the 

first half of the-century give the more traditional definition 

of the cub , sot of metaphysics, i. e. can qua ens. Andrew Strachan'e 

1631 King's College theses have a stro j theological bias and 

deal with such topics as the nature of substance; this overlapping 

of theolocy and metaphysics is characteristic of virtually all 

the early theses which contain sections on metaphysics (as in the 

case of. Edinbur h, Theses metaphynicae do not always Joature in 

the graduate theses). 

Andrew Cant (Marischal College, 1654) in the first regent 

to refer to Descartes but� an in his logic theses, his allegiance 

is with the scholastics. Ho quotes Oviedo, Scotust Franciscus 

Bonae Spei� IIurtc do, Arriaga and Suarez. Roli i. ous questions are 

raised, such as the nature of the Trinity, and the problems 

mired by Socinianisn. Cant's scholastieitm io epitomised in cone 

1. st. A -U-s. 30312; duplicated by st. A 

-- 1aa. 30313 
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of the" philosop2iica. l problcme he-poseo at the 'cnd of-his' 'theses, 

o. c. "Can antala diccourca? Did coo error in thoir intellect in 

feet precede the melts' first ein? " 

Goorao 21c1druaIa 1659 thc3e3 (l. aricchal. Colleze) would 

appoar to doal with motaphysico in the cooticm on physics (instoad 

of in tho logic sactian, which is u^ually where metaphysics 

fcature3 ncca there are no Theses notaph; alone). Moldrun 

disapproves of the ccepticic inherent in boccarte3'a Coiito or m 

He discusses the question of substance and accident, 

disagreeing with the viecrs of Compton, Suarez, Arriaga and Uurtado, 

and caadms the teachings on free will of both Jesuits and 

Ax iniana, quoting Voot with approval against the Jesuits. 

The first indication of the acceptance of Cartesian 

metaphysics in the Aberdeon theses occurs in Thomas Gmy's of 1673 

(t: arischal College). Gmy criticizes Gasoa di, Henry More and 

other recent philosophers for their objections to Co *ito or^o sun 

as first principle. George Middleton of King's College is the 

next regent to acclaim Descartes, in 1675. After outlining 

Descartesta line of roacoazing, Middleton gives the Cartesian proof 

of God's existence and also describes Doscartes'a dual claasificatica 

of things into material and iarratorial. Hobbea'a azL-, = at ; against 

the eriatca co of things spiritual are repudiated as being contrazy 

to "faith, cxperienee and roason, " and Henry More is quoted with 
ýý 

approval, Middleton conoludos by classifying Cod and the angels 

among spiritual substances. 

Tic have already noted Robert Forbes's anti-Cartesianisn 

in his theses of the l6CO vhich relate to logic; His metaphysics 

theses are even more vehemant acalnat Descartes, since in metaphysics 
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the dangers of atheism are greater, "The schools are loud with 

the name of Descartes" Forbes declares; "Cartesianiaa flourishes 

more and more each day, and in flourishing*xowa proud and insol ent. 

And it is not just in the p . iloeophy schools; evcm in the Reformed 

Churches of Belgium bold insanity broaks all bonds of peace and 

tranquillity co that the new dogmas of Descartes my obtain. " 

(King's College, 1630). It is absolutely wrong to doubt God's 

existence, and in opposition to Descartes Forbes cites Vincent. 

Hattecliffe "in his penetrating treatise nut Deus aut n1hil. "1' 

Cudworth's Intellectual ýýate;. r of the Univor;; e is also quoted with 

approval (King's College, 1664. In those later theses Forbes 

seems prepared to admit that Descartes is a great philosopher, 

but he still has strong reservationst "Descartes eras indeed a 

great philosopher; we shall not object to his being praised if 

anything revealing is found in his teaching; nor shall we deny hin 

his due acclaim if he has broujt truth to light. For free thinking 

is allowable; Indeed it is a fine thing and worthy of a Christian; 

but to set oneself aj; ainst most if not all conr. only accepted 

opinion in the Reformed Church and to overtunl the foundations of 

religion, solely because one is weary of the old method and desires 

noveltyt is a serious and wretched businecs, groatly to be deplored. " 

Dospito such invective, however, Porbes's fellow re(, ents 

reiainod firn in their allegiance to Descartes, and this allegiance 

continued into the 18th centuYy. 

Occasional sites of a reaction aiainat Cartesianim can 

ý....... _.. ý.. 
1. The full title. of Hattecliffe's work ist Aut Deus aut nihil. 

God or nothln *. or a lac x. 11 nethod deducing from the actual 
beim* of what we evidently eric ce the unavoidable necessit 

of a God nrainnt the Atheists (Landon, 1659) 
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be seen. For instance, in George gala's theses (King's College, 

1696), acme begins by waming a cainnt Ivor-rdiune a on ' reason ý in 

philosophy. Thoms hornet'a 4rchzooloa ia1' testifies to the 

dangers of this approach. Bumst relied too much on his on 

reasoaaing, and has justly Incurred criticise for taking too little 

account of the Mosaic biblical narrative, and declaring the 

scriptures to be fictitious and an unworthy object of faith. SkEne 

then penises John Leclerc for his attack on those who claim that 

all, substance is either thinking or extended. Finally Spinoza is 

condemned because he stated that there is only one substance, and 

thus put God on the sane level as human beings. 

Villiam Black (King's College, 1705) is also distrustful 

of Cartesian conceptst "Many today think that the essence of 

spirits consists entirely in thouj-t, but in fact thought gives 

us only a confused and inadequate notion of the mind... Descartes 

is the first among philosophers, but he was led by his own 

preconceived idea rather than by sound reasoning or incontrovertible 

experience when he deprived animals of the perception of their 

smses*1' 
1% 
George Peacock. (Larischal College, 1693 and 1711) is 

basically a Cartesian, but he is distrustful of some of the 

1. Thomas }3=et (ca'. 1635 1715). The worm referred to here is 

Telluric theoria s . ora, published in 1681, in which Bonet 

attempted to combine the idealism of the Canbridgo Platonists, 

Scripture and an explanation of features of the earth's surface. 
Moot of the attacks on Bumet*s wozit were on religious ßroundef 
he was accused of a too liberal or alle, -orical interpretation 

of Scripture1 or of eliminating the necessity of God's woxking 
in the uziveroc. 
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implications of Descartes's method: "This doubt is not-to be 

adopted freely by everyone; it has circumscribed limits and should 

not be applied to matters of faith or to practical living. 

Epicureans maintain that In investigation of the truth we should 

rely on the senses. Aristotelians claim that nothing can be in 

the intellect which was not previously in the senses: ' For Descartes 

those facts are more reliable which are apprahaSnded with the mind 

rather than with the body; thus the nom of truth for him is 

clear and distinct perception. For a certain recant philosopher' 

the rule is "whatever I conceive is true. " Lalebronche apprehends 
I truth from the mind's internal and secret reproaches. All these 

philosophical positions, though extremely diverse, are athuiscable 

Whet they are properly expounded. " 

James Lorimer (&iarischal College, 1683), Alexander Fraser 

(King's College, 1697), William Smith (Mari©chal College, 1700, 

1704,1708 and 1712) and George Fraser (King's College, 1691,1695 

and 1706) are all thoroug}a--going Cartesians, howevei; George 

Fraser remarks on the fact that men who delight in mathematics 

frequently shrink in horror from metaphysics. This is because 

General notions which are thought to be well--known to everyone 

are made obscure and ambiguous through human negligence and 

inconsistent thought. However, Fraser thinks that in metaphysics, 

even more than In mathematics, one needs clarity and certainty; 

I* Peacock does not identify this philosopher. It might be either 
Hobbes or Locke, and since Locke's philosophical position is 

more likely to have been considered admissable by Peacock 
than Hobbes's,, the reference here may well be to Locke. 
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mathematics provides its opm methods and proofs, whereas metaphysics 

lacks-such aids, but Descartes has come to our rescue and provided 

theca. 

St. Andrews' lectures on metaphysics cover a wider period 

than those for Aberdeen, going frm 1645 to. 1716. James Sharp 

gives a Compendium of metaphysics in 164591" in which he deals with 

coca and its attributes. In 1649 we find Thomas Glegg equating 

metaphysics with "naturai theology 2' he quotes different ideas 

about the object of metaphysics, e. g. those of Suarez and Hurtado, 

but concludes that its object is ens. Glegg claims that metaphysics 

increases our knowledge of universals, and confims and demonstrates 

first principles. William Campbell's Compendium of 16563' is 

similar; the following commentators are referred tot Suarez, 

Camerarius, Oviedo, Scheibler, and Thoia. ists and Scotists. David 

F'alconer's lectures of 16644' explore what Aristotle and Porphyrius 

have to my about metaphysics and again the authorities quoted are 

scholastic. 

The first mention of authors other than the scholastics 

in the St. Andrews' lectures occurs in 1670,5' when John Hay claims 

that he is departing from the usual nomenclature of metaphysics 

and proposes to follow either Xaý In calling it 
-philosophic 

en tig, or Clauberg in calling it cntosonhion; Flay refers to 

Descartes's method, but objects to it on the grounds that it 

places too much emphasis on the human mind, and not enough on what 

we must accept as given. The authors referred to by Flay are 

1. St. A - L's-IM-85-55 2, WL - DO-5-45t 45* 
3. st. A - 14s. 4354 4. EUI. - La. III. 723 

5. EUL - La. III. 722 
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frequmtly'Aristotelian coientators, such as Cajetan, Scotus and 

Dumndus, and he recommends his students to read Derodon and 

Francis LeBeen. 

The notebook of Alexander Robertson, dated 1682-83,1" is 

of interest in that, while it does not contain any lecture notes on 

metaphysics, there are some notes at the end taken down by the 

student from a wo* by John Strang, who was Principal of Glasgow 

University from 1626 to 1650. The work in question is possibly 

Devoluntate et actionibus Dee circa peccatum, published in 

Amsterdam in 1657. Other notes are taken from Robert Baron's 

Metaphysics and Stillingfleet's Opines caarae, We can be fairly 

safe in assuming that these works had been recommended by the 

regent, Alexander Grant, to his students. 

IV 1688 Descartes's metaphysics had been accepted at 

St. Andrevas. The first part of the dictates we have, for that 

year2' concerns esg, which is dealt with in the traditional manner,, 

but the second part is entitled Cartesian deronstrntions concerning 

God and the soul, and within it Descartes's Method and Meditations 

are summarised. These lecture notes correspond to St. Andrears' 

statement, made to the Visitation Commission in 1687 about a 

proposed method of teaching, Their twofold division reflects the 

distinction dram in this. statement between "the part of metaphysics 

which has a near affinity. vith logic, viz, scholastic explanaticia 

of and disputations about the notion and properties of being and 

these common terms of easencei eacistence etc; " and the other part 

of netaphyraics "conceming the nature and properties of spirits, 
-N 

1. St. A - Ms. 36225 2. St. A - L's. 30315 
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their distinction fron shatter, the deaanatration of the existcuce 

of a Deity etc. for which there is cufficicat gaound and assistance 

from what is written in the ?. Witaticns of Descartes. " 

An introduction to netanhy: sicc: r, published in 1701, which 

may be St. Andrews' contribution to the uniform course, begins with 

a list of the uses of netaphysioss (1) it eaablcs us to find,, out 

truths and avoid errors; (2) by it we can divide all beings into 

certain classes, whereby we avoid confusion in our thinking; 

(3) it provides us with names for co mm and abstracted beings. 

The subject is then divided into three parts: on being in garteral, 

an the properties of being, and on the predicaments. 

Both Voitch1' and Knox2 have a poor opinion of An 

introduction to meaphv ride. -'. Knox says that it is remarkable only 

in being wholly pre-Cartesian. 

The comments of-the various universities on the course 

circulated by St. Andre s are as follows: 

EdinbuxLh claimed that they had not had time to comment 

fully on tho metaphysics, but noted that the author of the first 

part aoemed to speak with too little respect of some learned can 

and their sentiments and reaocninca rhea they happened to be 

opposite to his own, and objected to the dispamte styles of the 

first and second parts. Glace criticised the autho, of the 

course for his excessive criticism of both Descartes and the scholasticss 

"The ccholastics oust not be entirely rejected,. since they have treated 
I 

1. Yvitcht "Milosophy in the Scottish Uiiivorgitiest" p. 91 

" 2. Knoxv "The philosophora. " p. 66 
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many topics very ably; nor are their t_s to be eliminated from 

the schools, since we have none to substitute in their place which 

are more suitable'for explaining things; we think also that the 

author attacks Descartes too severely when he says that he is mad. " 

After nenticnir various points in the course which should be 

chanced, Glasgow summarised its deficicaciecs 

1. "We desire a separate method whereby positive and controversial 
ý 
facts are separated. 

2. There are certain points here which are at variance with what 

is said in pnetimatology. " 
w 

1 

Various points concerning had been omitted, moreover, and the 
. Lq 

author had not dealt with tine; on this latter point the Glasgow 

regents asked whether time was to be dealt with in general physics. 

Aberdeen does not appear to have commented on the St. 

Andrews course. 

At a meeting held to discuss Edinburgh's and Glasgow'a 

observations, the St. Andrews regent responsible for the course 

agreed to most of the alterations sixgcested by the other universities, 

e. g. he "Agreed that the schoolmen are not to be rejected, but that 

their chaff is to separate from their coxnq and in place of 

Ecortaiii words about Cartes some more smooth to be inserted; " he 

also agreed to make his section doobiecto netanhvsicae a little 

shorter: 

As with the commits on the St. Andrews logic course, these 

comments made by the other universities do not seem to tally with 

the printed course. In particular, An introduction to rye taphvsicks 

contains no mention of Descartes or any other authority. This 

contributes to the doubts I feel about whether it really does 
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represent St. Andreust contributica to the uniforn scheme. 

By 1707, the next date for Which we have metaphysics notes 

for St. Andrews, there has been a definite Having away fron Descartes. 

Thomas Taylor confines his lectures 1* to the second part of 

metaphysics - pneumatologr - which he divides into three parts, 

concerned with the human mind, pure spirits and God. After some 

intxvductoxy rcn'maxs, in which he claims that paeumatology is the 

hiGhost branch of learning, since it is concerned with spirits, and 

that it is a more exact science than physiology, for example, 

since we have more certain knowledge of the mind than of the body, 

Taylor proceoda to discuss the nature of the human mind. He 

ax uos a0ainst Descartes's theory that the power of thoujit is the 

mind's essential attribute, and proves that the mind does not always 
I 

think. an the subject of the distinction betweaa mind and body, 

Taylor completely rejects the opinion held by Democritus, Epicurus, 

Hobbas and Spinoza, and the Whole crowd of atheists, that thought 

is a subtle modification of corporeal matter. He agrees with the 

majority of ancient and modem philosophers, including Henxy More, 

that thouaiit is incorporeal. Taylor rejects innate ideas and, in the 

last section on God, disagrees with Descartes yet again, this time 

over Descartes's arguments in proof of God's cscissteaee. 

Colin Vilant, lecturing in the following year, 
2' 

goes much 

further than Taylor in his criticism of Descartes, referring to 

the Cartesian method as "this impossible, absurd and dangerous 

method of doubt. " EVery time Descartes is mentioned by Vi3.. ant 

it is in ccathina tezns. Vilant deals first with metaphysics 

1. St. A - 1: Is. 5144 2. St. A - I1s. 5476 
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proper, and his troatnont of it is as traditional lines; his 

attitude to the Scholastics is the one with which we are now 

familiar - the descended to unnecescazy verbal quibblcs, but 

should not be disraissod outright, as there is "much clevozztess 

and much that is worth knowing in thoir writings. " The, ccctica 

ca pnowaatoloa contains objections to the Cartesian distinction 

botwoca body and soul,. the Cartesian definition of the mind, and 

Cartesian proofs bf God's cxistaace. Vilaut also refutes 

Deccartes's concept of innate ideas. 

Equally anti-Cartesian are John CraiCie's lectures on 

pnouatolocy of 1710,1' which also contain strictures- on Kobbos 

and Spinoza*' In his lectures of 171 62' Craigie states that 

studcats who wish to know more on tho subject should consult 

do Vries (Ftcerctationes) for the Peripatotie vicar and Poirot 

(CoZItationes rationales) for the Cartesian vier. 

The St. Andro rs theses support the picture of metaphysics 

teaching that we get from the dictatdc. As was the case in the 

Ecttnburý, h and Aberdeen theses, not all of the early St. Androwa 

thoacs contain opccial sections dealing; with metaphysics. 'hare 

there are These; netaphysicae they are largely concerned with me 

and have otrong theological overtones in their concern with the 

first cause. nevertheless, William Lamb (St. Salvator'a, 1613) 

in at pains to point out the' distinction between theoloMr and 

metaphysics, i. e. the foxner wozkB throw, revelationg the latter 

throw the light of nature. 

As in the to o theaeo and dictates there is frequently 

1. St. A - ata. 5136 2.3t. A - äs. 167 
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opposition to Jesuit authorities on doctrinal grounds, This is, 

illustrated in the 1632 Theses metaphysicae of James Mercer 

(St. Leonard a). Mercer discusses the question of free will and 

follows the teaching of Calving Bess and Smiglecki, rejecting the 

views of Ballarmine and the Jesuits. Similar allegiance to 

Protestant theology is aeon in William Campbell's Theses metaphy eicao 

(St. Salvator'a, 1657), where he recommends the Do scientia media 

of William Twisse, the Puritan divine, who wrote this work partly 

to refute the teachings of Suarez. 

The first mention of Descartes in the St. Andrews"theses 

occurs in Robert Hamilton's Schediasmata libero-philosophica of 

1668. Hamilton scorns sceptics, among whom he numbers Descartes 

with his theory of universal doubt. He seems to favour Henry 

Lore's theory that the mind acquired knowledge of its condition 

before union with the body. Aristotle's description of anima. is 

rejected, and Hamilton applauds the approach of empirical 

philosophers; however, to apprehension by the senses should be 

added the judgment of the intellect. Discussing the nature of 

truth, Hamilton indicates his dislike of the Jesuits' definitican, 

and declares with Clauberg and others that there is no truth in 

the intellect unless it derives from simple percepticn. Hamilton 

supports Hobbes$ claiming that4he has beat wraigly attacked because 

he attributes corporeality to Cod. After defending Hobbes's 

theories, Hamilton goes on to mention More's concept of a plastic 

world souls and aslo the vie7s of Richard Baxter, the Puritan 
v 

divine. 

By 1674 Cartesian metaphysics had beat adopted at 

St. Andrewc. In that year William Sanders (St. Le(nard'©) says that 
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in order to eradicate the prejudices ui infancy, we must rely on 

the ovidcnee of reason rather than an sense data; he thinks that 

the Cartesian theory of metaphysical doubt is the beat starting 

point. Sanders is careful to obviate any possible imputation of 

atheism by stressing that divine truths are not open to philosophical 

doubt. Having done so, he upholds Cogito ergo mm as first principle: 

Dlually Cartesian are Alexander Grant's theses of 1676 

(St. Leonard's), where he maintains that the essence of spirit 

consists in thought. In 1679 Ale=der Cockburn (St. Leonard's) 

rejects the Aristotelian Lpossibile eat aliguod simui esae et non 

esse in favour of Codto ergo sun . He disapproves of Spinoza and 

also of the Jesuits, but quotes Clauberg with approval. James 

Martin (St. S lvator's, 1681) takes much the same stance, claiming 

that everything can be reduced to two classes, i. e. rest-rtes 

and rate lel. that the existence of our own minds is the starting 

point for all further thought, and that the faculties of the human 

mind are intellectus and voluntas. 

John 13onro's theses of 1686 (St. Loanard's) are a practical 

dononst=tion of the teaching of metaphysics recommended by the 

masters of St. Andraws in their letter of 1687. Munro pmises 

Descartes as the chief of philosophers, and cites Uersenne's letter 

to Voet in which he acclaims Descartes. Cartesian philosophy 

broujit about the umicn of nature and art, reason and experience, 

practice and theory, and paved the way for useful arts such as 

optics, mechanics, anatomy and chcaistry. Jonro points out that 

the Cartesian doubt is not proposed as an end, but only as a means 

of arriving at metaphysical certainties, and he defends Descartes 

against charges of scepticism and atheism. 
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By the 1690s there had been a reaction against Cartesisnism. 

In 169'1 John Loudon (St. Leoaard's) states that Cartesian doubt had 

the unfortunate effect of reintroducing scepticism. The Cartesian 

method is not so much opposed to the light of nature, but rather 

impinges on religion by doubting God's existence and goodness. 

Equally suspect are the views of the Deimtb1- with their notions 

of the infinite; Leclerc, following Locke, belongs to this school. 

Loudon considers it an impiety to call God's existence into doubt, 

or turn it into a philosophical problem. As for Spinoza, by deity 

he just means a sort of universal nature. Loudon praises Poirot 

and do Vries for their attacks on Spinoza. In Loudon's' eyes 

atheists and Deists are more or loss the same thing, There can, 

however, be good arguments for God's existence, of,, the works of 

Richard Bentley. 

Thomas Forrester (St. Salvator's) is equally proaltichard 

Bentley and antic-Spinoza in his 1703 theses. This interest in 

Bentley may indicate indirectly an interest in Newton, since 

Newton had helped Bentley in his Boyle lectures; Both Forrester 

and his fellow regent at St. Loonard's, John Craigie, disagree with 

iilebsnche when he says that we see our ideas in God. No-one can 

doubt that the human mind ultimately derives from God, but how it 

does so is a matter for controversy. Like their predecessors, 

Forrester and Craigie are wary of any theory which might be thought 

to tad to atheism, and for this reason they reject most of what 

Descartes has to say about spirit. 

From this survey of metaphysics teaching in the Scottish 

universities it can be seen that the metaphysics dictates and 

theses follow much the same pattern as the logic ones. 
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Aristotle and the scholastics determined the content of 
the dictates and theses at the beginning of the century. 1hphasis 

was on ens in all its aspects and on God. The same bristotel&rns 

whose names appear in the logic sections of the dictates and theses 

are also found in the metaphysical sections. Arriaga, Freanciccuc 

Bowe Spei, Fanseca, Suarez, Lessius, LeRees, Burgersdijk, Zabarella, 

Hurtado, Oviedo et al* all feature in the notes or theses of at 

least two, and usually several regents. That is more, the scholastic 

approach to metaphysics continued to have its defenders right up 

to the aid of the 17th century and in to the 18th century. Thus, 

in his dictates of 1699, William Law of Edinburgh claims that the 

framework of terms given us by the scholastics is indispensable 

for understanding certain theological dogmas. Colin Vilant of 

St. Andrews makes much the same point in 1708. It is worth noting, 

however, that, as we saw in the chapter on logic, although all 

these commentators are in the Aristotelian tradition, some belong 

in the more "modem" tradition, which had been influenced by 
1 

Renaissance humanism. 

This unwillingness to dispense with scholastic terminoloGy 

and methods of teaching is more evident in the logic and metaphysics 

dictates and theses than in those concerned with ethics and 

physics - probably due, as we shall ses: to the practical view 

of ethics taken by the regents in the first casep and to the 

impact of new scientific ideas in the second. 

Another point in which the metaphysics teaching is very 

similar to the logic teaching is in the distrust frequently shorn 

by the regents of Jesuit authoritiesq despite the fact that they 

quote from them. If anything the distrust is even more maxiced in 
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the metaphysics than in the logic teaching, since metaphysics had 

more obvious doctrinal implications. The regents tend to include 

a fair number of references to hglish and Scottish Protestant 

theologians in their dictates and theses. Thus Law (Glasgow, 1699) 

quotes from William Bates (1625.99), a Presbyterian who wrote 

works of practical theology. Richard Rifer (1615-91)g the Puritan 

divine the supported the nonconformist cause, foatures in the 

teaching of John Wichart (Edinburgh, 1671 and 1676) and Robert 

Hamilton (St. Salvator's, 1660). Edward Stillingileet (1635-99), 

who wrote A rational account of the grounds of the Protestant 

religion is mentioned by regents in Edinburgh, ISarisch'al College, 

and St. Leonard'a College; and Grant of St. Loonard's (1602) 

specifically refers to Stillingfleet's Oriines sacrae, an apologetic 

work on a historical basis, published in 1662, in which Stilling^- 

fleet asserts the divine authority of the scriptures. Stilliaa" 

fleet's chaplain, Richard Bentley (1662-1742) is also quoted in 

the lecture notes. In 1699 John Law of Glasgow refers to Bentley's 

Sermons a rainst athei n; these were published in Landen in 1693 

and in them Bentley makes Lull use of Newton's latest discoveries. 

Cartesian ideas begin to appear in the lectures and theses 

of the 1660o and were accepted In the 1670s and 1680s. However, 

apart from the most shole-heartedly Cartesian regents, there tends 

to be a strong undercurrent of unease about the implications of 

Descartes's metaphysics. This is first seen when Doscartes's 

ideas are mentioned, ýut not yet accepted, in the 1660s; thus 

Wishart (ndInburgh) says that Descartes denies God's omnipresence; 

Paterson (Itiinburgh) brands Cartesians as both impious and ridiculous; 

and Hay (St. Leonard'a) fears that the Cartesian method places too 
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much emphasis ca the human mind. It roappearz in the 1690a once 

the gave of enthusiasm for Cartesian ideas had abated. As might 

perhaps be expected, Glasgow's co=ents cn Minburgh's pneux atology 

course are full of oriticimns about its Cartesianism and the 

attendant dangers. But Gerschom Carmichael, who can hardly be 

criticised for being over-conservative, 1s also unhappy about 

Descartes's philosophy. $e dislikes its scepticism and belittles 

Descartes's achievement by stressing the unoriginality of his ideas. 

'his growing antipathy to Cartesian scepticism is perhaps most 

striking at St. Andrews, whore the masters had in 1687 reco=ended 

that the reditations of Descartes should be used in the metaphysics 

course. This was certainly not the view taken by Colin Vilant in 

1707 when he referred to the Cartesian method as "this impossible, 

absurd and dangerous method of doubt; " nor as it approved of by 

-4 
John Loudcn in his 1697 theses. 

If the regents were troubled about the atheistic implications 

of Descartes, they were even more worried by the theories of 

Hobbes, and that "jior Hobbes" (as he is sometimes called), 
A^ 

Spinoza. With the exception of Hamilton of St. Salvator's, the 

regontc consistently attack Hobbes and Spinoza, whose doctrines they 

regard as extremely dangerous. 

The views of Henry More are sometimes set against the 

atheism of Hobbes and Spinoza, and in these dictates and theses 

they are always viewed' favourably. However, Lore does not receive 

universal acclaim. His Fhchiridion metaphysic= is listed by John 

Vlishart (Edinburgh) as roconrýended reading, and William Law and 

Charles Erskine (both of Eiinburcn) approve of Yore's teaching. 

In Glasgow Blair seems to be favourably disposed towards More's 
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1)2 innortalite. te nnimi, e, thilo at Aberdeen More has his supporters 

in A1c. amdor (L: aricchal`College, 1669) and Gmay (Marischal Co11©Ce, 

1673), and at St. llndrovn in Hamilton (St. Salvator' a, 16613) and 

Taylor (St. Leon ard's, 1707). On the other hand, Cockburn (F, dinbui , 

1687), Tmn (Glas row, 1673) and Cazraichael (Glasgow, 1699) all 

express anti-More scutimanta. 

1alebxancho is maitioned by a number of regents, but 

usually they do not agree with his teachings. 

A movenent avay from Cartesian metaphysics towards Locke 

can be semi in the universities in varying degrees in the 1690x. 

At Edinburgh Lat, and Erskino implicitly and Stewart explicitly 

acknowledge their reliance on Locke's teaching. Alexander Cunni. n 

accepts Locko too, ' thou , ii with reservations. The progress from 

Cartosianien to Locko was less certain at' St. Andrews and Aberdeen. 

In 1707 Taylor's rejection of innate ideas suggests an acquaintance 
ý 

with Locke, thou ,h he doco not actually mention him., However, 

John Loudon (1697) thinks that the deist views of Locke are as 

untrustworthy as Cartesian Ideas* Similarly, at Aberdecn, Georco 

Stone and James Urquhart favour Locse'u toachinG, but it is 

opposed by George Peacock, Alexander koir and Willian Smith. 

Glasgow regeato do not appear to have turned to Locke at all ailea 

they abandoned Descartes. It is true that Tran refers to Locke'a 

cuporiuients vhich prove that the mind does not always think, but 

Carmichael seem ucnthusiastie about Locke, and there is no 

reference to Locke'a zaotaphysico in the Glasgow dictates or theses. 

At the same time the uoa: s of Jean Locloro (1657-1736) 

who was Locke'a disciple, are quoted by coversl of the regents. 

L'ootly it is Loclero's P[Waics that are referred to, but there are 
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also one or two reforcnoes. to his metaphysics. Edinburg seems 
to have been receptive to Lecloro's metaphysics, just as it was to 

the teachings of Locke. Stewart cites Leelere, and in Fkiinburrh' c 

reply to St. Andrewa' criticism of her course, Leclerc'e 

pneumatology is defended. This criticism by St. Androws echoes 

Loudcn's dismissal of Leclerc in 1697. At Glaagojr too Leclerc 

was not received with much favour. Gerschon Carmichael disapproves 

of his viers. 

All the universities, then, show a movement from Aristotelian 

to Cartesian metaphysics, and all at rou h1y the same time. 

Equally, all show a reaction against Descartes, but this took two 

different directions. Chi the one hand there was a movement 

towards the x tional religion of Locke and Loolerc, while on the 

other there was a distrust of anything which milt take away from 

the supremacy of theology proper. This divergenco reflects a 

recurring doubt, which appoars in metaphysics dictates and theses 

throujhout the ccituryg about vhat metaphysics should ericonpass. 

Most of the regents are emphatic that metaphysics should take 

second place to theolozy; its tack is to defend religion ainst 

atheists. This viewpoint is epitomised in Robert Baron's lectures, 

which were published in 1621 under the title Philosophies, Theologiae 

1lnc In them Baron shows the contribution which philosophy, . 

especially metaphysics, can sake to theology, and demonstrates the 

possibility of adapting scholastic philosophy to the needs of 

Protestant theology. 

Yet the metaphysics lecture notes frequently contain 

subjects which are theological rather than metaphysical. We 

might expect to find a fair degree of theology in the metaphysics 
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teaching of the earlier part of the cc tuzy, whom the influence 

of scholasticism was still uppermost. But we find it also in the 

later dictates, which contain sections De Deo and Do nnaelin in the 

pneumatoloey sections, though one or two regents (e. g. Andrew 

Massie) reject such subjects as belonging to theology not philosophy. 

A similar confusion of theology with metaphysics occurs in Glasgow's 

statonent that acriptuzul quotations should have been included in 

E1inburgh's pneumatology course, and this despite the efforrts of 

Tran. (one of the Glasgow regents who criticised Edinbunh'a course) 

to separate metaphysics from theology in his dictates (though it 

should be noted that Than seems to be confused about what exactly 

constitutes theology, since he has sections Be Deco and De am elis . 

The confusion is probably due in part to the overlapping of 

dogmatic and natural thoologr in the dictates and theses. Pneu. natolopr 

is, of course, largely concerned with natural theology, since 

it discusses all minds, viz: pure spirits (God and the angels) and 

the minds of mennj thus a certain amount of theology (i. e. natural 

thoologgr) was bound to be included in the treatment of the subject. 

The trouble arises from the tendency of some of the regents to 

introduce biblical quotations into their teaching, thus straying 

beyond the bounds of pneumatology. 

Overlapping does not just occur betweei metaphysics and 

theology. As we saw at the betinning of this chapter, metaphysics 

and logic were-considered by the regents to be very closely linked, 

and frequently topics which are dealt with by one regent under the 

heading of logic are dealt with by another under the heading of 

metaphysics. Thus, substance and accidcnt are discussed in the 

metaphysics lectures of William fair (Glaser) and of George 
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Gordon (Aberdeen), althou n, as we caw in the previous chapter, 

these subjects were often caacidorod part of logic. Moreover, 

the cane re , ant sa etines repeats in his metaphysics lectures 

subjects he dealt with in his logic lectures. 

Other e: maples of overlapping are to be found between the 

metaphysics and ethics lectures and dlc~I. -: to . iýroe-gill and the 

pas , ions are usually dealt with under the heading of ethics, but 

comotL'es, as in William Larva 1699 lectures (12inbuz i) and Colin 

Vilaat's 1700 lectures (St. i ndreas), they appear as part of 

metaphysics: 

Finally, and perhaps pout surprisingly, treatmato of the 

soul, which we would, expect to belong with metaphysics, nearly 

always feature no part of the physics course. Thin is due to 

Aristotle, whop considered. the mind as a physical rather than a 

metaphysical entity in his Dom. Coe rotaries on Dc anka, were 

included in the physics course during the early part of the caitury, 

and eves when the regents ccaaod to cop. cnt on Aristotle's books, 

they still considered sections on nir to be part of natuzul 

philosophy anther than metaphysics. 

The early lectures at ritnburgh follow Aristotle's teaching 

on the soul fairly closely, thou] the ephasio is on the later 

Renaissance rather to n on the medieval scholastics when authorities 

are cited. Cmufurd quotes Zabarella extensively in' his 1654 

lectures3,1' and so does Filirnsa in his 1673 lectures. 2' William 

eadie in 16633' differs from Aristotle slichtly in his division 

of the udbjecct; whereas Aristotle divides the books on the soul 

1. EUL - Az. 5.122 
3. E1L - llia. m. 645 

2. LM - Dc. 6.4-5 
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into cootions on animals and -planta,. Tsreod3. Qtüinks that the 

subject should be treated under four hoa, dinGs: dede vivcnte In jnenPre. 

de ve ; etativisp do nEnnitivin and do ratianalibuai in this, of 

course, Tweedie is following Aristotle's em. mentators. 

Later, when Cartesian ideas bean to be discussed in the 

physics lectures, Descartes's treatment of the soul is mentioned 

under natural philosophy as well as under metaphysics. In 1679 

John Wishart objects to the theory put forward by Descartes and 

Clauberg that the union of the soul with-the body consists in a 

mutual embrace and a physical reaction. 
1' Instead he prefers the 

account of the soul's union with the body which is given by Ueiry 

More in De irrortalitate anirk-ie. However, he quotes Descartes and 

Clauberg, along with bacon, Gassendi and Willis in support of the 

triple division of the soul into vegetative, sensitive and rational. 

Andrew Massie also mentions Descartes's theories about the soul 

in 1690,2. but even though he thinks that the Cartesian definition 

of the soul as conceptus Spiritus in coritatione cones nearest to 

the troth, he is not entirely happy with it (a) because the essential 

concept of a thing cannot be explained throe, an action, and 

(b) because the concept or essence of spirit resides in the power 

of thinking rather than in actual thought. 

By the cad of the centuij the sections Do. a were 

tending to become more fully absorbed into the physics lectures. 

There is less that is purely metaphysical= instead the' regents 

concentrate on what had constituted the first two sections in 

earlier treatments of the soul, i. e. on the vegetative and sensitive 

If, LUn, - Gei. 568Di Gan. 690D 2. ML - Dc-7.92 
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souls. It is in this part of the course that Cartesian and 

Newtonian theories of liCht and colour are introduced. In 1699 

Willi= Scott" splits up the cection on the cool� and deals pith 
Ito vegotative and sensitive faculties in the physics lectures 

proper; he than has a separate section on anira, which deals'with 

the powers or faculties of the human mind, i. e. the intellect and 

the will. Scott sets out to prove the soul's immortality, quoting 

extensively and with approval from Descartes: Qn the vexed question 

of the soul's relation to the body, Scott outlines the views of 

Descartes and Locke (whom he calls philosophus acutis sinus) and 

for further reading he recommends the Wogs of Robert Baran, 

Dorodon, Suarez and Descartes. Other regents lecturing at this 

time, however, tend to have such discussiont/in their metaphysics 

rather than in their physics dictates, and St. Sslvator's College 

explicitly stated in the 1690s that: "We (do not) hold it necessary 

to add to the Thysicks anything dew i ffor all questions 

concerning it may be discust in the Pnoumaticks. And albeit 

Aristotle, after his Acroaakaticks and his other books de cornore 

naturali has added his books dow, as a pairt of his physicall 

systeme, yet he '. iinself did not judge the soul to be tho proppor 

subject of those books, but handles it thor only because of its 

relation to the body. "2' 

At Glaagov the pattern of the lectures did not evolve in 

the n=e way as it did in iMnburbh. The seotions on nnir%a toad to 

be based as the Aristotelian tr©atnont runt up to the cad of the 

1. EM - La. III. 717 

2. F, tril vo1.3, P"218 
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century. There are occasional references to Cartesian teaching, 

e. g. the lecture notes taken doom by James Napier in 16761' 

recomicnd Clauborg-'s works, but in the main it is scholastics who 

are cited. The came lecture notes of 1676 also quote LeReec, 

while Thomas IUicholcon (1681)2' recommends Robert Baron's 

metaphysical Exercitationeo and John Trap (1696)3' , refers his 

students to Suarez, Heoreboord and Keneln Digby. 

However, the treatment of anir-a in the lectures of Aberdeen 

and St. Andrews is the same as at Edinburgh. George Gordon (King's 

College, 1662)4' gives Annotations on Aristotle's Do anima, 

quoting from Arria a, Oviedo, Vasquez, Hurtado, Compton, Pranciscuc 

Bonae lei, Suarez and Scaliger. George Martin (St. Salvator's, 

1647-40^)5' also comments on Aristotle and cites Zabarella. most 

frequently. George Peacock (Marischai, 1688)6. incorporates 

sections on anira into his special physics, and uses Cartesian 

arr umants when he establishes the soul's i mortality. Janes 

Gilchrist (King's, 1689)7' also quotes from Descartes, whose views 

he sets alongside those of the scholastics. James Martin (St. 

Salvator's, 1684)0' deals only with the vegetative and sensitive 

faculties of the soul in his lectures$ and so does the King's 

College physics course of 1702. ' 

This overlarping of metaphysics with so many other subjects 

is probably indicative of the continuing influence of scholasticism 

in the Scottish courses. 

1. ILLS - 1-f3.2742 2, St. A -1s: s. 36239 3. GUL - bts. Iiu. 213s 
Ms. Geri. 417 4. NLS - Adv. ms. 22.7.15 
5. EOL - La. III. 721 6. AVL - 11182 7. AVL - K. 156 

8. EvL - Dc. 8.15 9, AUL - 141 
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Turning to the library lists &"I the curricula as laid down 

by the Commissions and the Uaiversitiest we find supporS for the 

Moral picture of metaphysics teaching prescited by the dictates 

and thesest i. e. progress from scholasticism throw Cartesianicm 

towards Locke and other later philasophorst but with a continuing 

allegiance to scholastic writers and methods throughout the, period, 

and also a firm orientation towards the writings of Protestant 

metaphysicians and theologians. 

Edinburiu's library lists chow, for instance, that in 

1639 a copy of Christoph Scheibler's (a Guam scholastic) u 

metaphvaicum was purchased at the came time as works of the Englich 

Puritans, William Ames (Be11arninus enervatus) and William Twisse 

kPe cc is media dissertatio). 1653 saw a erhole group of 

accessions of works in the scholastic traditions the ? fetaphysics 

of LeRees, ihron and Burgersdijk, but Clauberg's Philosophy was 

bought in 1656 and Descarte3's Yetarh3reica in 1657. Henry Lore's 

I'ystery of Godliness and Philosophical Discourse, Co upton's 

1Theeo1oa and Charleton's worin on the immortality of the soul were 

all purchased in the same year (1661). Copies of works by Strang 

were acquired in 1656 and 1661. Edward Stillingfleet's works and 

Lore's 2. iysteiy of ZniduitZ appear in the lists for 1664, the Dutch 

Protestant Gisbert Voet's Philosaahia refomata in 1665, and his 

Pneurkatica in 1668, Clauberg's cocntaries on Descartes in 1667 

and Spinoza's Cartesianm nhilosoThia in 1668. The Hobbes controversy 

is reflected in the acquisitions for 1668 which include the tracts 

of Bishop Lucy, hard, Bishop B=anhall, Pike and Floss against 

Hobbes. In 1672 Lore's Fhcihiridien notaphysica-i, Stilliu 1loet's 

Sermons R inst Socinianitým and Hobbes creedýe . mined by a student 
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of divinity were bought. works by baiter, Stillingfleet, Wilkins, 

Tvriose, Glanville, Parker and nhall on motaphyaica or religion 

were bouCht in 1668,1673,1676 and 1677, and Derodcm'o Metaphysics 

in 1674. In 1679 there its a record of the purchase of Cudworth's 

intellectual synter of the universe, in 1661 of Poirot's 

Coýitationes mtionales de Deo. anina et rkalo, in 16132 of Hmzy 

rore'a complete wo. -s# and in 1683 of Descartesýs Meditations 

with GassaidiOa 'Doubts nnd inotrncas aminst Desca. rtes's}fetarhyniQ 

and tho Renliess and Legand's Inatitutio p hilosophiae necu. ndun 

Prinoii nia Descartes. Iiowetrar# the older philosophy is still 

represented in the purchase in 1691 of do Yrie3'a Do natura Dei 

et nEntia hlr. anaQ aetenninationrs tme=atoloaicae and in 1692 of 

his Tcercitationes rationales de Dee oiusque perfectionibu3. 

Works by Locke, Leclerc and 13a1ebranche were purchased in the 1690s, 

and Stillingfleet's Orii nos cacme in 1704, yet after the end of 

the regeating period, In 1709, the library bouit a copy of 

Robert Barm's ? "fetarhy¬, ics. 

At the beginning of the 17th ccntuz7 G1asgovr received a 

good many. donatiorns of scholastic works; e. g. a lauroated student 

presented Ruvius's Do a ire in 1615, and a copy of Suarez's 

11'etaphycica was donated in 1619. Scheibler's retaphyreica was 

bought for the library in 1637 and. Baron's Philosophy in 1642, 

works by i! olina in the 1650s, Suar©z's Do amtia et libera 

arbr itri. o and Campanella's Do sew. ren m in 1655i and Strong' a 

De voluntate Dei in 1657. In the 1660e besides Descartes's wosiks 

the library acquired Le,, -r=d's and Spinoza's writings. 

From the 1630s onwards William Spang cent from the Nether. 

lands a large nunber of worms by Protestant theologians and 
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motaphysieians, e. g. Trrisco, Voet, Spc:. tiieim. In addition the 

library bought wox1: s by Ames in the 16¢0x, and by Stillingfleet 

In 1663. Bishop Bramhall's works were acquired in the 1660x, 

together with Cudworth's 
_aZoten of the tm iveri . In 1692 Janes 

i7odrow, professor of divinity, presented the library with a copy 

of Twisse's Dopr3edestinatione, gratin et libero arbitrio, Thilo 

the regent John Boyd presented a word: by Richard Butter. In 

1693 Stillingfleot's Oriines caacrae were bought, together with 

further worms by Ames, Voet and others, and in the later 1690s 

works by Locke, Duhamel's DR rente human. a and Leclero'a Ontologk 

et Pneum<atolo . Zia; It is worth noting, however, that a Motan by icy 

scholastica, autore Gul. Aylezorth was also purchased in the 1690s, 

together with works by do Vries: 

King's College library receivod Cudworth'a Intellectura. 1 

sZstc i and works by Ped ins, Stillingfleet, Rutherford, Baxter, 

Glanville, Ames and Templer In the Scougal bequest in 1684. In 

the sane bequest it received the following scholastic workas 

Durandus's Soma theolor; lca, Compton's 2'heolor*is of rhilosonhia 

and Suarez' a M. zetaphysica, and also works by Descartes and More, 

and Strang's De voluntate Dei. The 1700 library catalogue shows 

that King's College had all the works referred to in the metaphysics 

dictates and theses, 

t rischal College received as a donation in 1632 Cajetan's 

Do anirrt, Fonseca's M ettauhyaica and Piecolomini's De Among 

the books given by Robert Dun in 1657 are Suarez's Di; mutationes 

netaphysicae, Foneeca's In netanhysicam Aristotelis, and Vasquez's 

Disputationes aliquot metaphysiea e, while the list of books bought 

after 1673 includes Descartes's Meditations, A discourse of natur l 
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and revoalecd religion, and Cheyne's Philosophical Principles. 

St. Andrews' library list of 1687 contains the following 

scholastic woricci Scheibler's M. ietaphysica. Fonseca's MetepTsysics, 

Colleg li Conplutensis Dispuiationea do a nina, Suarez'a Metephyrjica, 

i3anae , lei Thoolo{-ia ocholastica, Prnncinoi do Oviedo TheoloEic, 

scholaetica. Protestant writers repros ito! i in it include Ames, 

Twisse, Rutherford, Perkins, Spanhoim, Bishop Wilkins (Principles 

of natural religion), Cudworth (7ntoilectuel systen, of the universe) 

and Baxter. Other works include Duhamel's De mete hurnna and 

Descartes's works. 

Alexander Pitcairn, Principal of St. Salvator'a from 1691 

to 1693, bought Camp: nella's M'etanhyeios for the library, together 

with Baxter's Catholic theologicae and Oren a ; ainst Still in ; fleet. 

Towards the end of the century the library acquired by donation 

Burgersdijk'a Institutionun netaphynicarum libri duo and 

Keckem m'c Metaphysica, also Henry tore's philosophical writings 

and spinoza's Principae. Descartes et Co itata netaphysica. Among 

the books bought by Alexander Scrimgeour in 1704 for the library 

are Poiret's Cogis rationales and Leclere's Ars critica, 

The university curricula at the beginning of the century 

contain no mention of metaphysics. Melville had omitt,, d metaphysics 

from his scheme of university education, probably because it had 

become inseparable from the echolastician he was trying to combat; 

so it was inevitable that it should be missing from the early 

17th century curricula as well. This possibly explains Why 

there are virtually no metaphysics dictates as such at the beginning 

of the 17th century, and why Theses netaphy, sicae only occur in 

the graduate theses intermittently. 
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The first specific mention of Metaphysics appears in the 

university curricula of the 16408, and it is from this date 

onwards that metaphysics feature more regularly in the dictates 
I 

and theses. 

I have already shown how the actual teaching in the 

universities relates to the statement made by the St. Andrews 

masters in 1607 and to the injunctions of the 1695 Commission. 

Despite the Commission's recommcadations that they be separated, 

logic and metaphysics were firmly linked at the end of the 

regenting period, both in the ray they were treated in the 

university teaching, and in the provisions made for the fixing 

of regents at Ddinburgh and Glasgw. The separation of metaphysics 

and pneumatics that we see in the later dictates is also reflected 

in Edinburgh's and Glasgow's division of the philosophy course 

in 1708 and 17271 In both cases logic was to be taught with 

metaphysics in the first 'year (Glasgow adding "that part of 

pne matica de nente hwnana")* while pnez aticswas left to the 

second year (in Glasgow's case, the reriaining part of pmewaticn 

De Deo 0 
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Throughout the re eitinj period othics was taught in the 

third year of the philosophy course. The various statements 

concerning the curriculum concentrate far less on ethics than on 

the other subjects. Neverthelesa, it was considered a very 

important part of philosophy by most of the relents, and by come 

the most important part, since it taught a man hoer to live well 

and happily. 

As was the case with logic and metaphysicc, an overall 

pattern a: ier; eo of ethics teaching in the Scottish universities 

during the 17th century. Up to the 1660s and 1670s the lectures 

were mainly cowentaries on Aristotle's Nicomachean Ethic ý, 

The Aristotelian commentators who are quoted are for the most 

part the late ttenais; anoe scholastics whose vievra we have seen 

discussed in the lectures on logic and metaphysics - BurGersdijk 

Derodcn, Suarez, Vasquez, : olina, Arriaga, L: endoza, the Coimbra 

co : ientators et al, Piccolomini's name ' also occurs froquently 

in the notes and theses of relents of all the univeroities. It 

is worth notinc, thou;; h, that at the same time as the regents are 

citing these scholastic, mainly Jesuit authorities, they also 

mention the works of DaC; lish and Scottish Protestant theolo,, Tisns 

and writers on ethics. Thus, in 1665 William Blair (GlasE; oar), 

diacussinG the question of free will, refers to William Ames, 

1, An Italian scholastic (1503-1578), who lectured in philosophy 

at Padua and Rome, 

166. 
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William Twiste and Richard Baxter. ''* 

William Ames (1576-1633) 

vas an Fhglish Puritan, who emigrated to the Netherlands in 1610 

because of Episcopalian opposition; While there he became professor 

of divinity at the University of Franeker in Friesland. Ames was 

knoin for his practical divinity (i. e, his system of divinity 

paid great attention to rules of personal behaviour and organisation 

of the cormm ity)! and his allegiance to Ramus's philosophy. 

William Twisso (15787-1646) and Richard Baxter (1615-91) were also 

Fhglish Puritans. Twisso wrote an attack an the philosophy of 

Suarez, as well as other polemical wox1 a, while Baxter is the 

author of over 200 religious tracts. The works of Ames are also 

mentioned by Tran (Glasgow) in 16931 Baxter is quoted by Campbell 

(St. Salvator'o) in 1657, and Tvisse by Paterson (Eäinburih) in 

1671, and by Cant and Meldrun (2tiarischal) in 1658 and 1659 

respectively. 

Scottish Protestant ethical thought is represented by 

references to Colville (in Wishart's 1668 theses), Stmng (in 

Cant's 1658 theses, in 13eldrua's 1659 theses, in Blair's 1674 and 

1677 lectures and in 1 aosie'o 1680 lectures) and Mackenzie (in 

the lectures of 1ishart (1672) and Kennedy (1692)). William 

Colville (d. 1675), author of Fthica Christiana was Principal, of 

Edinburgh University in the middle of the 17th century. John 

Stmng (1584-1654) was Principal of Glasgaz, and George Mackenzie 

(1636-91), who was King's advocate during the period of 

covenanting persecution and known in Scottish covenanting tradition 

as "Bloody Mackenzie", was also the author of leznl, ethical 

and political works. 

1. GUL - INs. Gen. 369 i Its-Gen-379 
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Henry More's writings are also quoted by many of the 

regents, thouji not always with approval. And, at the same time 

as Yore's works begin to appear in the dictates and thesco, 

Hobbea'a political views are discussed and censured. The doctrines 

contained in Leviathan are comprehensively discredited, but the 

point which the regents attack most frequently and consistently 

is Hobbes's statement about natural law and the foundations upon 

which society is built, As in the metaphysics lectures and theses, 

it is Hobbes's materialism with its atheistic and deteminiatie 

implications that the regents most fear. 

This concern with natural, law forma a large part of the 

ethics teaching, and the views of Grotius, Puffcndorf and 

Cunborland recur frequently in the later dictates and theses. 

However, as we shall see in the description of the dictates 

and theses that follows, the emphasis was above all on the 

practical nature of ethics, and its usefulness as a wide to life. 

We have lectures in ethics or moral philoiopl-iy for 

Edinburgh covering the period from 1613 to 1703. The earliest 

dictates, up to the 1660s, are commentaries on Aristotle's 

11iß ain Ethics. Those show the mixture of Aristotelianism 

and Christianity which we have already seen in the early lectures 

an logic and metaphysics. Thus happiness is defined as consisting 

In contenplatian of God, rather than in the Aristotelian , "; ir nun 

bonun, and appendices on free will, Christian 'morality and the 

Christian virtues are frequently added, since these topics are 

outrrith the scope of the Nie aachean Ethics. However, the 

references to scholastic coin nentators aeon to be less n=eroua 

than they are in lecture notes on other parts of philosophy - 
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possibly because moral philosophy was felt to be a far more 

practical science than the others, and the regents saw their 

lecturos as providing guidelines to a code of conduct rather than 

as a scholastic weighing of arguments about nice points of 

interpretation. It must be remembered also that for Calvinists 

ethics had a much closer relationship with the Law and Ten 

Cormandments, Which made hair-splitting less relevant. Thus 

in 1672 James Pillans states that whereas Aristotle ranks contemp- 

lative higher than practical philosophy, Christians must prefer 

the latter, as being more useful in leading to happiness, and 

moral philosophy belongs in this category. 
l' 

Apart from the inevitable roferonces to Aquinas and 

Scotus, the first mention of authorities other than Aristotle 

appears in Craufurd' lectures of 1653.2' Craufurd quotes 

Piccolomini'a De a~ at considerable length, though he 

frequently disagrees with him. Bellarminus and Pavonius are also 

mentioned. 
3' These lectures are repeated in 16614' and Piccolomini 

is also quoted by Pillans In 1672. 

John Wishart's lectures of 16715' are the first we have 

which are not commentaries on Aristotle. The introductory section 

gives evidence of the strong practical bent which I have 

suggested was characteristic of the Scottish regents' teaching of 

1. L'UL - Dc. 6.4-5 2. Et1L - Dc. 5.122 

Fro,, w, u r, 4'cw¢r wcý tip r. AEz-T spa e&accry 1 ub"lyd alr V +k 3. 
Robert Bellarmino (1542-1621) was a Jesuit and professor at the 

University of Louvain. He devoted his energy to the study of 
Scripture, Church history and patristios in order to systematize 
Church doctrine against the attacks of the Reformers. At the 

beginning of the 17th ccntury i3e11amine became invovlved in 

a controversy over efficacious grace. 

4. ML - Dc"5.55 5. EUL - cci. 698D 
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moml philosophy. 1ichart states that : Iie aim of moral philosophy 

is to keep the will under control, and to tame and cuidu the 

passions. It teaches what is right, good and useful, and is' a 

study particularly suited to youths, since it helps them to 

restrain their unruly passions, and its precepts sink decpsr into 

the mind if absorbed in youth. Wishart then proceeds to outline 

Aristotle's teachi-ig about moral philosophy, and while not 

actually commenting on Aristotle, follows Aristotle's ldicomache-in 

ýr'thic, very closely. Cicexo's writings are also referred to, in 

particular what Cicero has to say about the cardinal virtues and 

about natural law. Where authorities are cited they are mainly 

scholastic, though'Tishart does discuss Hobbes's theories about 

natumi law at some length in order to refute than. c7ishart 

himself offers two definitions of natun. i law, viz. "the law of 

nature is practical ri&ht reason, which teaches moral directives 

to all men" and "the law of nature is God's will. " He then 
1 ,. ý divides the law of nature into three catemriess (1) concerns the 

glory of God, all the duties of religion, and the necessity of 

worshipping God; (2) concerns self, and may be summarised as the 

precepts of to psranee, under whose guidance we preserve our 

safety; (3) concerns all precepts governing our actions. Wishart 

states that in fact this triple division may be simplified into a 

dichotomy, i. e. the laws of nature concern (1) self and (2) God. 

These lectures are repeated in 16751' and 1679.2' -7n the 

later lectures Wishart quotes Cartesian ideas about moral philosophy, 

which were absent from the 1671 lectures. The section on the 

passions includes the different views held by Descartes, Henry 

I. EUL - Dc. 5.96 2. EUL - Gen. 690D 
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More, Cicero, Aquinas and the Stoics. Wishart quotes from Henry 

More with approval. The 1679 lectures contain additional discussions 

of Hobbes's views, absent from both the 1671 and the 1675 lectures. 

For instance, there are three appendices devoted to a refutation 

of Iiobbes's argacto in Leviathan, In the first Wishart states 

that, contrary to Lev, Chapter 6, part 26, a thing is 

simply Enod or evil, and the first moral rule is not the love of 

meng but rather the glory of Gcd. Next 11ishart maintains that 

the natural state is not a state of star, and finally that the aim 

of natural law is not that of self-preservation at any cost. 

As in the metaphysics lectures, we see evidence of Wishart 

updating his lectures in accordance with current philosophical 

trends, i. e. the introduction of Cartesianism and the attacks 

on Hobbes. 

Andrew Massie's lectures of 16821' move further away from 

Aristotle, thou h they remain basically Aristotelian in content. 

Lassie divides ethics into four parts, In the first part he 

defines the str-nin bonwi, which for Christians is God. Massie 

discusses what constitutes happiness and, after rejecting external 

goods end goods of the mind, concludes that contemplation of God 

is true happiness; wretchedness is absence from God. The second 

part deals with the virtues. Massie cites henry Yore's 

Thchiridion, but prefers Aristotle's definition of virtue an a 

mean between two extremes. The cardinal virtues are described, 

but by far the greatest emphasis is put on justice in all its 

forms; this merges into a d{ccussion of the different types of 

1. EUL - Dc. 5.29 
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law which, as we shall see, is typical of the dictates on ethics. 

In the third part iassio moves on to the passions. He describes 

Descartes's reduction of all the passions to six types, but prefers 

the teaching of the scholastics on this point. Finally, Massie 

deals with human actions and their principles, under which heading 

he discusses Hobbes's theory that philanthropy is the soured of 

morality (i. o. the concept of natural law); Massie arr; ues that 

there raust be something prior to natural law. lie also refutes 

the views expressed by Richard Cumberland in his treatise, l. 
and 

concludes that the first rule of moral philosophy is what is in 

accordance with the divine will. In this section Macsie deals 

with free will, and after citing Aquinas's definition of a 

voluntary action, he discusses the theories of Descartes, Hobbes 

and Spinoza, disagreeing with all of them on the grounds that they 

detract friar' man's freewill. "shore is' also a reference to the 

Scottish writer on ethics, Strang, who adopts the Janscnist view 

of free will. 

robert Liddordale (1633)2" divides ethics into the taus 

sections as Lassie had done, thoar h ho' deals with them in a 

different order; in doing this Liddordale claims that he is 

following co=(= practice. Liddordalo seems to be more in favour 

of Descartes than Lassie was; for instance, he adopts Deseartee's 

classification of the passional but apart from this, his lectures 

are similar to Lassie's. ' 

1. Do le: ribus naturael published in 1672 

2. St. A - Bss. 1955. 
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Herbert Kennedy's lectures of 16921' follow the came 

patternf he quotes Descartes quite extensively, and also Henry 

Lore's Fhchiridion, though he frequently disagrees with the latter. 

We possess a few fragments of notes taken, down from Kennedy's 

lectures of 1693i2, in which he refers the student who wishes to 

learn more about ethics to Francis LeRees, Heereboord, and above 

all to Henry More's Fhchirldion. 

William Law's lectures of 16963' are less enthusiastic 

concerning ? fore, whose definition of ethics he rejects. The 

arranComent of subject matter is different to that of ) assie's 

1682 lectures outlined above, but the actual content is more or 

less the same. As usual Hobbes is thoroughly censured, but this 

time Descartes's explanation of the passions is accepted as being 

very satisfactory. These lectures are repeated in 1699' and 

1700.5' It is worth noting that Law uses Cicero's De officiis 

as a source book for his ethics teaching, in addition to the 

liico: aachean Ethics. 

Charles amine's lectures of 17036' are the last we 

have for Edinburgh for the period we are dealing with, and they 

epitomise the attitude of the regents to ethics throughout the 

17th cmtury. Erskine stresses the practical aspect of moral 

philosophy and claims that natural law provides us with a code of 

conduct, setting out as it does the basic rules to be observed in 

our relations with God, ourselves and others. Erskine's lectures 

are divided into five sections, viz. (1) On the surmmurn bonum 

1. EUL - Dc. 8.118 2. ILS - Adv. ms. 20.7.5 

3. EUL - La. III. 152; I k-'. 8.53 4. GUI, - Ms. Gen. 464; 

NLS - Adv. ms. 22.7.4 5. EUL - Colin Campbell 

Collection 6. PILS - Adv. ms. 20.7.1 
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and happiness; (2) on human actions and their moralitY; "(3) on 

laws (subdivided into natural and positive law); (4) on the 

particular duties of man; (5) on the moral virtues. 

The theses have the same characteristics as the dictates. 

The earliest are a blend of Aristotelianism and Christianity. 

William Craig states in 1599 that he agrees with Aristotle that 

moral philosophy deals with particulars rather than universals, 

but whereas for Aristotle the source of human happiness lies in 

human reason, the Christian cannot agree with this, since human 

reason has been corrupt since the Fall. William King points out 

in 1612 that the Christian can go beyond Aristotle, since he 

knows that the highest good is the life to come. The topic most 

frequently discussed in the earls theses is the nature of happiness, 

with problems of free will (sometimes discussed as part of 

metaphysics)" running a close second. 

John Wishart is the first to refer to a modern authority 

in his theses; in 1661 he repudiates Hobbes's political and moral 

ideas. Wishart's 1668 theses contain further references to modem 

authors; the Hobbesian theory concerning the nature of the civil 

state is again rejected (as indeed it is in all Wishart's later 

theses, i. e. 1672,1676 and 1680, where Spinoza's name is coupled 

with that of Hobbes), and Henry More's views are quoted. ( the 

whole Wishart seems to agree with More, though he thinks that 

More was unjust to Aristotle in criticising his arguments about 

right reason. Among the older authorities recommended by Wishart 

in his theses are some Scots commentators on the Hicoma, chean 

1. cf. supra p. 157 
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and Bu2net. 2' Colvill e's exposition of 

Christian ethics in also mentioned, together with the works of 

Balfour, Canerarius, Volusenuo and Boethius. 3' S7ishart' a 1672 

theses show similar trends. Jucsa Dalrymple, Viscount Stair, 

fomorly a regent at Glasgow University, is cited as a notable 

exponent of Scots law and how it relates to natural law; his 

Lein Natume, Civilis at Scotiranae Concordia is rcoonsended. 

Another Scot, George Vackenzie, 4' in pi iced for his moral riaxi s 

on virtus. 

In Wishart's 1680 theses we can see that came of the 

Aristotelian concepts of morality which were followed in the 

earlier part of the century are now no longer accepted; for instance, 

ichart does not believe that virtue consists in following a 

middle path, but in aspiring ever higher. Alexander Cunningham'a 

theses (1692) illustrate the came point; he rejects Aristotle's 

definition of virtue, preferring the followings virtue is "an 

intellectual force which so dominates the mind by anir~al impressions 

and bodily passions that in all its actions it pursues that is best. " 

1. Walter Dc¢uxldsca, (fL. 1620). A native of Aberdeen, who later 
became Principal of the Protestant College of Sedan, where he 

associated with Andrew Melville. 
2. Possibly Gilbert Burnet, a professor at Montauban, who wrote a 

work entitled T thieae dioaertationes. nuibun perfecta et solida w1ýýýmill 

iphilosorhiae nor lis idea modo accurati ,. o exhibetur. 
3. ? or Colville of., supra p. 167. Robert Balfour (? 1550-? 1625), 

Scottish philosopher; author of coi meatarioa on Aristotle. 

Joachim Camerariua (1500-1574), Lutheran h==ist; professor at 
Tubing= and Leipzig. l? loraitiua Volusenus (c. 1500-c. 1557) had 

studied at Aberdeen and later taucht at Lyons; he disliked the 
dialecticism of the scholastics, but admtxod Aquinas. 

4. of* supra p. 167 
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Evidcnce that the regents viewed moral philosophy as an 

essentially practical study can be found in several of the theses. 

Thus, in 1670 James Wood outlines a moral code by which a roan 

should regulate his conduct, and in 1674 he states that the aim 

of ethics is to rouse men to virtue and teach them to avoid vice, 

in 1672 T7ishart claims that moral philosophy is more important 

than the other parts of philosophy, since it directs moral action 

according to the laws of nature, while William Paterson (1679) 

says that ethics is by far the most noble part of philosophy, 

and Alexander Cunningham makes a similar statement in 1692. In 

1685 Robert Lidderdale draws up a brief practical code of morality, 

stating thatt 

1. We should always obey the laws and. institufious of our country. 

2. That religion should be retained which we have deemed to be 

the best. 

3. For everything also, life is to be lived according to moderate 

beliefs, which are free from all forms of extremism - such as 

are co=only accepted by the wisest men of our society. 

4. We should study always to have control of ourselves rather 

than of fortune. 

William Paterson's theses of 1671 give an interesting 

summary of the different views concerning the source of morality. 

The view that morality is dependent on God's whim is supported by 

Twisse, Rutherford and Hobbes, following Cyprian, Augustine, 

Athanasius, Calvin et al. ' Pareua, Rivet, Weadelinus et al. 

believe that natural law is the source of morality. Others, such 

as Melanchthon and Tilenus, follow a middle path between the two 

views. Paterson is in favour of the second opinicn, i. e. that 
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natural law is the source of nomlity. In Paterson's 1675 theses 

Fiobbea, as usual, is vigorously refuted# and Paterson concludes. ý'ý-, ' Syý,. i 

that there are two requisites for moral action: libertas and lac. 

All the regents bring discussions of natural law into 

their theses. We have already seen Wishart recommending the works 

of Viscount Stair, and Paterson claiming that natural law is the 

source of morality. James Wood in 1674 takes Grotius's definition 

of natural law, and Grotius is also quoted by other regents, e. g. 

William Paterson (1679). Alexander Cockburn (1684) cites Adam 

mackwood and George Mackenzie, both Scottish writers on natural 

law, and in 1688 he gives Richard Cumberland's definition of 

natural law. Finally, William Law recommends Ptiffeadorf in 1705. 

Glasgow's dictates and theses d©a], with much the same' 

topics as Bdinburgh'a. Thomas Kennedy's notes of 1637-431' 

contain discussions about the nature of happiness; his conclusion 

is the Christian one that happiness consists in love of God, and 

he comments unfavourably on the "false and bastard Peripatetic 

happiness. " Kennedy's notes also contain questions about free 

will, the passions and the virtues. The mixture of Aristotelianism 

and Christianity appears very succinctly in the rules for moral 

conduct given by Hugh Walker and John Young in their lectures 

of 1656-57; 2. divine will is the first and extrinsic rule; the 

Judgment of right reason is the second and intrinsic rule. 

Andrew isumet's lectures (1661)' are largely concerned with 

free will and the passions. Reference is made in then to the 

1. GUL - Ä: s. Gan. 166 2. St. A - us. 36230 
3. riLS - Adv. ma. 22.6.5 
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uoiica of Suarez, Vasquez, räolinaa, -'Arriaga, idcidoza and the Coimbra 

commentators, 

In 1665 William Blair gave a commentary on Aristotle's 

Nico machean hthica; 1' in additiaa to scholastic cox 1c tator3 he 

refers to Ares, Twisse and Baxter. By 1674 Blair had introduced 

Cartesian ideas into his lectures, 2' though they are still based 

on Aristotle. He divides his subject into five sections, of which 

the first deals with happiness. Blair quotes Oviedo, LeRees and 

others, concluding that contemplation of God constitutes formal 

happiness; he remarks that Peter Galtruchius3' has given an 

admirable exposition of this concept. Blair mentions the Cartesian 

belief that "supreme good and happiness reside in free will; " 

he thinks that bescartea is not very far from Epicurus in this 

idea. The second section. deals with the innate principles of 

human, actions, and is almost entirely scholastic, quoting Compton, 

Aquinas and Cajetan. gobbea's theory that all actions are 

necessary is refuted. The third section is on the external 

principles of human actions; for an account of the passions Blair 

refers the student to Rainaudus, Cassinus and D©scartes. a' in 

the fourth section Blair deals with the external principle of 

human actions, and the final section is devoted to human actions 

eý r se; in this last section Blair recommends Strang and Grotius 

1. GUI, - Ma. Gen. 3691 Ya. G 1.379 2. EUL - La. III. 735 
3. Probably Pierre Gautruahe, author of a number of works includinG 

Historia novorun dogm ttum. Cum idea univernan theolob 

scholasticae per theses diLestae (iii lists new edition, 1673) 

and Philosonhiae ac mathersaticae totius inatitutio (2M lists 

new edition, 1665) 

4; Theophile Raynaud (1583-1663), Jesuit, who taint philosophy 

and theology at Lyons. 
-Cas, ý, iww, Lt, a`t NLcc, [ , Cautt, 

, mod. 
Ac wty:, Kocd vncuj 6 L0. Ceua Say,. Ve-, I. t 
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an indication of the came preoccupation with natural law that 

we raw in the Edinbur&h dictates and theses, 

dictated ' repeat those of 1674. 

Mair' e 1677 

The subject matter of Thomas tlicholson's lectures of 

16752. is basically the same as that of Iilair's lectures, but 

1icholson's organisation of it is slightly different. He has 

four seotionst on happiness, on the passions (in which Descartes's 

definition of the passions is mentioned, without much enthusiasm, 

however)i on-the principles and morality of human actions (where 

Robber's te4chinga are rejected), and on the virtues. 

We have four sets of dictates from the lectures of John 

Tran, dated 1681,3*168794.16935' and 16996" (the last, taken 

dove by William Bowie, being probably rather than definitely 

Tran's7'). The notes are basically the same and deal with similar 

topics to the other Glasgow dictates; the only difference between 

the two earlier sets of notes and the 1693 ones is that the latter 

expand slightly on certain subjects, most notably in the appendix 

on conscience, which appears in the section on human actions. 

Descartes is quoted on the passions and Henry More on the 

intellectual principles which wide all morality. 

Tran's 1699 lecture notes are of interest not so much for 

their moral teaching, which is similar to that of the earlier 

lectures, but for the account they contain of the ideals to be 

sought for in a university education. First of all the subjects 

studied in the universities are outlined. This is followed by a 

1. GUL - Ids. Gp1.10 2. NL9 - Advoms. 5.2.20 
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description of the dutieo of a teachers he should be a good man 

and have skill in teaching; he should take a fatherly concern for 

hie pupiio, should recognize their various 'abilities, have patience 

and wield discipline. In turn the pupil should live a Christian 

life, have a love of learning, show respect and obedience to 

teachers, and keep away from hamful books. It is noteworthy 

that for both teachers and pupils the primary requisite is that 

they should live moral, Christian liven -a clue to the priorities 

in 17th centuxy Scottish university education, which we find 

stressed again and main both in the various Commission and 

university records, and in the repeated claims made by the regents 

that ethics is the most important part of philosophy, and that 

man's highest aim is to love Cod. 

The order of the answers to the question "how is one to 
w 

discern a pupil's ability? " is revealing, showing what the regents 

were striving most to cultivate. The list is as follows: (1) The 

main sign of ability is nenoria followed by (2) initatio, (3) an 

inquiring mind, (4) modesty, (5) a desire for learning, (6) a 

thorou assimilation of knowledge. Clearly memory was the moot 

important because the system was based on the dictating of notes, 

whose arguments the students had to be able to master for the 

examinations by disputation. Imi tatio probably came into its 

own more in the disputations, vhen pupils used the syllogistic 

method of debate they had been taucht in the logic course. 

The next set of lectures on ethics that we have for 

Glasgow is that given by John Law in 1699-1700.1' The treatment 

le GTJL - bi$. lhu. a9 
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is agiin fairly traditional. Law gives a brief compendium of 

Puff endorfIs Ethics, but thinks that the teaching of the old 

philosophers about morality is to be preferred. He dislikes the 

idea that socialites is the base on which moral rules rest; he also 

considers that to claim usefulness to mortal life as a criterion 

of happiness is to debase it. this concession to modern ethical 

thought that Law makes is to reject the Peripatetic theory of the 

passions in favour of the Cartesian. 

The notebook belonging to Colin LlacLaurin which contains 

metaphysics lectures, probably dictated by Gerschom Camichael» 

also includes two sets of ethics lectures. Although, since it is 

housed in the British Musetam, this notebook strictly speaking 

falls outwith the scope of the present survey (viz. student 

notebooks in the libraries of the four older Scottish universities 

and in the National Library of Scotland), I shall discuss its 

contents, since, apart from theses, we have no other indication 

of Camaichael's ethics teaching. 

In the first set of lectures "the more general principles 

of moral instzuotioni are set out. " Carmichael begins by demonstrating 

that each man io under a binding obligation to adjust his actions 

to the will of God. He discusses the nature of the mu=rum bon un, 

cca eluding that man's supreme happiness consists in enjoyment of 

God. This is followed by a treatment of the nature of moral 

action, where Carmichael concludes that: "It is clear that the 

morality of our actions seen as a whole must be determined 

according to three headings: Leo (1) according to the importance of 

I- cf. F3upra pp. 131-134 
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the action itself, regarded both on its own and vested with all 

those circumstances previously known and chosen by us, which 

could urge either its morality or immorality; (2) according to 

the kind and degree of knowledge we have about the action and 

its circumstances perrining to morality; (3) according to the 

greater or lesser inclination of the will towards such an action, 

including also the motives by which it was guided to that 

inclination. " Chapter 3 of the first part is entitled On divine 

law as the supreme wide to moml actions, and in particular on 

natural law. In it Carmichael dismisses the views of those who 

deny the existence of natural law; he claims that there is 

insufficient proof of the existence of positive divine law, 

promulgated for all men; consequently some other reason must be 

sought for that universal law coon to the whole of mankind, 

viz. natural law. Carmichael then examines various concepts of 

natural law, quoting Grotius and Puffendorf. It is worth noting 

that Carmichael edited an edition of Puffendorf's works. 

The second treatise repeats some of the points made in 

the first, e. g. the discussion about the morality of action. 

Here Carmichael 's own beliefs concerning natural law are more 

clearly stated than in the previous treatise. "As regards the 
I 

precepts gives us by natural lave" he says, "we sunrise God's 

will from the fact that certain actions in this state of affairs 

we know, chosen by such creatures as we understand ourselves to 

bey are singularly appropriate as evidence of that devotion which 

1. Z have been unable to discover the exact date when this 

appeared (i. e. Whether it was by the time of the lectures, 

ca. 1713); the British Museum, National Library of Scotland, 

Bibliotheque Nationale, and other libraries have copies of the 

Work, dated 1724, but in every case it is the second edition. 
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we o:. e to the deity; and hence' the omission` of these actions, or 

contrary actions, produce a contrary feeling by their very nature. 

However, it by no means follows that actions commanded or forbidden 

by natural law acquire their morality without any reference to the 

will of God himself; since regard for the divine will in obviously 

present to a very great degree in every duty which we offer up 

to God. It only follows that the commanding or forbidding will of 

God is so closely connected with what those actions involve , 

regarded either in themselves or with reference to the circumstances 

which attend them, that it is inconceivable that the one sot of 

actions in this state of affairs we are supposing was not laid 

down, and the other set not forbidden; nor is it to be wondered at 

that the state of affairs we are presuming contains sufficient 

indications of the divine will. Therefore, such actions are 

necessarily, though not however intrinsically (i. e. with regard to 

divine law) good or bad. 

Indeed, since the necessary goodness or evil of actions of 

this kind is based, as we said just now, on that manifestation 

of the divine will which reveals itself through nature, it follows 

that a man is no more justified in proceeding to argue (without 

regard for the divine will) from the inextricable bond linking 

actions and the morality which attends them, that the morality 

corresponds with the actions, than if he were to base an argt lent 

concerning actions commanded or forbidden by positive law on the 

grounds that it is necessarily true that if actions are commanded 

by divinely inspired laws they are good, and if they are prohibited 

by the oame they are bad. 

Thus it is clear in what eense sutural las can be called 
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immutable or mutable: since it in obvious that whatever the signo 

by which the will of the supreme legislator is promulgated in order 

to lay an obligation upon us, as long as these signs remain, the 

law retains the same force, and we remain under the same obligation. 

If, therefore, the majority of the actions which are to be carried 

out or left undone by us are revealed by the will of God wori: 3ng 

throw the universal and constant uninterrupted course of nature, 

it is obvious that an long as nature remains in the same uninterrupted 

course, it has the sage affect in directing our actions, i. e. 

natural law cannot be changed unless nature itself chanoes. 

L everthelena, although many of the precepts of natural law 

presuppose this among other conditions - that God has never arznnged 

otherwise by the positive declamtion of his own will, it sometimes 

happens that Cod, not altering natural law, but varyinw the condition 

of the object, makes a thing just by his positive command, which 

otherwise would have been unjust by natuml law, or vice versa; 

this is not surprising, since in certain cases civil law can have 

the same effect; this, however, no more changes the law of nature 

or dispenses with it than a creditor diminishes the law coneomiing 

the payment of debt by remitting what is owed to him. 

From what has been said, it is clear that knowledge of 

natural law is not innate to men's minds (if we want to use the 

tern in its strictest sense), nor is it inscribed there by nature, 

as some believe; nor is it to be learnt from the mere consensus 

of opinion of various races and ages, whether speculative or 

practical, as others contend; but rather it is to be derived from 

the nature of things and their uninterrupted course, and a proper 

use of reason. " 
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I have quoted this section on natuml. law at,. so ol igth, 

since Carmichael's stance on this is fairly typical of that taken 

by all the Scottish regents who deal with natural law around this 

period. 

For the same reason, Carmichael'a comments on Hobbes's 

philosophy are worth quoting. He saysi "It is obvious that 

Hobbesian philosophy is based on absurd and false tenets. These 

tenets are such that what are called natural laws are not laws at 

all, and do not entail moral obligation before they are ratified 

by civil law, and consequently nothing prior to civil laws is 

morally good or bad, just or unjust; moreover, nature is supposed 

to have given justice to everybody in every case, and the state of 

nature is a state of war; these and numerous other similarly 

monstrous dogmas all seem to have derived from two particular 

sources: (1) The author has not paid sufficient attention to that 

lucid promulgation of natural laws which we sot out carefully 

above and others have set forth with even greater clarity, where 

we pointed out that not only are certain actions useful to every 

single man, and their opposites harmful, but God has comr. ^üanded the 

former types of action to be performed by men as tokens of the 

devotion they owe him, and has forbidden the latter which express 

contrary sentiments; (2) In considering human nature, the author 

exaggerates out of proportion the disorderly motions which usually 

lead men to precipitate action, forgetting that men also possess 

the power of reasozn, with the help of which it is not difficult 

for them to perceive that to act an the prompting of certain, 

emotions is scarcely conducive to their own happiness or safety; 

and consequently they can at least check these passions so that 

they do not erupt in actions harmful to human fellowship. " 
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Carmichael's attitude concerning man's social obli ations 

is as followss "A healthy social life consists in each man protecting 

his on right in such a way that he takes due account of the 

suitability of any given law, whether perfect or imperfect, 

according to the theory of the natural equality of every other man. 

Thus it follows that in mazicing out guidelines for the duty incumbent 

upon each individual with regard to other non, we can follow no 

better path than to consider carefully the various rights which 

pertain to separate individuals and the different foundations 

on which these rights are based; for from these one can readily 

deduce what obligations correspond to each individual right. " 
ý 

He then describes in considerable detail the various 

ccntxabts which we encounter in our relations with other men, 

e. g. agreements regarding ovznership, loans, commissions# - deposits. 

These contracts all concern men vvho are "bound together by the link 
1 

of general fellowship, in which state all are equal, so that 

however much they are bound to the fulfilment of duties which have 

their source partly in the common obligation, and partly In the 

voluntary contracts of individuals, one man is never subject to 

the will of another in carrying out these duties; rather, each man 

has the right to use his own judgment in deciding what should be 

done in given circumstances according to the law co=on to all. " 

Caznichael continues with a description of the links 

between parent and child, husband and wife, and the members of a 

state. Ile does not however discuss the relative merits of 

, different types of govex ment as some of the regents do (particularly 

in Aberdeen* as we shall see below). 

The theses support this picture of ethics teaching at 
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Glasgow. Ihlrymple's of 1646, those of 1663, and Blair's of 1671 

are Aristotelian. John Boyd states in 1693 that moral philosophy 

is the most useful part of philosophy, and that ancient ideas of 

the nunrwt bcnin have been replaced by the Christian one, Hobbes 

is censured for detracting from our freo will, and Boyd considers 

that in this he is following the Stoics. John Law (1698) also 

stresses the usefulness of ethics. Gorachom Carmichael's 1699 

theses do not have much to say on the i, ubjeet of moral philosophy; 

in them he merely gives a few basic laws of ethica, and outlines 

the teaching of various authorities on natural law. By contrast 

the rain part of his 1707 theses is concerned with ethics. 

Carmichael states that man has a twofold moral duty - to love God 

and promote the happiness of the human race. Providing it does 

not harm anyone else, whatever contributes to the good of one 

individual also contributes to the universal good. Carmichael 

then proceeds from a discussion of the duties which are owed by a 

man to the huran race to a description of the nature of contracts; 

Grotius is quoted and Carmichael refers to Puffendorf's method 

favourably, claiming that he has used it in teaching his students. 

Loudon' a theses for the following year are also concerned almost 

entirely with ethics. After stating that moral philosophy is a 

practical discipline, Loudon gives some basic rules for moral 

conduct; he than, like Carmichael, describes the different kinds of 

contract that exist in a civilised society. 

To Glasgow fell the task of composing the ethics part of 

the uniform course proposed in the 1690x. We have no trace of the 

actual course, but it was obviously co: posed and circulated among 

the other universities for their comments. Wo know too that Tian 
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composed it. 

St. Andrews' criticisms of the courso are fairly lengthy 

and cover a wide variety of points. First of all the method is 

criticised for being too difficult for students, and out of line 

with the custom of the schools; the geometric method should have 

been followed. Next St. Andrews objects to the excessive reliance 

on scriptural quotations, instead of reason, to prove assertions; 

moreover, many of the questions dealt with are theological rather 

than ethical, and are treated in a theological manner. The 

didactic and elenotic parts are confused; the whole work is too 

prolix and is burdened with foolish questions; the definition of 

barium is unsatisfactory; Descartes's own method, which is succinct 

and clear, should have been used in expounding the Cartesian 

theory of the passions; Tran gets many of Descartes's definitions 

wrong, and is too prone to attack Descartes. 

A meeting was held to discuss St. Andrews' animadversions 

an Glasgow's Ethics. The following regents attended: Taylor and 

Arsalt from St. Andrews, Tran from Glasgow, Peacock from Aberdeen, 

and William Law from Diinburgh. Tran claimed that he did not 

remember that"in his work he brings testimonies from Scripture 

without arients from reason, and if any do so occur to him he 

will amend them. " Various resoluticns. were passed on the 
1 

individual points; some were referred to the Commission, some to 

the author for clarification, some were passed over, and some 

recommendations were made by the meeting. 

Edinburgh's observations begin with the statement that a 

well composed system of ethics would be pne of the best and most 

useful parts of philosophy, especially in this loose and debauched 
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age. Glasgow's course is then criticised an various grounds! 

1. It negleots the Law of Iiature, "though it be the groat foundation 

of all Ethics. " 

2. Quotations from Scripture are not philosophy. 

3. "ale disapprove of the author's pretending to imitate the 

mathematical method by postulata, axiotnata etc., and in this he 

has gone contrary to the intentions and rules of the commissioners 

from the respective colleges in the kingdom anent the method 

and style of all the parts of this intended course of philosophy* 

r1oreover, Glasgow's method is not even truly mathematical. " 
ft 

4. "We think our author is too much addicted to the old logical 

method of assigning efficient, material, formal and final 

causes etc. on every subject almost, which method seems not only 

needless but even ridiculous in some places, and looks as if the 

author had purposely designed to render this work disagreeable 

to the genius of this present age. " 

4. The author skims over important questions, e. g. the law of nature, 

and dwells too much an useless and trivial questions, e. g. 

Whether boasting and arrogance are vices? 

5. His attitude to Descartes is contradictory: "after he has found 

fault with Cartes for reckoning up so many distinct passions, 

he at last takes notice that they may all be reduced to six 

primary oases, and confesses that Cartes is not to be blamed for 

so reducing them, " 

d. "The author does not oufficicitly take of the difficulties 

a sainst the schoolmen. " 

Tzun did not answer all of Edinburgh's criticisms. He 

merely (a) agreed to add arguments from reason to his scriptural 
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examples and (b) maintained that he had dealt sufficiently with 

natural law. 

Aberdeen's comments were made after those of St. Andrewa 

and Edinburg and the representatives say that the agree with the 

points already made, adding only two of their own: 

1. That the method of Glasgow's hies did not agree with any of 

the other parts of this system of philosophy and that though it 

appeared to be, it really was not a geometrical method. 

2. That the matter was somewhat prolix and had too many questions 

of theology, law cancan and civil, art military and other 

matters that did not belong to genuine ethics. 

The main point that emerges from the criticisms of 

St. Andrews, Edinburgh and Aberdeen is their impatience with 

Glasgow's conservatism. We have already seen a distrust of new 

philosophies in Glasgow's comments on St. Andrews' metaphysics and 

logic courses, and on the whole the Glasgow regents seem to be 

very timid of new authors. 

For King's College we have six sets of dictates on moral 

philosophy covering the years 1666 to 1702. Patrick Sandilanda' 

lectures of 16661' are commentaries on Aristotle's Plicomachean 

Ethics, and we find in them the customary blend of Aristotelianism 

and Christianity. The notes are incomplete, but so far as they go, 

they comprise discussions of happiness, the passions, the morality 

of human actions, free will and the virtues: we have three sets 

of lectures dictated by Henry $cougal, two of which are dated 

1669 2' 
and 1678; 3' the third is undated; 

4' 
all three are exact 

1.21LS - t1s. 2816 2. AUL - K. 159 

3. AUI. - 1026 4. AUL - K"155 
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duplicates. Scougal starts out with a statement of the practical 

nature of moral philosophy: the aim of ethics is to enable us to 

live well, and because of this practical airy, we should not get 

bogged down in arid. debating. In this he is typical of Scottish 

regents. The lectures are divided into five parts. The first 

part deals with the nature of happiness in general, and after 

rejecting the usual categories of goods of fortune, the body and 

the mind, Scougal gives the traditional Christian verdict that true 

happiness consists in contemplation of God. He then moves on to 

discuss virtue. Hobbes's view that the natural human condition is 

a state of war is disputed, and Scougal also dislikes the belief 

that morality depends on God's will; if this were so we could be 

certain of nothings the goodness or badness of an action must be 

intrinsic and unvarying. The first rule of moral action is the 

"governing of right reason" and only spontaneous actions can be 

ý 
1 

judged moral or ixrnioral. The third section deals with the passio¢is, 

for which Swop l follows Descartes's classification. More and 

Boyle are spoken of with approval,, and the student is referred to 

Boyle's Amor semphicua. Next Scougal deale with the virtues. 

He thinks that the Aristotelian division of the virtues is not 

entirely accurate, but it is co=cnly followed, and everything 

can more or less be reduced to his scheme; accordingly he proposes 

to adopt it here. Under the chapter on fortitudo Scougal discusses 

at some length the question of whether a Christian can engage in 

war and under what circumstances -a question, which looms large 

in 17th century ethics dictates, As in many of the other dic, tea, 

the chapters on justiwe take up far more space than those' on the 

other cardinal virtues. The final section deals with the 
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acquisition of virtue and borders vary much on theolo, r. - Scow al 

touches on the debate between Catholics, Calvinists and Remonatrants 

on the doctrine of election. %7hcn discussing free will, he describes 

how Jansen tried to cut through rather than undo the knot of 

difficulties concerning free will; Jansen was followed by John Tran 

of Glasgow; both of them confounded lib ertan with vol and 

provided very unsatisfactory solutions. Finally, Seoul has a 

short section an the nature of society and , Covomment, in which he 

claims that the best. type of Covezzuscnt is an enlightened . monarchy, 

and that it is unlawful ever to resist the supreme magistrate. 

Scou; jal'c lectures seen to have become the standard course 

at King's Collette, since they appear again in 1693 in the same 

notebook that contains the standard metaphysics course. 
11 This 

tine they are not attributed to Scouý, al, but merely entitled 

Ethicao neu philofiophiae nornlia ¬nchiriciion. 

At the beginning of the 10th century (in 1702) George 

Skase provided his students with A nkanuni of moral i, hilonophy 

in which he follows Hairy 14"oro. 2' Hone favours core's definition 

of , rood, virtue and the passions (where Yore adopts the Cartesian 

classification); iiore'a Trrtctatug de aninae nortalitate is cited, 

and i: cne cads with a section on the nature of Covernnent similar 

to that in Scoujn1'a notes. 

We have two sets of ethics lectures for h arischal, delivered 

by George Peacock in 1688,3' and by Alexander 1; oir in 1701, ' the 

socond of which is probably a duplicato of the first - further 

evidelco for the existence of a unifom course in the Abordecn 

1. AUL - X. 153 2., EUL - Da-5"33 

3. AUL - U. 102 4. IiI. S - us, -9389 
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colleges. The lectures are divided into three parts, part 1 

dealing with the sw=um banun, part 2 with the passions (for which 

the Cartesian division is adopted) and the virtues (basically 

Aristotelian) and part 3 with free will. As with the King' a, 

College lectures there is a final section on the nature of society, 

and in fact the arumeats and conclusions are virtually identical. 

It is interesting to note that Aberdeen seems to have been 

the only university which consistently included sections on 

politics in its ethics teaching. In all the universities the 

regents refer to Aristotle's division of the subject into what 

concerns man himself, and his relations with family and state, 

and the St. Andrews masters recommended the inclusion of politics 

in their proposals for a course in 1687. However, most of the 

lectures are concerned only with the first part of Aristotle's 

Ethics. The lecture notes taken down by William Bowie at Glasgow 

in 1699 and probably dictated by John Tran are the only ones I 

have found outside Aberdeen which deal with politics and economics 

in any detail. These notes discuss the best form of rule and conclude 

that it is monarchy; they also describe man's relations with his 

family -a subject which tends to be passed over in the Aberdeen 

notes since, as Scoug'al says in 1678, it is unnecessary to deal 

with the family separately, since the family is only a miniature 

state. 

There is a further set of lecture notes preserved in 

Aberdeea University Library on Aristotle's Nic=chean Ethicn, 

bearing the name Thcaas Forbes and the dates 1602 and 1603.1' 

1. AUI, - 116 
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There does not appear to have born a reamt called Thomas Forbes 

at either King's or Larischal College in the 17th cantuxy (thoujz 

there was a ºilliam Forbes r« ; cat at 1'. arischal in 1602), so 

p©xliap3 Thomas Forbes was the name of the student who took do-on 

the notes. 

The g; mduate. theses for Aberdeen fill out this picture of 

othics teaching. The moot frequaztly recurring; topics in the 

early theses are the nature of the muum bonun and free will. 

In 1636 David Leech praises Aristotle's definition of the su-num 

bonus as being most consistent with the teachings of Christianity. 

Piceolomini is quoted frequently by Uilliam Looley (King's, 

1625), Jahn Lundie (King's, 1626), Andrew Stracha n (King's, 1631)). 

David Leech (King's, 1634,1635 and 1636) does not always agree 

with Piccolomini'o views, but he acclaims hin in his 1636 theses 

as the philosopher who has given by far the best account of ethics. 

Other authorities quoted include Keckexmna (by William Lesley 

(King';, 1625) and George Ieldxum (LGariochal, 1659)), Vive3 (by 

Andrew Stmchan (King's, 1631) and the Coin bra eonricntatora, 

rho are Generally looked upon with disfavour, e. g. by Andrew 

Stmchan and even more by David Leech; Andrew Cant (Maxischall, 

1654) also disagrees with then. 

David Leech's theses of 1633 contain an incidental 

reforauce to conte pomzy political ova-its which shows whore his 

(and presuz ably King's College's) allegiances ley. tie refers to 

Charles I quelling a rebellion in the north of Scotlr3ndg vhich he 

describes as i. nsol mtia. 
l' 

I. Poaeiblyr the rebellion of the Claý Ian in North Arý, yleshire in' - 
1626 ich vat) crushed by, the t`ýrquis of 'Azarla. 
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The preoccupation with ius and l ex which we have aeon to 

be so typical of Scottish ethics teaching features in John Ray's 

1643 theses, in Andrew Cant's 1654 and 1658 theses, and in George 

1ieldrum's 1659 theses, all for 1 arischal College. 

Robert Forbes (iarisch31,1660) divides moral philosophy 

into two parts, both of which are equally necessary in equipping 

young people for lifer "one is theoretical, and discusses the 

nature, causes and properties of momlity= the other is practical 

and gives precepts for living well. " As in Leech's 2633 theses 
IN 

there is a contezpomzy slant. Forbes states that "if a ruler does 
w 

not adhero to the true roligion, he does not therefore ceaso to be 

the legitimte ruler; far less does he deserve the name of tyrant. 

If any pact or promise of cafe conduct has been granted to religious 

dissenters, the ruler must abide by this. Nothing is more abhorrent 

than this statement; one need not keep faith with heretics. " This 

statement has an all too relevant application to the 17th century 

Scottish religious scene, 

A qualified adherence to scholastic ethics continued until 

the 1670c. Cant frequently cites such writers as Vasquez, Arriaga 

and Oviedo in his theses; so does Meldrum, and Alexander (Larischal, 

1669) condemns the teachings of Hobbes, More and Descartes, 

reserving his praise for Aristotle's Ethics. 

By 1673, however, we see a change of viewpoint in Thomas 

Gray's theses for Marischal College. Gray blames Aristotle, 

Aquinas, Ba¢iaventura, Cajetan and all the scholastics for their 

attitude to ethics; they think of the subject as an occasion for 

displaying their knowledge, not as providing a rule for living. 

More is praised, since in his Ethics there is nothing which serves 
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aoroly for idle disputation; More'a teaching coaitaina only useful 

moral precepts. Gmy adopts 11.1oro' a definition of ethics as "the 
oN 

at of living well and happily, " and also him definition of virtue. 

17haa discussing the passions! Gray follows the Cartesian classification. 

George Middleton (Ring's, 1675) also approves of 1"ore and 

Descartes: In addition he accepts Richard Cumberland's definition 

of positive law and, rejecting Hobbes's exposition of the law of 

nature, he defines it as consisting in "striving to the best of 

our ability for the co=on good of tho whole community of rational 

beings. " 

As might be expected f=, his general anti-Caztesianismp' 

Robert Forbes (King's, 1680) attacks Doscartes's troatise on the 

passions as being contrary to both faith and experialce, and 

accuses him of being both Hobbesian and Machiavellian. 

However, the other regents of this period support Descartes, 

and also Henry More. Thus George Fraser (Kings, 1691) adopts the 

Cartesian classification of the passions, though he denies that 

animals are automatons. He states that the aim of ethics is to 

incite men'to virtue and keep them from vice, and that the law 

of nature, contra y to Hobbes, is based on benevolence towards all 

men. Alexander Moir (Marischal, 1691) is strongly in favour of 

Hcnry More, whose definition of virtue he holds to be the best we 

have. Alexander Fraser (King's, 1697) does not mention Morels 

name, but his definition of ethics is core's, and he lists various 

essential moral rules. The regents at the beginning of the 18th 

century tend to devote most of their theses to natural philosophy, 

but they nearly all list some rules of moral conduct, obviously 

considering this to be the essential part of ethics. 
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The political bias acm in Leoch'n and Forbes's theses in 

the first half of the century is even stronger in the second half. 

John Duchan's 1681 theses are very political. After rejecting 

Hobbes's theory about the origin of civil power, Buchan upholds 

the idea of monarchy, condemis all rebelliou on whatever pretext, 

and supports the claims of James, Duke of York, to succeed 

Charles II. Similar argtiments are put forward by James Lorimer 

(1Sarischal, 1663). Even more pro-Stuart are Thomas Runlet's 1686 

theses, in vhieh the Divine Right theory is cot forth in come 

detail; these theses, which also speak in slighting tems of the 

Refoxmation, were to be the occasion of Burnet's dismissal from his 

post as regent at Edinburgh (Where he went from L'arischal) after 

the 1689 Revolution. 

The later theses continue to demonstrate the regents' 

interest in natural law, e. g. Thomas Buxast's theses have a 

quotation on the title page from Grotius's De lure belli et-pacia" 

and within the theses Grotius'n teachings are quoted. 

St. Andrews lectures in ethics cover the period from 1642 

to 1716. The earliest are commentaries on Aristotle's Nicomehean 

Ethics. Thomas Glegg's introductory comments of 16491" throw an 

interesting light on how Aristotelianism was reconciled with 

Christianity in the zainds of the rezents. After defining moral 

philosophy as "a practical habit directing hirma actions in 
a 

accordance with the dictates of right reason g" Mew points to the 
I 

difference between theology and momi philosophy: the cnd of 

theology is spiritual good, the and of ethics is moms good= 

1. EUL - Dc. 5. a5, a5 * 
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moreover, theoloj depends on divine revelation. Glee realises 

that some people hold that paZ. n virtues should not be taught in 

Christian schools, but he disputes this, pointing out that pawn 

Physics and metaphysics are already taught; in any case, divine 

law was inscribed an the pagsns' minds, and no-one 'can dispute 

that the pawns have defined the moral virtues accurately. 

Towards the cad of the period vhcn ethics lectures were 

commentaries cn Aristotlo we find some of Aristotle's doctrines 

being questioned, and not just vrhere they obviously diverge from 

Christian teaching (e. g. on the nature of the our um boriwi). For 

instance, in 1658 William Campbell, lecturing at St. Salvator' a, 

objects to the implication of mediocrity in the peripatetic 

definition of virtue, and prefers the following: "virtue is a 

chosen habit whereby the Willis inclined to act according to 

the first, rule of nomlity. "1' 

The first lectures on ethics at St. Andrews which are not 

coimeataries on Aristotle are those delivered by John Hay at 

St. Leonard's in 1670.2. lie divides him material into two parts, 

dealing first with maws ultimate end (i. e. the nature of the 

su. -m-a boazum and of happiness)and secondly with free will. The 

main authorities referred to are scholastic: Francis LeRees, 

Suarez, Ponseca, Molina, Thomists, Scotists at al. However, 

Mentor Morels Fhchiridion is also mentioned and recommended. 

After Hay's lectures there is a considerable gap before 

the next set of ethics lectures, which belongs to the early years 

of the 16th century. Thomas Taylor, lecturing at St. Leonard's 

1. St. A - Its-4354 2. .. ý", -'La. III. 722 
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iii 1707,1. deals with moral philosophy under six headings: 

Chapter 1: Happiness and the sur3rnxn banun 

Chapter 2: The laws of nature 

Chapter 3: The nature of moral evil and good 

Chapter 41 Oa man's freedom in choosing his actions 

Chapter 5: On the passions. Taylor rejects various definitions of 

the passions, including the Cartesian, on the grounds that they 

refer all passions to appetite or the sensual faculty and the 

union of soul with body, although there is no reason for taking 

these views. The classifications of the passions employed by 

both Aristotle and Descartes are ultimately reducible to the 

effects of love or hatred. Taylor does not have time to examine 

those different opinions, so proposes to discuss the passions under 

the two headings of conplacentia and displic tia, 

Chapter 6: Cn the virtues. 

Colin Vilant's lectures of 17082' are an much the same 

lines as Taylor's, as are John Craigie's in 1710 and 1716.3' 

Craigie recd mends Descartes's work on the passions, and also 

Cumberland's treatise in which he attacks Hobbes: 

It chculd be noted that all the regents stress the practical 

nature of moral philosophy. 

Up to the 1660a the St. l ndrews theses contain a coanveational 

mixture of Aristotelian and Christian teaching; the main topics 

discussed are the nature of the ourrnrn bcnuwnl happiness, free will 

and the virtues; a distinction is frequently drawn between acts of 

the intellect and acts of the will, and the regents are aware of 

th© implications this has for our moral actions. ` Piccolomiai 

1. St. A .. Ma-5144 2. St. A - x's. 5o76 
3. St. A - us. 5136 f t4e. 167 
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is quoted in 1617 by John Barron, and from then onwards his name 

appear, fairly frequently, together with other scholastics. 

William Campbell mentions Baxter in 1657, and the first of his 

"Theses ethicaA epitomises the attitude of some of the regents in 

their toachina of moral philosophy; in it he states that "Ethics 

Is taught incorrectly if we do not progress from Aristotelian 

pa{ nisn to the oracles of the Gospel of truth. " 
r 

Hamilton's moral philosophy theses of 1668 are as unorthodox 

as his logic and, metaphysioe theses, in that he defends Hobbes, 

pointing out that liberty in not Entirely inconsistent with 

materialism. Iiarsiltan also discusses More' a definition of happiness 

and Descartes's theory of the passions. 

William Sanders's theses of 1674 are thorouChly Cartesian. 

He follows Descartes's teaching on free will, the passions and 

virtues, and the rules of moral conduct, and quotes extensively 

from Descartes's Meditations and Va�_ thod. Richard Cumberland is 

recommended on the laws of nature. 

In 1679 Alexander Cockbum rejects Hobbes's pernicious 

theories and also criticises More for his theory about a faculty 

distinct from good or evil, which he calls banfoa. 

James artin'a theses of 1681 are=. strongly political and 

obviously load on from his dedicatory epistle to Jaraes, Duke of 

Yo±. In them he upholds. the principle of monarchy and the 

Divine Right theory, quoting Buchanan's and Hobbes's accounts of 

the derivation of royal authority; he concludes by stating that 

one should not take axis against a king for any reason whatsoever, 

evon religion. 

The St.! ndrewo theses of the 1690s are vainly concerned 
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with physical theories and contain very little moral philosophy, 

apart from occasional references to Hobbes's wrongheadedness. 

Alexander Scringeour in 1697 rejects the belief which he states 

is held by Puffendorf and Cumberland, viz. that moral obligation 

is rooted in a system of rcwards and punishments; he links the 

name of Pierre-Sylvain Regis with that of Hobbes as an upholder 

of the theory of self-interest. 

Finally in 1703 James Craigie placös ethics as the most 

important part of moral philosophy. 

The ethics teaching in all four Scottish universities, 

then, conforms to the pattern described at the beginning of the 

chapter - commentaries on Aristotle up to the 1660s and 1670s, 

with quotatiais from scholastics and 1 iglish and Scottish 

Protestant theo:.. egians and writers on ethics. prom the 1670s 

onwards Henry Lore's writings feature prominently in the ethics 

lectures and theses. This interest can be related to the date 

of accession of More' a works in the various library lists. 

At Edinburgh a copy of More's 2 rsterp of godliness and 

philosophical discourse was purchased in 16611 this was followed 

by purchases of other works by More throughout the 1660s and 

1670s - his }bysteryof iniquity in 1664, chiridion ethicun in 

in 1668, Anthroposophia and Anima magica abscondita in 1669, 

Divine dia logues concerning the attributes and providence of God 

in 1670, Dnchiridion metanhysicuri in 1672, the first three 

Divine dialogue-, in 1677 and his complete works in 1682. We have 

no records of when kore's works were purchased at Glasgow, but the 

library list of 1691 lists More's complete works. King's College 

received a copy of More's Ethica in the Scougal bequest of 1684 
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and the library list of 1700 motions copies of Moro's other 

works. The fhchiridion ethicu i features in the L: arisch 1 College 

list of books purchased after 1673, and John Wedderbum left 

St. Leouard's College More's works in 1678. 

The attitude of the regents to Lore in not always one of 

whole-hearted acceptanoe of his views. For instance, John Wishart 

(r', dinburch) quotes More's vievro on the passions with approval, 

but is less enthusiattic about his theory concerning "right reason. 

Andrew Massie (Blinburh) cites More an an authority,, but is 

dubious about his classification of the virtues} while Herbert 

Kennedy (L dinburrh) reconnends iiore's Easchiridion to his ntudents, 

but dislikes More'a definition of ethics as the "art of living well 

and happily" since this tends to equate happiness with pleasure. 

William Law (Edinburgh) is also reluctant to adopt More's 

teaching. On the other hand George Middleton, Alexander Fraser 

and Henry Scougal (King's) and Thomas Gxay and Alexander Moir 

(Marischal) are entirely pro-More, while John Hay (St. Loonard'a) 

also recomraenda more's Fhchiridion. It is probably no coincidence 

that More's teaching is most wamly received in the more Episcopal 

universities. 

In the early commentaries on Aristotle the cardinal 

virtue which receives most attention is justice, and the regents 

spend a lot of time discussing whether it is right for Christians 

to wage war; thin particular emphasis probably owes something to 

Grotius, but in any cane it was a question which had a. very 

immediate relevance to the political situation in 17th century 

Scotland, and thus provides further evidence of the regents' 

intention`, that�the teaching of, ethics should be practical. 
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Quite apart from its relevance to the numerous ware which besot 

Scotland during the ceatuxy, this probler. of vrhethor Chrtotiano 

should ficht would have been a vory real one for riercoary 

officers, of -uhieh Scotland produced so many. Later in the century 

diccusmion about natural law occupies an increaslnßly larder 

proportion of, the bthics lectures, and Scots writers on natural 

law are frecuc fitly ucntioned, e. g. James Dalrymple, George rackenzie 

and Adam Packwood. 

Grotius's works are quoted by the reý; aats in their 

discussions of natural law, e. g. by Blair (Glas,; owr, 1674), by 'good 

(Bdinbur i, 1674), by Paterson (dinbur4 h, '1679) and by Dumct 

(Marischal, 1606). The library lists reflect this interest. 

Grotius's Do iure beili et pacia was bought ' for Edinburgh in 16629 

and his De principiia iuris naturnlirs in 1668. Controversial 

works about Grotius'a teaching were also purchased. In 1671 we 

have a note of the acquisition of Laurcntius do rebus naturalibue 

of divinis at se taritia adverrua Grotizti. There is a etatament 

for 1707 In Heuderaon' a donation book to the effect that "'Lir 

William Scott, Recent, in imitation of the great Grotius (who 

first cave the learned of his age to know and value the study of 

the lawn of nature and nations), having published a plain and useful 

conpend of that incomparable piece do iure belli at Dacia with 

a lar, *e and clear commit to facilitate the tee, and en go the 

youth to ply the several politicks more timely, presczited the 

library with a copy. " King'a Collejo received a copy of 

Do lure belli et »Vis and of De inporß. o r. arintratuo in the 

Saoezil. bequest of 1634. There is no record of Grotius' a '9o$SQ 

on natuml law beina in LAriacha7. Col1Q; Q librnzyt althouct it 
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received several of Grotius'a religious works in donation from 

Thomas Reid in 1624 and from Alexander Reid in 1633. De aura 

bolli At appears in the University library list drama up by 

St. Andrews in 1687; in addition St. Salvator's College library 

probably had a copy of Do lure belli et tkz cin in the 17th century, 

while Mango Murray presented St. Leonard's with the same work and 

also Grotius's Do iraperio surr. arum potestaturn, and John Wedderbum 

left St. Leomard's Grotius's Do fato and Do studiie recta institueandis 

in 1678. Not all the regents, however, shared this cnthusiacm 

for Grotius, as Robert Baillie'a uncomplimentary remarks about him 

chow: It is perhaps significant that De lure bella et pads 

does not appear to have been purchased for Glasgow until the very 

end of the 17th century. Certainly Gdinburgh'e first criticism of 

the Glasgow course of the 16904 was that "it neglects the law of 
a 

natura, thous it be the great foundation of all ethics. " 

tai the same subject, the works of Cumberland, and in the 

latest dictates and theses, those of Puffeadorf, are also mentioned 

fairly frequently. Richard Cumberland (1631-1718) was a zealous 

Protestant, who was made a bishop by Ytillian III, His sole 

philosophical woxis, Do 1o ibus natura e (1672) was the first full- 

length philosophical refutation of Hobbes to be published. 

De le; ibus nature takes as its point of departure Grotius's 

Do iure belli et pacia and demonstrates that natural laws are 

founded"on the nature of things" as distinct from the com, ands of 
I ti 

covereii rulers. Fdinbur h acquired Do le, -ibus naturae as early 

as 1673. In the Larischal College records it appears in the ? ist 

of books puxthased after 1673. John l7edderburn left a copy of it 

1. cf, cupra p. 2 
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to St. Leonard's in 1678. The other libraries acquired the work 

somewhat lators it is listed among Glasgow's purchases for 1691; 

it does not feature In the King's College list for 1700, but had 

been bout by the time the 1717 list was compiled. 

It is worth noting that Cumberland's worn: is sometimes 

referred to by regents before it appears in the library lists for 

their universities - an indidation that some regents, at any rote, 

showed a keen interest in keeping up with current philosophical 

works. It is mentioned favourably by Sanders (St. Leonard' n) in 

1674 and by täiddleton (King's) in 1675. De les-, ibus naturue 

continues to be mentioned in lecture notes of the 16003 and 1690s, 

though the regents do not always agree with the views expressed in 

it; for instance, in 1697 A1exaader Scrimgeour of St. Salvator's 

rejects the statement made *by both Cumberland and Puffendorf that 

the sense of obligation is rooted in a system of rewards and 

punishments. 

Paffendorf'a major mork, De iure nature at gentun. was 

published in 1672, and an abstract of this, entitled De officio 

hortinis at civic appeared in 1673, but the reiorenee in 

Scrimgeour'3 theses in 1697 is the first that we have to Puffeadorf. 

Xtor do the university libraries seem to have acquired any of 

Pufferndorf's works particularly quickly. DdinburCh bought 

Puffendorf on religion in 1698, followed by his Introduction to 

histo in 1700, his History of Sývedtn in 1701, Puffcdorf of the 

law of nature wished in 1703, his Divine feudal law in 1704, 

and his Duty of man in 1705. Glasgow received Puffendorf' a 

Be officio hominis et civis from Holland in 1699, together with his 

Ius faeciale divinut q and the 1703 edition of Puffeidorf's 
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Introduction to history is listed among the works acquired by 

the library after 1691. There is no record of any works by 

Puffendorf being in King's College library, but John Dunlop left 

his History of Steed to Marischal College in 1714. Puff cndorf's 

Divine feudal law was bought for St. Andrews early in the 18th 

century, and his r1t to iurisprudontine was purchased sometime 

between 1687 and 1714. Once Puffendorf's ideas were included in 

the dictates, however, he seems to have been considered a figure 

of some importance. John Law (Glasgow) gives a compendium of 

Puffendorf's teaching in his ethics lectures of 1699, and Gerschom 

Carmichael also refers to Puffendorf. 

Cartesianism is pexhaps a less obvious factor in the ethics 

lectures and theses than in those on the other subjects in the 

curriculum. 1levertheless, Cartesian ideas gradually appear in the 

courses from the 1670s onwards, mainly in the sectic is dealing 

with the passions. It is interesting that in some cases Descartes's 

Treatise on the passions, had been in the university libraries 

for a number of years before there is any reference to it in the 

courses. For instance, in Däinburgh a copy was purchased in 1656, 

but it is only with Wishart's lectures of the late 1670s that 

the Cartesian classification of the passions is adopted. 

Similarly, Descartes's works were purchased for Glasgow in 1655, 

but Cartesian ideas first appec in William Blair's lectures of 

1674. 

Descartes was still favoured in the mid-1690s, at any rate 

by St. Andretvs, Aberdeen and Edinburgh, as their cor ̂ icnts on 

GlasGow's course show, and indeed his work on the passions continued 

to be recomiaeadod to the end of the repenting period. 
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So far I have been discussing the Scottish ethics course 

as a whole, but the comments of St. Andrews, Aberdeen and Ddinburrh 

just mentioned are evidence that the came course was not tau&ht in 

all the universities. As usual, Glasgow was more conservative 

than the other universities; the lecture notes of her regents 

contain more in the way of scholastic debates, and the uniform 

course is criticised for mixing up theology with ethics, for 

concentrating on trivial scholastic-type questions anther than on 

important points such as natural law, and for favouring the 

schoolmen too much while not dealing with Cartesian arguments 

properly. Incidentally, Glasgow's method drawn considerable 

criticism from the other universities -a further indication of 

the preoccupation with method which I mentioned in the chapter 

on logic as beL characteristic of 17th ocatuzy Scottish 

university teaching. 

The courses at the other universities are similar to 

each other; where they-+differ is in their political bias. 

Aberdeen and St. Andrews both show Episcopalian sympathies throughout 

the 17th century in their lectures and theses. The statement put 

out by the masters of St. Andrews in 1687 claims that ethics 

lectures should teach "the Absolut and illimited power of the 
w 

Suprene Magistrate and the universal obligation of subjects to 

obey, and never to resist his authority; " James Martin's theses 

of 1681 show that this vas exactly what was being taucht at 

St. Androws. 

If we conpire the dictates and theses with the comments 

made about ethics in the various commissicm and university reports, 

we find that for the most part the recommendations made for 
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teaching ethics correspmd to the regents' 
, 
practice. ,, 

At the 

bo;; irjning of the c©atuxy the curricula list Aristotle's I. 'ticss 

as part of the third year course, and this was still in force in 

the 1640s. The next such reference we have occurs in the statement 

by the masters of St. Andrevrs in 16871 their ideal ethics course 

was to be "purged from the scholastic and theologic disputes 

r4i3ch are ordinary to be found In theso tractates and reduced 

from common principles of natural r©ason, natura of huziano society, 

the cony on passions, humours and inclination of tankind and what 

experience and observations afford for rectifying the errors of 

these, where must not be omitted to explain the nature of civil 

govenuaent. " In fact most of the lectures around this date, 
IN 

apart perhaps from those delivered In Glaser, do conform to the 

pattern advocated by the matters of St. Andrewa. 

The joint statement put out by the uaivorcities at the 

time of the proposed. unifozn course rofera to woxi: s on ethics 

which were considered unsuitable. liaonij them are Derodon's 

Ethics, which "hardly deserve that name running only out de___libero 

arbitrio. " In fact I have found only one refercnce to Derodoa In 

all the ethics lectures and theses, and that in the lectures of a 

resent at conservative G1asyjow -- Vtilliam Flair (1666). Henry 

store's Ethics are also criticised for "being grossly Arminian 

particularly in his opinion de libero arbitrio. " This is not 

entirely in line with what we find in the dictates and theses 

whero, althoucn some regents are reluctant to adopt everything 

in gore's teaching, his Fhchiridion is nevertheless frequently 

recommended as a standard work. Hovever, this discrepancy can 

be explained by the political nature of this joint statement 
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which I hinted at in Chapter 21 while the ' regent s, particularly 

those with Episcopalian sympathies, night use More in their 

lectures and recommend his work, they would not have been willing 

to abdicate their right to compose their own lectures in favour 

of his or any other course. 

Finally, both Commissions and universities were agreed 

about the practical nature of ethics. In 1692 the Parliamentary 

Commissioners stated that time should not be spent in disputes on 

felicity, but rather on morals, especially concerning the governing 

of affections. 
l' As we have soon the ethics lectures contain 

far fewer references to scholastic disputes than lectures on other 

subjects; their bent is more praotical, designed to help men to 

live a godly life on this earth and eventually to attain supreme 

happiness in the next world. 

1. EUL - Dc. 1.4 



Chapter 6 

Throur, hout the 17th century natural philosophy was taught 

as the final subject of the course at Scottish universities 

possibly because it van considered the most difficult part of 

philosophy. 

Viewed in relation to the wider intellectual developments 

of the 17th century, the natural philosophy dictates and theses 

are perhaps the most siiificant part of Scottish university 

teaching of that period. ' Through investiGa: tion of them we can 

see what impact the scientific revolutiaa. had in university 

circles, how soon and to What extent Cartesian gave way to 

Newtonian ideas, and how much notice was taken of experimental 

science, the practical application of science, and events such 

as the creation of the Royal Society. 

Astronomy was usually integrated into the physics course, 

but I shall consider it separately from physics proper, since in 

this way it will be easier to trace the evolution of Copernican, 

Cartesian and Newtonian ideas about the nature of the universe. 

1. 

The natural philosophy dictates and theses up to the 

1660s are largely Aristotelian. For most of thin period the 

resents lectured on Aristotle's Acrxurottic 11hysior, and on his 

books which dealt with physical subjects. The authorities cited, 

litre those mentioned in the lectures on logic, metaphysics and 

ethics, are frequ"ntly recent scholastics, whose ideas derive 

from 16th century rather than from medieval Aristotelianism, e. g. 

`so. 
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Zabarella, 3urgersdijk, Scaliaor, Toletus and the Coimbra, 

coa. antators. Those cornantators ware beiinning to criticiso 

Aristotelian physics, and probably the criticisms nhich appear in 

the dictates and theses derive from the scholastic textbooks. 

Certainly, they do not appear to have bon made as a refit of 

the regents' actually observing the phenomena and recording their 

discoveries. Science was still a matter of comparing the statentnts 

of different authorities and arriving at the truth by moans of 

asst. 

Hoforences to Cartesian physics first appear in the 16508. 

To begin with Cartesian ideas were loskod upon, with distract, 

largoly because of tho Implicatic na of mechanism. Thus '7ishart 

rejects liascartee in 16'/1 because his theories limit Cod's power, 

this at St. Andrews in 1657 Tinian Campbell accuses Descartes of 

paving the downward path to atheism and scepticism. Together 

with Descartes are grouped his followers r4hault, Clauborg and 

Logrand. The fear of atheism also explains the regents' dislike 

of Hobbes's physical theories and of Epicurean ideas as revived 

by Charleton. It is interesting that Cartosirnis m is sonetinoe 

seen as a revival of Epicureanism (e. g. by John Wishart in 1672). 

Vha c=-icntarics on Aristotle's works ceased, for the most 

part in the 1660x, the lectures were divided into two sections 

dealing with general and special physics. This division remained 

in force till the end of the regcnting period and follows the 

oraniaation of scholastic textbooks on physics. 

By the lat, a 16708 and the 1660a Cartesian ideas had been 

accepted, and many of the lectures and theses are wholly Cartesian 

in their physics. As with the other subjects, tho division was 
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not cloar cut; Aristct3lian physics continued to be taucht aloncside 

Cartesian (often in the same lectures), and the newer theories of 

HuyCens and New. ton appeared and were often accepted long before 

Cartesian physics had ceased to be taint. However, Cenexu, lly 

speaking, Cartesianirmi Cave way to Hewtonianirma from the late 

1680s onwards. 

The GreLory family are well-known for their support of 
,m ,S°r,. n. 111".... ýs"-. 

11,1 '. -11 r Newtonian ideas in Scotland. Whiston's lte � of tell how he was 
"greatly excited to the study of Sir Isaac Newton's wonderful 

discoveries in his j rinoii r by a paper of br. Gregoxj a when he was 

Profescor in Soctlatid, wherein he had given the most prodigious 
ýY 

comz endationsJto that wozk, as not only rift in all things, but in 

a canner theffect of a plainly divine genius, and had already cauaei 

aevoxal of his scholars to keep acts, as we call then upon several 

branched of the iiewtonian Philosophy, while we at CainbridGe, poor 

wretches, were i, noaniniously studying the fictitious hypotheaes: of the 

Cartesian*"'* , x' tieCre;; öry mentioned' in Vhiston' a statement is usually 

considered t! ý be David Gre ory, who became professor of nathematics at 

Edinburrii in . 1683. ti fact, however, it is more likely to have been 

Janes Grezoxy' David's brother, who cane to Edinburg as professor of 

mathematics in` 1692, having previously ; taint at St. Andrewe. - The uncle 

of David and James, ' another James Grobory,: had -preceded' both°of . them as 

professor'of mathematics at Edinbü LI%'-und, ''like-his nephew`Jazes, he had. 

first tau&rit ` at= St. Andre7s. 

fiosrever, the -GreGorys- were by no Weans the cniy 

cpcncnts of Newtonian ideas at the end of the 17th century. 

L. . oted by Andrew Z'1zel, Iliotory of the Univergity of FAin b 
(EdinburGh, 11362), v01.2, p. 342 
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iiewton'a t: naory of limit and colour appears in the teaching of 

ttiehart, Latw, Ketnnecty, Scott, , z! urdo, Cockburn and Erskine of 

alinburch, of Carmichael of Glaaaaar, of khan, Alexander Pr ner, 

Urquhart, Peacock and Smith of Aberdeen, and of rartin, Scrimgoour 

and Cruigie of St. Andre a. Ilia theory of gravity is supported by 

Kennedy and Erskine of tlinbu i, by Urquhart, Peacock and : with 

of Aberdeen, and by Scriragoour and Craigie of St. Andrewsf it is 

mentioned by T=nn of Glasgow, but rejected as being too difficult= 

Carmichael alone of the Glasgow regents supports it. 

To begin with the regents tend either to prefer Descartes's 

theories or to be non-. commital about the truth of Newtons ideas* 

In several. cases an effort is made to ayynthesiso Newtonian and 

Cartesian hypotheses, e. g. by Scott, Ma; ti`urdo, Cockbuan (1ý11nbur&h) 

and 2 artin (St. Androwa). Before Newtonian ideas were completely 

accepted the regents sometimes favoured Huygens' a theories about 

movement. Often Newton' a ideas wore not taken up because the 

razoats considered their mathematics too difficult for the 

students, and one suspects that they were beyond some of the 

regents as well. It is an interesting sidelight on the roseate' 

approach to science that their main criterion for accepting any 

given hypothesis does not appear to have been whether it was true 

or not, but whether it fitted into a given system, or in some 

cases whether it was suitable for pupils to leami e. g. looir 

(Yarischal, 1691) loaves others to debate the truth of Newton's 

theory of novoment, since it is opposed to the Cartesian principles 

he is putting forward in his theses. 

However, by the beginning of the 18th century Newtonian 

ideas, not only on movement, gravity and light, but on all aspects 
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of physics, had boon adopted unro"ervedly by most regents in 

Edinbur;: t. Aberdeen and St. Andrews. 

It is interesting to note when copies of Newton's work 

first appear in the library lists. Newton' a Principia were 

published in 1687, and as early as 1690 they appear in l; dinburgh's 

library lists. Soiierrhat untypically, Glasgow sous to be the next 

university to have acquired a copy - in 1695. At King's Collage 

they were purchased soietimo between 2.700 and 1717, whil ft their 

first appearance in the St. Androws lists is in 1716. Howevor, 

from the books mentioned in the Dolvine papers we have evidence 

that 2lewtcniau textbooks were being udod in the philosophy course 

at St. Androwo in the earlier years of the 18th centuir. In 1708 

there is a reference to Newton's Algebra, i. e. Newton's Cambridge 

lectures on algebra published by William Whiston in 1707 under 

the title Arithnetica univerralis, sive rlo composition. e et 

resolutione arithmetica liber. John Keill's » lid is menioned 

in 1712 and his Ihysics in 1713, and there is also a reference 

to Sanuol Cla2ko's edition of Robault's Ph sicn. 

Lot us now turn to the actual dictates and theses. 

For EdinburLh we possess more dictates on natural philosophy 

than on any of the other subjects. ''. Whey to from 1613 to 1704. 

As in the case of logic, metaphysics and ethics, the lectures 

up to and beyo d. the middle of the century are ccmmentaries on 

, il. rictotle,. usually taking in his Acroariatic Physics, DQcoelo, 

De ortu et interitu, De neteoris and, as I mentioned in the 

chapter on metaphysics, his Dem. In these dictates 

Aristotelian ideas about such things as princj ice., efficient and 

final causes, movement, change, place, time, the void, the infinite 
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etc. are accepted without question. Authorities quoted include 

Oviedo, Fmnciccus Hoene Speig Compton, Leßees, Hurtado, Arria&a, 

Pontius and Zabarella. 

Thous C muturd' a lectures of 16531' and 1661 ' ßhow 

clearly what a strong hold Aristotle still had on scientific 

method. In them Craufurd states that knowledge of natural objects 

is to be gained from knowledge of principles, and that we should 

proceed from the universal to the particular. 

However, 7ishart's lecture notes, spanning the years 1600 

to 1660, show that a transition ras beginning to take place. 

The earliest lectures, delivered in 1660,3' still currrrarise 

Aristotle's teaching in his works on physics, but reference is now 

made to Descartes and Cassendi)(only in passing, it is true, but 

at- least it shows that their works wore becoming knozn). Ton 

years elapse before the next set of 1730hart's leoturoa on physics, 
4' 

and within this time inishartla horizons had widened considerably. 

Coin nentaries on Aristotle's sic S have been abandoned and, side 

by side with references to scholastics, moddr trends in natural 

philosophy are discussed at considerable length. The first section 

is concerned with matter and four, and the views of the Jesuits, 

Peripatetics and Cartesians are described. Adrian Loeuveahoeck 

is quoted on substantial four, and Wishart refers to Leeuaenhoec1c' a 

Physieal Thy, published in Amsterdam in 1665. Iaignan, Henry 

lore, Duhamel, Gaszendi and Ranus are all mentioned, and Robert 

Boyle le called the "outstanding Fhglish philosopher and theologian 

1.17JL - ]b. 5.122 2. M- 3kt. 5.55 
3. EEeL - Dc. 8.114 4. EGI. - Gm1.699D 
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of this centuryr. " Wishart outlines the Cartesian philosophy, 
ý 

describing Descartes's theories of local motion and extension, 

his definition of the elements, and his views on matter, fora, the 

physical earth etc. However, Wishart is not prepared to go so 

far as to adopt this new philosophy, mainly on the grounds that 

Descartes's theories limit God's power; in Wishart's eyes Cartesian 

philosophy seems to be based on the same principles as Hobbes's, 

and is therefore to be rejected because of the dangers of 

mechanism. We have nevertheless come a long way from Craufurd's 

Aristotelianism; Ylishart is prepared to admit that recent 

experiments challenge the idea that the existence of a vacuum is 

impossible; he quotes the Torricellian experiment with merouxy in 

a tube, and the experiments with water pumps carried out at 

Magdeburg and by Robert Boyle. He is also willing to accept some 

of Descartes's ideas, even if he cannot give his assent to them all; 

for instance, he seems to agree with much of what Descartes says 

about movement. Gilbert's theories of magtnetis are described, 

as are the Cartesian doctrines concerning the movement of 

projectiles. 

Wishart's lectures of 16741" and 16792. expand these 

references, It is true that he still adheres to the Aristotelian 

definitions of matter and fom, and follows the Aristotelian 

treatment of physics fairly closely, but there is more discussion 

of recent developments in science than in the 1671 lectures. 

Wishart quotes from Hobbes's De corpore, where Hobbes maintains 

that there is no vacuum, which statement, Wishart; declares, has 

1. St. A - tis. 1949 2, Et7I, - Gen-56$D; Gen. 690D 
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been adequately contested by Boyle and Ward. Wishart also quotes 

Hobbes's Physical Dialo es and refers to a number of experiments 

#"ontianed there. Much more time is spent in these lectures 

showing the dangers inherent in Descartes', philosophy (i. e. its 

ability to be converted to atheistic ends by such as Hobbes). 

Equally, however, Wishart giipes more space to his description of 

Descartes's physical theories, e. g. concerning movement, and the 

names of Rohault and Clauberg frequently appear alongside that of 

Descartes. bloat significant perhaps is the account given by 

Wishart of Newton's theory of light; Wishart does not argue 

either for or against the theory, but the very fact of his 

mentioning it indicates that the regents were by no means as 

divorced fron contemporary science as is sometimes suggested* 
10 

The year after Wishart's 1671 lectures, James Pillars 

cave lectures on physics as pzrt of his exposition of Peripatetic 

philosophy. 
2' The subject natter is entirely Aristotelian, but at 

least the Aristotelian commentators most frequently quoted, 

Zabarella and Burgersdijk, are Renaissance rather than medieval 

Aristotelians. For infomation about the celestial and terrestrial 

globes, Pillans directs his students to Robert Line's Trac tus 

de gloms eleati et terrestri, published in 1593" 

With Andrew Lassie'o lectures of 16823' we have moved over 

completely to Cartesian physics. "LSassie entitles his lectures 

1. Ilcwton' a theozy of lilt had only just been published at the 

time of Wishart's lectures; it appeared in three papers in the 

Philosophical Transactions for 1672,1675 and 1676. 

2. EUL - Do. 6.4-5 3" LIL .- Dc. 6.23; Dc. 5.115 
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Inntitutionea 
-12hZsicae 

eneralis secundurm principla D Renati 

Descartes, and in, hia introductory remarks lie epeiks of 'Descartes 

in glowing teams. Descartes was the Iran who shook off the tyrannical 

yoke of Aristotle, and introduced a true method of studying philosophy; 

he brought lieht to the dark: night created by the scholastics. 

ZR. as sie says that he cannot omit to mention the investigations 

of the Royal Society of IIh 1and to, ~ihom much is owed; their do 

not go by any authority, but follow the school of nature, discover 

its laws, and inquire into the causes of things; they observe, 

and prove the truth of what they have observed by further 

experinants; once proofs have been established they are put to 

the use of mankind. However, to Descartes goes the supreme palm; 

he constructed a new system of nature and a hypothesis which is 

now acclaimed throughout Europe. In su . arising Descartes's 

teaching Lassie wants to root out all preconceived notions; anyone 

who follows Descartes will at length penetrate the inner secrets 

of nature and arrive at a knowleke of the truth. 

lassie accepts 'Descartes's physics in their entirety. LVai 

on difficult points, which are open to debate, 1aszie is prepared 

always to accept the Cartesian solution. For instance, he mentions 

the difficulty caused by the lack of a void in the Cartesian 

philosophy, but concludes that the theory of circular mover ent 

obviates this problem. Vassio's lectures of 169011 continue to 

be strictly Cartesian; indeed they frequently repeat the earlier 

lectures vent. In the ebctiaa on opecial physics ve find 

raontion of Harvey's theory of the circulation of the blood. 

1. : JIII. - Da. 7.92 
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Herbert Kennedy's alle�iance (in 1686 and 1689)1* is also 
to Descartes, but he is more critical than Massie. In the first 

part of physics (i. e. general physics, which is concerned with 

properties common to all bodies), Kennedy discusses the Peripatetic 

definitions of matter, fora, movement etc., but thinks that they 

are beset with difficulties. He refers to Rohault's experiments 

cc ncerning movement and gives Cartesian rules of motion, viz. 

1. A thing keeps on moving until it is met by some obstacle, 

cf, the Aristotelians, who think that every moving thing is 

constantly striving to attain its natural state of rest. 

2. Things moving in a circle are always trying to go off at a 

tangent in a straight line, etc. 

Moving on to special physics (i. e. concerned with properties 

peculiar to particular types of body), Kennedy comments that two 

methods of scientific study have been employed by the present 

century. The first is used by those who study celestial bodies; 

they observe phenomena and then form hypotheses to fit their 

observations; the phenomena are observed again to see if the 

hypotheses wo&, and if any of the phenomena disagree with the 

hypotheses, the latter are rejected or emended. The second 

method is employed by those who study nearer objects which can be 

handled; the effects of the objects are observed and various 

experiments are carried out to investigate the effects and 

qualities of bodies* 2* Kennedy proposes in his lectures to cover 

the chief discoveries made by recent philosophers and makes 

1. JL - ]1:. 3.31= IILS - Ms-2075 
2. These two methods of scientific study are. aýpn, crJr ºµ the 

two methods advocated by Newton in his Prin___ cipin and Optics. 
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froquont mention of tho Worms of D©scartoag, Clauberg and Rohault. 

William Law's lectures of 16921' mention A wtanian idoas, 

as we mall see when we cone to discuss astronomy, but as far as 

physics are conceraedg the theories remain Cartesian. In 1699 

Law provided his students with a Su-nm= of phynical questions 

whose olutionn are to be ford in Rohault'rs Ph nice 1hilono h 

old and new, and other treaatines; 2' 2tr 1701, however, Newtonian 

ideas had found their way into Law's physics lecturca. 3' On the 

subject of whether or not a vacus exists, Law quotes Descartes's 

theory, which was supported by hersenne. Gaoacndi and most of 

the scholastics, however, hold a different vier, . ýw tells us, 

which has been adopted by most rooimt philosophwra, eel; * HuyGans 

and NoTrtonf it in the latter view that Law favours, pointing out 

that a lot of difficulties are removed once it is admitted that 

space does exist. A few pages later on in the notes we find a 

description of Newton's theory of gravity, and his explanation 

of the movement of projectiles. Law has by now rejected most of 

Descartes's ideas about movement (e. g. the idea that a greater body 

which is at rest cannot be moved by a caller body, eben though 

it in moving very quickly), thouwh he holds to the belief that 

there cannot be any movement other than local motion. One the 

subject of light, Law favours the views of Huygens rather than 

those of Descartes, and refers to the experiments of Romer. 4" 

The Cartesian explanation of colour is also rejected, as lack; 

1. tiLS - Adv. i. 22.7.3 2. IMS - Adv, ns. 22,7.4 
3. mL - ß. a. 43 
4, liuygenc's Traitig do la lu iere (1690) opsas with a chapter on 

P. &Beer's discovery that light has a finite speed, contradicting 
a principal tenet of Doscar oa's natural philosophy. 
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proof; Nautca&a thooiy, on the other hand, (i. e. that colours 

are not modifications of licht arising iron 'its reflection or 

refznction, but are innato properties of light myn) would seem 

to be confimod by nxporicnce; however, Newton is unable to explain 

the "mechanical affections" by reason of which rays of licht 
I r 

differ fron each other in colour, and Law appears to be unwilling 

to accept the Newtonian hypothesis oonpletelyl he states that he 

profcra to abide by the theory that colours are merely rays of 

light nodifict in diffcrcnt wayc. 

The latest set of physics lectures delivered by. Willian 

Law is dated 1704,1' and in eititled Annotations on the general 

phyaiaa of John Leclerc , in which the Newtonian theory of movement 

appcara a&ain. This time there so , =-s to be no doubt about Law's 

acceptance of lewton'a idcaaf he states fixnly that Norton has 

Given us the chief laws of moveneat. is toato theories concerning 

colour and amvity are also spoken of with virtually unqualified 

approval,, and Law c=-aent s at the end of his lectures that N owton 

managed to construct a true world system. 

Locko's nano has not featured so far in the physics 

lecturosp but we find it in the notes delivered by William Scott 

in 1698.2' Reference is Cade to the theory that "zero space" is 

neither body nor spirit, vhich is upheld by "that exceptional 

clear thinker, " Locke. Apart from this, however, Scott's lectures 

are Cartesian in the An, thou sonetine3 he is content with an 

Aristotelian explanation and sonetiaea he looks forward to post- 

Cartesian theories Mostly Scott toads to favour Aristotelian or 

1. EtlL -- Gct. 71D 2. ZZ w- La. III. 717 
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Cartesian explanations in his section on general physics, and 

Cartesian or later theories in his special physics. For instance, 

he considers the Peripatetic definition of bodily nrinci is 

satisfactory, likewise their views on the divisibility of the 

continuum. In hia special physics Scott is unhappy with the 

Cartesian theories of light and colour, and he states that 

Newton's theory of colour is now generally accepted; however, 

rather than accept Newton's hypothesis completely Scott 

advocates a synthesis between it and the Cartesian view; he 

points out that Newton's theory does not invalidate Descartes's 

general hypothesis. Other authors whose writings on colour are 

recommended are Robert Boyle and Pierre Sylvain ReÜis (Physiology, 

pt. 2, bk. 8). Like Kennedy, Scott outlines the two methods of 

investigation which are currently employed, depending on whether 

one is dealing with celestial or terrestrial phenomena. 

Charles Errkine's lectures of 1703 1' 
also take the form 

of Annotations on John Leclerc's Physics. Erskine claims that 

certain things in this woi are untrue, and he is also worried 

by the prospect of pupils arriving at this part of philosophy 

who are not yet versed in geometry and arithmetic - an indication 

of the groiing awareness that mathematics was needed for a proper 

understanding of the new science. Among the authorities referred 

to by Erskine are Giovanni Alfonso 1 ore11i, especially his works 

on gravity, and Wallis (Philosophical Tzancactions no. 43). 2' 

Erskine accepts the laws of aoticn as given by Leclevo, and 

1. L1UL - Dc. 7.98i ziLS - Adv. m3.20.7.1 
2. The reference is to the paper entitled A surnnary account of the 

general laws of motion, by John Wallin and Christopher Wren 
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points out that they are similar to those set up by liewton; 

He praises Newtonian laws of gravity and points out the, short- 

comings of the Cartesian explanation. 

Returning to the beginning of the 17th century with the 

graduate theses, we find that, as in the dictates, Aristotelianism 

reigns virtually unchallenged. In 1601 James Knox upholds 

Aristotle's teaching in physics against its detractors; it is 

true that he rejects the Aristotelian belief that celestial is 

different from terrestrial matter, but he does no on the 

unscientific grounds that the Scriptures say that everything was 

formed from one foamless mass. James Raid's Theses physiefte of 

1610 are typical in their subject matter. Reid defines mt eria, 

form and nrivatio in Aristotelian terms; he also deals with time, 

movement (including the Aristotelian theory of how projectiles 

move), gravity, the continuum, nutrition, semen and anima. 

Nearly 20 years later, in Robert Hankin's theses of 1627, 

Aristotelian excplanations are still accepted, though it Is worth 

noting that Rankin rejects privatio as a principium. Rtankin's 

1631 theses are slightly more critical of Aristotelian tenets; 

they state that "Aristotle's doctrine concerning the principle of 

movement in a mixed body cannot be defuided; it is contradictory 

to what Aristotle himself says, and utterly overthrows the whole 

doctrine of mixture, the speed of natumi movement to its goal, 

and the concept of a natural, resting place, as we understand 

these notions from the writings of the ancients. " 

By 1642 there is more discussion in the theses of the 

views of different coinicntators on Aristotle. Cmufurd states 

that Avicenna is prong in maintaining that the foams of elements 
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resin in a mixture as distinct forms. The viatrs of Averroes and 

Zabarella about substantial foma are also rejected. An increasing 

number of Aristotelian concepts are questioned. Cmufltrd 

says that there is no foundation for the belief that celestial 

is difforait from subltmar natter. We can pozizaps even detect a 

glirmner of suppirt for empiricism in Qmufurd'e declaration that 

wo should not always have recourse to the explanation of first 

cai; se when we encounter problems in nature; the implication is 
I 

that such an approach is opposed to the scicntific spirit. 

However, bearing in mind the allegiance to Aristotelian methods 

in science sees in his dictates, we should be wary of reading too 

much modernism into Cmufurd's statements. 

It is with Wishärt that mention of mode= physical theories 

first appears. His actual physics tend to be traditional, evmi 

more traditional sometimes than the physics in some of the earlier 

theses; for instance he maintains that the forms of elements 

remain in a mixture. However, he upholds the existence of a 

vacuum. Suarez, Heereboord and Pembliusl' are quoted and, most 

Important of all, Descartes makes his first appearance in the 

Edinbursh Theses phvaicae. Wishart's 1668 theses contain further 

references to recent developments in physics, thoujh still in a 

neztivo fashion. Wishart rejects Hobbes's statements that 

"first matter is a more name, " that "tine, place and space are 
,, - 

phantasm, " and that "the only type of aovenalt in our bodily 
I -q 

1. i. e. William Penble (1592? -1623), Puritan divine. His 

physical works are Do formarm origine and Be sensibuc internis 
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organs is reflex; " he opposes 2 lcrlan'o theories ca matter and 

foxa, and ca the continuum , and he objects-to Cartesian nachines. 

Aristotle alone is praised, tocothor with his comet tatbrs, Duns 

Scotus, Buchsnan1' and Choyne. 2' Among the nrobleriata givcn by 

Wiohart at the end of hic 1668 theses are the quectiaan "whether 

there is a vacuun" and "whether all extension is body. " In his 

1672 theses Winhart is more explicit in his declarations of 

a1legianco to the old philosophy; he says that "Peripatetic 
ft 

physiology is the oldestg and therefore seems most consistent 

with the truth, at least as far as Drincinia, natter, form, 

affections, novemcnt, shape etc. are concemed. " Cartesian 
r 

phyaiolotyr, oli the other hand, is described as "dubious", a 
a1 

roasscmbly of Epicurean mechanism* Descartes dcnies the possibility 

of a vaciran, althou h we know from the experiments of Torricelli, 

Boyle and Otto van Guericke of 1'. agdeburg that a vacuum does in 

fact exist. clot without rear on doers More cay in his flichiridian: 

"If Cartesian philosophy were to be accepted both in physics and 
A 

netaphysics3, I shudder to think chat a precipitous and dangerous 

descent into atheicn this would men for mortal souls. " Evcn 
ý 

more tmc ilightcaed than Doscartes' a physiolot r is that of Hobbes: 

admitting nothing which is not matter. Finally, Wishart refers 

to Joseph Hoxon, who "seems to cling to water vhai he rants the 

equinoctial to move by its o im movement from vest to east. " 
1 

1. Possibly George Buchanan (1506-1562), Scottish poet and author 
2. James Cheyne, d. 1602, Aberdecrachiro philosopher and 

nthema. tioian who taught p}ilosophy at Paris. MB lists a 

a number of his co=catariea on Aristotle and other philosophical 

wozi: s. 
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Cartesian physics are still rejected by 17ishart in 1676. 

Acain it is the mechanistic aspects of Cartoslanim to which he 

objects: "it is a atumbline block in the Cartesian hypothesis 

that almirity God cannot destroy even the r a11est bit of atomic 

ratter; " tlishart thinks that there is ouch in physics show 

causes mechanism has not yet explained. Descartes ras woefully 

deceived in his theories abet the lairs of novalent, and rune 

points in Cartesian teaching are difficult for pupils to grasp. 

A surprising note is struck whet Wichart states that "many believe 

th:. t Newton has now shown that vhero Descartes ceonedto be 

spreading light, he van in fact causing dazinoae. " An with 

Cmufurd, however, ve =st take Wishart'o dictates into account 

as well as his theses, and this should yarn us against reading 

too much into this raaazie about Newton. 

Wichart never accepts Descartes's physical theories; his 

theses of 1680 are as anti--Cartesian as those of 1661. He seams 

puzzled that Descartes could have been so 17rang in his physics; 

in 1680 he sayst "when Descartes himself professed that he would 

admit nothing except what he perceived clearly and diotinctly,, 

how could he be so sexiously mistaken about the ru1e3 of movcr c t? " 

In the no theses 17ishart also objects to the Cartesian theory 

about the continutm. 

At the sane time as 17ishart was at least ao noaled1ng 

the proscnce of nm physical theories, Pillars regained a devoted 

Aristotelian, as ecasorvative in his physics as in his logic and 

metaphysics. Pillana's 1669 theses refer ccastantly to the 

termInoloCy used by the schools in their co=cataries on 

Aristotle, and his 1677 and 1681 theses shorn no updating of 
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his ideas'. 

In his loGiO theses Wood appears as Pillans's follow 

conservative, but his physics theses show a develo-nowt from 

Aristotle towards a more empirical approach. The Thy 

-phvsiolor*icae of 1670 open with a statanazt which sucgests an 

Aristotelian and scholastic view of physics. "For those who 
ý 

study physiologyf" Wood saysi "knowledge of final causes is not 

the cad, but the beGinnina from vhich we set out to the first 

and highest Goals, until we see God, the final cause of all things. " 

However, in the cape theses Wood refers to some 17th century 

philosophers, Kenatii DiGby and George Sinclair, anß quotes flacon 

to the effect that "we should not make use of magio illusions, 
1 

when the power of philosophy teaches us all we need to know" 

By 1674 Wood seems to favour experimental philosophy; 

he says that "experimental philosophers grace physics such better 
It 

than Aristotle. " Privatio is rejected as a principiur, and Mood 

states that the whole Peripatetic description of forms is very 

obscure. Indeed Wood has doubts about the entire business of 

_rincin_ he rays it is not surprising that van Helnont and 

Gao midi have substituted water, and Basso meteors as the first 

principle, though for his part, Wood does not agree with the idea 

that elements are nrinai iia. In his questions Wood invites his 

students to choose between uriný - Cartesian, Epicurean and 

Aristotelian. Other questions indicate topics currently being 

debated in the university courses: "whether the continuum 

consists of mathematical, physical or inflated points, " "whether 
.. 

all movement is fron without, " "whether there is a vacuum" 
ry 1i 

"whether the sky is a quintessenoe and whether it is solid or 
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fluid, " "whether there are clcucnts and if co, whether there are, 

four, " "ar© colour and 1i ht the same? " "in atra. tic oxplained 
.- �' 

best by Aristotle, Eiicurus or Descartes? " "is there any damaastmticn 
IN , In physics? " 

William Paterson civea an intereating survey of the 

contemporary state of philosophy, with particular reference to 

natural philosophy, in his theses of 1671: "The abundance of 

philosophers In this caatury has created a world devoid of philosophy, 

since their daily hypotheses cancel each previous one, just as 

vo rolls upon Crave. Clauberg (with a groat band of followers) 

professes the Cartesian philosophy; Gassendi and the noble Boyle 

are atomists; Thomas Mite and the metaphysical society of Jesuits 

are Peripatetics; learned Cambridge is Platonic, while Robert nudd 

proposes a Mosaic hypothesis in his Caballistia vanity; all of 

then have explained some natural phalomena, but none of then 

have explained all. T; hatever Descartes has explained by globules 

of three elements and fibrous, bzanchinc, cubic, conic, spherical 

etc. particles, D©nocritus, Biicurus and co. have also explained 

by atoaas, effluvia, essential modifications etc. Aristotle 

explains the same things by substantial forms, qualities and 

accidents, Plato by seminal forms and a plastic soul, and the 

Caballisto by light, shade, southern and northern winds etc. " 

In his nxnblen to he asks "which of the Peripatetic, Platonic, 

Epicuroan--Casscndi=-Charlotanian, Cartesian, Pigbelan, Chemical 

or Fluddian-Caballistia hypotheses explain natural phenomena 

satisfactorily? " He alco refers in the rrobler"Y1ta to various 

machines used in cxperinents to deicnstrate the claeticity and 

pressure of air, Le, the baroscope, barometer, bydzarryrrozaetor, 
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Stubbs's diaceltatentaton and Boyle's pncuatio machine. 

Patercon's 1675 theses give a similar survey of the state 

of natural philosophy, but this time there is more ''etail, 

especially about Cartesianir. "bore have tried to explain the 

ý 
Cartesian hypothesis to otudcnts than have succeeded. Henricus 

ReGiuo dis, - aced this Gallic philosophy most shamefully with his 

ideas about a material soul; Adrian Heeroboord undertook the same 

subject in a drunker fashion, but he did not even touch on physical 

theories; Antony Le, xind succeeded least well of anybody in 

clarifying Cartesian ideas; Rohault did much better and Clauborg 

boot of all; the latter made Cartesian philosophy racy and 

intcllicible to students. " Paterson dislikes all the ancient 

definitions of nrincinia, Including that of the "Peripatetic 

rope, Atristotle, who was So=erly revered too much. " The Cartesian 

ý theozy of extension is accepted, and Boyle'c experiicnts are 

spoken of with approval. Am ng the queotions at the end are the 

followings "Are auit'al. s automatons as De=rtes believes? " "Is 

all body infinite? " "Could the world have been created fron 
ww 

eternity? " "Is extension a property of body? " 
11 

The 1679 theses substantially repeat those of 1675. 

Paterson's geaexel position aeons to be one of beausa ent before 

such a multiplicity of theories. He realises that, the Aristotelian 

philosophy is now discredited but, although tcnding to Cartesianisa 

quite frequently, he sees the dancers inherent in taking over the 

philosophy of any school without criticic3; one cannot help 

feeling that, while applauding this scientific approach, Paterson 

regrets the passing of the old certainties, and that it is with 

relief that he turns in his 1679 theses to the relatively unvexed 
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province of moxn1 philosophy. 

The 1680s saw a new batch of reCcmta, and with the a 

complete transition to Cartesianiem and Newtonianitn. 

Gilbert 1cM rda in 1682 accepts the Cartesian theory that 

extcasian is an essential quality of substance; he expounds the 

Cartesian idea of the throe elomcnts, and his definition of 

aovcmcnt is also that of Descartes. Fie accepts Norton' a theory 

of liGht, but does not coo thin as a departure from Cartenianisrn; 

Instead he claims that "thin doctrine can easily be fitted into 

th, 2 Cartesian hypothesis, if we take the globules of the second 

element as beim unequal, acio having atrcaGer impressions than 

others, and consequcatly able to be refracted in different ways 

and to produce aeaaatione of different colours. " 

As in his dictates# Lassie In a Cartesian. In his 1683 

theses he states that Descartes have us a far more exalted 

physiolo&y in this present eentuxy than ran knotirn to our predecos ors. 

Descartes did not actually discover the hypotheses he puts 

forward; he merely revoked the theories of Denocritus and 

Dpicuxus. Massie cannot vouch for the truth of Cartesian physical 

theories, but they agree with the phenomena and provide 

convincing explanations. However, Lassie does qualify slightly 

his cnthusiaca for De , cartes: "this zeal for deducing individual 

facts from the unchanging laws of matter and movement took such a 

grip on Descartes'a fertile intellect, that he not infrequently 

imag1ned that a thing was indeed so if he desired it to be so. " 
1% 

lie is prepared to admit other explanations; for Instance, ca the 

eubjoct of tides he refers to the Cartesian, theory that tides are 

caused by the pressure of the moon on the atmosphero; however, 
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others with no less likelihood attribute them to the movement of 

the earth (e. g. Galileo and Yiallis). 

1Lassie'a 1657 thews show the came qualifie . approval of 

Descartes. He distiucts the mechanistic basis of Descartes'e 

theory of movement# and his ideas about extension. At the same 

time he is increasingly enthusiastic about experimental 

philosophy, and in particular Robert Boyle,, "that great ornament 
1 

of the Royal Society. " The scholastics are contrasted with 

oxparimeztal philosopheraa "The scholastics are content with a 
I 

gcneml knowledge ofd, with the result that they do not 

come down to the immediate causes of things; conscouently they can 

only show to the world a distant and abstract knowledge of the 

composition of natural objects. " 
A 

On the cubject of biology, Massie refers to Leeuwcnhoeck's 

experiments, and acknowledges our debt to the microscope, 

especially to the light it throws on the process of generation. 

He states that animals owe a great deal to Dace Pardies, ratthew 

Paris and Thomas wallia who have now at length restored perception 

to them, for a long time denied then by Descartes. Other authorities 

referred to are van Helmont, Charletoa and Francis Glisson (his 

Do vita naturae). 

Alexander Cockburn is also a Cartesians he has fewer 

rocervatiaais than Massie. He states that there are no grounds 

for objecting to the mechanism of Descartes, Gasamdi and )^aignan, 

"since their method has yielded abundant fruits, as becomes 

clearer evesy day. " Indeed 13ayle has shown that Aristotlo himself 

did not shrink so completely from mechanical philosophy as 

metaphysical triflers imagine. Cockbum accepts the definition 
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of movencnt Given by Descartes and Itohault; the experiments of 

Boyle, Gassendi and Huygens on movement are all mentioned, as are 

7allis' a cxporime nts with a baroscope. Like IicL urdo, Cockburn 

accommodates Newtonian theories on light to Cartesian. He gives 

the Cartesian theory of sound, and lumps together the ingenious 

hypotheses about tides, the movement of comets, the variation. of 

the magnetic noodle which have been propounded by Descartes, 

ttallis, Cassinl. and others. Finally, Cockburn refers to those 

who have unravelled nature's mysteries, outstanding among whom 

is the Scot, Robert Sibbald. 

There are further references to modern developments in 

philosophy in Cockburn's 1688 theses. Mention is made of 

Lecurenhoeck's experiments with animals and investigations into 

the origin of life. Torricelli is praised for having put to 

flight the pronouncements of the Peripatetico on air. Newton' ad 

Pua.. -UI 
. exea*aarie, n9- e4 elra&ýG ctke fea(utcd t- ;C eýk. ý6uxr+ t LLüu. U-( 

P. t rr 's wvutd tiºa ue bea. ý Una. \v . exýla to, 1 4 tý1 e,, he, 1 kad Kok 

d erºýa/ýaýtä 
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Descartes is pron. inont in the theses of Robert Lidderdale 

(1685). He states that Descartes enriched natural philosophy 

with numerous useful eaperimenta, and contributed onomoualy to 

the study of mathematics. The nraria in are posited as ma terms 

and fora, and the nature of matter is defined as consisting 

solely in extension; from this follow sovernl corollaries, e. g. 

that there can be no space distinct from extension and that there 

can be no vacuum. Local notion is the only kind of movement. 

Finally, Lidderdale discusses the origin of streams, disagreeing 

with Plot, uho claims that "streams arise from the passage of the 
r 

sea throurh subterxonean ch=nele; " he prefers the theoxy put 
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forcard in an anonymous French troatise, which claims that rain 

water accounts for strQaaa. 
ý'' 

Kennedy does not dwell on physics as much aw some of the 

other regents dog but ' the statements he makes in his theses show 

that he favoured Cartesian physics in 1686 and 1690 (thous he 

sets out Newton's three laws of novemeat in 1690), but by 1694 

he had been converted to Newtonian ideas, which he speaks of in 

glowing terns. Leiiuiz is criticised for his attack on Newton, 

who opened the heavens to us and rave us an excellent explanation 

of gmvity. The first property of body according to Kennedy is 

the power of resistance. Descartes'c theory of mo -enent is 

rejected, and in its place Kennedy proposes the explanation given 

by David Gregory, viz. "that the resistance of a medium whose 

parts are stirred up by internal mave. -iient is greater than that 

of a medium whose parts are at rest*" Kennedy ends by giving a 

acic itifio account of an earthquake which took place in D. irope 

in 1692 - evidence that science was no longer considered as an 

abstract study, but rather as something which could be applied to 

things that were happening in the world around. 

Alexander Cunningham&s physics theses of 1692 are not 

quite so advanced as Kennedy's 1694 ones. No mention is made of 

Newton; the authorities referred to aro Regis and Huygens on 

movement. Cninghan recognizes two properties of natural body 

matter and foim; the primary attribute of matter is extension, 

and the primary modes of matter are movement, rest and shape. 

1. The work referred to is possibly Do 1' on ine deefontaineg, 

by Pierre Permult, published in 1674 
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The two 18th century theses vre possess for Ediabarj1 

are both prro iieatouian. Charles Erskine states in 1704: "Wino 

Hovton la an exaraple of how indebted the hu= race can bo to one 

xan, and ghat great achievemontu are possible for nortala seeking 

the truth; with hie principles of gravity alone he unravelled 

numerous and woifhty mysteries of nature. " Ile seta out tho 

Newtonian theory of gravity which has superseded- the Cartesian; 

the latter is opposed to the laws of gravity, and in addition is 

exceedingly obscure, not to speak of the other difficulties wider 

which it labours. Huygens tried to clarify Descartes'a theory of 

gravity, and to square it with the phexiomcna, but was hampered 

by the basic inconoiataicios of-his material. Newton's ties 

are also discussed and Erskine concludes by claiming that God 

must exist to motivate the mechanism of the universe, again an 

idea supported by fowtong and one which would appeal to the 

Scottish rc, ents who had always been troubled by any theoz r which 

detracted from God'a omipote± co, 

William Law begins his theses in 1705 with a similar 

statement to the effect that the wonder of the natural world 

postulates a first mover. He goes on to refer to Flamsteed's 

calculation of annual stellar pamilax, which GreGory has 

subsequently shown to be inaccurate. Law's next stateaont is that 

some recent philosophers (e. g. Huygens) have claimed that there 

are inhabitants on other planets; however, the moon at any rate 

is hostile to life, since it lacks rivers and seas. Newton's 

theories about the nature of comets and the sun are referred to 

favourably, and the content of his ties is described. 

Glasgow's eonservati¬m, already seen in varying degrees 
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in the other subjects of the arts curriculum, is nowhere more 

evident than in the lectures on physics. 

The earliest dictates on physics that we posness are those 

taken down from the lectures of iiuii Walker and John Young in 

1656.1. They are entirely Arictotelian and contain no reference 

to recent experiments or to recent writings on physics. William 

mair's notes of 16652' are incomplete and be� in with the ý, th 

dinnuthtýns de loco*, Various theories are put forward, e. g. those 

hold by Aristotle, Epicurus (followed more recently by Scaliger, 

Tolotu3, l. 'asius,, Cassendi and Charleton), L©ssiuc, Descartes, 

Compton, furtado and Mendoza. The definition finally favoured 

by Blair is that space is "nothing but the given capacity of the 

body to be placed in it. " On the question of the vacuum, Blair 

describes various experiments, includint the Torricellian tubes, 

and some carried out by Hobbes. The otudcnt is referred to 

Honricus Re ; ius'rs Ftmdanmta nhyslene. The opinions of Gaasendi 

and Charletan on time are discussed,, but without much enthusiasm. 

Blair also quotes their views on the continuum, together with 

those of #hite; 'LeI oes, 
4' i3asso, 5" Iýeri 

, ard6' and : µaiLnan. 7' 

Finally, ffiair refers to the Cartesian theory of lirCht, which 
he rej ect a. 

1. St. A - LI$. 36230 2. GUL -- 7da. Gei. 379 
3. Those White (1593-1676), Eiglish recunt, who taut 

philosophy at Douai; upholder of Peripatetic philosophy 
4. cfo supra p. 64 

5. Sebastian ]as. -ýo (fl. cccond halt 16th century), reviver of 
atomism 

6. Claude Guillermet de biri&ard (15787-1663/4), teacher at Padua; 

was abreast of the intellectual movcnent of his time and well 
disposed tovard chance, but ccholasticicn still tended to 
dominate his thout. 7. cf, infra p. 268 
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George Sinclair's lectures of 1660-611* are also 

co-. mentaries on Aristotle, but Sinclair is frequently in disagreement 

with Peripatetic physics; for instance he rejects to Peripatetic 

explanation of gravity; he does not think that gravity is an 

innate property of objects, but rather that it is a type of 

ma&netim. In explaining the proportion and ratio in which 

velocity increases, Sinclair refers to Galileo. He is tathappy 

with `he Peripatetic theory about the movement of projectiles, 

but does not provide an alternative theory for his students. 

Finally, he concludes, contrary to Aristotle, that a vacuum does 

exist. 

By 1676 the regents had ceased to comment on Aristotle. 

In that year the regent proposes to sumrarise the opinions of 

Aristotle, the Epicureans and, Descartes. 
2' He lists the physical 

works written'by Aristotle and mentions his most important commentators, 

Aquinas, the Coimbra cormsentators, Toletus, 8uvius, Oviedo, 

Compton, Arriaga and Franciscus Bonae Spei. Epicurus is followed 

by Charleton and many more recent philsophers. A history 

of Descartes's career is given and a description of how he arrived 

at his method. The works of Descartes mentioned by the regent, 

apart from his Method and I'editations, are his Dioptrics, 

UUeteorolo , Geometry, 4 books of Physics and Paste. Other 

names appearing in the introductory section are those of 

Heereboord, Boyle, Clauberg, Listorphius and Legrand. 

Section 1 deals with principia. The views of Aristotle, 

pedoclos, i)omocritus, Descartes and } enelm Digby are set out. 

1. zý'LS - Yo. 9382 2. tTI, S - ha. 2742 
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Descartes's theories, shared by ClaubarG and Duharael, are criticised 

on various couatst (1) he wrongly declares that a vacu ua is 

impossible; (2) it is doubtful whether the essence of matter 

consists in extension; (3) he is wrong about the existence of 

several worlds; (4) matter is not divided into infinite parts. 

The recent-concludes that there are two nrinciniu. s matter and form. 

For the most part the preferred view is the Aristotelian, though 

the regent does accept the existence of a vacuum, basing his 

arguments on the experiments of 1aignan, Charlatan and Torricelli; 

alro, the Cartesian explanation of movement is considered preferable 

to the Peripatetic. Boyle's Txnetatus de oririne fornarm et 

nual_itntum is recommended in this section. 

The second section is based on Aristotle's De noels and 

De elementie and the third on Aristotle's books on generation and 

corruption. Under the latter heading the regent gives the Cartesian 

and Copernican views en gravity, but while he is dissatisfied 

with the Peripatetic explanation, he Is unwilling to commit 

himself to any other view. 

In 1601_John Tzanl' follows the same pattern in his 

lectures as the regent of 1676, comparing the physical theories 

of the Peripatetics, Epicureans and Cartesians in order to arrive 

at the truth. Like him too, he discusses different theories of 

nrineipia, pronouncing in favour of matter and form. On movement, 

however, Tran prefers the rpicurean definition (i. e. migration 

from one place to another); the Aristotelian definition is 

unsatisfactory because it observe6 rather than explains, while 

z. GUI, - trs. z*"u. a27 
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the Cartesian explanation does not cover all possible movement, 

The views on projectiles of Dizby, Cariexarius and Aristotle himself 

are accepted, but it is Descartes's theory of attmo%tion, set out 

in a letter to ? iersenne, that prevails. Despite Txan's dislike 

of the Cartesian explanation of movement, the rules of movement 

that he Gives are Cartesian. Oa the subject of the vacuum, Torn 

quotes the experiment with Torricellian tubes and the observations 

of Ito! au" t; he believes in the existence of a vacuum. Rohault's 

experiments on light are also quoted with approval. The Cartesian 

explanation of tides is described, but Tran prefers Kircher's 

hypothesis. 

Tran's lectures are not committed to any one set of 

physical theories; he chooses whichever hypothesis he thinks the 

truest, but his criteria for deciding which to take are not 

always clear. He would appear to be following the tradition of 

the earlier dictates rather than any objective criteria. 

The dictates of 16871' and 16952' repeat those of 1681, 

except that in the 1695 lectures Tsnn lists outstanding names in 

the field of natural philosophy, among which are those of Bacon, 

Kircher, Boyle and many other members of the Royal Society. 

Rigby, 1'aignan and Rohault are also mentioned. 

John Boyd's lectures of 16933' are similar to Trans. 

The lecture notes taken down by William Bowie in 1699,4' 

which were probably delivered by Tran, are of particular interest 

for their introduction, in which general principles to be followed 

in studying physics are set out. First of all a method of 

1. GüI, - Iis. Gen. 34 2. GüL - Ux. ý. ýu. 213 i r, ýs. Gen. 417 
3. GUL - Us. Gea. 465 4. GUL - Us. Gea. 69, of. supra p. 130, 
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loarning and teaching physics is proposed, comprising definitions, 

experiments, hypotheses and axioms. Tian points out that 

experiments are being carried out in increasing quantity, and 

then lists the min physical systems which have been taught in the 

past, i. e. the Platonic, Peripatetic, Chemical, Epicurean and 

Cartesian. Of recent philosophers some have followed Descartes 

and others Epicurus; most praiseworthy are those who do not 

slavishly follow either, but take the best from all systems. 

73oyle, Newton and Locke (in his (uaestiones rhvsicae) are referred 

to with approval; all three follow this undoraatio method. 

The pursuit of physics is helped (1) by knowledge of 

experiments, (2) by a natural curiosity in investigating the 

causes of various phenomena, (3) by some knowledge of mathematics. 

Physical studts are hindered (1) by disregard of experiments, , 
(2) by haste in jumping to conclusions, (3) by too much confidence 

in our intuition, which causes us to take short outs, (4) by 

excessive reliance on the senses. Tran then sots out certain 

axioms which are basic to physicss (1) Every effect has a cause; 

(2) 2iothing can be created from nothing, nor can it return to 

nothing; this is false in theology, but true in physics; (3) 

Every effect is to be looked for in its cause; (4) Every body 

strives to remain in its present state; (5) All change, therefore, 

must have an extrinsic cause; (6) Ito body can move itself; 

(7) flo body can move another miless it is itself in motion; 
(ß) All bodies move in proportion to the power that is in these. 

These axioms, with their Peripatetic overtones, suggest that 

Tran was by no roans as advaiced in his thinking as his 

introductory remarks might seem to imply. 
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Tznn mentions flewton quite frequently in the course of 

his lectures, though he omits his theory of g vity (1) because 

it demands a considerable knowledge of geormetfir anc: (2) because 

Rohault has dealt with it among his posthumous works. In his 

special physics Tan states that we should accept the Mosaic 

comoc ny, though Burnet (a Cartesian) and Uhistaa (a Newtonian) 

think otheroice; however, their theories have been adequately 

refut"-ýd. The Cartesian explanation of colour is accepted, and 

Rohau7. t'a and Leclerc's experiments are frequently referred to 

when Trnn is dealing with the elements. 

Glasgow regents were never converted to fi, -rtonian ideas 

in the came way as EIinburgh regents. A strange mixture of 

theology and science is seen in their physics lectures, e. g. in 

the sections on imaginary apace. The strictures on the Glasgow 

moral philosophy course made by the other universities (i. e, that 

it contained too many religious arguments) might well be applied 

to their physics courses also. 

Turning to the theses, we find John Boyd stating in 1693 

that the essence of matter does not consist in extension alone 

(as the Cartesians believe), not in impcnetzability (as the 

Peripatetics believe), nor in sensibility (as the Epicureans 

believe), but in impenetrable and sensible extc sion. The 

Cartesian theory of projectile movement is rejected, as are both 

the Aristotelian and Epicurean explanations of t4 a movement of 

heavy and light bodies. Boyd still accepts the theory of the 

four elements, while at the sane time recognizing the contribution 

of . thwatics to advances in the arts and sciences. 

Equally anti-Cartesian are John Law's theses of 1698. 



Law lists some of the questions currently being debated in physics, 

e. g. concerning the nature of magnetism, gravity and light, He 

believes that we must rest content with the explanation that 

such things happen because God so ordained it, and he deplores 

the attempts of Descartes and others to explain them by mechanical 

laws: 

Gerschorx Carmichael has very little to say about physics 

in his 1699 theses. However, in his 1707 theses he upholds 

Newtonian science, mentioning in particular Newton's laws of 

gravity, his theory of light and his ideas about the composition 

of natter. The following year John Loudon mentions B3oyle's and 

Torricelli's experiments on air pressure briefly in his theses. 

The physics lectures that we have for King's College 

cover the years from 1662 to 1702. The earliest lectures are 

commentaries on Aristotle and accept Aristotelian explanations 

of such phenomena as the movement of projectiles. Aristotelian 

too is their refusal to accept the existence of a vacuum. The 

first non Aristotelian lectures we have are those delivered by 

George Fraser in 1687.1' In his section on sublunar bodies he 

deals with the four elements, with fossils, meteors and living 

things, i. e. plants and animals. The accounts he gives of these 

phenomena are virtually entirely Cartesian. 

By contrast the lectures of James Gilchrist, delivered 

in 1689, are anti-Cartesian. 
2' He rejects Descartes's belief 

that the substance of matter consists in extension, preferring 

the Peripatetic view that all bodies consist of matter and form. 

1. AUL - x. 151 2. AUL - x. 156 
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Also rejected is the Cartesian definition of movement,, -In, the 

section an special physics, Descartes's theories are frequently 

discussed, but usually Gilchrist disagrees with them. 

The general physics of 17021* are not attributed to any 

one regent and here too, as in the case of the other subjects, a 

standard course was probably being tau&ht, thous not that produced 

by Marischal College for the 1695 Commission, as we shall see. 

The lectures begin by outlining the Cartesian method and defending 

it against its detractors. The principia are then established 

an matter and form, and the Cartesian definition of the essence of 

matter consisting in extension is accepted. Descartes is also 

followed in the division of matter into three elements. On the 

question of form, the Peripatetic theories are dismissed, and the 

student is referred to Robert Boyle's treatises On the origin of 

foals and qualities. Cartesian explanations of movement receive 

a qualified acceptance; the following definition is preferred to 

that given by Descartes as being shorter: "Movement is the 
ý 

successive applicatiaai of a body to differcmt parts of bodies 

immediately adjoining it. " For the movement of projectiles 
. 14 

reference is made to Deschalea's Pyrrotechnia, and the Cartesian 

explanation of gravity is accepted as being the most consistent 

with the laws of mechanics. Moving on to the external principles 

of bodies, various types of cause are described - material, 

formal, final, exemplar and efficient. Under the heading On the 

properties of natural body the lectures deal with place, for which 

the Cartesian definition is adopted and, after reference to 

1. AtIL-1Q1 
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Boyle's air-pump experiments and his hydrostatics, the Cartesian 

theory about the impossibility of a vacuum is also accepted. 

Under the section on light there is a description of the Newtonian 

theory of light and colours; this is in different handwriting, 

and fills a complete gathering, so may have been inserted later. 

At any rate, no view is offered as to whether the Newtonian or 

the Cartesian theory is nearer the truth. The notes say that 

while Descartes's theory is clever and consistent with reason, it 

is contradicted by manythings in Newton's theory; however, the 

decision as to which is the most probable is left to the student. 

There are three sets of physics lectures for I arischal 

College. The first was delivered by George Peacock in 168ßl' 

and deals with special physics. Peacock begins with a section 

De Deo, in which he proposes to use against atheists and sceptics 

the method advocated by Descartes to prove God's existence; he 

then sets out the doctrine of universal doubt. The next section 

is entitled De nundo, and in it Peacock discusses questions such 

as whether there is one oryseveral worlds, whether the world is 

animated, whether it had a beginning, whether it will last fför 

ever, at what season in the year it was created. After dealing 

with various world systems, Peacock discusses earth, water, air 

and fire. For further information about magnetism, (in the section 

on earth) Peacock refers the student to Gilbert, Rotchor, 

Gassendi and Descartes. Under the heading dew he describes 

various experiments, e. g. the Torricellian tubes, and discusses 

rarefaction, condensation and the action of tides. Finally, 

I, AUL - t1.182 
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Peacock deals with plants, aninrals and man; in this last section 

he verges on the metaphysical, in his discussion of the soul. 

The general physics boing taught at Marischal College at 

this time is exemplified in a set of lecture notes dated 1691.1' 

After discussion of various scholastic theories about first principles, 

the Cartesian is accepted and taken as a starting point. Also 

Cartesian are the explanations of movement, the continuum and 

place. Reference is made to experiments carried out at Magdeburg, 

and to Boyle's and Torricelli's experiments, and scorn is poured 

on the views of Scotus, the Coimbra commentators and some more 

recent philosophers such as Kenelm Digby.. The lectures of 1693, 

which purport to be given by William Seton, 2' 
repeat those of 1691, 

and point yet again to the existence of a standard course at 

Aberdeen. 

With one or two exceptions, then, the later Aberdeen 

lectures are more or less consistently Cartesian, with little in 

the way of reference to Newton or other philosophers subsequent 

to Descartes. This allr. iance comes out in the two physics 

courses produced by Aberdeen in response to the 1695 Connission. 

Marischal College's gcneral physics is divided into two 

parts, of which one contains introductory matter and the rrincinia 

of natural body, and the other deals with movement, rest, 

continuity, divisibility and other properties of body. The course 

is planned as follows 

Part 1 

Chapter is Definition of physics and description of its scope 

Chapter 2s Cutline of Descartes's method and rebuttal of objections 

1. AUL - M. 183 2. AUL - 11.180 
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to it. 

Chapter 33 Principia according to various philosophers. Ma teria 

and fora accepted as nrincipia. 

Chapter 4s On first matter. The essence of matter- consists, in 

extension. 

Chapter 58 On form. 

Part 2 

Chapter is On movement and rest. Three definitions of movement 

are discussed, i. e. the Aristotelian, Epicurean and 

Cartesian, and their difficulties are outlined. 

Uohault's definition is accepted, and the hypotheses of 

Descartes and Perrault about the nature of cavity are 

approved. 

Chapter 2s On union, i. e* between (a) spiritual substances; (b) 

bodily and spiritual substances; (c) different parts 

of matter. 

Chapter 31 (h the continuum. Again the Cartesian hypothesis is 

that adopted. 

Chapter as On the infinite. 

Chapter 5: On time. 

Chapter 61 On place and vacuum. Various experiments are quoted, 

which would seem to prove that there is a vacuum, but it 

is concluded that a vacuum is impossible. 

Chapter 73 On. nature and art. 

Chapter 8: On qualities, i. e. senses. Newton's theory of light is 

set out in this section. 

The second part was also to include a section on anatomy* 
11 

1. This outline is taken from, a memorandum on the course of 

general physics - AUL - K. 219 (Box A) 
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We have records of only, two observations made on LIarischal 

ColloGe'e geaoral physics, i. e. (1) that the author spent too much 

time in refuting the Peripatetic maxim "there is nothing in the 

intellect which was not in the arses previously" which was thout 

inappropriate, aid had already been dealt with in logic or metaphysics. 

(2) Moreover, in his account of fluidity, the author did not so 

much as mention that ingenious account given by I3orelli. It 

is not certain which university made those coiaito 

possibly Clas(; oi. 

The spocial physics course was written by William Mack, 

ro3ant at King's Colle� e. 
l' Mack begins with a discussion of 

the differout World eyntezns, which I shall describe in the next 

ceotion, and then proceeds to divide special physics into two 

sectiaas, corresponding to terrestrial and celestial otter. 

The chapter headin8s are as follows: 

Part 1 

Chapter It ßi different terrestrial substances, their matures and 
I 

properties. 

Chapter 21 On salt. 

Chapter 31 On oily minerals. 

Chapter 41 Oa stones and jeweic. 

Chapter 51 On the magnet. 

Chapter 61 Oa metals and minerals. 

Chapter 78 Oa water* 

Chapter ß: On the origin of springe and rivera. 

Chapter y: Oa nineial wratern. 

1. RIL - Dc. 1.32 
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Chapter 10: 

Chapter 11: 

Chapter 12s 

Chapter 13: 

Chapter 14: 

Chapter 15: 

Chapter 16: 

Chapter 178 

Chapter 181 

Chapter 19s 

Chapter 20: 

Chapter 21: 

Chapter 22: 

Chapter 23: 

Chapter 24: 

Chapter 25: 

Part 2 

On lakes and cprinj; s. 

Ca the sea. 

Explanation of the chief principles of hydrostatics. 

On fire. 

On air. 

On meteors. 

On plants. 

On the seed of animals. 

On the birth of insects. 

On the formation of the chicle in the egg, and the 

foetus in the uterus. 

On the nutrition of living creatures. 

On respiration. 

On the movement of the heart. and arteries. 

On the movement and circulation of the blood. 

On the movement of animals. 

On the animal senses. 

Chapter Is Ch the sky in genera].. 

Chapter 2$ Description of the phenoxn is Which are co=on to all 

planets. 

Chapter 3: On the sun. 

Chapter 4s On Mercury and Venus. 

Chapter 53 On, the earth and moon. 

Chapter 63 On eclipses, paellas, refraction and other properties 

of stars. 

Chapter 71 On Mars, Jupiter and satum. 

Chapter 8s On the fixed stars. 
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black's account of the origin of the world in his 

introductory section relies on the Mosaic tradition. He cites as 

his authorities Bumst (rtaw olo i), Cudworth (Intellectual 

ryntem of the world), Stillingfleet ( cred origins) and Grotius 

(On the truth of the Chrij tian re], .) 

1/hen he gets to the section an terrestrial substances, 

Black frequently refers to the experiments of contenpbrary 

scientists, e. g. Boyle, Wren, Hooke and other members of the 

Royal society (the Philosophical Trnnr actions are cited severnl 

tines), also Stum and Kircher, and he actually describes a 

number of experiments which can be carried out to prove various 

statements, e. g. in the sections on the magnet and on hydrostatics. 

There is no mention of Newton in the first part, e. g. the 

recommended works on light are those of Descartes, Rohault and 

Dow-hales; in the second part Flack refers to Newton's theories 

about planetary movement, but he sees no reason to reject the 

Cartesian vortex theory. 

Black's course hcludes far more in the way of biology 

than most of the contemporary physics courses. Again he cites 

some of the latest discoveries, referring to Leeuwenhoeck'a 

observations of animal seed, and to the findings of Reid, 

Swan, rierdam, Hooke, Maiphigi and Kircher. He prefers Iiarvey's 

to Descartes's account of the circulation of the blood, and cites 

Harvey, Perxmult, Borelli and other recent anatomists on the 

structure of the heart. 

Aberdeen's contribution of special physics to the unifomn 

course was criticised at groat length by St. Andrews. The main 

objections are as followo* 
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1. Black does not show a truly scientific spirit in his approach. 

2. Ile strays beyond the bounds of philosophy into theology. 

3. Ho poaches on medicine's preserves in giving a table of the 

healing properties of plants. 

4. He neglects optics, dioptrico and catoptries. 

59 He is disrespectful to philosophers whose opinions differ from 

his, in particular Newton, whose findings Black rejects on 

insufficient grounds. 

Other points concern errors in individual parts of the treatise. 

Some develop the second point above, Leo Mack's tendency to 

treat physics in a manner more suited to theology. Some are 

concerned with Black's explanations of certain phenomena by 

mechanistic laws with their attendant implications of atheism. ' 

In some Black is accused of inconsistency (e. g. it is claimed 

that at one point Black says that all idea of space is finite, 

while at another he defines space as being something than which 

nothing greater can be imagined. ) Ecpanding on point 5 above, 

the St. Andreus masters rt-: te that in his explanation of the 

ebbing and flowing of tides Mack claims to have examined all the 

hypotheses which are worthy of note, yet he passes over Newton's 

hypothesis in silence (the hypotheses concerning tides which 

Flack considers are in fact those of Descartes, Galileo and 

Wallis). Black is also criticised for rejecting Newton's theories, 

proved by observation, on the Cartesian vortices. 

There are two replies to St. Andrews' criticisms - one from 

Aberdeen and one from a meeting of all the university delegates. 

Aberdeen begins by pointing out that in the vast field 

covered by special physics there is bound to be a cettain amount 
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of error. $t. Androwc' animadversions are thoucht to be vindictive 

and unneoessary; ghat is sacra, the Aberdeen masters think it 

unpardonable that not only the wo* should be attacked, but its 

author too. The charge that Black stmys into the realms of 

theolocy and medicine is rejected. As for the omission of optics 

etc., it was agroed that they should be dealt with by t"ariochal 

College in their course on genezai physics. Black does not 

detract from those whose views are contrary to his ors and he 

considers himself justified in sometimes disagreeing with Newton, 

since he does not always deem Newton's= theories to be well-founded. 

For instance, In the section on the ebbing and flowing of tides, 

Black dbes not promise to discuss all the hypotheses which are 

worthy of note (as his critics imagine), but two only, viz. those. 

of Descartes and Galileo; (he also mentions that of Wallis, as 

noted above)e lie passes over the 2tetatoni, an theozy, because it is 

too difficult for the students at whom the course is aimed. After 

dealing with all 35 of St. Andrews' criticisms, the masters of 

Aberdeen conclude by stating that it is obvious that St. Andrews 

have not followed the rules they laid doers in their own course of 

logic, viz. "that we should take care not to wake it our first aim 

to criticise others or falsify their opinicn , for nothing is more 

absurd than to try to per=de another of the truth before we 

ourselves have gasped it*"'* 

The deleLates of all the universities shared Abcrtdeen'u 

opinim that the personal attacks on Mack were un'%rar=ated. They 

Is This statement does not appear in An introduntior to 1oMickn, 
thus providing further grosmda for the belief that this work 
was not in fact St. Andrews' contribution to the proposed 
mifom course. 
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disagreed that a table of the healing properties of plants was 

out of place in a treatise on special physics. Some of St. Andrews' 

criticisms were accepted and referred to Black for alteration, 

which in several cases Hlack refused to undertake. On some 

points the dole ates were split, e. g. on the question of the 

tides. I quote from the remarksi 

"One part of the delegates are of opinion that Newton' s 
w 

hypothesis of the ebbing and flowing of the sea should be 

inserted or a reason given why it is notf and the other part 

think there is no need to make any mention of it. And the 

author gives this reason why he has omitted it, because 

neither he nor any he has conversed with on that subject do 

so fully understand what Newton. doth write thereon, as they 

can make it intelligible to the young students for whose cake 

this tzactate is chiefly designed. " 

Indeed, it is Newtonian ideas that most frequently cause a division 

of opinion among the delegates; for instance, on various points 

relating to the vortex theory and to comets there are supporters 

of Newton on the one hand and of Descartes on the other. 

The final pronouncement of the Comm scion was that an 

account of the various world systems should be included in special 

physics. Dr Rule and another member of the Commission were 

reco=ended to score out the soetions on pyrotechnics and on the 

seed of animals. The absurd opinion de anima Mundi should be 

either refuted or scored out, and the argument for the beginning 

and end of the world should also be left out. Dace the system of 

special physics had been thus amended, it was to be taught 

throughout the colleges in the coming year. 
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The theses enable us to date more precisely the point at 

which Cartesian and Tterrtonian ideas entered the physics teaching 

at Aberdeen. 

The earliest theses are entirely Aristotelian. In 1622 

Alexander Li nan poses such questions as "fhether matter is pure 

potcatial/power? " and in 1623 William Forbes's questions are not 

only Arietotelian (e. g. "Is single matter specific or numerical 

in its unity? "), but at times somewhat unscientific by node= 

standa. rda (e. E. "Does a woman who has changed into a n+cvo 

become a monster? "). John Lundie (1626) m©nticne Bonedictuo 
ý 

Pererius's attack on the ancients views about vacuum, but upholds 

the older views. Lundie's 1627 theses show hoer much metaphysics 

overlapped into physics; his section do loco pt locato is very 

metaphysical, discussing questions relating to God and the angels. 

The authorities quoted are scholastic writers. William 

Lesley in 1625 refers to Avorroes, Aquinas, Zabarella and 

Dunuidus, while John Lundie upholds the views of Aquinas against 

Averroes and Zabarella, 'd also cites Scaliger with approval. 

Andrew Strachan (King's, 1631) quotes Zabarella and Peroriun, 

both of whom he views favourably; indeed he calls Pererius one of 

the most serious philosophers that our century has known. John 

Seton (xiarischal, 1631) adopts the Scotist view about the firm, 

cow; he quotes Zabarella, Fuvius and Du ndus, but disagrees 

with all of then. 

The first real sign of a reaction against Aristotle 

occurs in David Leech's theses of 1634. It is true that Leech 

rejects recent attempts to dispense with the Aristotelian ateria 

and form as first principles, but he takes issue with Aristotle 
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over the proper ties of natural body, and in 1635 he attacks some 

of Aristotle's statements in Decoelo, and also about human 

intellect. However, Leech is basically 'unwilling to depart from 

Aristotelian physical concepts, as his 1636 theses shows "Although 

Aristotle's definition of movement appears at first eight very 

difficult and unweildy, it has however been so skilfully 

conceived and expressed, that we think it by far the moat accurate 

of all explanations offered hitherto. " 

The theses of the 16449 remain traditional, but with 

Andrew Cant's 1654 and 1658 theses we have references to more 

modem natural philosophers. Cant Cites Descartes and Regius ca 

questions of time and place. He mentions the explanations of 

rainbows given by Aristotle, Kepler, Scaliger, Cardanus and 

Vitellus. On meteors he quotes Seneca, Pliny, Keckoxmarul, Kepler 

and Lessiue. In his 1658 theses Cant mentions Adrian Heereboord's 

attack, on the number of elements, but states that he prefers to 

abide by the Aristotelian classification. There is a reference to 

Bacon's Natural historj, but to offset this one might list a 

whole host of scholastics who are also quoted by Cant, e. g. 

Burgeradijk, the Coimbra commentators, Molina, Cajetan, Fxanciscua 

Bcnae Spei at al. Cant seems indeed to be adopting the scholastic 

approach of balancing one authority against another, without 

offering any positive verdict in favour of any of them. Like 

Leech before hi. n, however, Cant dismisses the recent rcvirfal of 

atoniat theories, and his sympathies tend generally to be in 

favour of the older philosophy, e. g. In discussing mapeeticm, 

Cant refers to van Helmont's account of the phenomenon, but he 

prefers the account given by Athanasius Kircher, which is that 
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followed by most theologians, such as Franciccus Banao Spei; 

sicailarly, Cant is aequaiatod with iiarvey's theory of the 

circulatical of the blood, but thinks that it contains many 

difficulties, and his account of optics is based an Athanasiu3 

Kircher rather than Descartes, though the latter is quoted. 

George Meldrun'a Theses nhysicao of 1659 have a strongly 

metaphysical slant. They be, -, in by stating that philosophy is the 

handmaid to faith and then proceed to desaolis3h C i, Lita Argo curt 

as a first principle, which is upheld by lieereboord as well as 

Descartes. Mleldrun continues with discussions on causality and 

free will in which the authors quoted are all scholastic. Moving 

on to physics proper, Meldrui cites Aristotle, LoRees and 

Fxancisous Bonae Spei on the principles of gcnerstion; he thinks 

that the cause of the earth's movement is subterranean fire and 

quotes KecicenMnn in support; and the rest of his philosophical 

positions are in the same Aristotelian vein. 

Alexander Alexander (Marischal, 1669) is anti-Descartes, 

whom he ranks as an atorS at, in the company of Mahan and 

Ileereboord, but this does not mean that he is an Aristotelian. 

(i the oontraxy, he quotas Boyle extensively and respects his 

views, particularly as expressed in his Treatise on colour, 

Thomas Gray (Marischal, 1673) also mentions Boyle's 

Treatise on colour, but prefers the theories put forward by 

Descartes. Be does not, however, accept Descartes's views on 

the origin of the worlds "The world has not existed from 

eternity, as Aristotle claims, nor was it created by aCitation of 

movement and utter, as Descartes claims, nor by a fortuitous 

collision of atoms, as Daaocritus claims; zather it derives from 
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Cod. " 

Dy contrast, George Middleton's 1675 theses are 

thoroughly Cartesian, dividing things into material and imrlaterial, 

claiming that the essence of matter is extension, recognizing 

only local notion, and giving Descartes's laws of move cent, and 

accepting the Cartesian accounts of gravity, the elements, rivers 

and fountains etc. Middleton also refers to Newton's experiments 

with lisht, and comments that they are worthy of philosophical 

scrutiny; however, one suspects that they were possibly beyond 

the capabilities of the students, since Middleton says that he 

will leave them to be discussed and investigated elsewhere. 

We have already seen instances of Robert Forbes's anti- 

Cartesianisa in his logic, metaphysics and ethics theses; his 

physics theses are equally opposed to Descartes. In 1680 Forbes 

states that although some freedom should be allowed in natural 

science, this has got out of hand in the present century; he then 

attacks Descartes's theory that there are three elements, and 

proclaims his allegiance to the Aristotelian first matter. His 

1684 theses show no change in position. 

John Buchan begins his 1681 theses by stating that he is 

not going to be the mouthpiece of any one philosopher and, true 

to this, he adopts the positions of various writers in his physics 

theses. He is a Cartesian in his contention that the essence of 

matter is extension, in his denial of a vacuum (he claims that the 

experiments of Boyle and Torrieelli do not prove the existence of 

a vacuum) and in his statement of the first principles (where he 

rejects the theories of van Helmont, the Chemists, ipicureans 

and Peripatetics). However, he is perplexed by Descartes's 
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definition of movement, and claims that the explanations given 
by Rohault and Clauberg do not go very far towards clarifying 

Descartes's position. Buchan refers favourably to Newton's 

experiments on light and colour, and also to Boyle's treatise 

Da formic at gualitatibus, and ends by listing the inventions 

which have aided science in the 17th century, viz. the microscope, 

telescope, themometer, barometer and air pump. He speaks in 

glowing terms of the advances made in anatomy, mathematics (by 

Napier) and algebra (by Vieta, Descartes and Vallic). 

James Lorimer's (i, arischal, 1683) theses are Cartesian. 

Indeed he even accepts Descartes's contention that brutes are 

automatons, a theory at which many of the otherwise thorouly 

Cartesian regents baulk. However, he also refers to the 

experiments relating to. air carried out by Doyle, Torricelli 

and Otto von Guericke at l'agdeburg. Lorimer concludes his theses 

by praising Descartes's achievements in the realm of mathematics, 

and poses some questions which show the kind of subject being 

debated in the university courses: "Why does water in a syphon 

not go any hither than 31 feet? 14hat is the cause of tides? 

What is the origin of comets? " 

Thomas Burnet strikes a somewhat surprising note in his 

theses of 1686 when he rejects the opinions of Aristotle and 

Descartes on first principles . 
(which, he says, have been 

regurgitated ad nauseam in the schools in recent years) in favour 

of Zeno's, i. e. that all bodies derive from indivisibles devoid 

of extension and parts. He thinks that it is virtually impossible 

to explain the nature of movement, and neither Aristotle, Epicurus, 

Descartes nor kohault has been able to do so. Nor have time and 
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place been accounted for satisfactorily. 

Cartesian physics continue to predominate in the 1690 

theses, as we might expect from the Cartesianism of the general 

and special physics courses produced by urischal and King's 

Colleges, but there are an increasing number of references to 

the theories of other scientific writers. George ixaaer (King's, 

1691) describes 1 oyle's and 21ariott's experiments on the nature of 

air, anti also refers to Leeuweihoeck's discoveries with the 

microscope, especially relating to animal seed. Alexander }doir 

(urischal, 1691) describes liuyt ons's experiments on reflection and 

refraction, and Wallis's explanation of tides; he is uncertain 

whether to accept W? allis's or Descartes's theories, and compromises 

by claiming that the true explanation is probably a combination of 

their ideas. Koir also mentions newton's theory of movement, but 

leaves others to debate the truth of it, since it is quite opposed 

to Cartesian principles. George Peacock (Larisohal, 1693) 

congratulates Bacon, Descartes and Boyle for establishing na teria 

and n tus as principia. liarney, Pecquet and Willis are praised for 

their contributions to medical science. In a somewhat surprising 

postscript Peacock entertains the possibility of aeroplanes: 

"The art of aercn4utics is not entirely impossible; for a little 

ship can be fashioned to carry a given number of men into the air; 

they can use its oars or wings to steer in the fluid air through 

regions far above the highest mountains. " 

The first rejection of Cartesian physics appears in 

Alexander F=ser's theses (King's, 1693). They begin by attacking 

the first principles proposed by the chemists, Epicureans and 

Peripatotics. Pincer goes on to say, thats "the essence of matter 
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does not consist in penetmbility, nor in extension alone, nor in 

aosibility, but in inpenetrable extension. " He does not accept 
I 

Descartes's explanation of movement, because it has been proved 

false by experiments. Descartes's ideas about colour are ingenious, 

but they have been superseded by Newton' a. Fraser does not know 

what to think about gravity, but states that the Cartesian theory 

will do for want of a better one. He ends his theses by describing 

the human body, and refers to recent discoveries made by Aalphigi 

and Leeuwenhoock. 

George scene (King's, 1696) is loud in his praises of the 

new mechanical philosophy. Robert Boyle is acclaimed as its most 

outstanding pmotitioner, and the experiments of Giovanni Alfonso 

Borelli are also described. William Smith (Marischal, 1700 and 

1704) extols the achievements of the Royal Society, 2alphigi, 

Reid, S47ammerdam and Grew. He says that Descartes's theories are 

not always true, but are the best we have, so will be expounded 

by his pupils. Thomas Burnet is criticised for having deprived 

the Scriptures of all lifw. by allegorising them in hie Sacred 

Theory, and L'histon too is censured, because he is "more addicted 

to Newton than to Moses. " Koi11 has shown the shortcamings of 
1 

both Burnet and lVhiston, but he himself is too offhand in his 

treatment of all other philosophers, both old and new. However, 

it is ICeill's work that Smith favours most, together with that of 

Tschirnhaus. In 1708 Smith maintains that experiments and 

mathematical calculations are essential. for physics, and he 

praises lierton's use of analytic and synthetic methods. Newton 

worked from the particular to the universal, experimenting and 

observing; his experiments and mathematical calculations 'are 
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extremely accurate. Keill is again rocomn, ended and Huygens' is 

theories about light are cited. 

Although Mack's special physics were Cartesian, he had 

abandoned Cartesian ideas by 1705, and seems to favour Keill'a 

mathematical method. George Fraser too, whose 1691 theses were 

completely Cartesian, now admits that many of Descartes's physical 

theories have been superseded (though he still upholds the Cartesian 

method in the logic part of his theses, and his metaphysics are 

Cartesian). Por instance, Fraser says that Descartes' s laws of 

movement do not agree with experiments. 
Abu& WLUZ" Jk, ". tier WajAr &WWMA" 

The three last. theses we posseszA those of James Urquhart 

(King's, 1710), George Peacock (MSarischal, 1711) and William 

Smith (tarischal, 1712)-are all thoroughly Newtonian. 

St. Andrews' earliest physics lectures, like those of the 

other universities, are more or less completely Aristotelian. We 

have no physics lectures between 1664 (when they are still very 

Aristotelian) and 1682 (when they are mainly Cartesian), but the 

date of the changeover can be pinpointed more accurately by the 

theses. 

In 1682 Alexander Grant (St. Leonard's)l' divides his 

subject into general and special physics. He concludes that 

extension is the essential attribute of utter� and that 

impenetrability and divisibility are the properties of natter, 

citing various proofs in support. Rohault and Descartes aro 

quoted on movement, and the Cartesian rules of movement are set 

out, acain with supporting evidence. Boyle's air, -pump, the 

L, St-A, - 1,! o. 36225 
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thorn. oieter and the baroscope are all described, The Cartesian 

theory of the elements is upheld, but while an this topic Gent 

describes the Newtonian theory of lieht and colour, which seems to 

contradict the Cartesian. 

J=e3 l: artin'o lectures of 16849 1' delivorod at St. Salvator'a, 

are similar to Grant's. He begins by quoting certain axioms basic 

to physics, which echo Txan's in his 1699 lectures, viz. (1) No 

properties or actions derive from nothing; (2) Nothing can come 

about from absolutely nothing; (3) Whatever is truly something 

cannot be entirely reduced to nothing; (4) Evexy effect presupposes 

a cause; (5) Tbatever effect does not depend on us must depend on 

some other cause; (6) Any extended object which is simple and 

indivisible will always remain unchanged in the same state; 

(7) All change happens as a result of an external cause; (8) No 

effect or change exceeds the force of its cause. Various 

experiments are mentioned, e. g. those of Robert Boyle, 'Robert 

Hooke, Torricelli and Otto von Guericke at t: agdeburg. The uses 

of the baroscope, barometer and thermometer are listed, together 

with the practical, mechanical uses of syphons in technology. 

We have moved beyond the abstract Aristotelianism of the earlier 

lectures, with itst scorn for things mechanical. The laws of 

movement given by l: artin are Cartesian; so too is the theory of 

elements. l: artin describes the Newtonian hypothesis about light 

and colours, referring to Transactions 80; ' he states that this 

theory does not in fact invalidate Descartes's general hypothesis, 

and finally refers the student to Boyle's Treatise on colour. 

1. EiTI, - Dc. 8.15 
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The earliest St. Andrews theses are fairly Aristotelian in 

their approach to physics, but not all the regents agree with 

Aristotle on every score; e. g. John Petrie in 1603 rejects the idea 

of planetary intelligences, while John , txsng in 1611 holds, 

contrary to Aristotle, that there is no real distinction between 

celestial and sublvnar hatter. 7abarella's name recurs in the 

early theses. )Amgo lurray's theses of 1628 reject the scholastic 

doctrine of transubstantiation. 

In 1629 John Weddorbuzn states at the beginning of his 

very Aristotelian theses that Aristotle threw light on physics 

where the ancients had been in darkness. The type of question he 

considers a physical problem strikes us as rather peculiar and 

verging on the metaphysical rather than the physical, e. g. "Was 

the earth created with or without its mountains? Were roses 

created with or without thorns before Adam's fall? " Wedderbuzn 

disapproves of the attempts of Bar us and Goclcaiusyto Provo that 

there is no first matter. 

Ituago Lurmy' a 1634 theses are still very Aristotelian, 

and the authorities quoted include the scholastics Scaligor, 

Mendoza, Bonaventura, the Coimbra commentators, Vasquez, Molina, 

Durandus at al. However, Murray's theses are less concerned with 

abstract discussions of ma tterin and forma than some of the earlier 

and contemporary theses; instead they deal more with actual 

physical phenomenal e. g. tides, rain etc. 

)3arclay'a theses of 1631 proclaim that the earth is 

nothing other than a great magnet, and in 1635 George Tlenyas 

rejects the Aristotelian explanation of the movement of projectiles 

being due to the impulse of surrounding air; he thinks the cause 
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of this type of movement is an impulse from a moving object. 

The first mention of Descartes to appear in the St. Andrews 

theses occurs in 1657, when William Campbell dismisses Descartes 

as "futilo", (a) because he supposes everything to be false and 

thus paves the downward path to atheism, scepticism etc., and 

(b) because he undertakes to explain all natural phenomena from 

the quantity, position and movement of particles of the first, 

second and third element. The Cartesian notion of imaginary 

space is also dismissed with scorn. Campbell states that 

Aristotle's nrincipia remain unshaken so far; he quotes Kircher 

on many points, and Hainline and Regius on optics. 

Robert Hamilton favours the new experimental philosophy 

in 1668, recommending the woks of Robert Boyle and Joseph 

Glanville. He rejects the physics taught by the Jesuits and 

proposes to take as his guide Thomas Willis, professor of 

philosophy at Oxford. Cartesian and Baconian nrincisita are set 

out, and also atoraist principia, which Hamilton cys have recently 

been adopted by Cascondi, I ere nne, Basso and kaignan. 

Cartesian mechanism, together with experimental philosophy, have 

made it quite clear that the and hallucinations concerning 

particular substantial forms and sensible qualities should be 

completely banished from the schools. Hamilton agrees with 

Descartes in only admitting local motion, and in stating that 

celestial and terrestrial matter are the came, but he rejects the 

Aristotelian commonplace (also upheld by Descartes) that nature 

abhors a vacuum, citing as proof the experiments of Torricelli, 

Mersenne, Charletcn, Basso and most of all Boyle. Hobbes's 

view that "time, place and space are phantasms"' gains Hamilton's 
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support, together with his rejection of the Peripatetic first 

principles of r. -i , fom i and nrivatio. However,. Hamilton is 

not prepared to co the whole way with Hobbes; he argues that to 

claim that the world is eternal, as Hobbes does, is in fact to 

deny Cod's existence, and this is where Hobbes goes wrong. 

As we have already seen in his theses relating to logic 

and metaphysics, William Sanders (St. Leonard's, 1674) is a 

thorou i-going Cartesian. In his physics theses he lists "tho 

contributions Descartes has made to physiologys laws of movement, 

works on reflection and refraction, on tides, on the magznet, on 

vision, light and colours, and on rainbows and parhelia. Sanders 

accepts the Cartesian dictum. that extension is the sole property 

of matter, and he also agrees with Descartes that there is no 

vacuum. There is a brief reference to Newton's theory of light, 

but Sanders thinks that it leaves much to be explained, and prefers 

Descartes's theory. 

Blually Cartesian are the theses of Alexander Grant 

(St. Loonard'c, 1676), Alexander Cockburn (St. Leonard's, 1679), 

James Ka--tin (St. Sal. vator's, 1681) and John Munro (St. Leonard's, 

1686). They deal with laws of movement, theories of light and 

colour etc. - in short, with all the physical topics upon which 

Descartes had expressed his views. Grant recommends to his 

students the works of Clauberg, Rohault and Legrand, and he rejects 

the arcu-aents put forward in the recently published work Idea 

_physioloriae 
taeri> ateticae et Anatomies Cartesianim. i. Martin 

refers to Newton's experiments with light and colour, but prefers 

the explanations given. by Boyle in his Treatise on colour. 

Newton comes into his ecru in James Gregory's 1690 theses. 



Grejory says that lievrton'n Principin have outstripped Descartes's 

by far; they nor only foam a basis on which we can construct a 

system of natural philosophy, but point us beyond the stars and 

sun to the im. ense universe. The Newtonian lawn of movement are 

accepted, and Gregory also refers to lawn of movement noted bT 

Wallis, Wren and Huygens. He shows how ill-founded was the 

explanation of gravity put forrard by Descartes, Perxault, Jessop 

and others, and he also criticises Huygens, saying that he cannot 

see how Huycena can maintain in his recently published treatise 

on gravity that he agrees with Newton that gravity is in proportion 

to the quantity of natter, when he himself declares that matter 

is utterly devoid of gravity. Finally, Gregory states his 

allegiance to Newtonian theories of light and sound. 

Newtonian ideas are also upheld in the 1697 theses of 

Alexander Scrimgeour, but his fellow recent at St. Leonard's, John 

Loudon, is wholly concerned in his physical theses with showing 

the dangerous atheistic tendencies of Cartesianism, in accordance 

with which aim he disniss's the works of Rohault. Loudon omits 

to substitute any positive doctrines for the ones he disrmis es. 

Craigie and Forrester have little in the way of physics 

in their 1703 theses, but from what there is it would appear that 

Craigie favoured Newtonian ideas, but Forrester still appeared to 

give some credence to Cartesian views (e. g. he adopts , 
the Cartesian 

laws of movement). 

From this survey a general picture cmerces of the physics 

taught in the four universities. Within the Aristotelian- 

Cartesian-Newtonian fr nowoüo which I outlined at the beginning 

of the chapter there are numerous references to the experiments 
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and writings of contcaporaxy natural philosophers, be,; irniing 

in the period 1665-70 approxiriately. 

Cke of the-points in Aristotelian physics which is moot 

frequently questioned by the regents is the cxistenco of a vacuum, 

and in this connection the exporiments carried out by Torricelli 

are cited again and mini they are first mentioned by Blair 

(Glasgow), in 1666, and then by Wichart (W nburji) in 1671, and 

thereafter by regents of all the universities. The experiments 

which were performed at Magdeburg are also described 

enthusiastically by the regents, and there are one or two 

references to the woxi of Giovanni Alfonso I3orelli. 

Robert Boyle receives universal acclaim from the regents. 

iiis experiments, especially those with the air pump, are mentioned 

frequently by regents of all four universities from 1670 onwards, 

and his Tractatus do origine for iaxu , et rLualitatin is often 

referred to (e. g. by Buchan (King's) in 16£31, keno (King's) in 

1696, and in the Glasgow dictates of 1676). The Treatise on 

colour is another work of Boyle's which is mentioned (e. g. by 

Scott (E3inburgh) in 1690, by Gray (l'ariechal) in 1673) and by 

Martin (St. Salvator'a) in 1681, who prefers Boyle's explanation 

of colours to Newton's). 

Boyle's works were bought extensively by the libraries. 

At 4inbui h various works on his experiments were acquired in 

1661,1664 and 1666, and his Reflections, Paradoxes and Tractatun 

do oririne formarma in 1666. Copies of his Sceptical Chenist 

wore purchased in 1672 and 1683. Glasgow bought his Improv cnt 

of Natural Thilooophhv in the 1660s and the library list dating 

from 1691 contains other works by him. King's Coll eGe received 
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Boyle's fi nrimcnts of cold and his Parado= hydrosti tica in tho 

Scouwal bequest of 1664, and their 1700 catalogue lists Boyle's 

complete rroxks. At Z'aricchal College Boyle'a iäcmerincntn concexning 

the air were bought by the revetits as an addition to Duncan 

Liddel'o collection. Gregory purchased Boyle's complete woxks 

for the university library of St. Andrewc, while St. Leonard'a 

College received Boyle's i cperinents in the bequest of John 

iedderbum (1678). 

Other lhglish scientists who are mcntianed or whose 

experiments and observations are described in the dictates are 

;; rd, Walling Wreri, Moxon, Flansteed, Hooke and Keill. Most of 

those scientists wore connected in come way with the Royal Society. 

Both Seth Ward (1617-89) and Robert Hooke (1635-1702) were members 

of the group of scientists which met at Wadham College in Oxford 

in the 1650s, many of whom went on to become founder members of 

the Royal Society, John Wallis (1616-1703), who was Savilian 

professor of geometry at Oxford, associated with Boyle and other 

experimental scientists, and based his approach on Torricelli. 

In mathematical history he ranks an on important precursor of 

IZevrten. Joseph Moxon (1627-91), the hydrogr pher and mathematician, 

was elected a fellow of the Royal Society in 1678, while John 

Flamnteed (1646--1719), the Astronomer Royal, contributed 

reüýularly to the Philosophical Tmnfactions of the Royal Society. 

Christopher Ilren (1632-1723) is best remembered an an architect, 

but he played a considerable part also in the scientific movement 

of the 17th century. Together with Clard and Hooke he carried 

out experiments at Y; hdham College, and later held the Chair of 

Astronomy at Grechan Collegol from 1660 to 1673 he was Savilian 
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profecror of astronomy at Oxford, This latter post was also held 

by John Keill (1671-1711), who was an enthusiastic exponent of 

Newtonian teachinc. The Royal Society is at all times spoken of 

in glowinC teams by the regents, who praise the contributions 

made by it to knowledge and its fosterinG of experimental philosophy. 

Cu nnin&ham, Lassie, Law and Lidderdale of dInburEh, Hamilton of 

St, Salvator's and Smith of l1arischal are only a few of the many 

regents who mention the Royal Society in their dictates or theses. 

Where are also a number of references to the Philosophical 

Tz n actions. For instance, Charles Erskine of f7dinburrh in 1703 

notes 'allis'a contribution to number 43 of the Philosophical 

Traniactiorrs (on the general laws of motion), and Black cites 

them several times in his course on special physics. 

The library lists reflect this interest in kki8lioh 

scientists and the Royal Society. Edinburn purchased Seth º1ard'a 

Astrono tcal Treatise in 1656; Wallis's Yatheraatics in 1661,1681 

and 1702, and his rechanica sive de r1otu tractatus L^eor etricus 

in 1671. Hooke'a posthumous works were bought in 1712, John 

Neill' a attack on Buxnet's theory in 1698, and his Introduction 

tom physics in 1702 (the year of their publication) and 1704. 

The librnzy list for 1668 includes a history of the Royal Society, 

while in 1676 the Transactions up to 1614 were bought from "Mr. 

Gregory" (possibly the elder Jazzes Gregoxy, who, had died the 

previous year); this acquisition eras supplemented by the purchaae 

in 1694 of the volumes from July 1687 to August 1694, and in 1708 

of the volumes to the end of 1700. King's College lists in its 

1700 catalogues won the -lobes, Hooke's 1 icrogmphin, Ward's 

Antro-n M. T=. neaactions of the Royal_ Society for 167176 and 
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4 VoluTlo of Olclon u LZ- r 'O Thiloconhical Trcmnactionc. Amcor the 

books bouCht for i aricchal CollcCo after 1673 aro Wallis' o 

Mech. ics and Kei12'a ýNýr. . ckä tý ucpýarºý ýý,, TCwý.. Tusnit( to 

St. Andre s we find that Grogoz r purchacod for the Observatory 

Hooke's 1 icro_7mphia, the Philosophical Trnncactions and 'allia'n 

Opern rztheatica. Finally, Glasgow purchased Hooko'a l. 'icrorphia 

and his lectures and collections in 1695, together with Moron's 

Mechanical Tbcercises; the list of additions to the 1691 catalogue 

includes the Philosophical Trrmrxactions and John Koill's Är`ninaticm 

of Dr. Burnet's and fir. Minton's theories of the earth. 

French scientists also foature proaincatly in the natural 

philosophy teaching. Dlnanuel L zigaan is perhaps the most 

conservative of those mentioned, since his physics are largely 

Aristotelian. He is cited by Wichart, Paterson and Cockburn of 

Minbur h; by Mair and Tian of Glasgow; by HIamilton and Grant of 

St. Andrewa; and by Cant and Alexander of Aberdeen. It is perhaps 

significant that the latest favouznble mention of him is by a 

regent from Glasgow - John Tran in 1695. 

Sarin Merseone (1580-1648), the French mathematician and 

scientist who did so much to further eoimnunication between 

contemporary scientists and philosophers, is cited by William 

Lacy (Edinburgh, 1700), Robert Hamilton (St. Sclvator's, 1668) and 

in the King's College course of 1702. 

The Cartesian experimental physicist, Jacques Rohault 

(1620-72) features in the dictates or theses from the 1670n (the 

earliest mention of his work is made by John tlishart of Edinburgh 

in 1674) until the and of the century. His Trnite do physi ue, 

published in Paris in 1671, ryas a standard textbook for nearly 
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50 year3. Sa~. uel Clarke, rather than write a 2teartcnian physics, 

translated Eohault' a work and added Newtonian footnotes. The 

work of Rohault's pupil, Pierre-%rlvain FS, in (1632-1707) is 

mentioned by regents from Edinburý., h, St. F, alvator' n and King' a- 

all in the 16906. 

Cockburn and Law of Edinbunh, and l"rnsor of King' a 

College all refer to the writings of use Mariotto (1620-84) 

who was a founder member of the French Academy of Sciences, and 

has ban described an the first experimental physicist of Prance. 

The French Academy's first socrotaxy, Jean Baptiste Duhamol 

(1624-1706), who contributed to the diffusion of Cartesian 

philosophy in France, in cited by regents from 1671 onzrardn, most 

frequently in Edinbarrh, but also at the other universities. 

Other Preach scientists mentioned by the regents include 

Claude Deechales (1621-78), Claude Perrault (1613-88) and Joan 

Leclerc (1657-1736), sho, is better knows perhaps for having 

introduced Locke's work to the Continent. 

Scientific works 'oy thene41"rasch writers are well 

represented in the library lists. At E; iinburr h &ersenne' a 

"6th antics were acquired in 1657. Deachales's Cursus r that ticus 

was boucht in 1676 from Gregorr. Duhnol' a Ohern philononhi n 

appoar in the list for 1688, together with rariotte's Fourth 

essay of colours. Leclerc'a 1-h" yaica werd bought in 1696 and 

Eoisault' a in 1712. Ia 1695 there is a record of the purchase of 

Divers ouvr Pas de rkathE. sati uen at de phXnique et Obse viticna 

do 1'astronornie et la g6o phis, par Messieurs do 1'AcAdaüie 

Royale, published in 1693. A Latin verssion of kohault's m refits 

de rhyssiqusq, published in 1674, was purchased by Edinbursh as 
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early as 1676, and the French version in the follovini; yoar. 

As ni{ht perhaps be exreeted, Glasgow acquired most of these,; 

rro acs at a later date than F)dinburji. It is only in the library 

lint for 1691 and later that we find the following: ]aims 

Fhilosorhia nsac n, Duhamel's Hinstory of the Royal Aeadersy of 

)cam and his philosophical works. R6Gin's et a do philonophie, 

Loelorc'e 1'h nice and Duhanel's Tilocophitt vetus et novn were 

received as donations in 1699. At the beginning of the 18th 

century Glasgo&'a acquisitions in this field increased, with-the 

purchase of Histoiro do renouvellcmcnt de 1'Acadertie R2Zptle, ties 

Sciences en 1699 ... aver un discours relininairo our 1'utilite 

don rath& ti ues of de In h ßi ue ar fl. de Pontenelle (Ansterd=, 

1709); Hiotoire do 1'Acnde^tie Royale des Scimapa 1699-17191 

Doschalea's ltunduse ri tthcia. ticus (1690); Clarke's edit. Ian of 

Robault' a Ih sico (London, 1702); R6gis' a Sint; -no de philosonhie 

and the worms of Duhamel. 

At Aberdeen King's Collate received Duhaael'o Conte 

voteris et srovae Phil osonO in the Soou,, al bequest of 1684, 

and the 1700 catalocue includes Deochales's Vatho ttics and 

Exhault's Ph eics. Among the books bought for 2: ariachal College 

after 1673 were Deschales's Curou9 rsathmaticus and Leclore'a 

Physics. Gregoxy purchased Llerscnne's Cornitata_phynico- 

mthenatic<a, Rohault's Physics and Duhar el's works for the 

Observatory at St. Andrews, and in 1699 the university library 

acquired Leclerc's Thysics and Duhamel'e Ibilosophia vetus et 

nava. St. Leonard's College received a ntz-sber of rrcnch woiica in 

the W ddorbuxn bequest, including Duharaol' a Liber de netooris et 

fosnilibus; Aatrarionin phXsiea; and Con nc ; zs vetericz at novae 
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philor. o , ham ino; Merucnne' a `nthc atics; flohault' a ring; and 

works by L`aijn. 

A. moak; recent Dutch scientists quoted by the re; ento are 

Leeu a- ahoeck and IIuyGens. HuyGcnu in particular is mentioned 

often and favourably by reGentu at minburcii, St. Andreas and 

Aberdeen, but I have found no mention of hin in the Glaser 

dictates or theses. M nburrh University Library bo t Iiuygcns'a 

Horoloaiu t oncillatoritr: i live do t otu prndulomi from Gregozr in 

1676, and his TraftV do la luýicr© was purchased in 1690, together 

with Lecuumhocck's (tem. At Gla ggo Leouwcnhoeck's Obe3ervationea 

nicrorcopia1es were bought In 1699 and fuygcn$'a woiics at the 

becinninz of the 18th ccntuxy. la. rischal College oi,, o _at 

Huyga1sta Iioro1o; 1u osaillatoriur, Traite do-la IumId_rg and 

Cosriotheraos oLV 'i. - hear ý4 ttul iftL "" 

I have a1r©ady covered most of the libmries' sciaitific 

acquisitions vhcn describing the interest shout by resents in 

individual scirntistE, but the follouinG purchases or donations 

Give further evidence of how Interested the universities were in 

keeping abreast of contemporary scientific developments. At 

Edinburgh Bacon's 2Saturc. l Hictory was purchased in 1640, 

CassE+ndi's Philoso, iicuz in 1653, his life of Tycho Bmhe 

in 1655, his `corcitationes Paradoxicao in 1656, his Institutio 

Antrmoriica in 1657 and his complete worics in 1653. Gilbert's 

De rýar ete was bought in 1659, Kepler's Diontric in 1667, 

T'hy+ i to is ý, i c; sencdo-Chart etoniana and Clauberc' a 

Fhvc ica ova and cntpso±Lm in 1668, Diffieil es nuj^uo or observations 

touching the i'orricelli. -m experii ent in 1675i Harvey's Theory of 

the circulation of the blood in 1676 and another copy in 1681, 
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., relli' a ne rotu anirK-Mtun, rcu Atrium nhYrico-mtithrr. aticu. ýn in 

1608, tocother with Burnet'3 Eiacred thr-orv of the eartht ?; '. alphici'e 

Anzto. ne nlantarmn and De; structuru, viacenin in 1693, Grezr' a 

Anatoriy of p11nt s in 1694, and whi st cn is Th Ao= of the Pn rth in 

169£i. 

Among donations -' turgh received in 1669 George S. icclair's 

Are magna et nova {; , tyitatin at l evitatis, and in 1672 his 

HyArostatica, both donated by the author. Ihvid Gre; ory donated 

cone mathematical books In 1689, including James Gregory's 

rcorcitationes jeometricae (London, 1668) and Optica promota 

(London, 1663), and in 1695 he gave his own fl. orncnta eatontrict+. e 

et diontriaae. Mr. Lamb, mere ant, Save the library 64 books in 

1695; they are mostly the works of scholastic authors, but include 

C endue adv. AristotelicoJ, Clauberg'a Ph sicn and Rohault's 

Trait6 do phyii. cme. 

Glasgow purchased Bacon's Es sa s in the 1640o and his 

Novun or, ", nun and complete works in 1691. Phil ia, icuro- 

Gs. sscndo-Charletonisna nw:; bought in 1656, together with Harvey's 

Do generatione aninaliun". Antony Lead's Historic natumA was 

acquired sometime in the 1660s or 1670s, Zhistonto Theory of the 

earth in 1697 and his Vindication of his theory in 1699. The 18th 

century additions to the 1691 list include 3'ucnaeu-1 Rernlin 

Societs. tis or a Description of the natural and artificial rarity 

of the Royal Soci, by Iiehemiah Grew (1605), The natural history 

of aninal. s with an account of their dissection before the Royal 

Academy at Paris (London, 1702), ! alphigi's letters and 

f. cperi, ental philosophy containing experiments nicroscopical, 

mercurial, naMetical, by H. Power (London, 1664). 
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George Sinclair donated his uorics to ' the library, viz. 

Am nova of riafia L-myitatiq et leyitattig (Rotterdam, 1669), 

Hydrostatica, or the TloiLht of fluid bodies ruxde evident (Edinburgh, 

1672), Principles of astronomy and navigation (D3inbur 
, 1688), 

and T poinia r; atha ties (Glasgow, 1661). In 1712 the Royal 

Society donated to Glasvgo: r (and also to Aberdeen, and St. Andrews; 

possibly to Edinburgh too, thouLb there is no record of it) a copy 

of Commaroium epietolicun D. Johnnnin Collins at alioru do analysi ' 

pronota, which was published by the Society in that year. 

In addition, to the works already nenticned, King's 

College received in the ScouCal bequest Bacon's Ilat ral hi story, 

Charleton'e rhysiolo r and Sebastian Maam's attack on Aristotle. 

The woi3cs of Thomas Burnet and Fallopi were donated to the library 

in 1696, and the 1700 catalogue includes Legmnd's Historia 

matume, Gassendis Thcorcitationes paradoxicac and t+ istan'a 

Astronomical principles. b: arischal College received Harvey's 

'Dxorcitatio de notu cordis and nso adversus Aristotolcn in 

donation in 1657 and later in the century the masters bou ht for 

the college Sinclair'e ire ria rºa of nova, and Janes Gregory's 

Ontica promota. 

At St. Andrews Gregory Purchased Gilbert's De ra ete, 

Legrand's Historia naturne and Bacon's works for the Observatory. 

In 1699 the library acquired Nhistcn's Thpory and in 1703 the 

regent Alexander Scringeour bought for the libmry David Gregory's 

Astronom-tae n, hvsicae et ponetricae elementa, and George Cheyne's 

Fluxionun nethodus. The Wedderbum bequest to St. Leonard's 

College in 1678 included wo* s by Charleton, F�alphigi, Cassendi 

and Gilbert's be na¬ete. 
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Moreover, the library funds aoniotimes purchased instruments 

as well as books. Wo have records of scientific and matheratical. 

instru°nents bung bought for Glasgow in 1693 and for Z"arischal 

Colle, go in 1670. 

From this survey of the state of physics teaching in 17th 

century Scottish universities, it would appear that the regents 

held more advanced ideas than might be supposed not only from the 

statements which often appear in general histories of the 

universities, but also from the actual curricula statements sot 

out above in Chapter 2. 

For the first half of the century the content of the 

dictates and theses tallies with what is laid down in the 

curricula, viz. Aristotle'a Physics, with some astronomy and 

anatomy. The various statements which appear in the second half 

of the century do not prescribe in any great detail what was to 

be taught in physics, The St, Andre^rs masters said in 1687 that 

in the final year the student was to learn "the rest of physics, 
1 

the hictozy of nature an(', experiments, together with the 

cosnoý^-xnphy, optics, epherical trigonometry and as such of the 

mechanics as time will allow. " la 1695 the Parliamcntary 

Coiicsionere proposed that gcneml and special physics be 

sepam. tad, but this idea did not meet with favour. G1asi, -ow 

claimed that the two parts of physics should be taint together 

cnd "experimental philosophy should be covered. " Tho Gcnexal 

rules dram up 1r, ß the universities for the composition of their 

courses stated that ea pies should be taken from the Peripatetic 

philosophy, especially in logic and metaphysics, though it was 

conceded that this bas not alvaya feasible in physics. More 
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advrncod ccncepts of physics teaching were diecus:; ed at another 

noeting of the university dole tes, ncm the notion was: 

"i, 'hothor it be felt that in the 4th class natuml philosophy 

(should) be taujht explaining the savem1 hypotheses and phenomena 

and these first natural without interposition of Art, and then to 

the exporiments, which are now so frequent and famous everywhere, 

and that inotnraents be provided to show the phcncncna and to 

teach how the rye are explained according to the different 

hypotheses, leaving it to the regents to appoint disputations, 

allowing freedom to the students to emit their theses upon any 

of the hypotheses... " However, these statements give little hint 

of the great az: iount of Itewtoniani= to be found in the university 

dictates and theses of the 16903 and the beginning of the 18th 

century, not to speak of the nuriercus references to other 

ccie ntists and their woik. 

Finally, that of the relative state of physics teaching 

in the different universities? Despite their statement of the 

need for experimental pl". i±osophy to be taint and their purchase 

of scientific insatr=cnta, Glasgow seems to have been the 

university most resistant to now ideaas. There is very little 

Ilewtonianisn in the dictates and theses of her regents, and the 

library lists show that host of the 'work's relating to 17th century 

science were acquired comparatively late. Again and main we find 

that French and Ihglishh scientists whose namea occur frequently 

in the teaching of regents of Aberdeen, St. bndrews and Edinburgh 

are mentioned only once or twice if at all in the Glasgow 

dictates and theses. Aberdeen's courses of the 1690s were 

Cartesian, and they were criticised by St. Andrews for neglecting 
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rierrton, but by the begin, ink of the 18th century Ilewtonian ideas 

appear in the Aberdeen theses. St. Andrews' co: x; ýmts suzc; eat that 

newton was favoured at the colleges of St. Salvator's and St. 

Leonard's earlier than at Aberdeen, though in fact Newtonian ideas 

appear in the St. Andrews dictates and theses at much the r, =, e date. 

D. iinbur would appear to have been the most proGresoivo 

of the Scottish universities. Support for the fact that EdinburCýi 

has more advanced than St. Andrews comes from the reasons Given by 

James GreCoj for leaving St. Andrews to become profeocor of 

maths atics3 at Diinbur h, viz. "because some of the , cholarop 

finding their courses and dictates opposed by what they had 

studied in the mathematics, did mock at their masters, and deride 

some of them publicly. After this, the servants of the college 

got orders not to wait on me at my observations: my s. lary was 

kept back from me; and scholars of most eminent rank were 

violently kept from me, contrary to their own and their parents' 

wills, the masters persuading them that their brains ware not able 

to endure it. 'these, and many other discouragonenta, oblige me 

to accept a call here to the College of Edinburg, where my 

salary is nearly double, and my encouragement otherwise much 

greater*"'* Frequently the first reference that we have to a 

17th century scientist in the dictates or theses is trade by an 

&Unbuxl; h regent, and the library lists suej a at that Fdinbur h 

was probably the first in many cases to acquire modem scientific 

works, often purchasing within a year or two of publication. 

1. Quoted in Vetextim 1audeq, ed. JFUnes B. Salnond, p. 87 
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2. 

Turning to cosaolo , y, let us now examine the progress of 

Copexnicanisra in the university teaching. 

In his 1634 dictates R akin of Fdinburjs, commenting on 

Saorobosco, presents the Ptolemaio world picture. 
1' He is aware 

of the ideas of recant astronomers vho follow Copernicus in 

denying that the earth is at the centre of the universe, and he 

admits that Copernicus's theory maces it much easier to explain 

certain phenometia, but he dismisses such views as impossible. 

Alexander Hepburn ( flnburih, 1643)2. also mentions 

Copemicus'e opinion about the novenent of the spheres, together 

with the opinions of George Pourbach and Johannes do ReGioraantanus. 

However, there is-no question about Hepbum'a allegiance to 

Ptolemy, though he does point out errors in Sacrobosco; for 

instance, he says that Sacrobosco is inconsistent in some of what 

he says about the rising and setting of sins, and wrong in some 

cases; also, Sacrobosco's lack of knowledge led hin to think 

certain parts of the world uninhabitable which we now know to be 

inhabited. 

in 1651 Copernicus's ideas are still being dismissed as 

patently false. 3' Tweedie, lecturing in 1662,4" acknowledges 

the existence of different theories about the earth's position, 

but describes the Copernican view as an absurd hypothesis; he 

concludes that the earth is at the centre of the universe and 

does not move, and cites as his authorities Clavius (a oom<ientator 

1.. GUL - F'8.11u. I84 2. ý, 'UL 

3. Dictates of Jaaen Wyran= -ECJL - Dc. 0 . 36 

4. ý, 'UI. - Uia. 11.645 
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on Sacrobosco) and George Buchanan De s` ahacm, bk. 1) uho are 

supported by 'all the more reliable au thorn. XecI-, ejrWm#(j 

Astronomy is also quoted by Trrooclio as a sound source. 

Dy 1672 Pillane is prepared to concede that the scheues 

of Copernicus and Tycho Draho show ingenuityq but he prefers a 

nodifiod version of the Ptolemaic systems since this does not go 

against what is recorded in Scripture. l' In 1675 Wichart mentions 

five possible world systems: those of Ptoluny, Copernicus and 

Tycho Brahet the Cartesian vortex theory, and a new systa which 

places the moon at the centre of the universe. 
2. 

Wishart's 

objoctiaaa to Copernicus's theory are as follows: (1) it creates 

too nienyy problems of gravity; (2) the earth is very heavy and 

cannot therefore move as quickly as Copernicus supposes; (3) 

buildings would turn upside dorm; (4) the movement of Mars as 

observed by us disproves the Copernican theory; (5) it is 

contrary to the Scriptures. However, he does not reject Copernicus 

outright; he merely states that to understand these systems better 

we need a clear conception of all the movements in the universe, 

and that the 
_rsnhaem arnillaris is very useful for this. Moreover, 

he agrees With Copernicus and Descartes in abandoning the 

Aristotelian idea that the sky consists of a crystalline substance. 

Wishart's position has not changed by 1680,3' but there are 

additional refereacea to recent experiments, e. g. the experiment 

carried out by Joseph Maxon, the Royal hydrographer, to discover 

the retrograde movement of the equinoctial. 

In 1682 lassie adopts the Cartesian explanation of the 

1. S. Z -. Dc. 6.4-5 2. St. A - Ils. 1949 
3. IIEUL - Ils. 5.27 
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world and expounds the vortex theory, preferring; this to the 

Copernican cyotem. 
l' ýoncexiin4; tho latter, Lassie Gets rouid the 

difficulty of the scriptures soaring to contradict Copernicus by 

claiming; that they speak "not according to to th, but according 

to co. --. ca opinion and appazr4nco. "ý' 

Kaý. ýady, lecturing in 16893' and 1692, ̀ ý' is also a 

Cartesian, but more cautiously so. He outlines the difficulties 

of the vortex theory, e. g. the vortices not all being the same 

size, the existence of sun spots and comets, but thinks that on 

the whole the Cartesian system provides a satisfactory explanation. 

. 
Kennedy has whittled don the world systems that are worthy of 

notice to three - the Ptolemaic, Copernican and Tychonic. His 

criteria for determining which is to be adopted are two$ (1) the 

one which explains the phenomena most satisfactorily; (2) if two 

do, the one which is simpler. After discussion of the relative 

merits of the three systems, Kr edy pronounces in favour of the 

Copernican, since it is (a) simpler, (b) more consonant with 

actual phenomena, and (c) sives a more convincing explanation of 

the phenomena of Venue and i: ercury. For further infoimaticn 

about the planets and their relation to tho sun, Kennedy refers 

his students to Kepler. The difficulties of Copernicus's theory 

are resolved by Kennedy. He answers the charge of its being 

opposed to the scriptures in the same way as Lassie does, adding 

that it is also wrong to reject Copemicus's system just because 

it is new and unfamiliar. 

1. : UL - Dc. 6.23i D0.5.115 
2, Quotation from l=assie's 1691 lectures - EM - Dc-7,92 

3. ILLS - 1Qs. 2075 ; ý. 'UL - M. 3.31 
4. F, 'UL - Dc. 0.110 
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j, -; hile I. uasio and Ecnuody were adherin, - to a Cartesian, 

pocition, William La: v vas novin, i beyond this towards acceptance 

of Newtonian ideas* Of the three world systems Law profers 

the Copernican, but he dicai roes with the vortex thoory, and 

accepts Huydens's conclusions about circular moveicat, believing 

that the planets move in free space and that whatever moves does: 

so in a stnicit line. Newton's theory of centripetal force is 

described, althous Lau claims that not everything Newton says 

about gravity can be true. Law also refers to idowton's observations 

of Jupiter's and satum'a satellites. In his 1696 lectures 2. Law 

lists a number of recent observations of celestial phcnom a, 

am, mig which are observations made by Casüini between 1665 and 

16130; the student is referred to Cassini' a Thstitutiones Selenicar u n. 

Also mentioned are the eclipses of satellites soon by Picard and 

do la dire. The work of Patio do Duillers on Saturn is pmised, 

and reference is trade to the machine invented by Romer which 

detects all planetair eclipses. Law also describes the experiment 

devised by Huygens and Eariotto to demonstrate various laws of 

movement. 

Law's cost systeriatic treatment of the different hypotheses 

about the universe is to be found in his lectures of 1701.3` The 

difficulties of the Ptolemaic system are ct arioed as followss. 

1. The Ptolexaies are aronG in suppooin, the heave as to be solid. 

2. They fail to give a satisfactory account of the nova cuts of 

Venus and Mercury, 

3, It is impossible to conceive of spheres, especially the rrinvn 

mobil e, novinc with the speed claimed by Ptolemy. 

1.1692-93 - 2dL5 - AdV"ms. 22"7.3 

2. M- Do. 8.53 3. EUL - Da. 8.43 
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4. The Ptolemaics resort to explanations which are too complicated, 

e. g. epicycles and eccentrics. 

The Copernican system is the best we have, and is the one adopted 

by Galileo and Kepler, but it too is not without its difficulties, 

the chief one being the attribution of the earth's movement to 

the Influence of the sun. Tycho Brahe's theory is seen as a 

compromise between the Copernican and the Ptolemaic systems; it 

has the virtue of being simpler than the Ptolemaic system and 

explaining the phenomena of Venus and Mercury, but it fails to 

reconcile the different movements of the planets and, like the 

Ptolemaic, it supposes an incredibly rapid movement. 

Law says that there are numerous objections to the vortex 

theory and picks out the following for particular mentions 

1. It presupposes infinite extension of the world. 

2. The thick matter of which Descartes claims the planets are 

composed is unsuitable for movement. 

3. The vortex which is supposed to encircle the earth is either 

the same as it was when it was a fixed star, or else is something 

different. Either Way complications arise. 

49 The movement of comets would seem to contradict the vortex 

theory. 

Finally Law considers the newtonian hypothesis. To 

understand it, Law says, we must accept the idea of mutual attraction 

of bodies, and also Newton's theories of gravity. The chief 

difficulty arises from the exceedingly fast propagation of light 

through immense distances, which cannot readily be explained. 

Law is unwilling to commit himself wholeheartedly to any 

one of these systems, maintaining that aFore detailed examination 
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of the clifferont parts of the world is nooessaxy before we can 

arrive at any conclusion. His lectures, howover, show that he 

as well versed in what had boon happening in astronomy. Apart 

from his outlining of the various world systems which I have just 

quoted, he describes Galileo's observations of sun spots and the 

conclusions he reached about than, Newton's deductions concerning 

the moon's revolutions, Kepler's invention which showed. clearly 

the pascace of the earth round the sun, and fuy one's ob jectioao 

to the vortex theory. 

As late as 1698, however, the Cartesian ayaten of vortices 

was still accepted by some reeentsi for instance, it wins support 

in Uillian Scott's lectures dolivered in that year'1' 

The Theses s haericae of the early Edinburgh theses are 

largely based on Saorobosco, thou CA the reGents do not accept 

encient ideas without qualification. For instance, James Knox 

in 1601 rejects the Aristotelian planetaxy intelligences, and 

claims that there is only one sphere and that the celestial bodies 

are not i=rutablo. Hosievor, the first reference we have to recent 

developments in astrmio: ay is in William Kinn' a theses of 1612, 

vAnich refer to observations ride by recent philosophers, which 

show that the planets, especially Mars raid Venus: diverge from the 

ecliptic by 8 degrees. Kind' seams to have been the most progressive 

of the rodents around this tine; in 1616 we find him taantionin. g 

Copernicus's calculations of the sun''s declination, and also the 

appoarrnce of a comet in 1577" which indicated that chances can 

occur in celestial bodies. 

1. EUL - La. III. 717 
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Zwore contemporary or near-contemporary observations appear 

in the theses of Andrew Young (1621); he refers to the observations 

made by Tycho Brahe, Copernicus (1515) and the Bernardino 

observations of 1488; he also mentions some recent observations of 

celestial phenomena made at Edinburgh on March 9,1617 and June 

1% 1620, The first definite indication we have that the regents 

were beginning to doubt the truth of the Ptolemaic system occurs 

in James Reid's theses of 1622. He sayer "Science is knowledge 

of an object through its cause; because of this given cause, it 

cannot be otherwise than it is. Thus, since various astronomers, 

e. g. Copernicus, Ptolemy et al, account for heavenly phenomena 

according to such varied principles and hypotheses, it follows 

that we can have no knowledge of things astronomical... " -a 

somewhat negative conclusion, but at least this shows aweakening 

of Ptolemaic authority. 

A further movemtat in the direction of modernity is seen 

in Reid's 1626 theses; the earth is still considered the centre of 

the universe, but it is no longer tmmoving; Reid states that it 

revolves an its om axis, and denies that he is opposing scripture 

by this contention. Reid also refers with approval to the 

observations made by Copernicus and Tycho Brahe on the earth's 

relationship to Mars. 

William King was still teaching in 1628, and by this time 

he has added the reckonings of other modern astronomers; in addition 

to Copernicus he mentions Regiomantanus, . Bhoinoldus and Tycho 

Bmhe, praising Brahe's measurements of the fixed si rs, However,. 

his 1628 theses return to the doctrine of the immutability of the 

heavens. 
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A statement made by Andrew Stevenscal in 1629 to the effect 

that "astronomical observations are to be demonstrated not by any 

physical principles, but by georietxy" throws an interesting light 

on the ccntanporary attitude to astronomy. 

From 1629 we jump to Duncan Forrester's theses of 1641, 

which would seem to suggest that he was unaware of the criticisms 

that were being made of the system of eccentrics and epicycles. 

While not prepared to abandon the Ftolomaio world picture, Forrester 

adopts a conciliatory tone: he says it is too bold to state 

categorically that astronomical hypotheses, i. e. concerning 

eccentrics, epicycles etc. are true, when sometimes they are perhaps 

not even likely; it is slough to suppose that they are possible, 

enable accurate calculations to be made, and defend the phenomena. 

The Copernican system had still not been accepted by 1661, 

when lishart states that' Copernicus's fiction is the "product of 
I 

a deranged or fevered bmin. " Wishart makes no farther reference 

to Copemicus in his theses, thous he does refer indirectly to 

the Tychonic system. In the last set of his theses we possess 

(1680) we find him rejecting the Cartesian vortices. 

As might be expected from Pillans's general conservatism, 

the Copeznican theory is rejected in his theses also, on the 

grounds that "not only is it opposed to the firm and unshakable 

authority of the scriptures, but the sober and level-dreaded 

calculations of the philosophers have proved beycnd doubt that the 

earth is the centre of the world. " Sacrobocco is criticised, but 

1% 
not because of any major flag in his arents, merely because he 

confuses poetry -with fact, failing to realise that the accounts of 

celestial pheaOm a that we find in the poets are not always 
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accurate. 

Wood does not make any refere7ice to the Copernican theory 

in his theses, but among the questions at the end of his 16'10 theees 

is this ones "Which is to be preferred of the Ptoleuaic, Copernican 

and Tychonio hypotheses? Or is the Cartesian better, or a fifth 

hypothesis quite separate from the rest? "- There is no indication 

of shat Wood thou, -, ht the anger should be, but judging from his 

allegiance to Aristotle and the old philosophy elsewhere, he 

probably favoured the Ptolemaic hypothesis. 

Paterson ' (1671,, 1675 and, 1679) seems to be the first 

regent actually to accept the heliocentric system., He appears 

to hold the Cartesian vortex theory, thou,; -, h with reservations. 

The next reference to Copernicus (and the first really favourable 

one) appears in 1682 with the theses of Gilbert bcMurdo, who also 

describes Cas yini's observations of, the movements of ears, Jupiter 

and Tatum. 

After this all the rodents accept the Copernican or 

Cartesian theory., Alexander Cockburn justifies himself in the 

Eyes of theologians by stating in 1684 that there is not much, 

difference between the cosmogony given by Descartes end, that set 

out by. D=ot in his rkaer d theor, oof the earth., He also refers 

to the recent observations by Cassini and Hooke, which caafiz i that 

the earth has annum. as well as. diuxnal move xent. In 1688 Cockburn 

states that the Copernican hypothesis is the simplest and "almost 

divine"= nor do ire need to add Deochales'o qualification "if it 

were not contraxy to scripture" since right reason is never 
ý 

opposed. to scripture. Robert Lidderdale adopts the Coponiican 

eyatem "because'it aGroea with reacon and experience. " 
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Kennedy mentions riewtcnia n theories of movement and 

gravitation in his theses of 1690 and 1694, as we have seen in 

the section on physics, but the first full exposition of Newtonts 

planetary theories that we find in the theses occurs in 1704, when 

Charles Erskine gives an account of the discoveries of Leibniz and 

Newton: "Leibniz has shown beyond doubt that gmvity derives from 

the impulse of surroundidg fluid, as do magnetic actions; this is 

quite clear from his investigation into the causes of celestial 

movement. Newton's explanation of centripetal movement, his 

belief that celestial phenomena can be reduced to mathematical 

teams, and his a priori proof that the earth's shape is not 

spherical are all quoted by Erskine. 

In view of the conservatism which is generally a character- 

istic of Glasgow's teaching, Copernican views were accepted 

remarkably early by her regents, in comparison with the regents 

of the other universities. In 1665 Blair outlines various world 

systems and pronounces in favour of the Copernican. 
lý 

George 

Sinclair had described Tycho Brahe's system in 1660, together 

with his and Copernicus's observations on the position and movement 

of the moon. 
2. lie dismissed as unnecessary the apparatus of 

eccentrics and epicycles which had been introduced to save the 

phenomena, and concluded that planets have only a single movement 

from east to west. 

however, alongside this acceptance of the heliocentric 

system, the ptoler. is system still had its. adhermts. Lecture 

notes of 1662-633' mention Tycho Brahe and Copernicus, but the 

1. GM - 2: s. cen. 379 2. nLS - itis. 9382 

3. tdLS - Lls. 8491 
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regent thinks that the whole subject is so hedged around with 

difficulties that. it is best to stick to the Ptoler,, aic view. 

In 1681 Thomas Nicholson seems somewhat undecided about which 

system he should adopt. 
11 He sets out the theories of Ptolemy, 

Copernicus and Tycho Brahe, and gives an account of the Cartesian 

vortex theory; although he may favour the more recent hypotheses, 

he comments that the Ptolemaic explanation is certainly the most 

commonly accepted. 

In John Tr='s lectures of 1681,2' however, the Copernican 

system is accepted as being the least beset with difficulties. 

Tran answers the physiological, astronomical and theological 

argw ents frequently cited against Copernicus. 

The later dictates scarcely mention world systems. 

Turning to the theses we find James Dalrymple supporting 

the Ptolemaic system in 1646. Blair refers to the systems of 

Copernicus and Tycho Brahe in 1671; he thinks that the Copernican 

system is worthy of consideration, but believes that in all 

three systems (i. e. the Copernican, Ptolemaic and Tychonic), the 

distances and sizes of the heavenly bodies are uncertain because 

of the lack or haziness of information about parallaxes and 

eccentrics. 

5'urprisingly, John Boyd is still in favour of Ptolemy 

in 1693. He states that "worthy astronomers, following Ptolemy 

as well as Copernicus, have claimed that both the Copernican and 

the Ptolemaic hypotheses save the celestial phenooana. Althou¬h 

the fact of terrestrial noverient (on the Copernican hypothesis) 

. 1. St. A - Us. 36239 2. ctn - ms. Mu. 227 



would explain all the phenomena satiofactorily, yet that theory 

of Pythagoras (mhos Copernicus followed in this fiction) will 

never be able to explain why movement is attributed to the entire 

terrestrial globe, or why it is triple; accordingly we prefer 

the Ptolemaic hypothesis to the Copernican. " Gerschom Carmichael 
r 

does not have much to say on astronomy and what he does say is 

somewhat enigaatics "The astronomers truly state that the earth 
1 

revolves each day round its own centre, and each year round the 

sun; but with no less truth popular opinion declares that the sun 

circles the earth daily. " Howeverg the general Newtonianisa of 

carmichael's 1707 lectures gu ests that he was a supporter of 

Newton's celestial as well as his terrestrial physics, ana indeed 

his theses do reject the idea of vortices. 

The first reference that we find to the Copernican system 

in the Aberdeen dictates occurs in 1633 in the Tinctatus de 

ophnern given by William Johnston, professor of mathetmtics at 

l'arischal Colleae. l' After describing the Cope=ican hypothesis, 

Johnston goes on to say that even Copernicus had to admit that to 

the senses the earth appears to be at the centre of the universe; 

there is no reason why we should not therefore adhere to the 

coirionly held view. Johnston makes this the occasion for some 

remarks on the presumption of the human intellect. However, later 

on in the same notebook we find a Universal treatise on planetary 

theories in which the hypotheses of Ptolemy, Copernicus and Tycho 

Brahe are discussed with the aid of diagrams and here Johnston 

would seem to be accepting the heliocentric theory. 

1. AUL - M. 181 
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There is a big gap before the next referonce in the 

dictates to world systems, which occurs in George Fraser's lectures, 

delivered at King's College in 16£37.1. Fraser establishes that the 

cky consists of the same matter as subltmar bodies, that it is 

corruptible (from observations of comets in 1604 and 1672) and 

that it is fluid. He compares the Ptolemaic, Copernican, Tychcniso 

and Cartesian theories, and pronounces in favour of the last, 

since it not only agrees best with the astronomical phciomuna, 

but is the most consiatont with reason, and gives the best explanation 

of virtually all natural phenomena. 

James Gilchrist, lecturing in 1609, does not commit 

himself to any one system, but outlines tho Ptolemaic and 

Copernican hypotheses* 2. 

William Black, however, is in favour of the Copex iican 

hypothesis in his Introduction to special ph sics, produced as 

part of the uniform course in 1696.3' He compares the Copernican 

with seven other systems (the Ptolemaic, Platonic, Egyptian, 

Tychonic, and those proposed by Longomontanus, Riceiolus and 

Stair), but thinks that it is by no means obvious which system 

is the correct one: in many ways the explanations given by 

Loagomontanus and Stair present fewer difficulties* Mack leaves 

the students to make their on minds up about which hypothesis 

they will adopt, but states that "setting aside authority, the 
1% 

Copeznican hypothesis seams to many, and to me also, to bo 

preferable to all the rest. " 
w 

The one reference we have to cosinolo y in the later 

larischal lectures - in George Peacock's lectures of 16aß4' , 

1. AUL - K. 151 2. AUL - K. 156 3. EM - Do-1-32 

4. AUL - 24.182 
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is in favour of the Cartesian vortices. 

The Aberde,, rn theoee go further back than the dictate;, 

and show that in 1622 the regent Alexander Lunan was acquainted 

with Copernicus's astronomical observations ( he refers to Book 3 

of Copernicu3's Dorevolutionib. 3), althou,; h the world picture he 

gives is basically Ptolaaaio. Other regents at this period do not 

roter to Copernicus, but there are come signs that the Aristotelian 

concept of the universe was being questioneä# e. g. William Forbes 

(King's) as'cs in 1623 "Whether celestial utter is fluid" i James 
-% w 

Sibbald (L: arisclia1) states in 1623 that "the sky is not animated" 

and John Lundie (King's, 1626) describes the laagthy debate which 

has bees carried on by philosophers as to whether the utter of 

which corruptible and incorruptible substancoa are composed is the 

cane. Aquinas, Suarez and others deny that this is the case, but 

Lundie acreea with Avicenna, Scotus and Scaliger who aftim it, 

thus rojectinc the idea that the &y oonsiato of a special kind 

of quintoeaonoe.. 

The next reference we have to Copernicus occurs in Andrei 

Stmchan'a theses (King's, 1631), whore he gives both Ptoley's 

and Copernicus' a calculations of the sua's declination. The tone 

in which Stmchan speaks of Copoxuicus is hardly favourable, 

howover; he uarntions in a dimiccive tannor Copernicus's attempts 

to overthrow all astronomical phenomena. 

Andrew Cant refers to the celestial observations made by 

Calilco, Kepler, Copernicus and Tycho Brahe, and in his 1658 

theses he describes the Ptolemaic, Cöpemican and Tychocnic world 

systems, but declares himself a Ptolemaic. 

Geoxve l: eldr=l8 1659 theses are on sir. ilarlineu. 
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Meldrum refers to the obsexvaticns made by Copernicus, Lansbergr, 

ý, 
.ý 

F'ý ý... .. '. '- ý'., 
a 

Tycho Brahe, Longo; aöntanun a. nd `3ýeur%äch, 'raind 'indeed he aeema to 

accept Copernicus's calculations; he praises Copernicus's method 

of explaining planetary movement without having recourse to 

epicycles. His description of the universe, however, is still 

Geocentric. 

The first theses to accept a modem explanation of the 

universe are Alexander Alexander's (1uarischal, 1669). Alexander 

adopts the Cartesian vortex theory as representing a position 

halfway between the Ptolemaic and the Copernican. Even more 

enthusiastic about the vortex theory is George 1iiddleton (King's, 

1675), and it is also accepted by John Buchan (King's, 1681), 

who shows his appreciation of the invention of the telescope by 

13sting the planetary phenomena which have been observed with its 

help, viz. 21 new stars, the distance between Jupiter and the 

earth, the phases of Saturn and Venus, sunspots, etc. James 

Lorimer (urischal, 1683), George scene (King's, 1688 and 1696) 

and Alexander Moir (urischal, 1691) all set out the vortex theory 

too. 

A lone voice against Copemican/Carteaian theories is 

heard in the theses of Robert Forbes (1684) where he states that 

"rather than give up the Copemican/Cartesian hypothesis about the 

World system and the earths iiovanant, its supporters prefer to 

claim that God is lying, and that the Holy Scriptures speak in 

aeccresnce with vulgar ni some options. 

Thomas 3uznet's (ylarischal, 1686) position is not clearly 

stated, but givai the anti-Cartesianica of tho rest of his physics 

theses, he is probably not in favour of the vortex theory. Among 
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the questions he poses at the end of his theses are the followings 

"Is the Cartesian vortex theory possible? Is it the earth or the 

sun that has an annual movement? " 

George Peacock (Maricchal, 1693) accepts the Copernican 

theoxy, "whatever Tycho! Ricciolus and others say to the contmry. " 

Peacock is particularly enthusiastic about the recent experiments 

carried out by Hooke, Which show that the earth produces a 

ccneidemble parallax and variety in the fixed stars by its 

annual orbit. 
Abuýca, 1 j LL4J, ., w. U "k, 

The first referonee4to Newtonian astronomical theories 

occurs in George F=ser's 1691. 
, Fraser says that Newton has 

shown that the vortex theory is entirely at odds with astronomical 

phcaoiaena., and that movement can happen in free space without 

vortices. However, the mathematics of iiewton's theory are too 

complicated for students to grasp, so for the present purpose 

Fraser accepts the vortex theory. In addition he refers to 

Newton's observations of comets, Cassini's observations of Mars, 

and l3u net's Sacred. theory of the earth, of which he seems to 

approve, Alexander Fraser (Ring's, 1693) also rejects the vortex 

theory, since Newton has Chown it to be false. In Black's 1705 

theses he recommends Huygens as being the beat investigator of 

heavenly phenomena, and he refers to observations made by Cassini, 

l']. amstbed and ffuy os. 

william Smith (thrischal, 1700) states that the Copernican 

thcczy agrees with the phcaoaena and is not contradictory to 

reason or faith. In 1704 and 1700 he lists the planetary 

observations made by Kepler, Huygens and Gregory, and he also 

mentions the discoveries of t assini, )3ernoulli, Hevelius and 
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Huyßens'a And Kepler's planetary observations, and also to the 

account of comets Given by Halley. In the last three thesos that 

we possess for our period, those of James Urquhart (King's, 1710), 

Peacock (bariechal, 1711) and William Smith (°arischal, 1712), 

the positions adopted are entirely Newtonian. 

The St. Andrews lectures are completely Ptolemaic in their 

outlook until 1661. The lecture notes taken down by Colin Campbell 

in that year' contain an account of eight different world systems - 

those of Aristotle, the Poripateties, Ptolemy, Alphonsius, Clavius, 

Copernicus, irapella and Tycho Bmhe. The modern views are 

rejected, and Listorphius and Hainline are cited in support of 

the 4regait's refutation of Copernicus. In 1664 John Hay and 

David Falconer describe the Copernicann and Tychonie systems in 

addition to the Ptolemaic=2' it is not clear which theory they 

support, since the part of the manuscript where their views may 

be expressed is very faded. 

Alexander Grnnt's notes of 16823' and James Martin's of 

16844' are also incomplete, so we do not know which of the three 

systems they favoured. Probably it was the Copernican, since 

their physics lectures are Cartesian and even express some 

Newtonian ideas. 

Gregory compares the Ptolemaic, Copernican and Tychonie 

systems in 16905' and concludes that the Copernican is the most 

likely, since it is the simplest' and explains the movements of 

1. EüL - Colin Campbell Collection 2. St. A - Z<is. 36032 
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the sun and the fixed stars; it is especially satisfactory on the 

movement of Mars, Jupiter and Satuns. Ile divides the objections 

against the Copernican hypothesis into three categories (a) 

physical, (b) astranomical and (c) scriptural, which he answers 

in tun. At the end of his lectures is an appendix on gravity 

and oa the novement of tides. 

At the beginning of the century in the theses we find a 

statement by William Wedderbum in 1608 that "there is no reason 

why anyone who relies on Aristotle's authority should carp at 

eccentrics, orba and epicycles. " The first reference to Copernicus 

that we have occurs in William Lamb's theses for 1613, where he 

mentions Copernicus's observations of the movements which can be 

seen in the celestial orbs. John Wedderbursn's 1629 theses comment 

on the numerous astronomical hypotheses that exist,. among them 

the Copernican; they merely show us that we can have no knowledge 

of astronomical matters, and our only course is to marvel at God's 

wanders, rungo Murray (St. Leonard's, 1634) mentions Copernicus, 

but not his heliocentric theory; he says that there is only a 

single movement of the eighth heaven, and consequently there is 

no room for the movement of fixed stars from west to east, as 

Ptolemy relates, or for the Alphonsine trepidation, or for the 

Copernican twin libration. William Campbell (St. Salvator's, 

1657) still accepts the geocentric system; he speaks with derision 

of Copernicus's theory and claims that Kepler's measurements of 

the earth prove that it is too large for Copernicus's theory 

to be correct; also unacceptable is the speed at Which the earth 

rotates according to Copernicus's theories. 

With Robert Hamilton's theses of 1668 (St. Salvator's) 
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the Copernican system Gains acceptance, and Hamilton voices his 

cup- port for the Cartesian vortex theory, He defends the Copernican 

theory against the charge of being contx y to the scriptures 

by stating that the scriptures do not describe things as they 

really are, but only as they appear to our senses. 

As might be expected from the general Cartesianien of 

their theses, Sanders, Grant, Cockburn and 2ionro also accept the 

vortex theory. In addition Sanders refers to observations made 

by Huygens, Cassini, Flamstbed and Wallis (for the last mentioned 

he gives a reference to the Thilororhical Transactions, no. 16). 

According to Sanders the Cartesian is the only hypothesis 'hick 

solves all the celestial phenomena satisfactorily; like Hamilton, 

Sanders feels it necessary to claim that the now theory is not 

opposed to the scriptures. He states that the task of the 

scriptures is not to make men scientists or mathematicians, but 

to help then to grace and salvation. Referring to the Inquisition 

which condemned Galileo, Sanders maintains that the charges 

brought against Galileo could have had no grounding in the 

scriptures. 

Gregory (St. Sal. vator's, 1690) gives a Newtonian explanation 

of planetary movemcnts, and describes the theory of centripetal 

force. He refers to the observations made by Cassini on the 

satellite of Ears and accounts for comets. His students are 

recoma-xcnded to study Jessop's recently written Propositions 

hydrostaticae ad illustrandum Aristarchi Samii M: stena for an 

account of Descartes's position. Gregory is very scornful about 

the vortex theory, claiming that it is totally at odds with 

astronomical phenomena, and does not so much explain heavenly 
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movcncats as confound the whole issue. 

Gc tcuc's 1697 theses and Craigie'a 1703 theses are equally 

Newtonian, thou h they conoaltmte less on physics than Grocozy 

doos. Cra. igie points out that Newton's physics show how much 

nature is hidden from us; Newton is able to show how celestial 

movement is governed by centrifugal and centripetal force, but he 

is unable to define the nature of heavenly bodies. Craigie thinks 

that Huygens is merely inventing when he philosophizes about 

life on other planets. Craigie's fellow recent at St. Salvator's, 

Thomas Forrester, still accepts the vortex theory in 1703. 

Turning to the library lists we find that Bdinbur h, 

Marischai College and St. Leonard'c College were all fortunate 

enough to receive good collections of books on astronomy in donation. 

Edinburgh's bequest came from James Douglas, secretary to 

James YI9 in 1635 and included: Clavii Opera, Peurbach's Theo 

novae planetarurs Ke ler s Stella nova. Dioptrice, Harmonious 

n_ i Prodroris dis ertati cosnotphicarun Copemicua's 

Astronor is instaura. ta'and I ibri 5 de revolutionibus orbiun 

coelestiurz, Tycho Dmhe'a Enistolae astrononicae and Do aetherirr 

reo ntioribus phar onenis, and Rheticu, p's Opus do trianMulis. 

! rischal. Colle3e bean the century on a good footing 

with Duncan Liddel'a bequests received in 1613. Along the books 

left by Liddel were: Copernicus's Do revolutionibus, Tycho Bmhe' a 

Opera varia, ReCiommtanus's Tabulae ulnnetr3rw , Peurbach's 

Th. ricao nlanotara: a and Kepler's Dioptrien. In 1641 the College 

library also received Kepler's Marr:. onico n, =di and 2--jrnýl! MOn. Ma 

sive strononiae r-irs onticn, L ontanus'a Astrononia Banica 

and further copies of Copernicus' a Do revolutionibus and Kepler' a 

ý" ý. t. }ý ý cýi, ýrýý++ ai Q, . wcLýliýýý w6 wiacl- wcu g1i. {r. cd by Ntce+laýcs" 

a*td, p+AGj. w. ct tk I 6%`?. 
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Diontrio ; this time the bequest came from William Johnston, the 

professor of mathematics, whose lectures were discussed above. 

lungo I.: urray, who became professur of astronomy at 

uretham College, left his books to St. Leorard's College in 1670. 

They included' Tycho 13xahe's tied and other works, 

Longomoatanus's Astronomia Danirn, Copernicus's Astronoriie,, and 

Kepler's PTyaica coelestiaa and other worka. In 1678 the College 

also received Copernicus's Do rovolutionibus and Havelius's MacL i, t 

cos ku.,, Comets iia and Selenoý, in the Wodderburn 

bequest. 

From the 1650s onwards Ed1nburrh added to her collection 

of astronomical woiks. Gassendis Institutio Astronoaica was 

purchased in 1657 and his Lives of Copexnicus and Peurbach in 

1672, Kepler's 
_E, 

itome Astronomicao Copernican in 1659, 

Duhanel's Astronomia physics, in 1661, Boreili's Do inventione 
aKd ID"Z 

t el escopii in 1695, 
AGreGoryt s Ast e Ehvlicae etc. 

Galileo's De mundi Mstemate and Grew's Cos^º! olot º 

in 1701. In addition to books 1: 147.00 uas paid for Copemicus s 

sphere and its case in 1685. 

At Larischal College library funds were used to add to 

Liddel's collection, and among the books purchased were: Hevelius'a 

Selenographia, Hicciolus's est, Gaaseidi'a coaplete works and 

fuygeas's fRystam Sat . 

Gregory bought a number of astronomical works for the 

observatory at St: Andrews, including works by xeve1ius, Kepler, 

Tycho fliehe and Huygens, and the 1687 library list-mentions in 

addition works by Pourinch and Galileo's De systemate midi. 

Glasgow did not have the advantage of such a bequest as 
4. bL4tciA lac cic. Kc. 0- Aa, ln-, sr. eb +tiu cta c, " 4icýý Ll2. 
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the other naniversitics received, but nevertheless she purchased 

Copernicus's corks in the early 1650s, and Kepler's r itoma 

rtitronodiao Co; emicinzg in 1656. The liumry list for 1691 and 

later 3aclude3 Aicciolu3'a Ai. PerimantAulus in Ptolp mini 

Alraro-stc i. Gaalileo's Dialot oc, da Gystcrmte nundi, Copernicus's 

Antrari". ia inctauratat and Cassendi's Lives of Tycho Bmhe, 

Co, ernicuo, Feurbach and Roil omontIn! i; 

purchased in the 16903 were such things as a meridian and a globe. 

Free this survey it omero3 that nhile Copernican ideas 

very known to roacats in the early part of the century, at any rate 

at Fdinbur;; h, Aberdeen and St. Andro vs, and thi a Aristotel: as concepts 

of the ianiverae were often questionod, the heliocentric system 

was not fully accepted until the 1660a and even then not by all 

the regents. This time 111inburih does not appear to have been 

the first university to accept the new ideas; Indeed the heliocentric 

cysts is adopted in Aberdoan and St. Andrews theses in the 1660a, 

and in a more qualified gray in Clasro, dictates of the same period, 

while the first favoumble rofcrmee it receives in Edinburgh is 

in the 1670n. 

Once the regents had accepted the Copernican system, it 

frequently appears in their dictates and theses in its Cartesian 

suing. i)y the 16903, however, the vortex theory was being 

superseded by Rewtcaianim, which gained more and more support, 

until at the beginning of the 18th cant= 7 there were only a few 

re3anto who still adhered to the Cartesian comoloiMr. 



Chapter 7 

In the preceding chapters I have inevitably touched on 

the effect on the Scottish universities of the political and 

religious upheavals of the 17th century. It is virtually impossible 

to discuss the university courses without reference to contemporary 

events, since not only were staff appointments affected, but also 

the content of the lectures and theses. In what follows I propose 

to take up the points I have made earlier and discuss them in 

greater detail, and also to define more precisely the nature of 

the relations between the six colleges. 

To divide 17th century Scottish political history up 

Into clear-cut periods of Presbyterian and Episcopalian government 

is of course a gross over-simplification, but as far as the 

political upheavals affected the universities we can distinguish 

three definite crisis points corresponding to changes in the fora 

of government. 

The first began in 1638/9 when the universities were 

purged of Episcopalian officers who refused to subscribe to the 

National Covenant. At Edinburgh the re; cnts Robert Rankin and 

John Brown were deposed. Most of the Aberdeen doctors lost their 

positions, including William Leslie, who was Principal of King' a 

Colleges also Alexander Scrogie, a regent at King's Collego. In 

the volumes of Robert Braillie's correspondence there is a reference 

to a Commission which was specifically appointed in 1638 to remove 

disaffected regents from Aberdeen. ill Glasgow and St. Andrews seem 

1. The letters sad ioumals of Robert Baillie (Glasgows 

lannatyne Club, 1ß41s 42), vol. l, pp. 491-492 
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to have fared better, though the visitation occasioned a considerable 

amount of dread, in Glasgow at any . to. 1' 
Wo lea= from Eaillio 

again that the masters of St. Andrewc originally resisted tho 

Covcnant, but soon gave way and signed. 
2. 

The signing of the Covenant marked the beginning of a 

period of great political unrost, and ten years later there was 

another mass expulsion. At King's College the Principal, William 

Guild, the sub-Principal, Alexander Uiddleto¢z, and the regcnto 

Patrick Gordan and George Middleton were all deposed for having 

taken the King's side in the Civil 'Far. At St, Leonard'a College 

David fevay was dismissed after having been svnaoned before the 

Presbytery for having made statements opposed to the Kiii.. 

With the return of an Episcopalian font of government in 

1661 we come to the second of the crisis points mentioned. This 

time many of the Presbyterians installed by the Covenanters and 

their successors were expelled, and ipiscopalians - in some cases 

the same Episcopalians Who had been dismissed in the earlier 

purges - were put in their places. At Aberdeen, John Row, Principal 

of King's College, was deposed and replaced by William ßaitp 

in 1662 Bait ceased to be Principal and Alexander Middleton, who 

had been deposed in 1649, was appointed. Patrick Gordon vas 

reappointed as regent. At St. Andrews William Campbell refused to 

take the oath of allegiance in 1662, and James Wood, Provost of 

. St. Salvator's, was deposed because he would not submit to 

episcopacy. George Sinclair, regent at Glasgow, resigned in 1666 

rather than take the oath of allegiance. 

1. ibid. vol. 1, p. 171 2. Ibide p. 62ff. 
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The third crisis point was in 1689 whcn Presbyterianism 

once more gained the ascendancy. A. resolution was passed in 1690 

to the effect that the Parliamentary Commisaicuors ware to "take 

exact tzyal. l of the Easters... Reg nt s etc. if any of them be 

oronious in doctrine, and as to popish, ariiniane and sociniane 

principles, which is to be searched from their dictate, or to 

receave info= tione from other persons who have been conversant 

with them", to search their dictates for evidence of insufficiency 

and to ensure their loyalty to the present govezament. This 

seers to have beEn the occasion for a general witch-hunt. Records 

of the proceedings at EdinburJi show that anyone who had a grudge 

a&ainst' one of the regents regarded the occasion as a good 

opportunity to bring this out Into the open. 
2' At , t. 4ndrews too, 

numerous complaints were made by the town against the colleges; 

the townspeople doubtless welcomed the opportunity to exact revenge 

for the disruptive behaviour by the students in favour of James II, 

which was not prevented and sometimes actually supported by the 

regcnt s. 
3' 

As a result of these investigz ticns Alexander 2ionro, the 

Principal of Edinburih University, was deposed,, together with John 

Strachan, the professor of divinity, and the regent Thomas Bumst. 

The question was raised about Andrew Lassie being dismissedq but 

in fact he retained his position. Around this time David Gregory 

also left Edinburdh to become Savilian professor of astronomy at 

1. Evidence , vo1. l p APp endix, pp. 36--37 

2. fobert K. Eannay, "The visitation of the Collece of Edinburcli in 

1690, " Book of the Old kiinbur'h club, 6 (1915), pp"79 100 
3. Hobart K. Hannay, "The visitation of St. Andrews. University in 

1690, " Scottish historical"review, '13 (1915-16), pp. 1-15 
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Oxford - possibly this departure was not entirely unconnected 

with the fact that Gro orl' a family were Episcopalian, and Gregory 

hiasolf was suspected of holding atheistic views. At St. Androwa 

there was a groat upheaval; of the eight regents belonging to the 

two colt a es only one (John bionro, St. Loonard' e) retained hie 

position after the visitatio. Glasgow saw the departure of her 

Principal, James Fall, and the regents James Wenyss and William 

Blair; John Boyd refused at first to take the oath, but changed 

his mind subsequently. George Sinclair, who had resigned in 1666, 

now returned as regent. Aberdeen alone seems to have been relatively 

unaffected by the 1609 Revolutions all the officers eventually 

took the oath at both colleges. 

These three watersheds are the most obvious instances 

of the effect of Scotland's political upheavals on the university 

staff, but we have evidence that politics and religion were a 

constant factor in the appointment of staff throu&hout the 17th 

century, even when times were relatively peaceful. Craufurd 

records that in 1629 there was a debate between Laudiuna and 

Presbyterians over the appointment of a professor of theology at 

Edinburgh, the latter prevailing. 
l' in 1633, also at Edinburgh, 

the best candidate for the professorship of hu. anity, Archibald, 

was passed over because he was "odious to the episcopal factions" 2* 

In the 1620s Robert Boyd roaiied as Principal of first Glao oar, 

than Edinburg, over James I's policy of imposing prelacy on 

Scotland. 

a 

Throuihout the 17th century various acts were procul ated 

1. Cxaufurd, Hin___ torv. PP. 114-115 2. ihld. t PP. 124--125 
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requiring oaths of allegiance from the regents. There is an act 

relating to Glasgow Uhiversity, dated. 1623, stating that no 

university appointment can be held unless an oath of allegiance is 

swozn» and similar acts wore passed by the Visitation CoLºriasioners 

in 1664 and 1680.2' 'At St. Andrews in the 1640s it was decreed 

that applicants for the post of regent must bring with them 

testimony of allegiance to the Refomed religion, and the Synod of 

Fife, was to Yntify the appointments of regenta. 3" An act for 

reg ntat trials at Maxischal. College in 1650 stated that regents 

had henceforth to produce evidence of their blameless conversation 

and constant affection to the cause of God. 49 In 1654 Cro=ell 

decreed that the Commissioners for visiting universities and 

schools of leaming should take care that none but ren 'rho were 

godly and able, and friendly to hits govemmet, be admitted to any 

benefice. ' The Privy Council passed an act in 1672 regulating 

who eras allowed to teach. 
6. 

During the later period of Epiccopaoy 

Edinburgh Town Council appointed four bailliec to go over the 

college, and "ther to call for the prinsre and four regents of 
1 

philo$ophie, and requyr from the eaidc reGEnts the bishops testificat 

that they submit to and own the preacmt covem ent confozi to the 

Act of Parliaaait, and such an call not produce the said tectificat 

that, confom to a tamer Act of Cowell, they declare their 

1. ? T=, vo1.2, p. 300 2. GU1 - 26637 
3. 

_ý__ 
it? cnc e, vo1.3 r pp. 208-209 4. AUI, - 11.91 

5. týuninm, t-'t, vol. ir pP"333-334 6. ibid., pp. 413-414 
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places vacant, and shut up their cchoole-doreo'till the Counsell 

rive farder order. "" Finally, in 1699 a sub-committee was 
1 

appointed by the Genezal Assembly to viuit the colleGe© of Aberdeen 

cnd report on persons found erroneous, ccandaloua, neGligent, 

insufficient or disaffected to the govezn2alt. 
2. 

Nor did this close connection between university appoint-- 

ments and politico cad with the 17th oentuzy. The 1715 rebellion 

broujht a spate of purginge in its wake. At Aberdeen eight 

students wore expelled" for supporting the Jacobite uprising; the 

principal of Mg's Collego, George l iddleton, together with the 

re ents James Urquhart and Richard Gordon were deposed, while at 

1', arischal College all the regents - George Peacock, Alexander Moir, 

William Smith and William Nleston - lost their positionse because 

of the known Episcopalian sympathies of her masters and students 

St. Andrews also received a visitation in 1710, which complained 

of Episcopacy in Pranois Pringle, one of the regents at St. Leonari's. 

However, the university had anticipated trouble by applying for 

this visitation, and no purge took plaoe. ' Edinburgh and Glasgow 3 

were untouched, since their loyalties were to the º his Covdmzlent, 

and it is pernapo no coincidence that it was the universities of 

Edinburgh and Glas ow which flourished during the 18th century, 

while those of Ab©rdoca and bt. Andrewa, both of which had supported 

the Jacobite cause, declined. ' 

1, Cha term tutus and Acts of the Town Council and the 

Setus p, 135 

2, panti Aberdancrose3, p, 383 
3. Two students at St. Andraws, p. xlvi if. 

4, Of course this was only one factor; economic reasons and the 

kind of cities Edinburgh and Glascow were played a greater role 
in the 18th century ascendancy of their universities. 
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The fact that university appointments Märe, so dependent 

on the political and religious convictions of the incumbents 

meant that their teaching could not but be influenced also. And 

indeed we find evidence of the state or church trying again and 

again to determine what was taught. For instance, both in the 

16403 and in the 16903 the Con=fissions decreed that logic etc. 

were not to be taught privately, but only in the universities; 

in this way they no doubt hoped to be able to have more control 

over the content of the teaching. In 1672 the correspondents of 

the universities, ever mindful of the watchful eye of church and 

state, agreed that "the theses of the universities at laureation 

-N 
shall be seen and approved by their respective faculties and he 

vho presides in the faculty : hall sitnify under his hand that 

there is nothing found in them contrary to the true religion and 

good canners before the theses be given to the press. "" In 1695 

S. the Parli=citary Cornmissieai demanded Inspection of the regcnta' 

dictatea, 2' 
and in 1699 they listed "various propositions voted 

a. ' ig the ¢tudcntc which are false and pemicious, " and declared 

that the r,. aater3 Were to guard against thex. 3' It, i3 worth quoting 

these, as they provide us with a good indication of what it was 

that the Commissioners were afraid oft 

10 The material world has existed from eternity. 

2. Our reason or t ilosophy is the father of Scripture; it is the 

criterion according to which we judge the truth of things 

, 'ivine. 

39 A wino man's reason is the rule for morality. 

1. AüL - 11.91 2, cto supxa, pp-54-55 

3. EiJL - Dc. 1.4 
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The Co: iisoion then lioted zone, other propositions vhich "are not 

co universally absurd, but are diCapproved by the Kefoi ed and 

Popich Divincol" and appointed that the same should bo forebomes 
ft 

1. Spirit is nowhere. 

2. The os=co of mind is placed in actual thought. 

3. The eaistcace of pure finite spirits (i. e. angels) can only be 

proved from Scripture. 

4. One should doubt overything or at least suspend judgment in 

order to discover the truth. 

5. Our clear knowledge is the beat criterion of truth. 

6. Animals do not have feelings but are mere autorlatons. 

7. The human soul is created indirectly. 

Some propositions at first hearing are offensive and ray be 

false, but may pass with limitations. Regarding these the Co: zmiasicn 

enjoins cautions 

1. The essauces of things are eJreýnaý" 

2. Propositions (both of whose rem cut Vi 
.) may be of eternal 

truth. 

3. The possibility of things is intrinsic in them from eternity. 

4. The essence of mind is that it always in fact thinks. 

The distrust of Carteaianism show here is only too obvious. 

There are a number of specific instances during the 17th 

century when a teaching was used a, inct him. At 

Edjnburt h in 1626 one of the city's ministers, William Struthers, 

spoke in dero&atory tams about philosophy, describing it as 

"the diahclout to Divinity. "'' The regent James Raid used the 

1. The episode is described by Crauni d, History , pp. 107-109 
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laureation ceremony, of 1626 to reply. There were, he remara: ed, 

certain modem theologians who affected to despise liberal sciences 

and were not ashamed to brand philosophy with insolent and 

opprobrious epithets. "Whatever these persona nay think of 

themselves who thus condern human philosophy, such is its lustre 

in the Christian life and so groat its benefit to civil society, 

that Aristippus chose rather to be a Christian philosopher than 

an ignorant or unphilosophic divine. " This reply of Reid's led 

to a protiacted wrangle, as a result of which Reid retired from 

his post as regent. 

At St. Andrews James Wedderbum was accused in 1638 of 

"having corrupted with Aminianism diverse with his discourses and 

lectures, "" while in 1668 there was a raw over Robert Hamilton's 
a 

theses, in which he defends Hobbes, as a result of which Hamilton 

lost his post. 
2* 

Coutts records that John Cameron, 'who 'ran Principal of 

Glasgow University 1622-23i came into conflict with one of the 

reS alts, Robert Blair. Cameron searched fl1air's dictates and 

found in some passages on Aristotle's Politics that Blair gave 

preference to elective rather than to hereditary monarchy. Cameron 

caxinunicated this to the King, who ma&no groat account of the 

natter, but the Principal used his influence with the Archbishop 

and others to such purpose that lair found it prudent to leave 

the college. 
3' Also at Glasgow, in the 1650s, the regent Richard 

1. The letters and 3ouitale of hobert ) illie, vol. 1, p. 167 

2. The diary of John Lamont, pp. 207-208 

3. James Coutta, A history of the University of Glaser (Glasgow, 

1909), pp-89-90 
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Robertson laid himself open to charged of Sabellianism, 

Nootoriani , m, and various kinds of blaspharay, and was comp`s - ed 

by the Faculty to delete the offalding passages from his dictates. l 

At Aberdeen Patrick Strachan of Fiarischal College was 

condemned at a meeting of the rectorial court in '1665 for 

issuing heterodox and profane theses. 

Thomas Durnet, 'rho had been appointed reggcnt at Edinburgh 

on the strength of his 1606 1arischal College theses, was dismissed 

by the 1690 Visitation because of the see theses. In theme. 

Isumet had described the Reformation as a villainous rebellion, 

had maintained that King James II may without consent of 

Parliament make or nullify laws and impose taxation in Scotland, 

and held that Boman Catholics should be tolerated and their 

disabilities renoved. 
2' 

such cxaraples would be a naming against introducing 

suspect subject matter into the teaching, and may go some tray 

towards explaining the consevvatisa of so many of the regents, 

and certain recurring topics in their theses and dictates, e. g. 

refutations of the teaching of Hobbes and Spinoza; attacks on the 

Jesuits and their scholastic method of teaching; assertions of 

the supremacy of the Reformed Church co=ntaries on Aristotle. John 

Russell maintains that the ministers who brout about Reid's 

dismisisal in l626 -yiy well have been alarmed at the direction 

in rhich university philosophers were moving and may have welcomed 

1. John D. Lack. te, Tho University of Glas, '°ow, 1 51-1951 
(Glasgow, 1954), p. 112 

2. Janes F. Ecllas Johnstone, "Notes an the academic theses of 
Scotland, " Records of the Glas;; ow Bibliorhical Society 
8 (1930), 'PP. 61-98 
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this excuse to crush their modernistic teadencien. Reid had 

favoured some Copomican ideas in his theses. After 16V9 however, 

there is no ncntion of either Copernicus or Tycho Brahe in the 

theses for many years. 
l' As I nentioned in Chapter 2p this fear 

of state intervention may account for the circumspection seen in 

the letter sent by the four universities in reply to the 

Conrriocionvrs' proposals in 1695 for a unifoxra course. 
2' 

However, we should beware of placing too much emphasis 

cat the role played by the church and state in determining what was 

to be taught at the niversities. It would be entirely wronc to 

ouCL est thatt but for the constraints imposed by the various 

Con-siooians and the fear of losing their positions, the regents 

would have been teaching far ziioro advanced idoas than they were. 

On the one hand, there is nothing to sweat that the regents 

who taunt Aristotle and cited scholastic commentators were other 

than Aristotelians, while on the other, those teachers who believed 

in Cartesian ideas did not cease to teach them because they were 

considered atheistical in sane quarters. To cite only one 

instance of a university upholding the claims of academic integrity# 

we read that in 1695 the Synod of Fife complained that "pernicious 

toots (were) warted in theses and dictates (in st. Andriws) 

tending to atheism. " The rector, Alexander Pitcaizn, answering 

for the university, admitted that the masters "shared too much in 

Descartes's judient, vhich he himself still looked upon as 

heterodox. " The masters, however, wore"at a loss throupii his 
4 

1. John F. iüissell, "Cosmological teaching in the 17th cantury 
Scottish universities, part 1, " Journal for the history of 

astrcmo ny, 5 (1974) " pp. 122-132 

2, cf, sup= p. 56ff. 
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ocntimento of themselves and doctrine, it being well knorm that 

they are not such admirers of any authors as in all thingo to 

follow him, neither is it less hard to oblige then to avear to 

the words of the most ancient philosopher, 'than to confine to the 

opinion of any modern pretender, and that the said masters dip 

not any further in Cartesianism than other colleges. "" And 

within the dictates themselves there are many statements of the 

need to be tied to no one system, but to be concerned only for 

the truth. 

It is probably fair to may, therefore, that while the 

university appointments were very much influenced by religion and 

politics in the 17th contury, the curriculum and the tcqqhing were 

less so, althou ti, as we have just seen, there vas tcnstant tension 

between the state and church on the one hand and the universities 

on the other over what was to be taunt in the universities. 

when attempting to assess the extent to which university 

teaching was affected from outside, it is important to remember, 

too, hoar eager the universities were throughout the 17th century 

to preserve their autonomy. We have seen something of this in 

the way in which they evaded the recommendations of the 1640s 

and 1690s Commissions, and in statements such as that of St. 

Leonard's about the right of recentn to teach what they chose. 

Although the other mivorsities were not to outspoken as 

St. Loonard's, there are indications that they were equally 

concomed to retain the right to determine what they taught. 

Thus Edinburgh declared in 1692 that the regents has 1=g been 

1. St. Androv3 University Mmiraents - UY 102/11 
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able to teach what system of philosophy they pleased, 
11 the 

implication being that they should continue to do so (incidentally, 

this statement supports the theory that e1though, the Co. issione 

influenced appointments of staff at the universities, their 

influence on the curriculums as not so great). Similarly, Glasgow 

put foivard a request, albeit a tentative one, for rogents to be 

able to teach their own philosophy. 
2* In 1647 the universities 

vors so concerned about interference by the General Assembly that 

they drew up a joint state ent that "It was found expedient to 

cotr unicate to the General Ascoably no more of our -University 

affairs but Bch as concerned religion, or that had came evident 

ecclesiastic relation. "3" When the C-eneml Assembly made a 

atata: ent in 1640 to tho effect that it intcnded to neddlt3 only 

with ratters ecclesiastical, Glas(-, ow realised the importance of 

thisp and rculuested that it be vrittci into their university 

statutes. ' The masters- of St. Androws showed similar concern 

at mcroachmmts as their autonomy. Lamont records that in 1652 

"A visitatione of the universities (appointed by the hglish) 

satt att St. Androusf the Ltoasteru being called, did insinuate as 

'hutch as that they werre not fullie satisfied with thor po; ýer. "5' 

At , Ediaburcii the st .,,. a by the tmivernity for its 

autonomy was on two fronts. The masters of Edinbur, h had to 

contcid with the Town Council as well as with state and church. 

1. ITL - Do. 1.4 2. rmi, vol. 2, p. 271 
3. Fasti Aberrionrnses, p. liii 

4. Quoted by Arthut Loran Turner in hie Noto9 and extzrotn for a 
i; oi on the history of the Scottish Univer itien - FUL - 
Gen. 523-30 

5 of John Le. r, on_* 47 
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Isom hac shotm that the Torero Coticil' noriially described themselves 

a. a patrons of the College and consistently showed their anxiety 

to retain all patronage in their ozm handa. 1' t? e have a record 

of a reaaouzunce which was given to the Town Council in 1695 that 

the Parlianentaxy Coa issicn was not prejudicial to their ri; ht 

of patronage. 
2' The prolonged wxnr le over the re�cit 11aoNie'a 

post in the 1690s gives evidence of growing tension between town 

and grown. Like ßumet, L". aaaie had been' chared with expressing 

unorthodox views in hin teaching, but in X aecie' a case the 

Commission had dismissed the charges. The Town Council, however, 

tag dic aticfie'd 'and deposed him in 16951 whereupon he tract 

reinstated by the Comnicsion. 3' Things came to a head in 1703 

uhcn William Scott petitioned for a private graduationt' "The 

Lord Provost told the Councell he had seen ane unwarrantable act 

of the rasters of the eolle&je... yh©rin they assert themselves 

dne facultie iripowered by ane Chartour 'of Erection and appoyntod 

1-Ir William Scottts r-at,, Iatrand classe to 'bo privatly 'emduat this 

yearg and dc3yrod the pretcnded "mct to be read. "4' fiQsentine 

this attempt by the university at indcpcndenco, the Torn Council 

appointed a co=ittoo "to search the records anent ghat concoma 

the oolle; o and to report that power the ; iatratea and comcil 

have over the whole concerns of the Collette, particularly as to 

inputting and outputting ranters and re,; aita. '"5" The ixediato 
ý 

1. David B. Iioxn, A hintory of the chairn of Mintrar-; -, h Univcrtiity - 
EtL - Us. Gm. 1824 

2. FViý, vol. 1, Appendix:, p. 30 

3. Hannay, "The visitation of the Colle o of Edinburh in 1690" 

4. C' "rtern. Statutes nncl Acta of the Tom Council ontj tile 

`kin. tur. p. 138 

5. Quoted by Flom, be. cit. 
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result of the conflict which followed. between Tow. Council and 

r otore was a rated, if ta: ansitory, tijiteaing of ToTm Council 

control of college staff. 

The universities joined forces in their stru, le for 

autonomy against church and state, but this sacs to have been the 

extent of their wunimity. We have already seen how attonpts by 

tho Co . aiasicnero to brim, about joint university meetings 

frequently failed through apathy on the part of various colleües. 
l' 

The frequency with which the Comnicsions passed resolutions tha: outa- 

out the 17th century calling for a good correspondence between the 

universities indicates their repeated failure to achieve, this air. 

Indeed when the 1695 roz icsion proposed annul meetings between 

the colleges, St. Salvator'u was openly dubious about this, and 

cnnounced its decision to arait clarification of the point. ' 

This unwillin&noaa of the universities to co-oporate with 

each other is in many trays surprising. After all, they all 

started the 17th century with a si. -ailar education system, a 

legacy from Andrew Melville. Loreovor, the systen of teaching, 

the curriculum, and in broad t e=s the actual c ont e-snt of the 

courses, were renar!: ably similar in all six colleges, so rush so 

that it is possible to speak of a comprehensive Scottish university 

education cysten in the 17th century. The aims of all the Scottish 

colleges were the carne, i. e. to provide a practical education, 

which would train students for the ministry, the lair, teaching 

and other professions. 

Apart fron these genera], similarities, there was a 

1. cf, uup= p. 56 2. -wia, vol. j9 P. 219 
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considerable amount of movement of staff between the six colleges. 

Graduates of one university were frequently, appoint ad as regents 

at another; for instance, Andrew Young graduated at Edinburgh 

in 1598, became resent at King's, and returned to Edinburgh as 

regent in 16011 James Ker graduated at Edinburgh in 1610 and was 

regent at St. Andrews until his death in 1617; John Armour graduated 

at Eddnbuxx in 1625 and became regent at St. Salvator' a in 1633; 

Robert h orie and Robert Keith both graduated at 1"ariechal, in 1628 

and 1637 respectively, and subsequently became regents at St. 

Andrews; Thomas Craufurd, who was appointed regent at Edinburgh in 

1625, had graduated at St. Lea ard'e in 1621, while Duncan Forrester, 

, who became a regent at Edinburgh in 1638, had "dusted at 

St. Lecmard'a in 1634, and so one could continue. 

that is perhaps more interesting in that regents frequently 

transferred from one college to another. In the first half of the 

century the list of regents who changed college is rainly of 

statistical interest; it indicates which collets were most 

popular and in which directions regents tended to move. Thus 

Andrew Young and John Strachan both moved from Aberdeen to 

Edinburgh; James Wright and William Tweedie moved from St. Andrewn 

to Edinburgh. "There is evidence of a considerable interchange 

of regents and graduates between Marischal and King's Colleges: 

Andrew Youngsan, Patrick Sandilands and John Strachan were all 

regents first at M. aricchal and then at King's. There may have 

bern a similar exchange of regents between the two colleges of 

St. Andrews, but I have been unable to find any evirrrnee for it. 

Occasionally there were movements in other directions (e. g. the 

Aberdeen doctor, Robert Baron, was regent at ; t. Salvator' a before 
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Going to rarischal)i but mostly the movements were in the direction 

of Edinburgh; this was probably not because of superior academic 

standards at Edinburg, but rather because many of the regents 

intended to become ministers, and chances of securing a charge 

were greater in the capital city where the min courts of church 

and state met. 

't'hese trends continued in the second half of the century, 

but by now they are of more than just statisticall, interest., we 

can see how ideas moved from one university to another, and we 

also know more of that reasons for moves. 

Edinburgh remained popular, especially among regents from 

Aberddea and St. Andrews. Andrew Cant was a recent at Yhriechal 

before becoming Principal of Edinburgh in 1675; William Paterson 

came from I mriechal to Edinburgh in 1667; Andrew Massie transferred 

from Kin; ' a in 1679; Thomas I3umet was appointed regent at Edinburgh 

from Marinchal in 1686. Gilbert Rule moved from the position 

of sub-Principal at King's to that of Principal at Edinburgh in 

1690. Alexander Coc%bum moved from St. Leonard'a to Edinburgh in 

1660, brining his Cartesian ideas with him (Cartesianism was not 

new to Edinburgh when Cockburn came,, but Cockburn was one of the 

first and most enthusiastic Cartesians); John Row also moved from 

St. Andrews to Edinburgh, and later went on to become Principal of 

King's College. James and David Gregory both taught at bt. r\ndrews 

before moving to {' inburgh, and both were originally Graduates of 

rarischal. The reasons for Janes üreüory' n move, showing the 

ascendancy of ciinburF, h over $t. Andrewn, have already been quoted. 
11 

1. supm p. 276 
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There are very fo'r instances of, moves to Glasroow by 

regents from other universities. I have found none in tho first 

half of the 17th contuxy, and only two in the second -- Gerachon 

Camichael and John Loudon; both of then came from 3t. And ws, 

and tnoir dictates and theses, especially Caratichael'c, introduced 

more progresaivo ideas to Glasgow's teaching. 

However, these potentially unifying factors were outweighed 

by the nanny differences and causes for dissension between the 

universities. These were basically political and religious, and 

can be seen most clearly perhaps in the rivalry between Marischal 

and King's Colleges. Altho, the Aberdeen doctors came from both 

colleges (4 from King's and 2 from Larischal), LSariachal was 

originally a Presbyterian foundation, while King' a --ras Episcopalian. 

The religious tension can be soon in the dispute which took place 

over John Strachan's 1659 theses for King's, which Andrew Cant 

attacked for their popish positic>ns. 
1' The rivalry extended to 

student poaching; regents from both colleges went round the 

countryside in the s ru er vacation trying to attract students from 

the other college; this was the cause of frequent complaint and 

acts were passed prohibiting the pmetice. ' Other factors 2 

beside religious ones catered into the King's-Lhrischal antaGonirnf 

for instance, King's resented the establiahtt mt of a. second rival 

university at especially whaa %arischal's library soon 

became far superior as a result of Dunces Liddal's and Thomas 

Reid's benofactiens; likewise Laricchal, as the younger college, 

1. Described by Willi= Oresa, A r? escrirticn of the che-ýno, 

cathedre. l and Kinaln Co1l. ep: F of Old Aberdeen (Aberdeen, 1830), p. 307 

2. of. Pasti Aberdonenoeo, p. 236 
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was conwthntly aa -the defensive, especially so at the bcCinrLing 

of the next century in 1707 when the Copyri&ht privilege went to 

King's. It is not s irprising that Charles I's attempts to unito 

King's and r, aricchal in 1641 proved abortive. havortheleus, the 

two colleges 'sere aware of the advantages of a uniform course. 

Attempts were, trade to arra Ce a joint La4arischa1-King's course in 

16761' and these attc npts seem ultimately to have becn successful. 

It is possible that all the universities may have felt 

come. hat bitter at Edinburgh'o ability to draw ro,; ents, but 

G"lac o7 in the person of Robert Iaillie is the most vocal. in her 

complaints. In, 1648 Baillie eonplained about Edinburgh' a attitude 

to visitations "likely Edinburphz will not submit to (be) visitedp 

though they have most need. "" Soon after this he wrote fiercely 

about Edinbur 's assumption that they were antitled to Get the 

best mm from other universities for their ovn chairs. 
3' Yet 

despite this anta ism coziesianors of all four ivoraities 

recommended at a neeting in 1647 that the T,: yes rcholae pt 

acsrierii. $ae EdinbuMc a. e be jiven to the other three univeraitie3, 

since there was profit to be derived from thera. 4. 

At the end of the century the antaconiszi between Glascov 

and Edinburch broke out aafn. In 1699 G1a3 complained that 

"the College of Edinburhi does not keep that good correspondence 

that has from time to tine bocn observed among the t7niversities of 

1o AUL - 1?. 91 
2. The letters and journals of Robert Billie, vol. 3, p. 64 

3, ibid. p. 64 

4. GILL - 26790 
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this kin,; dom; " that Edinbürýh has no public'`ixan1rationo at`the 

cnd of the yeas; that they do not keep rragistrnnd class during 

the month of April; and that the students do not weir c; mna. 
l' 

Thero is less evidence for antaCanic n between the other 

colleces, but according to mlzel competitors for ro4Entaf poata 

in Fdinbuvh were not invited from Aberdeen durinC the Covenanting 

period. 
2@ 

T-, o attacks made by the universities on each other' a 

contributions to the uniform course in the 1690s reflect their 

political and reliGioun differences. Presbyterian Glaarorr 

consistently recoiended more in the way of scriptural quotatioQns, 

and this aspect of her orm course was criticised by the other 

universities. Glasgow also frequently attacked the other courses 

for their Cart esianisi /atheis. i, the two tease being considered 

virtually synonymous, and was in tum attacked for her adherence 

to the old philosophy, 

Although St. Andrews, Edinburn and Aberdeen seemed to be 

united against Glas ow, they nevertheless differed anong them- 

selves. St. Andrews' attack on Aberdeen's special physics was 

particularly violent, and in 1700 the Commission attempted to 

reconcile differences between Aberdeen and Edinburgh about the 

part of special physics relating to astronomy. 

Private wren; les between the ranters were often, one 

suspects, largely due to political and religious differences. 

T hus Grec; ory spoke slightingly of George Sinclair's achievements 

1. I'yminmta vo1.2, p. 541 
2. Andrew Ihlzel, History of the University of Fdinbuý 

(Fdinburgh, 1862), vo1.2, p. 107 
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in hydrostatics* l' This was probably prompted as much as anything, 

by the fact that Sinclair was a Presbyterians vhilo the Grogorys 

vvro Episcopalian, and Grc&ozy'a father had twice been deposed 

from his ministerial charge by Presbyterians. The dispute between 

Gillespie and l3aillie over the Principal's post in Glasgow, which 

is related from 13aillio's point of view in his correspondence, 

had its origins more obviously in their political antaý; ionism. 

The picture of Presbyterian conservative Glas�ow on the 

one hand, and the other three universities, which had more progressive 

ideas and xpiscopalian sympathies in varying deüreos, on the other 

raises the frequently debated question of whether Presbyterianism 

or E, iscopalianirn was more conducive to the advance of learning. 

At first aidit the picture I have been drawing would seem to 

substantiate the claims of Episcopalianism to this honour, and 

indeed a great number of historians hold this view. All the 

remaxics I quoted in the opening chapter associate the backwardness 

of Scottish 17th century education with Presbyterianism. Trevor- 

Roper thinks that the only time whom the univemities showed any 

signs of advancing toward their loth century greatness was during 

the Cromallian period when, though they were not under Episcopalian 

Jurisdiction, they were at least free from the trammels of 

Presbyterianism. 2, Kearney claims that student notebooks of the 

1. In The C. M. nt- and new art of weithint± vanityt or a diccovory of 

tho Ls: nozonce and axzroüanee of the ý°ro,, t tarid new artist in his 

prcaudoson ariý b'Y Patrick. 2oathern (psoud. ) 

(Glas<, ý'ow, 1672), vhich Gre�oxy wroto alonG with William Simdorsp 

a zccntt at Bt. Androaxs, cf. Jales CxaL-orZ Tercezta. ax3 nemorial, 

v 1triQ, od. Herbert W. Tumbzil. l (London, 1939), PP-510-513 

2. ltuj; h R. Trevori2toper, "3cotlcnd and the Puritan Revolution, " p. 411ff. 
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Rostora. tion period reveal an i.,: pros:, ive concern to cone to Grips 

with the problems of the now philosophy, and that the new philosophy 

altered iscopalian mberdem carlior than the other Scottish 
1. 

uziversitie s. : Bout too praises the achiever3c t of Aberdeen, 

but thinl: m poorly of the tcachina of the Calvinists. 
2 

Certainly there can be no doubt that scholarship flourished 

at Aberdeen at the boCinninG of the century. 'he viritines of the 

Aberdeen doctors prove this, and the removal of the printer 

kLzaard Paben free St. hndrows to Aberdeen in 1622 shows there the 

centre of publication, and thus indirectly the centre of leaminC, 

was. Moreover, it was durinC the second period of Episcopalianicn 

that necr ideas bo, n to appear in the dictates and theses. 

'here are, however, arawcats on the Presbyterian side as 

well. Bower otateo that it is wroni to equate Episcopalianism 

with progressive trinbinC. 3' More positiv'e. 1y, Cant claims that 

the Presbyterians were more procrossive than the Episcopalians in 

uiiversity education, quoting Andrew Melville' a sfsten of education 

as evidence. 
4' The repatl of the stow Foundation by Act of Parliament 

in 1621 Cant aces as a backward step which, toCether with tho 

return to re ; cntinC, he thinks try have been part of James Il a 

deliberately conservative policy. Moreover, those responsible for 

the naintenance of old educational ideas and methods in the 

1. IIuUh F. F. earney, Scholars znd rrýtlcnm, pP"154-155 
2. Thomas C. S, nout, A hiatoxy of the Scottish nF±onle. 1560-1830 , p. 187 

3. A1e: si.: der I3orrer, The history of the University of Fýctinbu *ji 
(M burch, 1817) 

4. Ronald G. Cant, "The Scottich universities in the 17th century, " 

AberrleFn Uniyer: gity Revim, vol. 43 W" no. 143 (1970), pp. 223-233 
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universities, wexe'nainly of Episcopalian' sympathies. The l6,405 

curriculum statements of the General Assembly are less pro, ressivc, 

Cat says1 but at least they have the merit of being definite, 

whereas the Episcopalians made no such pronou: lccents of their 

educational policy. 

It should also be pointed out that while Glasgow was 

certainly the moot Presbyterian of the universities and also the 

most conservative, it is not altogether true to regard the two 

terms as synonymous. For one thins, Glasgow cannot have boon 

entirely Presbyterian all the century, since in the visitatica 

at the tine of the Revolutionary Settlement she was purged of some 

of her Episcopalian masters. I.: oreover, Mackie notes that in the 

16COs benefactors of varying politics founded bursaries at Glasgow, 

which would not have happened if Glasgowts Presbyterianism had 

been unduly pronounced. 
l' Also, although Aberdeen, Edinburgh and- 

St. Andrevs were in general more advanced than Glasgow, individual 

regents at these universities (e. g. Robert Forbes of King's and 

James Pillans of 1inbur0i) could be every bit as 

conservative as the Glasgow regents. 

The truth of the matter is that we should be wart of 

labelling either the Zpiscopalians or the Presbyterians the 

progressive party. Perhaps Presb, terian regents tended to be more 

hesitant about discarding the safety of Aristotle for the possible 

atheism of Descartes, but equally Presbyterians would be less 

likely than Episcopalians to accept scholastic co ientariec. 

However, I can find very little evidence to Zu ,, -, Zest either that 

1. Mackie, The University G1aR7o_is, p. 129 
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Epiacopzlian regents hold more advanced views than Presbyterian 

ones, or that periods of Episcopalian rule were more conducive 

to the flourishing of learning. 

So far I have been discussing the influence of Scottish 

17th century politics and religion on the university staff and 

their teaching, but the students should not be forgotten. They 

too were involved in the political and religious; disputes. mien, 

William m of Orange ee to the throne in 1689, the students of 

St. Andrews disrupted the tovm's celebmtions. 
11 Horn describes 

how at 3inbur,; h, on Christman lay 1630, the students publicly 

burnt an effigy of the Pope, in spite of the combined resistance 

of the college authorities, the town guard and the regular troops. 

As this was at the height of the excitement aver the Popish plot, 

and as the Duke of Yox1 , heir presumptive to the crown and a 

Papist, ras in residence at Holyrood at the time, the Privy 

Council charted the students concerned with treason and closed 

the college. 
2' And we have already se¬n how eight students were 

expelled from Aberdefn for supporting the Jacobite Rebellion 

in 1715.5' 

For most of the years in the 17th ccntuxy we have records 

in one fern or another of the nerzber of students at the Scottish 

universities .4 Those tell us nether the student numbers at any 

one university changed during the century, and if so, how; from 

1. tiazinm. yp "The visitaticn of St. Andrearß University in 1690, " 

pp"8-9 " 
2. Homy A nhort history of the UniyerEity of »iinburi , PP. 33-34 
3. cf. supra p. 304 
4. These are set out in füll in Appendix 4 
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them we can estimate to what extent the reliGious and political 

events of the century influenced student numbers. 

The graduation theses of all the universities are usually 

prefaced by a list of the students taking part in the laureation 

ceremony, which corresponds rouj1y to the ma. gietrand class of 

the preceding academic year. 

For Winburi we have in addition lists of students in 

the bajan and aagiotrand classes who paid library dues; these 

lists cover the years from 1627 to 1696. For the years w ore we 

have both graduation theses and library records it is interesting 

that in nearly every case more students attended the laureation 

ceremony than paid their library dues. 

1, imimenta Alne Urniver: itatis GIaiZjinsie contains lists 

of students who gained their degrees at the end of the arts course, 

and also lists of matriculated students at Glasgow. From 1633 we 

have a breakdown of how many students were in each class, and it 

is immediately obvious what a discrepancy there is between the 

numbers in the bajan and ragistrand classes. The c=e discrepancy 

is to be soon in the 2 iinburg h lists whore dues are recorded for 

both bajens and magistrsnds. An Horn says, "the rate of student 

wastage in a 17th century college would have given a University 

Grants Co=itteo hysterics. "" 

St. Andrews lacks the matriculation and graduation records 

which exist for the other universities - the main source of 

information about student numbers there has to be the Graduation 

theses. 

1. Horn, loo. cit., p. 30 
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For King' a Collc a we havo records of atudaita rho 

Graduated for root of tho years during the 17th century, and for 

i1aricchal College we have oli tly , oro detailed records, cirailar 

to (1a ^ow' as For the last 20 years of the 17th omtury numbers 

of atudato in all four years at i: aricchal are Gloaned from lists 

of atudoaito paying clamber railo. 

Horn has analysed the student statistics for Edinbur and 

Glasov, and his conclusions are worth quotinGs 

"Edinbuzj is lucky in the preservation of rocorda which enable 

us to state frith reasonable accuracy the numbers of its studento 

from its origins to the precont day. Cmufurd Cave a figure 

of sixteen ccoro as a fair average for the 1630s and the 

number may have readied nearly 500 in the early years of the 

Routoraticn. Dalzol records that the first-year ntudcnto 

exceeded 100 for the first time in 1662... In many yearn In the 

second half of the 17th centuxy less' than fifty per cent - 

occasionally less than forty per cent -- of the studoute the 

entered the Collor a Graduated at the noial time. This, of 

course, was duo partly to... ecclesiastical troubles ... Ga the 

Thole it somas doubtful V-1ethor Craufurd's figure of 320 was 

often exceeded until we roach the Hanoverian period. For 

purpocos of cc parisan it is worth mentioning that in the early 

17th century Oxford and Cazabrid,; e, talon to,; athor, woro 

duatin;, more than 450 men each year and matriculating, 

another 200 to 250 the did not take do roar. In the late 

cixtocnth and early aavcutoenth centuries Glas of seas to have 

admittod about thirty nee studats a year, but this had rises 

by about fifty per cent in the Hostomtion period. As at 
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n3inburLhp müy a frar. ticzi of tho r'yatriculc, toci ctudantc 

c=duated. Qaly five C: i1du3toc appear cci tho official zo,,;, iotor 

for s=o yaa, ro oarly In the 17th ccaaturyg altho", oa ttiin my be 

duo to 'i. lco`., TMploto racor3inF, ". DI the Dtcetoautiaa tvaazty or 

thirty Crud=tca am rcoonea in cosat yflart3. MinL. ir. ýag from 

tho boz3»-minýe vao Eiraduatln,; about 30 mtudcnto oamh year =fl 

by the Rowtomtian licto of fifty or a. ixxty Gmauatoo are 

aozM., al. �1. 

Political evaito did not alcrayn c'otormine otu cnt n=bcro. 

Soraaticas a &. ar) CQO. reaeo for a particular year my havo boai duo 

to an oatbroa: of tho p1ati, ^uc. tºrauflzi°d records a wribor of auch 

iao;. =ccc for d b: 3-, ie Ito na: r clacra o: ltorad in 1605 for fear of 

pla,, *uc, and in 1624 and 1626 cla, xeo woro Craatly rcx%. zcad, in 

n=bora bocauso of tho plaý, -ue. 
Z' 

Zmoc cratlinoc the pattern of ctudciit nt,. *7bor. s at AbardaQn 

c, ýuriný� the crratuzy. Ho points out that it in not oaw to ascertain 

the cauc'. o =Ich rC. 'ollato on incro<aFlo or docraaso of ßt'avmttt. 

Somotiaoo a favourite =cat accomta for an incrcrr, oo in ri=bFarc 

in a particular year. For inn't, anoo tiillszua u`"t. acL" of I: Snt; Io 

Col2q; e would appear to have bQFn a popular raL=, tj the number 

of otudonta a: io C=mtad dian Ito vac roü; xnt of the =ý-ietn: nd 

clavc in hirhor than in other yoara (o. ee in 1694 .?. Sacl: , i, =duatai 

42 ctu3eatn, t; uon= Ala=dar F=cär czaduatod 33 in 16939 and 

GQorý, Ye 'r'rscsor c=L-4a, toci 29 In 1695). 1`zxn 1600 to 1610 the 

avcraCo ntmbor of int=ntc at Abordocrt did not exceod 19. I3eforo 

........... 
1. iraZUt lace cit. l pp. 30--31 
2. Cý, ý. ýxc?, itintoý v pP. 63i 'ý909 106 
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the Fostoraticnn it had incroaood to 30. For the decade 

succeeding the 1 oatomtion, the avexaco amounted to 70. After 

l' 
thia there wac a falling off in numbers, 

The records of St. Andrers are too scanty to enable us 

to dravz any definite conclusiono about student nusabore (Cant 

gives an eaticiato of 100 students at each of the coUoges during 

the 17th centuxyg'),, but here too go ]now from Croft Dickinson 

that a re3cntls popularity could determine fluctuations in studcnt 

numbers from year to year. - 
The L. orioa correspondence shows that in 

order to avoid a particular recent� or to secure some other 

reont, it was not imu., ual to r=in in the bajan class for a 

second year. In September 1713, Thai the twins Kenneth and Thomas 

have completed their bajan ycar, ISorice writes to their father: 

"I do not Ioioo whether you oncline to keep them another year in 

the Bajane Class ... If they lea= Greet: another year In the Bajano 

Class, they will fall to be in L3r. kImer's for their Philosophy, 

which if you do not 111 ep the Ro ent to whom they would happen 

in the opposite collc a is one IIr. Phmcay. " Alo nder, the twins' 

older bretherg raust have 'spurt two yoars as a bajan in =cis 

Prina; l. eoa claas. 
3' 

Fmn this it ameZo3 that E1inbU3j1 had tho larcest 

student population during the 17th ca to , r, follovzed by Glas^rom, 

Cad thca the four colleges of St. Andro rs send Aberdaaa. Political 

end roligjous faotor3 probably had a considerable affect on 

student nunbers at differcat tisco durini the century (via, tho 

1.21, miricsttal, pplxiv-Inr 
2. Caatt "ThQ "Scotticti =*iivozr3itioa in tho 17th ccntury" 
3. Two a to at Bt. Ancirr, vat p. =vi 



incroaco in nuabor3 at Abordaci after thQ Ro3tomtiaäz)$"but othor 

rQasona (e. g. natuzu. l diaasiQra, ' pöpularity of rq; ento) cust alaör 

bo takai into acoo=t. 



Chapter 8 
i 

In' thin study I, havo attoripted+ to deocribo in cone `detail 

Scottish university teaching in the 17th oaatury, and in co doing 

to ancuor the questions I raised in Chapter 1, lie* whether there 

was any development during this period= at van the extort and 

nature of the Aristotelianism contained In the dictates and theses; 

crhother Scottish university teachers made any acknowledgment of 

the philosophical and ccicntifie revolutions which wore taking 

place in the 17th century: uhethor teaching uua the came at 

Aberdeen, Fdinburi, Glasgow and St. Andrevaf and hors the universities 

were affected by the century's political and religious atru files. 

Before s'x azicing the results of this study, however, I shall 

try to provide a yardstick for judging more precisely how proz; rossive 

the Scottish universities wore in the 17th ooltury. The most 

obvious measure of 66mparicon is university teaching at Oxford and 

Cambridge during the same period. 

Opinions told to differ widely about hoer advanced the 

education provided at Oxford and Caibridge vas in the 17th cotuxy. 

On the one hand' Hilly maintains that the tüglich universities were 

still saainaries for training ministers, and wore fast becoming 

flniciiinC schools for the Caatx7. With this pro-eatablichmmt 

slant uact a rosictanco to new trcnda in education, cuch as uoro 

foutc rcd by Grad= Co11ewe. Koariey'a vim point is nüch the 

0=00 
2, Costello has cho,, m the oxtont to viLtch mcholastioic vrao 

part of the curriculum at 17th oastury U=bridCe. 
3' Among the 

1. Christopher iriill, Intl llocu1 origins of the Ei&; lish revolution 
(oxford, 1965) 2. Koaxney, Scholnr: ý and ýnt�_1cn 

3. Villi= J. Co3tello, Tho echoln3jtio curT3culun at Qnrly 17th 

century Cauabridne (C=bridu-Q, t. 'a3a., 1950) 

320" 
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textbooks udod at Cambridge Were "tho works of i: ockemann and 

Dur�ercdijk. The etudont notebooks which are doceribod by Costello 

contain courses whose content is similar to that found in Scottish 

dictates. For instance, the notebooks all acme that the object 

of teaching logic is to find the truth, not noroly to produce 

quibbloro; the triple opozation of the mixed is decoribod, and the 

the prodicables end predicaments are itotod. The ethics notebooks 

are concerned with the practical coianeo of right and tiro g 

(Costello attributed this emphasis to the effect of the Reforaatiou, 

what the Protestant found hicself, hin om. tcachor and arbiter, . 

under the Bible, in natters of conscience). Aristotle's physica 

prodominato in the Cambridge notebooks, with large cectiona on 

Aristotle's treatraant of the soul, and the typo of subject discussed 

under the heading of physics frequently appears to belong in the 

catogý+ozy of notaphysioe. i'athematics was not studied at Cambridge 

during the scholastic period because it was considered a neclaaieal 

study, rolevant only to traders. This lade of nathan tical 

knowledge inevitably resulted in iCnoranoo of eoc oraphy. 

Costello z aiutains that scholastic lectures romainod in force at 

Canbr idgo until the cad of the ccatuty. 

Hoaover, other historians think that the teach at 

Oxford and Cambridgo was by no noms static during the IN, 

century, and that there Is a good deal of evidence that now ideas 

in philosophy and ocioaco were being tauc3it. Curtin Js of this 

persuasions 
lo 

claims that the Savilian profo3üorships of 

1. I: 3zi.. H. Curtis,, Oxford and Carsbridt-. © in trannition, 1553-16Q2 

(Orfard, 1959) 
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Geonotxy and aatmioc: y, eatabliahod in 1619, refloated now interooto 

and ideas. The professor of aatm ony was to interpret Ptolony'n 

ert in the licit of the fIndingo of Copamicus and other 

recant authorities, and van also to Give instruction in the 

practical application of astranoxtcal knoalcdGc, especially in 

Goo ; sappy and naviGation. (Hill, on the other hand, aintaina 

that vhilo the eotablicimcnt of the Savilian chairs ropraocntcd 

an effort to Gretbanica C cford, the mivcroity r7nnaaod to resist 

rofo=)" The aaouzt of noientifio activity which took placo at 

tam Co11eeo in the 1650s is quoted by Curtis as further 

evidanco of Oxford's pro, ̂ "rresaiv , test, and his roaoarcheo into 

libraxy catalo , uoo have also led hin to conclude that Oxford 

footer= no ideas. l' 

Phyllio Allci'a verdict in her a"zvc, 7 of ccicatific 

atu3iQrs in the 17th ccntuxy itiL]. idi uaivar^.. iticsa2` io c%ilar to 

Curtisra, vize that modem scientifio stu; Iic3 uttered tho ourrioulura 

during tho firct half of tho 17th oaituy; their prccariouo 

poeitirn vas cstablißhed azaa conno]. icatad in the Cxo=ellian and 

Factorstion rQriodc; and finally, thouLti not actually popular, 

they cero c; morally accepto3 in the, ace of rtautau. 

Si; r,; ýort for the idea, that contempox3xy philocophy and 

coicnoe voro ta, ujJlt at Oxford and CßLiý'Jlid,; 8 i13 alrro CivQl by 

. 1. Curtin, "Libsu, rr c, a. talocuon and Tudor W- ord and Ca.. ^ýbridCa, " 

fltujie: L in via Rýa. isrP. ýce 5 (195E3), Pp. 111-120 
.......... ý. ý. ý... i. .. ý.... r.. =ý 

2. Phyrllia Allan, "Seiaatifio studies in tile UIC1i"ft e, aliveraitica 

of the 17th coatur, {, " Joum,: of the hxoiorr of iat%n 10 

(1949)ip PP* 219-253 
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Fruukol' Wordo-jorthz' and Je=130xt. 3' 
. Frank-- thir cs that from 

1690 onwards in particular there as a Great leap forward in 

ccicatific, thinl: ingl, citing Utatorland's etudctt3' Guide of 1706 

which launched his Cambridgo studatta into Locke, 'histon and 

Eoi l in their second year, and Grc oj'n A: ýtra oy and Nevton'o 

optics in their fourth year. The book lists and curricula givens 

by Wordazorth show that by the be; nning of the 18th ocntusy 

Oxford and Cambridge were teaching node= studies, while Johnson 

has cuGgentod that sciaztifio studies at the universities helped 

spread and : sake acceptable new theories end knowled; o about the 

uaivoroo. 

It is difficult to decide which of these viovpoints is the 

correct one. Tore Ozford and Cambridge re otioctary institutions 

with little or no evidence of nsv ideas in their teaching? Or 

was there In fact a great deal of discussion of contemporary 

Fhilooophical end ccicatific ideas? The problca is the came one 

with vhicli we are faced vhen txying to ascesa the progrossivonona 

of the Scottish universities; on the one hand the scholastic 

fo=s of teaching (disputation etc. ) continued to be in force 

till the cad of the century, and the lectures, particularly those 

In logic and motaphysiec, tcid to be o nixed along scholastic 

lines and froquoatly contain scholastic subject matter; on the 

1. Robert G. Fmn1; Jr., "Soicace, modicino and the Univeznitieo of 

early modem fl 1andý" Jour fýistoj _of 22X1021,11 
(1973), pp. 194-216,239-. 269 

2. Christopher Viordsrrorth, Scholae Acathr 1caos 
, ro'io account of th 

ativUer at the Fhglieh Universities in the 18th ccntu= 

(Canbriclces 1077) 
3. Bzaº-ýcis II. Johnaos, Aotrmoriical thou, -%t in Rmzicrnnce 

Rigland (Baltimore, 1937) 
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other hand, ire must, talce account of -the cteady. pzomocs fro 

. 
th© 

b. " 

1660a onwards of the ideas, first of Descartes and later of 

Idowtaa and other scientists. Just as with Scotland, no also with 

Oxford and Cambridge, I: think we rust conclude by giving an answer 

which is something of a coalprorico, i. o. that the universities were 

to a groat extant tied by their tmditicns, and so could not 

innovate either. in the methods or. the subject utter of their 

teaching to the cxtcnt that Groin College could, for instance; 

nevertheless, some of the univoroity teachers showed =. Interest in 

the now philosophical and scientific developments, t ich they 

conveyed to their students in their teaching. 

This conclusion still doss not answer the question, 
however, of whether Word and Cambridge were more or less progrosaive 

than the Scottish universities, As we have already seal in the 

chapter an physics, Mist= thoudit that the Scottish universities 

were, m ore progressive, and probably the appearance of Newtonian 

ideas in the dictates and theses of Aberdew, Minbuz h and 

St. Andrews did predate their app earanoe in the curricula at Oxford 

and Cambridge. Newtonianicat was in any case especially likely to 

appeal to the. Scottich reZ; ento, since it required God's presence 

in the univorso much more clearly than Cartesianiong whose 

mechanistic implications the regents had always foarod. It is 

worth noting as well that Scottish undeg; =duates had an advantage 

over their Xh; lish cbiraterparts in that they at least rained none 

knowledge of physics in their courses, whereas at Oxford and 

Cambridge science was not . really part of the undor, duate 

Burr culu2. 

We have one wall indication that an aspect of the Scottish 
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r -- _ a__it___ ie- 

.. .'k 
I_ '. .-- wwY(ýLVti vi iBa, cu. &uE,, was pQZti@r tiI1SiI1" Lna'L used at Oxford and 

Cambridge: graduation theses were adopted at Harvard mth er than 

the Ila Lich nuaoetiones as being a more effective method of 

oxa. ainaticaz. Otherwise, however, the contcnt of the courses 

at the Scottish universities was probably much the same ao at 

Oxford and Cambridge. 

Despite this affinity, there is no reason to suppose that 

what was tau ht at Oxford and Cambridge influenced the courses at 

the Scottish universities in any way. It is true that a feu of 

the Scottish regents had been at one of the Fhglish universities 
(thou h not usually for their first degree) p e. c. Hobert Rnkin 

of DC2inburri had spent two years at Cambridge, and that a 

considerable number of nonconfomist Biglich students attended 

the Scottish universities. Howaver, during the periods of 

Presbyterian goverment at any rate, there were strong religious 

and political reasons as to why the Scottish universities would 

be unlikely to be influenced by what was happening at Oxford and 

Cambridge. ihillie had a low opinion of the aastaro at Oxford. 

In a letter to his relative William Spang dated 1646 he cayst 

"I was at Oxford, the boot builded and booked Diversity in the 

world, but the worst provided of loamed and orthodox men I 

know. "" Earlier, in 1638, a Dr Pantor, professor of divinity, 
I 

had appeared before the Gcieml Ac, crblys "he had not coonor 

aottled himself in his chair while he bean to recommend the 

khglish method of atudy to our youth, to begin with the Popish 

cchoolmen and Fathorc, and to closo with Protestant neotericss 

1. The lottore___and journals-of Robert Ih___il? ie, vol. 2, p. 386 
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a most unhappy and danaezouo order. "'' And quite apart from this 

antipathy, the basic aims of Riglich and Scottish univcraity 

education were different, the latter being more deli od to 

educate atudents for a profosaion. 

The relationship between Scotland and the Netherlands 

(vhooe universities can also be used as a yardstick for judging 

Scotland'a educational achievcmcnt in the 17th acntury) was quite 

different from that botwocn Scotland and the Iliglich universities. 

Ao have a good deal of evidence that there was closo contact 

betwocn the universities, and also that the educational system 

obtaining in the Motherlands Influenced the Scottish universities. 

A large part of Baillie'a correspondence is addressed to 

William Spang, a relative of his who was a minister at iiiddleburt h. 

Billie in constantly asking Spang to procure' books oither for 

himself, or for Glas ow University, and the library accounts 

, 
record paymcuta to Spang for books purchased in Hollcind; these are 

mostly polemical trscta, often bj Dutch writers such as Vossius, 

Voott Spanhein, Rivet and Apollanius. The Edinburgh University 

library records show that there too books were not infrequently 

boujit from Holland. At the time of the proposed uniform course 

in the 1640s Ihillio wrote to Spang for a copy of the course 

which had been projected in Holland: "I find that 20 years ago 

the professors of Loydaü, with the consent of the oynodo of 

Hollandg have agreed on a course, to be taunt both in cm =r 

schools and coll ; oa, ii eh the t ai istrato hat; co==dod to be 

evo ahero but one. I pity you try at Apollonius or the school- 

1. ibid., vol. 1, p. 148-149 
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motor of LTiddlebuzth, är awe other, if it be co, and what that 

courco in, vhich you will net down, and ccnd over horo to me in 

your firot letter. "1' In 1654 Daillie wrote to Vo©t, woadorin¢ 

if any Dutch scholar could produce textbooks, so that the 

uaivorcities should not need to rely on scholastio onto. VootIs 

reply chows a etraae anti-Cartosimnioa, rid also reveals that he 

is opposed to nctaphysica. 
2' 

Thera was a large number of Soottich students at the 

Dutch univoraitiea, chiefly at Loidcxi, but also at Utrecht and 

Franeker. Certainly it Iran the faculties of theology, nodicine 

and law that attracted then, rather than the aria faculty, but 

nevertheless their period of study In Rolland would have mablod 

then to becono acquainted Generally with the Dutch aystea of 

teaching. The lettors of many of these atudanto are preserved in 

the Uodsov collection. 
3' Of the teachers in the Scottish 

univorsitics, we know that Gilbert Burnet, trho van appointed 

professor of theologsr at Glac;, %v in 1669, had studied in Holland, 

also Gilbert Rule, cub-Principal at Ring's College In 1652 and 

later Principal of Ddinburih, William Carotarec, who succeeded 

ßule as Principal, had also studied in Holland, and hits 

reorganisation of D3inbur Uaivereity in 1700 was baced on the 

Dutch universities of Utrecht and Leyden. Horn raintains that 

Carstares would havo liked to introduce Dutch professors to the 

Scottish universities to rase standards, but compromised with 

1. ibid., vo1.3, PD"56-57 2. ibid. t vol. 39 PP-260-Z70 
3, Fhx1v lettorn of Robert rodrow 16913-1709v ed. L. 11. harp 

(EdinbuzC,; ht Scottioii 1!, tetozy Society, 1937) 



the next boat thing when the chair of physics and cihc iotxy waa 

foundod'in 1713 and he effected the appointnoat of James Cmcford, 

tho had becn a pupil of Doexhaavo. l' The fixin; of re,; Emto at 

Xiinbuz ran almost oet°tainly duo to the practice of the 

Lniversities of the flotherlands, all of which had always had the 

profeasorial cyctaa. 

These changes in' the univoryity cyetcn at Piiinburo were 

a step forward, but in fact Scotland's closest relations were 

with the more conoorrative of the Dutch uiversitios. Dib a2' 

has shoes that Utrecht van tho most Aristotelian of the Dutch 

universities In the 17th ca tuzy, and that the courses at Leiden 

too were heavily Aristotelian. We can detect strong affinities 

botwo n Scottish and Dutch university teaching in the first half 

of the century. The thesos for disputation at Loidmt described by 

Dibon are very similar to the Scottish graduation theses; the 

"modem" Atistotelians cited - Scalicor, Zabarella, Piccolotini, 

Toletus, Poroira, Fonseca, the Coimbra 'commentators - are those 

quoted by the Scottish rearnta. The Leiden ethics theses show 

the same bi+csid of fliconachmn ! Mica with Christianity as the 

$oottich onea, while at Utrecht there arose a -atraitht alliance 

botwoon ethics and law In the vaiversity to . ching, which recalls 

thv enpihasis on differoat types of lam particularly natuml lac, 

in the Scottish dictates and theses. In both the Dutch and the 

Scottish universities metaphysics did not become an established 

-1. Honig A Yiiotorý of tho c? a3ra of' Rinbur<ý U: Zivarsity 

'2, Paul STibant 7a Dhilor, 2pliie , rl. rqnrlniue au ivf cl e (['or, 

Yol. lt T,! ý. naei M, e. t-p losonIticu4 cLýnas los mivAraitem i 

lt cnonue orrcarte: sianne (1575--1650) (Pariat 1954) 
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part of the curriculuu until tho middle of the century, duo 

probably to distrust of Ito ccholaotia ovortoncs. Pamillar too 

is the ctato©c t put out by the Uaivoraity of Grouingm in 1651 

vindicating its philosophical liberty, in thich it proclaimed 

itself "Arsicuo Plato, n aicus Ariototloc, anicua Cartesius, tagis 

arnica voritas. " 2Lwsilton of St. " lxator'n prefaced his 1660 

theses with this quotation, which is echoed in the dictates and 

theses of other regoats. 

Dutch and Scottish university oducaticn had similar 

practical aims. In Scotland the purpose of a university educatiau 

was to produce educated mß1 for the professions; in the Netherlands 

it was to fozsa the Intellectual and norl Qlito needed for the now 

couatxy. In both countries learning ryas coaooxned, not with oeddnG 

out netaphyeical truths, but rather with finding rules of action. 

Givcu these close resenblancea between the Dutch and 

Scottish universities, it is not unlikely tA%at Scotland derived 

a good deal of inspiration for her curricula from the Nothorlandn, 

as wall as ideas for change in her university cystone. The taorG 

ganeuil mnapathiee botwecn the two countries (viz. religious 

affinities (Leiden was an advance post of Protostantis`a), trading 

relations, Scottish teachers in Dutch universities, and the number 

of booles written by Soots and Published in Holland) would render 

Scotland ancnablo to Dutch academic influcuco, and we know that 

l aillio specifically a"' ed for a copy of the Dutch uaifoszz courue" 

Der was this tradin.; of ideas necessarily co ifined to 

Aristotle. - We mast ronobor that Diboa deals only with the fir3t 

half of the caztir. By the 1660s Cartesianion was be ; inning, to 

be taujht In the iietherlands as in Scotland, and in view of the 
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poroiatig influence of Rolland throughout the century (aocn in 

Carstaros'c rofomc at the beCinninC of the l6th caltuzy), there 

is ovef reason to cupposo that Scotland oontinuad to note 

dovolopmaats at tho Dutch universities, and adopt them at her orm. 

It is po*. apa not cntiroly coincidental that although the Dutch 

authoritos quoted in the earlier Scottish -dictates and theses 

(o. C. Au ; ersdijk, iIooreboord, Toot, do Vries) tend to bo 

conservative, the co can hardly be said of van Uolmcnt, Saaierda t, 

Loeuwmhoock and Uuyyca, trho feature pr=incntly is the teaching 

of the second part of the century, 

'What coaclueic ic, thcn, can be dmn about the pro; recoivo-" 

ncea of Scottish university teaching from this comparison of 

ccnteipora27 teaching at the Rialioh and Dutch uaivercitiey? 

fezaa Oxford and Cambridge, we can say that Scotland certainly 

did not lag behind 1tgland} and in some ro3poctag particularly in 

the introduction of bc2tcaian ideas, sho uas in advance. The 

yaxdytick provided by the h'etherlanda is of a different kind to 

that provided by Oxford and Canbridge, in that the Dutch 

taiveroities influenced the ; eottisii cne3; coaisequcratly we cannot 

really compare Scottish and Dutch teaching as tvo can Scottish and 

Thglich; they are too closely intertwined for that. To can, 

however, claim that, ulthourii . 
it vas with tho more conservative 

hatch univorsitiea that tho Scottish univor3ities had the closest 

rolationc, this does not moan that Scotland was unduly tied to 

Aristotle. In the second half of the contul7 new ideas bean to 

be taint at Utrecht and Loido , and the inetitutienal refozms 

takci over by Carataree were, certainly pro"ressivo. 

Tumini now to the quostimin sot out in Chaptor 1,1 
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shall sua:, +ariso the conclusions Which are cuccested by the picture 

of the Soottichh university arts course which the dictates, theses, 

library lists etc. present. 

The idea that Aristotle was tauk-, ht exclusively throughout 

the 17th century is definitely Wrong. Aristotelianism and the 

scholastic method of teaching did indeed pervade university 

teaching right up to the end of the century. The lectures 

continued to be organised in a scholastic manner, i. e. with the 

views of opposing authorities set out as in a debate, the propositions 

put in question and answer fora etc., and Aristotle's method was 

still being recomuanded in the provisions for the uaiform course 

in the 1690s. I: oreover, in logic at any rate, Aristotelian subject 

matter never vanished to any significant extent from the dictates 

and theses# though the Cartesian method is recommended from the 

1670s, and it in turn is superseded by Locke'e philosophy. 

However, this Aristotelianism existed side by side with new ideas, 

which became more and more evident in the last quarter of the 

century and at the beginning of the 18th century. In metaphysics 

Descartes's Cogito er-o airs and the philosophy attached to it were 

widely debated, and the writings of numerous other contemporary 

philosophers quoted. Even further removed from scholasticin 

towards the cad of the century were the ethics dictates and 

theses, with their discussions of, natural law, and their 

conocntration on practical rules of morality. It is in the 

physics teaching most of all that we see what a great amount of 

contemporary thought (retarding light, colour, gravity, cosmoloa 

etc. ) was being included by the turn of the century. 

on when Aristotle was predominant in the courses, the 
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Aristotelian authorities used bb the re eats are ' frequentlj 16 h 

or 17th oenturj co: ancntators, who had moved away from many of the 

positions of early s cholasticicm. Z: oroover, the arts curriculum 

was constricted in such a say th, t, theoretically at any rate, the 

students should have bons able to road Aristotle in the original 

Grant by the time they be^tui to study philosophy. The 1640 

curriculum atatemnts make it clear that the Co niacionera and 

the representatives of the various universities intended that this 

Ranaisczoe and humanistic approach to the text of Aristotle 

should be the one adopted in the university courses. 

ReGa ding the unifoaaity of the teaching at the Scottish 

universities, we have sees that, while the basic educational aisas 

of all the universities wore the canoe, and their courses were 

sufficiently cinilar to enable us to tall: in ßcsvral terns; about 

philosophical and scientific university toaching in Scotland, 

there wore nevertheless differences between the universities, 

mainly in their attitudes to now philocophies, especially the 

Cartesian. These differences tended to reflect political, and 

religious differences between the universities, though we should 

beware of exiag;; ernting this factor unduly. 

In few other times and places can there have been so many 

attempts by church and state to lay don in such minute detail 

what was to be taught and done in the universities as there ware 

in 17th century Scotland. Recasts' appointmnts sere greatly 

influenced by the century's 
, 
religious and political upheavals, 

and this was bound to make the masters cautious about that they 

taught. Orthodoxy as constantly being enjoined by -various 

eorissian, and in more than one case suspect views in a regest'© 
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toachig lost him his post. iiow*rror, the iveroitio3 were vary 

concoraei to retain their autono" , and this no, -Mt that they. 

defended their ritjht to teach wrkat the ; Teased. Sonotiraos they 

did this op, =ly, as in cons of the answers Liven to the. reco=end- 

ations of the Parlianaltasy Cor ic: ian in the 1690s, tore oftm 

they acted Ladirectly, e. C* by stallint; ovor attc- ^pts to Impose 

a uaifo3n course upon than, erns by non-3ttaidaW0.9 at joint moetinCs 

of the universities., And of course the best proof of their 

independence has in, the , views put forward in 
_tho 

dictates and 

theses uhhich, particularly in the 1690s, z Ce far, beyond the 

Peripatetic philosophy tchich tended to be recorr ended by tho 

cam. isciona. 

t"tat, then, is the final verdict on philosophical and 

cciettifio teaching at the 3cottich universities in the 17th 

century? It would be a distortion of the facts to try to reverse 

completely the traditional low estimate of the 17th century arts 

course: The turbulence in pulitics and religion thro .d out tho 

ceutusy, could not have been conducive to the , flourishing of 

scholarship. 1"oroov'or, c anyº of the university , teachers wore 

deeply involved in their country's affairs (e. g. Robert i)aillie, 

Patrick Gillespie, zucl Rutherford) and coneoquettly would have 

beet leas able to doroto their energies to their university 

duties. The greatest drawback to progress was probably the 

ret; ettint, syatat, with its lack of opportunity for spocialisatiet* 

lsany of the regents were t, "tdcubtedly of poor quality as tonchorn. 

in his nmoire Sir Hobart Sibbald rocalla his atudcit days at 

kiinburhi, and amtioac that Ae,, ent Tweedio'a dictates vero 

1a ; e1y a depraved vcraioz of Aristotle and =popular with hie 
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studalts. 
l' ! ndrr Z'aosio: is l rcputod. ta have dictate& his noteo 

rapidly, without otoppina to explain points of difficulty, so that 

fern atuxlalto paid any attention to hin. 2' »ridmce that the 

recento ccootines regarded their dictates as a mocha nical and 

routine part of their duties In to be found in their attempt, to 

dole t© the task of dictation to student s@ oencured by the on 

Council in an act of 1620i . "that no rediat in any time hereafter 

causo his 1a.. son to"bo taucht by any scholar by rending of his 

notes. "3. 
1% 

Ilowovor, not all the rcGcito were undistinguished or 

reaotiona2t. Th go Luray, who : ras a roScut at St. Loona rd' o in 

t: io 1620a and 16303, and who loft a good colleotiai of books to 

his college, rao vuboequt tly a professor at Gresham Collcc o. 

Tho colleetiona left by the ro cits Heart' Scowl and John 

Weddorbun to their' respective colle; es asaow thew to have been 

widely read and interested in ccntemporazy philosophical and 

ccicatific trc da. George Sinclair not only taut sciazce at 

Gia3,., ro i and d -, iburt h, but in the np between his tsro spalla as 

reGeat at Glac z ha found onployuent as an ennglnoor and surveyor, 

and is credited with having found imems to drain coal mines. In 

1670 he cüperintonded the brinGinG of a water supply for the 

first time into p1Inbrarji, and he aoasurod the hoi1hts of 

hills by noting, with the aid of noreuzy, chances in atr oupheric 

pressure. Gerschon Caariichaol is po*. ap3 usually thou ht of 

1.2'a:: oiro of sir Robert Sibt'i-10. od. P. P. IIett (London, 1932) 

2. Hozzz, i Aidlort hi story othe ity_ of Rliinbuýq p. 32 

3. Charters, statutes and acts of the Town Council nnrl the 

scm. ritus p. 121 
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as one of the early notable 18th'ccituzyph'ilösophera vrho taut 

In Scottish uaiverstties, but he was a recant at both Glaa ;ox 

and St. Andracra in the 17th century,, lAoreovor, a good number of 

the other rauc ats, while not being outstanding, novertheleas 

presaited in their dictates and theses a very adequate curvgy of 

ccaitc porary thou)t and, in physics, of cciitcvporary exporimeats. 

In short, the philosophical and coicutiiio teaching in Scotland 

undelvmit a couaidorsble tuuzäfon ation during the 17th contury; 

by the bev ing of the 18th century atudents were redo fully 

coavora it with tho ideas of Locke, Descartesi Hou~ton, =d 
.a 

whole host )t other philoaohdiore and caicntista; it' only needod 

the transitica from the re,; citin3 to the profosuorial ayatca for 

the intellectual bloasocinE; of the 16th ooaturi to begin in 

earnest. 
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1653-54 J=Qs Veitch 

1656-57 ? 1luLIi r411: ar 

and John Yo%=c 

1659-a A. ndrw D=ot 

1665 "ui113am Mair 

1665 Willi= Mair 

1665 Uillian It. a. ir 

1667--69 S 

1675--'16 Thomas Ificlicavon 

1677 Wili3xaca air 

1f73-'719 

{i 

John T=n 

1601--92 1601--92 J Jaha rMmn 

1661--132 JoIm Tmn 

16s6 Jabm Tun 

1690 Jßh. ti T=n 

Fºab=t Jc1matcaa 

Ja= CcMrxui 

J=as Xeu= 

ronic2 C=, -, bQll 

º, altar gaztcn 

JC+Im %rf Gd" a 

T1iw-aa Koa. iody 

Go 

T'ýo3©rt YßLAý"y 

Charlca n: d'dn0 

Al= Cathcart 

Al= Cat. "tcax'l. 

a& 

Lo=ticn 

Ii%SºAc'v. =. 22#7 *5 
GUL-;, "o. Gcn"462 

2. I, ý, c, "v. ". ý. 5.2. a 

. ýýý=wý. lß3 

GUIr-U. a. Gca. 464 

GM. 4-a. l, 'z" 39 

V 1ur. 
a2ý'i 

fGQ*16O 

Collection 

^t. A. %: s. 36230 
ttL ä", ký. ývº. 

ýns. 

22.6.1 

Wrld1 P'ý. +. G . lt e: . ri5. 
% 

GTTir- da. GExä. 3ºº9 

GiTS-41s. Gca. 379 

ý-Lc. 8.22 

1ILýtdv. ^F3.5.2.2 

CM"-'_ °a. Gcn. 1G 

ýlL-2, ý. 111.715 

GMr4-; a. r. u. 227 

J, G=i= " 

J=cs Jiscat 

ly. la=nder 1. 'axw-e%1 

Azchila. l. d kLtirAltm 

an 

^artszolo: c^wr 

Ttoberr= 

t7illiaxi m. air 

J=©a Gilchx3e. 

Ms-?. a. 930 

ý: ýºs-'tý. 93s4 
GLI. -!: a. *"u. 225 



346. 

Dato Thant 

1690-91 John Iran 

1691 John Boyd 

1692-93 John harr 

1695 John Boyd 

student 

IIut1 Carapb all 

Robert ? xcle3 

P. Rae 

John Campbell 

1695-96 John Tnzn `Janoo Cwapboll 

1697 Gerschon Carichaol John Napier 

1697 Gcrachon Ca=ichacl John Napier 

1700 John Law Robert Saedc'an 

1702 John Frau Jaaeo flick 

1702 John Tran Thooaa Janiosou 

1700 Gerachon Camichael Thoao 33owio 

1708 Geroch= Ca=ichael 

1712 John Loudon 

a- 

.. 

1714--15 John Loudon Robert Shedd= 

Aberde c1 

1611 Pat rick Dun (xi) ý 

Locatiom 

GuI, -? Ss. ý. "u. 214 

EUL-La, Iiz. 720 

aý-Do. a. la 
. 

F. 1JL-Colin Camp- 

boll CQl1octiom 

GtJI, -? 3aX'u*224 

2+I, 5-2.? a. 2741 

Gtlir-I, 13. Gm2.56 

GUIr-T,? ß. GEn. 412 

ECJL-Dc. 8.57 

GUL--, S3rGan. ': ß 

GUL-?, ', a. i4u. 67 

Gui-1113. GEn. 255 

GüL-I"o. Gon. 4C6 

GUL-lä3. Goa. 71 

AUL-113 

1612-13 ? David Leech (K) Lord &alnerino LM, -La. III. 155 

1663 ? Patrick Sandilanda (K) Thomas Lyell ILLS-Ms. 2016 

1669 Patrick Sandilanda (K) Jwaea Winimn AUL-K. 208 

? 1670 Iioniy Scowl (K) Geordo Gordon 

1677 

and ? Al exandor 

Bisset AUL--X. 157 

Rtobort )orbos (K) ? ihozas V: ack¢zzio , 

and Rory Mckenzie AUL-Y.. 235 



347. 

bat o üeaß1t Student Location 

1608 Georgo Peacock (21) ? Robert Gordon AUi-d1.102 

1688-09 c; oo=© Peacock (u) Al=nder 

Archibald st. Aw-SIa. 33C. 59. A0 

169o ? Gcor�o Peacock (PI) John Arbuthnott AS-Me. 9387 

1691 ? Georce i: eue (K) AVL-, `d. 152 

1634 Geozce Peacock (LI) Thomas Paull St. A-2e. 1543 

1694 (K) Al a=nder 

Abercrombie AM, -x. 109 

1695 ? George Poacoc2: (EI) John Dou,; las iJLS-tTs. 9308 

1702 George co GLIn(K) Thou O,; iivie AUL-: 1.154 

1707 George Peacock (21) «" AUL-U. 175 

1717 Jaaea Urquhart (K) ". AUt, -x. 150 . 

St. Andro"-Ts 

1643-46 James Sharp (st. L. ) Thomas Kiii: ton St. A--Us. BR. 85.55 

1647-48 T'uoxas G1oX (St. S. ) Andrew Balfour EtSL-Dc. 5.45i45'` 

1648 Thomas G1 oý, ü (st.. ) Thomas QL, ilvie ATZ-112 

1656-57 James WaVss (St. L. ) Roger Lindsay St. A-413.36238 

1658-0 Villiam C=pbell (St. S. ) Colin . Campbell 

St. A-2.1s1.4354 

1664 n. ivid Falconer and -I 

Jalia IIay (St. L. ) JaaQS Forrester St. A-IIs. 36032 

1663-70 Jolu1 iay (St. L. ) Ale=dar 2iicolson 

EI3L-La. ZII. 722 

1671 Aloxandor Gx3nt (St. L. ) G©orGo Stcr. rart St. A-Ls. 36226 

1683 J=on Lycxi St. A-Ms. 30315 



Date RoCclt Location 

340. 

Studut 

1694-95 John Horn (St. L.? ) Patrick Bayne St. A-ß.! a. 172 

1690-99 Almader Scrßnt; eour (St. c. ) 

James Stuart St. A-Ms. 173 

1690-99 Thomas Taylor (St. L. ) Jacea Goodairo St. A-1,1, a. LF. 1117"o99 

(1475) 

1716-23 John C=igio (St. L. ) Patrick and 

John Craigie : 3t. A-Ms. 167 

%; FvAF't3YSIC3 

EciinburLh 

1653-54 Thomas C=ufurd 

1671 JoFm 'iohart 

1672-73 J=©o Pillano 

1674 00 

1674-76 John Aishart 

1675 John Wiehart 

1675 John t1ishart 

1683-44 Robert Lidderdale 

1690-91 Andrew Maaýio 

1692 Herbert tCanedy 

1699 William Lav 

1699 Willian Latz 

1699-1700 äilliaia Last 

1703 Charles Erct: tno 

1705 Robert Stc art 

so 

,. 

a] -lrc. 5. I22 

EUn-cen. 690D 
Archibald Flint EUL-'Do. 6.4-5 

Alexander. Stuart LUL-Colin Campbell 

Collcacticn 

. 
14rtin itevall St. A.. Ms. 1949, 

. 
J=es iia=yth LUL-Dc. 0.27 

. 
JQIm Kid E(JL-Dc. 5.96 

Lawra}ce Cmigie St. A-Ms. 1955 

Patrick Tullidaeph EUL-Dc. 7.92 

R. Kello EUL-Dc. ß. 11E3 

Waltor Ponton GUIr-Uo, GcIe 464 

Patrick Campbell Eu7. -Co1ia Campbell 

Collection , 

t7ir12iaza IlaldaaQ aL , --Adv. aß. 22.7.4 

Patrick i7ilkie iyLS-Adv. aa. 20.7.1 

a GUL-Lta. L°. u. 44 



Mate 

1705 

G]. accow 

1637-Q. 3 

1653-54 

1656. -57 

1659-61 

1665 

1665 

1666 

1675 

1677 

1676-79 

1681 

1682 

1687 

1607 

1691 

1692-93 

1699 

1699-1700 

1704 

1700 

? 1712-13 

Rez; Eait 

Robert Stamrt 
. 

ý 

Jamen Veitch 

349. 
Student 

? Huch Walk or and 

John Yong 

AnärcQ Duiot 

Will i= Blair 

Willies= Flair 

Willi= Eclair 

Thomas 2licholocx 

William Blair 

John Tmn 

11,10= as lliclioloon 

Jolm Txan 

John Txan 

John Tx= 

John Tian 

John Late 

? John Trap 

John Lars 

.. 

Locatiars 

Gtn. -. 3sXu. 33 

Tizocaa Kaztec3, y GUL-? »a. Geaý. lß6 

.. GUIºti ̀sJ: urray 

Co12 tiction 

Itobort Young St. A-rza. 36230 

ChaxlQS Eng. inQ NLS-Adv. Ma. 22.6.5 

Alan Cathcart GüL-y. Ia. Gºarc. 355 

Alan Cathoart GuL.. I, 1s. Gan. 3j9 

40 GUL-ISa " Gcn. 379 

James Bisset NLS-Adv. ms. 5.2.2 

Alexander raxwoll GUL-LIs. Gea. 10 

Azchibald IIausiltart EIL-La.. III. 715 

John Tullidcph St. d-21n. 36239 

a GüL-41.3s. M. 227 

James 1Iani3. toa 2iL541s. 9336 

Jamen 1laniitoa 1iLS-2i3.9335 

i1uah Campbell GUL-: ýýa. 1. 'u. 2.3.4 

P. Rao EUL-Do. 3.10 

William i3ovio GUI, -Ls. Gca. 69 

James Crsia CUL-11s. M. 49 

Gcrsc. om Car. aiehac3l Jaaeo 5te=rt GiTL-wic. Geu. 222 

John Lav Al azandar Adam GifL-Ms. Hu. j5 - 

? G©rcchaa Car. aiclzaol Colin LcLaurin British Xuac= 



350. 

Data &ejaat 

Aberdoen 

Studcnt Location 

1662 Goorve Gorda (K) Jahn Barclay US-Adv, ma. 224-15 

1692 ? GQorj; a ; a:: ono (K) AUL - K. 153 

1692 ? Th=aa 0�ilvio (K) AM-2092 

(Ro;; azt of Hurranity) 

1694 William Mack (K) A1c=dor Irvine UI, 5-Adv. ma. 22.7.15 

1707 Geozce Poacock (14) AUL - 15.175 

1707-00 nii. ]. ip Lyon St. A-Us. 30313 

170£3-09 - Patrick Lyon St. A-Mo. 30312 '. 

St. Andrewe 

1643-46 Jaaea Sharp (St. L. ) Thom-as Kir2. ton St. A-. Mc. 13R: 85.55 

1649 Thou Gloc, (8t. s. ) Andrea Balfour JUL-Dc. 5.45,45 ' 

1658-60 l7illiars Campbell (ät. 3. ) Colin Ca tpboll St. A-t ?. 4354 

1664 David Falcoaor (St. L. ) Robert Slurp VOL -'La. III. 723 

1670 John hay (St. L. ) Alexander 2licolaon' EUL-La. III. 722 

1688 - Jamea Lycn St. A-; ßs. 30315 

1707 Thomao Taylor (St'. L. ) John tacara St. A Ln. 5144 

170E-09 Colin Vilant (St. L. ) George Scott. St'. A-La. 5076 

1710-11 John CraiGio (St. L. ) Georco Gral= St. A-;; x. 5136 

1716-23 John CraiGio (St. L. ) Patrick and 

John Crai .e 5t. A-? x. 167 

ETHICS 

FýiinburGh 

1613-14 

0 

Jaracs RQid A1=andQr Iimzyrsazz 23LS--Adv. ras. 5.2.3 



Dato Ra;; Qnt 

1619-20 " William MI; 

1629 John 13rocAi 

1636 Andrew Steveacon 

1636 Andrem Stcavaison 

1639 Alomzdor IIopbum 

164. E3-49 D=c. = Forrester 

1653 Thomae Craufurd 

1661-62 Thomn Cmufurd 

1671 Jolla Wioliart 

1672-73. Jason Pillana 

1674-76 John 'CTishart 

1675 
. 

John Wictmxt 

1679-00'. John Aio: lart 

1602 
. 

Andrea raosio 

16133--04. IZobort Lidderc3ale 

1692 Horbort Konnedy 

1693. ßerbert Koaaody 

16-96 William Law 

1696 William Lau 

1699 William Law 

1699-1700 William Lav 

1700 William Law 

351" 

Student 

Goorgo Livingstone 

John Roborton 

John Boyd 

Aloander Diakie 

Robert Colt 

John Anderaon 

.. 

Alexander Durtcaa 

40 

Archibald nizit 

Lartin No zi11 

Jahn Kid 

I 
dw 

J. Dntn.: ond 

Lawrence Craicio. 

R. Kß11o " 

Thomas Boston 

R. C1azi: 

John Saith 

7ý'alter P(nton 

Will i= Haldane 

Patric. Canpbell 

Location 

LüL-DO. 10.37 

tTLS-L'a. 9301 

GUI-? 1c3. Uu. 30 

GUL-I.. m.. 'u. 226 

Mr-Do-6-53 

GUI, -.!: c. IT U. 20 

EUL-Dc. 5.122 

=I, -Do. 5"55 

EUL-Gm. 690 D 

m. -Da. 6.4-5 

13t. A-s. la. 1949 

LI1L-Dc. 5.96 

LUL-Gaz. 690D 

ML-DO-5.29 

st. A-2-'s. 1955 

EUL-Da. 0.118 

TtLS-+AÜv. ua. 20.7.5 

EM, -La. 2II. 152 

LtTLr-Do. 8.53 

GtiL-IiA. Ccn. 464 

; iLr-Adv. tas. 22.7.4 

" LUL-Colin Catapboll 

Collection 

1703 Charles Era.: inQ Fatrick Wilkio 2iI. rAciv. tas. 20.7.1 



Dato Recant 

G1acam 

1637-43 

1653-54 Janes Yeitch 

1656-57 vuc-h Walk or 

and John Yo mg 

1659-61 Andrew Bamet 

1665 William Stair 

1665 William mair 

1674 Will ian Mair 

1675-76. Thoiao taicholsm 

1677 William Mair 

1681 John Tzun 

1687 John Trnn 

1693 John Tran 

1699 ? John Tmn 

1699-1700 John Law 

352" 

9'tuclazt 

Thoma Kamedy 

4- 

Robert Young 

Charles Er&cin© 

w 

Altus Cathcart 

1 caa ätt art 

Janos Bisset 

Alexander M=oll 

ý 

, 
Janes ILi1toa 

Iii2C; h Campbell 

, 
%Jilliari Boiio 

Janen Craig 

? 1713-14 ? GQmc: zom Caxaiclael Colin McLa, urin 

Location 

GUIP4, fs. Gcn. 1C6 

GUL-Ila. l.; urtay 

Collaotian 

St. A-; Iao36230 

Yn0-4dv. rns. 22.6. S 

cIIL-r; z.. Gcn. 379 

M-týa. Gaº. 369 

MI I, a. 111.735 

IILS-A4v. ns. 5.2.2 

GM, -Uo�G ca. 10 

CUL--=q. M. 227 

1tLS-rr©. 9356 

GUL-I1s. Mu. 203 

GUL-4, fa. Gan. 69 

GUL-134. M" 49 

33ritUti lwuaeun 

Abordoon 

1612-13 ? Iivid Leech (K) Lord Dalnorhno 

1666 ? Patrick ", andilando (K) Tho.: au Lyell 

1660 Robert Forbes (K) ? Roderick 1jackcnzio 

1669 THeari $ooucca (K) 

1678 ? fleet Scoukro1 (K) 

? Thoc., - a 

a. d. ? iicnrl Scou, ýa7. (K) Robert Stewart 

1600 Goorý; o Peacock (Si) w 

Mir-14 . II2.155 

IrLS-iCs. 2c316 

GM, -, I8X*u. 55 

AU-N. 159 

AMr-1026 

Atu-x. 155 

AvL-11.182 



353" 

Date Ragant Stu3aat location 

1693 ? Goor; e Scene (K) AUL-J. 153 

1701 Alc=dor tioir (t. i) William Watt 2tL5--2w: a. 9389 

1702 Gaor;, *e Szene (K) William Stea3rt EUL-DO. 5.33 

n. d. Thomas Forbes (? ) AUL-116 

St. Andreas 

1642-43 John Alexander (St. s. ) Jaac$ Gzabaa St. A-flo. 1476 

1643-46 James Sharp (St. L. ) T omiaa Ki : taa St. A--is. R. 85.55 

16413 Thomas G1 o; ; (St. s. ) Thomas 0 ilvie AUL-112 

1649 Thomas G1 of (st. s. ) Androw Ibalf our EUL-Do. 5.45,45 

1658-60 William Campbell (st. s. ) Colin Campbell St. A-4. le. 4354 

1664 David Falconer (St. L. ) Robert diarp EUL-La. III. 723 

1660-70 John Hay (St. L. ) Alaxandor Hicolson EUL-La. III. 722 

1707' Thom-as Taylor (St. L. ) John 3,1acara St. A-:,! 8.5144 

1708-09 Colin Yilant (St. L. ) Goor; e Scott St. A-Ma. 5076 

1710-11 Johri CniCio (St. L. ) George Graham St. A-4: cß. 5136 

1716-23 John Cznigie (St. L. ) Patrick and 

John CzniCie St. A-2Ra. 167 

I1Ai iJR L RUIILOSOI IY 

Edinbuü 

1613-14 Janes Reid 

1619-20 Williaa Kinf; 

1629 John Brava 

1634 Robert Resin 

1636 Andrew Stevenson 

1636 Andre Stevenson 

A1emadQr Ilairfnari 

GeoiZ© Livinantano 

John Robertan 

Jolm Hopo 

John Boyd 

Alcmndor Dickde 

? 3LS-Adv. nn. 5.2.3 

EM, -DO. 10.37 

ýtLS-ý. ýa. 93a1 

CUL-ýa. ý: u. lß4 

CtJL-4? a. týu. 30 

GUL-4'a. r. u. 226 



354. 
Late HO3cnt 

1643-44 Alexander Hepburn 

1648-49 Luncan Forrester 

1651 James Wynn 

1653 Thomas Craufurd 

1660 John lYishart 

1161-62 Thomas Craufurd 

1662-63 ? William Tweedie 

16'11-72 John Wiahart 

1672-73 James Pillans 

1674-76 John Wishart 

1679-60 John Wiahart 

1679-8o John Wiaha rt 

1680 John Wichart 

1602 Andrew Massie 

1632-83 Andrew Massie 

1684 Robert Lidderdalo 

1686989 
, 

Herbert Kennedy 

1687 Alexander Cockburn 

1669 Harbert Kennedy 

1690-91 Androw Lassie 

1692-93 William Law 

1692 Herbert Kai ody 

1693, Harbert Konnedy 

1696 William Law 

169cs-99. William Scott 

1699-1700. William Law 

1700-01 William Law 

ätudEltit 

ý 

John Andorom 

Janos Kobertooi 

0- 

Robort Kisk 

Alo: tandor Turton 

J. Whitolaw 

a 

Archibald Flint 

Martin nomll 

Vl. Coulton 

J. Crnno 

.. 

R. St©wa, rt 

a 

Lawrence Craigie 

D± and Lois 

Thomas Jolmston 

Charles Malgell 

Patrick Tullidaeph 

John Erskine 

. R. Ke11o 

Tho--as Boston 

Jolla Smith 

Jolla Orr 

William Haldane 

Patrick Campbell 

Locutimi 

1'ITL-I1:. 5.52 

GM, -Us, " 28 

h't7L-DO. E3.36 

LM, -Dc. 5,, 122 

F11L-Dc. 8.114 

FM-Do. 5"55 

EuL-aic. m. 645 

EOL-Gcn. 699D 

Eui-Do. 6.4-5 

st. A41s. 1949 

LUL-. Gsei. 56gD 

Ero'L-Gen. 6goD 

aL-IL:. 5.27 

EUL-Do. 6.23 

XUL-Do. 5.115 

st. A-ilc. 1955 

rtLS-Ita. 2075 
AUL-2187 

D1L-l. s. 3.31 
NIL-Do-7.92 

xLS-Adv. as. 2297.3 
EUL--Do. 8.118 

. +I, 5-Adv. ms. 20.7.5 

DZ-Do. a. 53 

En. -La. 1II. 717 
2iLS-Adv. no. 22.7.4 

k7i)1, -Co13n'Ca, mp- 

bell Collection 



Date Re, ent 

1701 William Law 

1703 Charles Erslkine 

1703 Charles Erel ne 

1704 William Law 

355. 

btudent 

, alter Ponton 

X. I,: ontcoraez7 

Patrick Wilkie 

Ca3uallader Coldcu 

Location 

ýtL-Dc. O. ý3 

F; UL-. DC . 7.9ß 

; iLS-Adv. ms. 20.7.1 

LvL-Gan. 71D 

I 

G1aacow 

1653-54 James Voitch 4w GUL-ISa. tlurzay 

Collectian 

1656-57 ? riuti Walker and 

John Young 

1660-61 George Sinclair 

1662-63 

1665 William (lair 

1676 an 

16713 William Blair 

1601 John Tzan 

1681. Thoiaa Ilioolaon 

1600 John Boyd 

16u7. -8ß Nolhn Trap 

1690.. Jotm i'nn 

1693 John Boyd 

1695-96 John tmn 

1655-96 John Tmn 

1699 ? Jo, iu Tian 

1699-1701 ? John Trap 

Robert Young 

Alo,. ý. ndor H=ilton 

Fzsncio lta.. -ýilton 
4. 

Janea Napier 

Alu=der ra=ell 

r 

John Tullidopli 

00 

Alexander Forsaith 

James Gilchrist 

Du, ld Stc art 

Janos Adam 

Robert 1'cFarlanno 

William Bogie 

»aicLea 

St. A--ue. 36230 

ALS-Me-9302 

t+LS-7A's. 9491 

GM-Ys. Gan. 373 

13LS-gs. 2742 

GiTL-tSs. G ea. 10 

GQL-1Sa. 1.4u. 127 

st. A-Nls. 36239 

GtTL, 11. s. i4u. 212 

Gü`L-fis. Gai. 34 

GM,. -ýa. Un. 225 

GUL-i4fl. C ei. 4C, 5 

GUL-m s. V u. 713 

GUL-Us. Gea. 417 

GUL-1: s. Gai. 69 

, dJL-La. III. 724 



356; 

Dato Ro; ent 

Abordem 

SMudmt 'Locatioa 

1611 Patrick ixza (21) - AUL-113 

1612-13 Uavid Losch (K) Lord Lalmerino EuL-La. III. 155 

1619-20 - (P1) John 1Ioir AUL-150 

1633 Willi= Johnmton (9) Janos Dun AUL-11.181 

(Profoacor of oathemtics) 

1662 GoorJe Gordcn (K) John Barclay 1jLS. 4d: v*ms, 22-7*l5 

1666 ? Patrick Sa3ndilauda (K) Thomas Lyal]. ms-via. =6 

1687 Goorzo Pmsor (K) Ge: orGo Gorica AM-x. 151 

1680 GoorGa Poacock M- AM, -. L, 182 

1689 ? J=os Gilchrist John Gray AUIAC-156 

1691 ? Al=ader 12oir (i1) ? Lodoviok Rood AUL-T2.183 

1693 - (K) - AuI, 4t. 153 

1693 Tililliar Sot= (11) 
, Aleca. nder Irvine AMP-21.160 

? (Al==der rioir) 

1762 'Villian Mack (K) 00 AMr-141 

n. d. (pos:, ibly 1600cs, as it discusses idoaas of Doacarte: s and 

E'a3. ebrancho) AM, -120 

St. Androwc 

1642-43 John Al esandor ( St. S. ) Jano3 Grshzn St. A-: "x. 1476 

1643-46 Jano3 Mary (St. L. ) Thoras Kiz3: ton b`t. A-ý'. Ia. Mn5.55 

1647-4£3 Gooirro I'nrtin (Sts, ) Almander ktý Eiiy-La. III. 721 

1660-61 rji113= Canpboll (St. 5. ) Colin Canpbc11 EUL-Colin 

Caapboll Collection 

1664 David Falcon or ' and 

John I lay (St. L. ) Jazao3 Forroator St. A-Zis. 36032 



Dato RQct". 1t 

1682-63 Al oxzndor Grant ( St. L. ) Al =ndor ßobortaan St. A-lla. 36225 

1684 Jarao3 2: artln ( 3t. ü. ) J=ea Pa-, -. )lay, 

1690 ? J=co G-r©, -oYy (St.; 3. )Colin Caý. ýbQ]. l 

55?: 

5tud'ent Loc. ztica 

M-Do. a. i5 
St. A-w"lst. 3622t1 

Appcadix 21 Graduation thoaea (vainly t. l; m from Barry G. Aldia, 

A list of books printed in Scotlnnd beforo 1700 (Edinbu i, 1970)) 

Dato Pmosoa Aldio no. Location 

Dciinburdl 

1596 G. Robortsan 

1599 t7illiaa CruiG 

1600 John Adancoa 

1601 Janes Knox 

1604 John Ad=. -, aa 

1605 Jews Knox 

1607 AndroQ You. io 

1610 James Roid 

1612 Willi= P"ing 

1613 Andrea YounG 

1614 Janec Raid 

1615 Janas Fairi cy 

1616 Willi= Y, iaa 

1617 Andrew Yoý, ziG 

1618 Jsraec Roid 

1619 J=e:; rairl Cy 

1620 William Kina 

290 

323 

341 

347 

304.7 

392 

404.5 

426 

44a 

456 

472 

4,02 

497 

521 

534 

544 

561 

23od1 Qian 

ML--1110. P. 15? 

13o31oian 

EüL-Da. Th. 

Bodloian 

EiJLr-DEi. Th. 

F1JI, -Da. Th. 

LM, -T, ca. xh. 

Da. Th. 

EtA, -Ih. Th. 

jy'UIr]; b,. Th. 

EUL-Ih. Th. 

EUL-Ih. Tlx. 

E'JL-ih. ih. 

IiL3-I1.38. o. 30 (1) 



Date P=ocos 

1621 A. idrev Young 

1622 Joaes Roid 

1623 James Fairlcy 

1624 t7i11iaa King 

350 a, : 
A]. dia no. 

ýal 

596.5 

, 
611.5 

621 

1625 Androv Stovenson 638 

1626 James Reid 649.5 

1627 Robert Rarkir 672. 

1628 William King 694.5 

1629 Andros Stevencan 720 

1630 John Brow 742 

1631 Robert Rankin 769 

1632 Al ecandor Hepbuhi 787 

1641 Daacan Forrester 1022 

1642 Täonas Craufurd 1060 

1643 James Wicerian 1112, 

1645 D loan Forrester 1203 

1646 Thomas Cmufurd 1241. 

1647 Janes Wise= 1208 

1649 Duncan Forrester 1392 

1650 Tho : as Cmufurd 1433 

1659 William Treedio 1619 

1660 James Pillars 1679 

1661 John wishart 172:; 

1663 Williaw Tvoedie 1763 

1664 James Pillars 1783 

1668 John Wichart 1051 

1669 James Pi2lcns 1083 

Location 

EtlLr-Da. 'i'h. 

EZ1L41io. P. 15a 

Dodl oian , 
DLS-Gmy. 1022(21) 

rILS-11.30. e. 3o (2) 

EßTL-Da. Th. 

M,. -r: gio. F. 159 

EtJL--phot. P. ß 

ixJL-Ma. Th 

Bodleian 

IzLS--5.1693(11) 
IY4dI ©iuzi . 
EüL-Ikt.: h. 

Ei, -i. h"äh, 

EirL-IhfmÄhl 

in-Da"id1 

EJL-Dfi. Th. 

E'UI, -Da. Th. 
. 

EUI+-lt3 aTh " 

EUL-D3. Th. 
, 

EUZ, -Da. Th. 

EUIr-Da. Tb. 

EJL-Da. Th. , 

F, Z-3a. Th. 

ECL-Da. Th. 

ML-Da. Th. , 
MI. -Ixi. TYi.. 



Dito Pra, osea 

1670 John Wood 

1671 William Paterson 

1672 John Wishart 

1673 Janes Pillans 

1674 John Wood 

1675 William Paterson 

1676 John Wishart 

1677 Janos Pillonc 

1679 William Paterson 

1600 John Wiahart 

1681 James Pillnac 

1682 Gilbert L. cb irdo 

1603 Andrew Maasie 

1604 Alexander Cockbum 

1685 i obort Lidderdale 

1606 Herbert Xcnaecly 

1687 Andrew Lassie 

16aa 

16; 0 

1692 

1694 

1695 

1697 

1690. 

1699 

1704 

1705 

359. 

Aldin no. 

1910 

1933 

1964 

2005 

2021 

2007 

2007.3 

2110 

2177 

2220.5 

2312 

2361 

2435 

2495 

2613 

2674 

2725 

41 oxandor Cockbum 2824 

Herbert Kennedy 3090 

Alexander CMnia as 3628 

Herbert Kaanedy 3410 

Andrev Massie 3511 

nillian Law 37:. 3 

Herbert Kennedy 3007 

'William Scott 3912 

Charles Erskin o 

iillian Lau 

4w 

a 

Location 

EQL-Ib,. Th. 

F, uL-Da. Th. 

EüL-Da. Th. 

ML-Da. Tb. 

E(]L-Da. Th.. 

EIJD-Da. Th. 

ITLS-Pt. Xa. 2 ( 2t3) 

EIJIr-Da. Th. 

L'JL-]h. Th. 

17LS-Pt. ln. I(27) 

L'UL-Da. Th. 

LUL-Da. Th. 

LWI-Ih. Tii. 

EUL-Da. Th. 

LtIL-Ih. Th. 

EU'L-3h. Th. 

ML--Da. Th. 

LUL-Ih. Th. 

E"JL-Da, i h. 

EtJL-Da, Th. 

tiLS. 6.736(1 fl) 

r 

Et)L-Ih*1'h* 

tILS-5. 
nßt36(11) 

LIJL-lkiqTh' 



Dato P=esos Aldis no., Location 

Glavý, r 

1646 Jane3 WYynple 

1659 Itobort Er. *ine 

1663 a* 

1671 Willi= Mair 

1672 dw 

1693 Jolm Boyd 

1699 Ge% chore Camiohael 

1690 John Late 

1707 Gerschoo Carichael 

1700 John Loud 

1z4a. 5 

1619.1 

1763.3 

1933.1 

1964.5 

3343 " 
3913 

.. 

00 

EUIr-IIG. 9011 

.. 

ctrL-lal2o-y. 17 
cN, -n, 20-y. 17 

.. 

IiLS-1407(1) 

IiLS-1.207(2) 

ctn.. týu3-c. 3 
CUL. -I. *u3-c,. 3 

GUL-L'-u. 21-, a. 26 

Aberdeca 

1616 ? A. Aedi© (Li) 

1622 Alexander Lunn (K) 

1623 Janes Sibtmld (Li) 

1623 17illian Forbes (K) 

1624 Jahn Forbes (K) 

1625 Willi= Leo1ey (K) 

1625 Janes Sibbald (LS) 

1626 John Lundie (K) 

1626 Janes Sibbald (PS) 

1627 John 'L=die (K) 

1627 John Setae (Li) 

1629 Andrew Stmohan (K) 

1630 John Setae (is) 

1631 Andrew St=chan (K) 

498 

596, 

597 

611 

620 

634 

637 

649 

650 

67^ (=665.7? ) 

671 

710 

743 

765 

AUL 

AUl. -TYlQ. R. 622 

Ai7, r-ThB. IS. 623 

AUL-The. g9623 

AUL-%ýe: K. 624 

Atn, -no. 9.625 

Modleimn, 

lUL-T"n e. R. 6Fä 

, -i3od1 vian 

. AUIP-The. X. 627 

bod2, el= 

4. 

23od1 o$azt 

stt6-The. N. 631 



rate Praesos 

1631 John Soton (it) 

1633 David Looch (K) 

1634 David Looch (K) 

1634 John Sotcra (Li) 

1635 David Leach (K) 

1636 David Locch (K) 

1637 David Leach (K) 

1637 John Soton (u) 

1630 David Leech (K) 

1633 John Setaal (I4) 

1642 .. 

1643 Patrick Gordon (K) 

1643 John MY (ri) 
1644-45 .. 

361. 

Aldia no. 

768 

015 

039 

047 

059 

472 

090 

695 

935 

935.5 

1059 

1111 

1110 

1202 

1649 A1ccaz dor Middleton (K) 1391 

1650 - 1432 

1654 Andrew Cant (1,1) 1500 

1656 Eobort Forbes (u) 1557 

1657 Ale=dor dito (Li) 1571 

1658 Andros Cant (ii) 1586 

1659 John Strecken (K) 1617 

1659 Goor, e L: oldrt (i! ) 1610 

1660 Patrick Sandilands (K) 1677 

1660 Bobart Forbes (11) 1670 

1665 Patrick (? ) Strachan (M) 1606 

1666 00 1824 

1669 Alexandor Ala=der (LS), 18701 1882.5 

Locatian 

AM,. -Tha. V. 632 

AUL-Tho. K. 633 

All-Th o. K. 634 

Bodleian 

AUL-The. K. 635 

AUL-Thca. K. 622 

EUL-Ih. Th. 

Bodleian 

AvL-Tha. K. 630 

AUL 

ý 

AM, -iho. X. 643 

AM. -lho. 21.643 

r 

S 

itLS-1,. 294(2) 

AtIL 

Bodl©iaa 

AUI, -. 'rhea.. 658 

ow 

At3L-lhe. m. 659 

I3oä1 c3ia, a 

AUI, -The. 14.660 

w 

r 

AIIL-ThQ. r. 669 



Date Praesec 

1673 Th=as Gray (N) 

1675 Goorge L iddlotan (K) 

160 Robert Forbes (K) 

1681 Join I3wch v. n (K) 

1683 George Fraser (K) 

1683 James L, rimer (M) 

1684 Robert Forbes (K) 

1686 -William Mack (K) 

1686 Thomas Barnet (L! ) 

1687 Robert Keith (M) 

1683 Gooxe Maze (K) 

1689 George Peacock (LS) 

1690 äillian 131eck (K) 

1691 George Fraser (K) 

1691 Alc=nder Moir (Li) 

1693 Almader Fraser (K) 

1693 George Peacock (LI) 

1694' t7illian Mack (K) 

1695 George Fraser (K) 

1696 George 51: aze (K) 

1697 Alomnder Fsasor (K) 

1697 George Peacock (L1) 

1690 Janos Moir (L1) 

1699 A1=der Moir (IS) 

1700 George Steno (t+) 

1700 William Smith (U) 

1701 George 5'. caie (K) 

362, 

A1dis no. 

2004 

2066 

2229 

2311 

2434 

2433.5 

2494 

2672 

2673 

2724 

r 

2977 

3097.7 

3167 

3202.7 

3297 

3342 

3409 

3510 

3637.3 

3712 

3710 

3}03-3 

3911 

M 

4034.5 

ý 

Locatiaa 

AUL 

L""UL-lh. ah. 

AüL. J1'he. K. 680 

CiIL-r, u. 2-i. `j 

00 

AUL "- 

2ILS-5.17,57( 3) 

Privat e o= er 

A37L ýý 

I3od1 eiun 

At 21106z6600 

i3oä1 ei= 

Privato o=ar 

AUL-ThaK. 691 

AuL-Tho. 111.691 

-AUL-Th e. x. 693 

AttL-The. i3.693 

AuL-"jhe. X. 695 

'AÜL-Tha. K. 696 

AtiI, -Th. e. K. 697 

GM, . 
00 

, I3od1 oi. an 

r 

- YdI, r-1.207(3a) 



363. 
Date Praoaos 

1704 Willian . °, bith (}Y#) 

1705 William black (K) 

1706 c; eorva Fmser (K) 

1700 Willi= Smith (11) 

1710 Jzuaos Urqu: zart (K) 

1711 Gill iaia Muck (K) 

1711 CoorCe Peacock (M) 

1712 Willi= Smith (ts) 

Aldia no, 

a 

a 

.. 

.. 

4w 

.. 

.. 

St. Andro7a 

1603 D. lilkie (St. L. ) 373 

1603 Joan Potrie (st. s. ) 372.5 

1608 Willi= Woddorbum (st. s. ) 407.5 

1611 John stxang (St. L. ) 440.5 

1612 Jooo Ways (St. L. ) 440.5 

1613 Willi= Laib (st. s. ) 454.5 

1614 Andrer ]Bruce (St. L. ) 472.5 

1617 Janos Carr (S't. L. ) 521.5 

1621 Robert Barm ( Ut. S. ) ý 

1627 John Azrxari (st. S. ) 669.5 

1620 I-hnco ý. "urzny (st. L. ) 694 

162ts 1ºl ccrander 2Sonro ( st. g. ) 693.5 

1629 Jahn ia ed3c3rtraza (St. L. ) 720.5 

1629 John Raasoy (st. S. ) 7U1 

1630 Janen 11ercflr (st. L. ) 743"5 

1631 GeorGo aenyea (St. L. ) 767.3 

1631 Ja mm 33arclay (s't. S. ) '167. '1 

Location 

AuL-. The. 11.704 

AL'L-. he. X. 704 

AvL-Tno. x9706 

AuL-Tho. U. 70a 
AuL-', 'ho. K. 710 

Maina Cantle 

rtLS-Jolly. 532(5) 

ILLS-J0l1Y"532(6) 

LUL (Miaei. ng) 

IiLS-Fq. III. d. ß 

IM. -Dr. 9.153(5) 

FI3L-Dr. 9.153 (6) 

INLs-1.531(6) 

EtiL-Dr. 9.153(7) 

On-Dr. 9.153 (8) 

L%-Dr. 9.153 (9 ) 

itLS-ý. 1.7.24 

9JL-Df. 9.153(11) 

M-Dr. 9.153(15) 

LM-Df. 9.153 (12) 

NLS-ü. 30. e. 30 (d) 

iiL9 

Lm, -Df. 9.153(13) 

: TLS-. H. 3E3. e. 30 (6) 

DIS-H. 3t3. e. 30(5) 



364. 

Bate Pm, asea Aldia 110" Location 

IILS-I1.34e. 30(8) 

2TLS-H. 30. e. 30(? ) 

11LS-11.38. P. 30(9) 

ITLS-iI. 38. e. 30(10) 

TrLS-4I. 30. Q. 30(-1) 

1632 James Morcer (St. L. ) 786.7 

1632 Al eaaud er Z: onro (St. S. ) 706.3 

1634 MunCo M=y (St. L. ) 1346.5 

1635 Goorr; o WeWaa (St. L. ) 865.4 

1635 John Amour (st. s. ) 865.2 

1637 John Mood (St. S. ) 094 

1648 3 vid Itevay (St. L. ) 1346 

1657 William Campbell (St. S. ) 1570.5 

1668 Robert Hamilton (St. S. ) 1850 

1674 'William Sanders (St. L. ) 2037 

1675 Alo: =dor Cockburn (st. L. ) 2068 

1676 Alexander Grant (St. L. ) 2087.7 

1679 Alexander Cockbuzm (St. L. ) 2178 

1681 J. Lartin (St. s. ) 2286 

1686 John ? onro (St. L. ) 2674.6. 

1636 C. Kinna ird (St. S. ) 2674.3. 

1690 James Grev-oxy (Sta. ). 3097.5, 

1696 T. Teylor (St. L. ) 3552.5. 

1697 John Loudon (St. L. ) 3711 

1697 Alexander Scrin�eour (St. S. ) 3707 

1703 John CraiEio (st. L. ) 

1703 Thomas Forrester (St. s. ) 

a 

ý 

.. 

EUL-Ih. 'Th 
, 

irLS-1.537(3) 

TILS-Rb. s. 25a 

ItLa-1.531(4) 

IZLS-Gra. y. 1022(20) 

F. ÜL-Df. 9a138(3i 

M-Df. 9.138(5) 
UZ 

AUL 

EUL 

IaLS-J. 136, a. 
Private o=er 

IrLS-P. 6. d. 36 
EUL 

, 

In"ý"35" d. 6 

EUL-. IIf. 9.153(20) 

(For cant' of the theses Aldis gives tore than cue location. In 

the case of the theses which are housed in the National Lib= y of 

icotlcnd or one of the 4 university libraries I have rocoxdod c ly 

the copy I have consulted. Etsathcre I have given Aldis's first = 

location. ) 



365" 

Appandix '3s flo cito (whore knovm) of the 4 Scottish universities 

during the 17th contuxy and at the bo�inning of the 18th century. 

A number beside the name of a reacnt si;, nifioc the class of which 

he was ruts 1-L. 'aCiotrmd; 2-Bacholor; 3-3ci; 4-Iajan. 

EDnIBU li 

1600 William Cmiv John Rae Robert Scott 

1601 Andrea Yotg James Knox (1) 

1602 Andren Yom Janes Y. nox 

1603 Andrew Young James Knox 

1604 Andre Young William King James Knox 

John Ad=o m 

John Adamson 

John Adztaaml 

John Adamson 

David Uhmro 

(1) 

1605 Andrew Young William King Janes Knox (1) 

1606 Andrew Young William King Janes Reid (1) 

1607 Andrew Young '(1) William King James Reid 

1600 Andrew Young William King James Raid 

1609 Andrew Young William King James Reid 

1610 Andrew Young William King James Reid 

1611 Andrew Young' William King James Reid 

1612 Andre Young William King (1) James Reid 

1613 Andrew Young (1) William Ting James Reid 

1614 Andrew Young 'William King James Reid (1) 

1615 Andrew Young William King James Reid 

1616 Andrew Young William King, (1) James Reid 

1617 Andre Young (1) William King James Reid 

1618 Andrei Young- William King James Reid (1) 

1619 Andrew Young William King James Reid 

1620 Andrea Young William King, (1) Janes Reid 

John dd=3oa (1) 

David Mm= 

David i"Lmro 

Janes Fairley 

James lairley 

James Fairley 

James Fairlaßt 

JamQa fhirlcy 

Janes Fairley 

Janes F, airl ey 

Jaaes 'Fairlcy 

James Tairley (1) 

James Fairl ey 

James Fairley 

James Fairley 

James Fairlcq, r (1) 

Janes Fairlcy 



1621 

1622 

1623 

1624 

1625 

1626 

366, 

Aidrecr Young (1) William King Janes Roid Janos Fairlgy 

Andrea Young William King Janos Raid (1) Janes Fairley 

Andrew Young William King JaWoo Reid Janes Fairley (1) 

Androv Stevcnc i William Kin� (1) Janos Roid James Fairly 

Andrew Stevenooai (1) William King James Bold Robert Rankin 

Andrev Stcvaaaaa 

1627 And. rcu Starvcrlron 

1620 Andraj Stavmison 

1629 And= Stcrvcnoan 

1630 And. rm Staironnon 

1631 And= Stccvcaoon 

1632 Androa 3temsm 

1633 Andrm St evo: isaa 

1634 Andralr Stevcnsan 

1635 Aadrau Stevciiccra 

1636 Andrw Stcavcason 

1637 Androsr Stovcnson 

1633 Duacan Forrest or 

1639 Ancan Forreator 

1640 Dun= Forrostor 

William King Jaaoa Reid (1) Robert Rankin 

William Kiwi Robert ikin (i) 

'William King (1) Robert akin John i3ro^an 

(i) William King Robert Rankin John Br= 

William King Robert Rankin John Drovin (1) 

Altender. Hepburn Robert Rankin (1) 

John Brom 

Alexander Hepburn (1) Robert Rankin 

John Droves 

Alexander IIepburn Robert Rankin John Brown 

Alexander Iiepbur Robert Raukin John ßroin 

Alexander Hepburn Robert Rankin Jolm Brom 

Alexander Hepburn Robert Rankin John Broýrn 

Alexander ifepburn Robert Ihn-. In 

Alexander Hepburn Janes Wiaerau James Vricjit 

Alexander Hepburn Janes iaor,, aa Janes Wriijit 

Alexander Hepburn James Wioeran James Wrirht 

Thomas Crnufurd 

1641 Duncan ForraatQr (1) Al=ador Hapbum Jtuaoo Wic¢mn 

Thomas C=Uftzrd 

1642 Duacan Forroatar Alorandor Hepburn JanBa Wicmau 

Thoaa, a Cmufurd (1) 



1643, Duncan Forrester Alexander ffcpbum Janes Wiseman (1) 

Thou Craufurd 

1644 Duncan Forrester William Tne$die Janes Wieo an Thomas Cmururd 

1645 Duncan Forrester (1) James Wine= Thomas Cmufurd 

1646 Duncan Forrester Jaraea Wiser. = Thomas Cmufurd(l) 

1647 Duncan Forrester Andre z Sittio Janes Wisot n (1) 

Thomas Cmaururd 

1648 Duncan Forrester Andro'i alittie James Wisaaan Thomas Cmufurd 

1649 Duncan Forrester (1) Andrew Suttio James Wiser .= 

Thomas Cmuf urd 

1650 Duncan Forrester Andrew sattie James Wiaoman 

Thomas Cmufurd (1) 

1651 James Wiseman Thomas Craufard 

1652 Janes Pillars James hrtisa. an Thomas Craufuxd 

1653 Janes Pilians John Wichart (4) Jones Wioacan Thomas Cmufurd 

1654 James Pillana John Wiohzart Janes Wicoäaan Thomas Cmuflurd (4) 

1655 James Pillars John 7iohart James Viso an Thomas Cmufuid 

1656 James Pillana John Wich art William Forbes Thomas Cmufurd 

1657 James Pillars John W'ichart (4) William Twoodie, 

Thomas Cmaufurd 

1653 James Pillars John Wichart William Twoodio Thomas Crnufurd (4) 

1659 James Pillars Jon hlichart William Twoodie (1,4) 

Thomas Cmufurd 

1660 James Pillars (1,4) John Wichart William TQeodie 

Thomas Cmufurd 

1661 James Pillane John Vlishart (1,4) William Twoodio 

Thomas Craufurd 

1662 James Pillcns John tlichart 'Willi = t'ueodio ßudi Smith 



1663 J=03 Pillansa (3) John ºris art William Trieedio Hugh Smith 

1664 'Jones Pillaana (2) John Withart (1) William Twoodie 

i-iut Smith 

1665 Jaieu Pillana (1) John Wishart (4) rillian C=niadum 

Goorco Sinclair 

1666 James Pillanu (4) John Ilia cart John Wood Andreo I oso 

1667 James Pillars (3) John Vlishart John Wood. William Patare (4) 

1663 Jauen Pillwi (2) John Viehart (1) John good 

William Putor , cap 

1669 Ja»nea Pillann (1) John Wis rt John rood iillian Patoroon 

1670 James Pillsuio (4) Jain Wichart John Wood Willian Fateroon (1) 

1671 Jameu Pillnnd (3) John Wicaart John Wood William Pater son 

1672 Jncs Pillano (2) John Vir; -hart (1) John Wood William Ihte=. an 

1673 Jaz es Pill=13 (1) John Wirt (4) John Wood Williari Faterccsn 

1674 James Pillauio (4) John rishart (3) Jolui Wood William Paterson 

1675 James Fill=3 (3) Join t'ichart (2) Jolui Wood William Paterson 

1676 Jam. cu Pillana (2) John t ishart (1) John Wood trillian Patera= 

1677 Jaucs Pilleno (1) John 'isahart (4) Join Wood TU111= niters, on 

1673 James Pillana (4) John Wisahart (3) John, Wood Willio~n Paterson 

1679 James Pi laps (3) John T"lia! iart (2) Gilbert Iwc, %lurdo 

Andreti i issie 

1680 James Pill=s (2) Jong, Wichurt (1) Gilbert 3; c31urio (3) 

Andro= 2:. aaaie (4) 

1681 James Pillars (1) Alc nndor Cockburn (4) Gilbert EcUurdo (2) 

Andrew rascie (3) 

1682 Robert Liddordalo (4) A1o.: andor Cockbiim (3) 

Gilbert -I'urdo 
(1) Androo L asi© (2) 



1633 

1684 

1685 

1606 

Robcrt Lidaer&. ao (3) 

Robert Liddo 1 ao (2) 

Robert Lidder&i3. e (1) 

Robert Lidaordaie (4) 

IA: h=as 33=©t 

1607 'lh=ao Da=et (3) 

1600 ihoms Ilamat (2) 

1669 Uilliaa Laýr (1) 

1690 William Law (4) 

1691 William LaF (3) 

1692 William Lav (2) 

1693 17i1liaa Lau (1) 

1694 ailliam Law (4) 

1695 ililliam Laa (3) 

1696 Willi, = Law (2) 

369. 

Alm=der Cocl: bura (2) 

Gilbert , '=do (4) Andrutt 23aesio (1) 

Alccc dor Cockburn (1) 

Herbert Kamody (3) Andrea L! c, soie (4) 

A1o nndor Cockburn (4) 

Herbert Kennedy (2) Andrew rlaesio (3) 

Alexindor Cockburn (3) 

ilerbort Kennedy (i) Andras 'Lassie (2) 

Ala=d= Cockbum (2) Hcýrb®rt Kaenody (4) 

Andreaw I. 'as:: ia (1) 

Al=nh. äar Cockbum (1) Herbert K¢znady (3) 

Andrew Masie, (4) 

Al=nder Cu3n3nd= (4) Horbort Kalncady (2) 

Andrew Maesia 

Alexander Cunninch= (3) Herbert Kcmody (1) 

Andreu t'asaie (2) 

Alwmnder Cuww, incb= (2) Herbert Kamody (4) 

Androa 11aassia (1) 

Al. cxander Cuanünj; z= (1) Herbert Kennedy (3) 

Andrcu I. 'aosie (4) 

Alamndor Cmnin&= (4) Herbert K=ody (2) 

Andrew t'acsvie (3) 

Willi= Scott (3) Herbert KanaO, Y (1) 

Andraor I. 'aesio (2) 

Willi= Scott (2) Jahn Row (4) 

Andraw Z'a. sflie (1) 

Williaa Scott (1) John RM (3) 

And= rausia (4) 



1697 Willi= Law 

1690 William Lav 

1699 William L= 

1700 7illirit Law 

1701 Ailli= Lag 

1702 'William Law 

1703 Gilliam Law 

1704 William Law 

1705 'William Law 

1706 William Law 

1707 Will iaxi Law 

Tlilliaa Scott (4) Jchn Rosa (2) 

Andrm Y. 'aocio (3) 

Willi= Scott (3) John Dow (1) 

Andrev Ltaaeia (2) 

(1) 

(4) 

(3) 

(Z) 

(1) 

(4) 

(3) 

William Scott (2) 

William Scott (i) 

Ailliaa Scott (4) 

Willia: Scott (3) 

William Scott (2) 

Charles Erdt1no (1), 

Charles Erckiao (4) 

Charles E -ine (3) 

Charles Er3kino (2) 

Charles Er^. ýcino (1) 

Charles Er^. ýtino 

Charlea Erh. ý: ine 

Charles ErJ-. -Ino 

Colin Drt=cad 

The preceding lists of ro<; cto have bean rrozod out from the 

follorrins oouzzceas 

IIoadiaM of Cmduatim theses 

Toren. Council records of appointmcnto cnnd daaissianc 

Libmzy lists of dues paid at Matriculation and laureaticu 

Histories of the university, in particular Craufurd' is 

Occasionally diceropanciea occur botvaca those diffcront records; 

if in doubt I have not acoicned any particular class to a rjant 

in a Given year. 
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GU 9Cr0'ýýýf 

1600 John C, rnorcan, Archibald I%=il. ton 

1601 Atr. liibald Haniltoa Michael Wallas 

1602 Archibald tiamiiton McFnaal. Wallau Hobart Scott 

1603 Archibald IIassiltc¢z Michael Wallau 

1604 lar. ]. tQr t7hiteFoxti. Axchibald Fiazailtcm 

1605 Waltor U2itofoz+t 

1606 Aalter Zhitoford 

16ß'j Walt =- Miitoford 

1600 17a, 1t er Mdt oford 

Arr, hibald Rar. zi?: tcal 

Axt; hi. bald Hamilta¢t 

Archibald Hauiltcm 

Archibald Audltca 

1609 Thoodoro Hay Willi = Fair 

1610 Alorander Boyd 

1611 Almader Boyd 

1612 Al condor Boyd 

1613 Al cndor Boyd 

1614 Alo. -dor Boyd 

1615 Alc: ndor Boyd 

1616 Al ardor Boyd 

1617 Ale. ndor Boyd 

16113 Al mndor3oyd 

David Dickson 

David Dickson 

David Dickson 

David Dickson 

David Dickson 

David Dickson 

David Dickson 

David Dickson 

1619 blinder Boyd George Young 

1620 
1621 

1622 

Georgo Youc 

Gao3*o Young 

GoorCo Youas 

Michael Wallas 

Itich3, e1 iý''a]. las 

Gabriel Ita=ell 

M3. cha, al Va. llass 

Gabri el 1: 3s. titcll 

Michael Wallam 

Gabriel l: axcrcll 

Michael Wa. llac 

Gabriel lb=ell 

Janeo 4*1,. arp 

Itobort Blair 

Robert Mair Gavin Fora, ytii 



1623 

1624 George 

1625 George 

1626, Robert, Millie George 

1627 Robert Iaillie George 

1628 xobext Baillie 

Young John The 

Young John the 

Young John Rae 

Young John Rae 

Young John Rae 

372, 
George 

George Young John Rae William Wilkie 

1629 Robert Uaillie 4eorue Yoizig John Rae 'William 'Wilkie 

1630 Robert l3aillie George Youaig John, Rae William Wilkie 

1631 James Forsyth 

1632-34 I have ben taiable to find any records 

1635 Robert icayne Patrick , a=oll 

1636 Robert ? Lyrae Patrick k Maxwell 

of these was 

]avid Mum 

1637 Patrick raxwoll ý David LIunxo 

1638 David £iuuro 

1639 John Dickson David. Uunro 

1640 Jolui Dickson r avid Forsyth David, Munro 

1641 John Dicksaal David Forsyth Tnvid. Lluaxo 

William Semple (pousibly one 

1642 John Dickson mvid Forsyth 

William Semple 

1643 John Dickson David Forsyth 

William Semple 

1644 John Dickson David Forsyth 

William Serpl e 

1645 John Dickson David Forsyth David Munro Janes Dalrymple 

John Young 

1646 John Dickson Hush Daming David Munro James Dalrymple (1) 

of - rej, enta 

James lal2'jx pl e 

roJcit of hunsanity) 

James IbI ympl e 

David I: unzo James 7)alrjmple 

Livid Iluaro Jazieo Iktliy pl e 

John Young 
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1647 Jolm Diacco i David r: "tmro John Kilpatrick John Young 

1640 Gilliam Streng John Your 

1649 Richard Robortcan Johä Young 

1650 Richard Robertcaa James Voitch John Young 

1651 Richard Robertson James Voitch Patrick Young John Your 

1652 Janes Voitch Patrick Young John Yoiin 

1653 Robert kictard Janen Voitch Patrick Young Androv Bunict 

1654 Georvo Sinclair Jcnea Voitch Patrick Your, Andrer nuniot 

1655 Geore Sinclair Andracr Duxnot 

1656 George Sinclair Robert Enk o Andrea n=ot 

1657 George Sinclair Robert Er3klno Andrer Bumot 

1658 Geore Sinclair Robert Erdkino Andrer D =et 

1659 George Sinclair (1) Robert Frckino 

1660 GcorUo Sinclair Robert Eral iao 

1661 George Sinclair Robert Erdkino 

1662 Geore Sinclair Robert Erc ino Gillian Blair Walter Forsyth 

1663 George Sinclair William Blair Falter Forsyth 

1664 George Sinclair tilliaa Blair taltor Forarth 

1665 George Sinclair William Blair t7altor Forsyth 

1666 Thomas Nicholson Aillian Blair 17altor Forsyth 

1667 Thora Nicholson William Blair Valter Forsyth 

1660 Thomas tlicholcon tlillian Blair Valter Forayth 

1669 Thomas ilicholson Jan Trau t7illioa Blair Walter Forsyth 

17i11iam t7riL ht 

1670 Thomas Idicholoon John Tran William Blair Falter For yth 

1671 John Tam (4) llilliam Blair (1) 

Walter Fo=th 

1672 John Boyd John Tman William Blair 



774. 

1673 John Boyd John Tian 

1674 John Boyd John T r= 

1675 Jon Boyd John Tian 

1676 John Boyd John Tma 

1677 John Boyd John Tmn 

167© John Boyd John Tmn 

1679 John Boyd Jaw, Tmn 

1660 John Boyd John Tmn 

1681 John Boyd John Tnm 

1682 John Boyd John T=n 

Jazaao Yo=, C 

1663 John Boyd John Tisza 

1604 John Boyd John T= 

1635 John Boyd John Tx m 

1606 Joha Boyd John Trap 

1687 John Boyd John Tian 

1608 John Boyd John Tr i 

1609 John Boyd John T=n 

1690 John Boyd John Tian 

1691 John Boyd (3) Jolm Tian 

1692 John Boyd (2) John Trza 

1693 John Boyd (1) John Txaa 

1694 John Boyd (4) John Tmn 

Viiliaa Mair 

Will i= Mair 

Willi= Mair 

Villiam Mair 

Vi3. liaa Blair 

Willi= Mair 

Willi= Blair 

William Blair 

Uilliaa Blair 

'Willi= Blair 

Willi= Blair 

William Blair 

Willian Blair 

William Blair 

William Blair 

William Blair 

William Blair 

(2) 

(1) 

(4) 

(3) 

1695 John I3o yd (3) John '2 an (2) 

1696 John, Boyd (2) John Txn (1) 

Mhoma, o Gordaa 

1'hom: s Gordon 

1'ho. a, s Gordan 

Thomas Gordaa 

Thomas GordCu 

^hmmas Gordon 

Thom= Gordo 

Gco3ro Sinclair 

James John Läßt (4) 

John Law (3) J¬k^e3 

Knibloo (1) 

Kniblo© (4) 

Knibloo (3) John Lag (2) Janes 

John Lawn (Z) 

Gor--ch= Caxxic: mel (2) 

John Lav (4) 

Gorsclioa Ca=Ichaal (I) 

Jobn Lau (3) 

Gerschaa Caraiclz. z. el (4) 



1697 John Boyd (1) 

1698 John Boyd (4) 

1699 John Boyd (3) 

1700 John Loudon (2) 

1701 John Loudon 
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John Trnn (4) John Law (2) 

Gerechon Caaichacl (3) 

John Tray (3) John Law (1) 

Go=cl-i= Catichae1 (2) 

John Tran (2) John Last (4) 

Gercchom Camichael (1) 

John Tram (1) John Law (3) 

Gerschom Caraichael (4) 

John Fran (4) John Law (2) 

Gerschom Carmichael (3) 

John Traa (3) John Law (1) 

Gerschom Camichael (2) 

John Tran (2) John Law (4) 

Gerachom Camichael (1) 

John Tran (1) John Law (3) 

Ger chom Camichael (4) 

Alexander Dunlop (4) John Läw (2) 

Gorsehom Camichaal (3) 

Alexander Dunlop (4) John Law (1) 

Gerschom Camichael (2) 

Alexander Dunlop (4) John Law (3) 

(1) 

1702 John Loudon (4) 

1703 John Loudon (3) 

1704 John Loudon (2) 

1705 John Lou3ozi 

1706 John Loudon 

(1) 

(4) 

1707 John Loudon (2) 

1703 John Loudon 

1709 John Loudon 

(1) 

(3) 

1710 John Loudca (2) 

Gerschom Carmichael (1) 

Alexander Dunlop (4) John Law (2) 

Gercchom Camicnael (3) 

Alexander Dunlop (4) John Law (1) 

Gerschom Carmichael (2) 

Alexander Drop (4) John Lair (3) 

Gerschom Carichael (1) 



1711 John Loudon (1) 

1712 John Loudon (3) 

1713 John Loudon (2) 

1714 John Loudon (1) 

1715 John Loudon (3) 

1716 John Loudon (2) 

1717 John Loudon (1) 

1716 John Loudon (3) 

1719 John Loudon (2) 

17RO John Loudon (1) 

1721 John Loudon (3) 

1722 John Loudon (2) 

1723 John Loudon (1) 

1724 John Loudct (3) 

376. 

Altender Dunlop (4) John Lary (2) 

Gerachosa Camiohael (3) 

Alexander Dunlop (4) John Lary (1) 

Gercchom Carmichael (2) 

Alexander Dunlop (4) John Lair (3) 

Gerachom Carmichael (1) 

Alexander Dunlop (4) John Lanz (2) 

Gerschom Carmichael (3) 

Alexander Dunlop (4) Robert Dick (1) 

Gerachom Carmichael (2) 

Alexander Dunlop (4) Robert Dick (3) 

Gerechon Carmichael (1) 

Alexander Dunlop (4) Robert Dick (2) 

Gerachom Carmichael (3) 

Alexander Dunlop (4) Robert Dick (1) 

Gerschom Carmichael (2) 

Alexander Dunlop (4) Robert Dick (1) 

Gerachon Carmichael (1) 

Aloxander Dunlop (4) Robert nick (2) 

Gars-chom Carmichael (3) 

Alexander Dunlop (4) Robert Dick (1) 

Gerschon Carmichael (2) 

Aloxander Dunlop (4) Robert Dick (3) 

Garachon Carmichael (1) 

Alexander Dunlop (4) Robert Dick (2) 

Gerschom Galaichael (3) 

Alexander Dunlop (4) Robert Dick (1) 

Garr; ohoza Carmichae]. (2) 
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17 25 John Loudon (0) Ji1c=ader Tmlop' (4) Robert `Dick (3) 
. 

Gerochon Cax tchao1 (1) 

1726 John Loudon (1) Alexander Diatop (4) Robert Zicic (2) 

Gerocho Catnichael (3) 

She procodinij lists of rota have been wozkcd out from the 

follorin, co coutccos 

?. mL, onta Alne Thºiverýitatin Glasru niß 

GlacCoa Univcrcity A=hives 

Histories of the tffvarcity 

Tho torriinuj ad num for the list of recta for both tdinbuz 

and Glaoz is the year boforu the rck; czztina cavo way to tho 

profeosori: l cystcn in each uaivorsity. For Aberdeen and St. Andro^za 
I 

I have t3t: en as the tormfr: "aa c,. d mien, tho last Year for mich I 

have liatod dictateo or theaam in :, ppcndicco 1 and 2 

k inns s Co11 oo 

1600 John Cha1aor (1) 

1601 John Chalcor (3) Andreo Young and Gilbarv i: oith (4) 

John Strachan (1) 

1602-03 John Ch41ner (2) Gilbert Keith (3) John Strachan (4) 

Patrick Guthrie (1) 

1603-04 John Chalaor (1) Gilbert Keith (2) Jahn St=chcn (3) 

Patrick Guthrie (4) 

1604-05 Joy = Chalaor (4) Gilbert Keith (1) Jain 1tmch n (2) 

Patrick Guthrio (j) 



1605-06 John Chalmer (3) 

1606-07 John Chalmor (2) 

1607-08 John Qialmor (1) 

1608-09 John Cliaimor (4) 

1609-10 John Chalmor (3) 

1610-11 

1611-12 

P. Reid ond Robert 

Robert Luabar (3) 

1612-13 

1613-14 

1614-15 

1615-16 

1616-17 

1617-16 

1610-19 

Robert -mbar (2) 

Robert lxznbar (1) 

Robert Dunbar (4) 

Tioboiti Rnbar (3) 

Robert Dunbar (2) 

Gilbert Keith (4) John Strachan (1) 

Patrick Guthrie (2) 

Gilbert Keith (3) John Strachan (4) 

Patrick Guthrie (l) 

Gilbert Keith (2) John Strachan (3) 

Patrick Guthrie (4) 

Gilbert Keith (1) Salm Strachan (2) 

Patrick Guthrie (3) 

Gilbert Keith (4) Jobn t traci an (1) 

Patric. Guthrie (2) 

Dunbar (4)' Gilbert Keith (3) 

James Rait (2) Patrick Guthrie (1) 

Gilbert Keith (2) Ja2ºes Nait (1) 

Patrick Guthrie (4) 

Gilbert Keith (1) Janes Fait (4) 

Patrick Guthrie (3) 

William Forbes (4) James Bait (3) 

Patrick- Guthrie (2) 

William Forbes (3) Janes }tit (2) 

Patrick Guthrie (1) 
Uillisn Forbes (2) James Bait (1) 

Patrick Guthrie (4) 

Aillian Forbes (1) Jaae$ Bait (Q) 

Patrick Guthrie (3) 

tZilliaa Leslie (4) William Forbes (1) John iorbes (3) 

Patrick Guthrie (2) 

William Leslio (3) William Forbes and Alexander Lucian (4) 

John Forbo3 (2) Patrick Guthrie (1) 
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1619-20 William Leslie (2) t'tilliasz Forbes (4).: John Forbes. (1) 

Alexinder Linn (3) 

William Forbes (3) John Forbes (4) 

Ale= der Limn (2) 

'William Forbes (2) John 1orbes (3) 

Aloxander Lvnan (1) 

Tlillia»n Forbes (1) John Forbes (2) 

Alecuidur L w= (4) 

P. Porbes (4) John Forbes (1) 

Ale nndar Luoan (3) 

F. Forbes (3) John Forbes (4) 

Al atander Limn (2) 

John Lundie (1) 

John Lundie (4) John Lundie (1) 

John Lundie (3) G. Leith (4) 

livid Leech (1) 

Andres Strichan (1) G. Leith (3) 

David Leech (4) 

Andro' Stmohan (1) G. Leith (3) 

David Leech (4) 

Andrea Strichaa (1) G. Leith (3) 

David Leech (4) 

Androtr Stmchan (1) G. Leith (3) 

David Leech (4) 

1620-21 William Leslie (1) 

1621-22 William Leslie (4) 

1622-23 William Leslie (3) 

1623-24 William Leslie (2) 

1624--25 William Leslie (1) 

162.5-26 tvsllizma Leslie (4) 
1626-27 Willi= Leslie (3) 

1627-2£1 Willi= Leslie (2) 

" 1628-29 '7illiaa Leslie (2) 

1629-30 Willi= Leslie (2) 

1630-31 Willis a Leslie (2) 

1631-32 Willis Leslie (2) 

1632-33 G. Leith (4) David Leech (1) 

1633-34 Robert Ogilvie (4) Alc--=der Lidcletoa (2) Zavid Leach (1) 

1634-35 Robert Ogilvi© (4) Al=ader I. 3iddletcn (2) lavid Leech (1) 

Willi= St=ca= (3) 
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1635-36 Robert Ogilvie (4) Al=der ]liddletora (2) avid Leach (1) 

A. Gardyne (3) 

1636-37 Robert Ogilvie (4) Alexander Eliddletcti (2) Vivid Leech (i) 

A. Gardyne (3) 

1637-30 Robert Ogilvie and Alexander 1Liddleton (4) lhvid Leech 

and Robert Ogilvie (1) Alexander Middleton and A*Soroc; io (2) 

A. Gardyne (3) 

1638-39 Robert Cgil. vie (1) Alexxandor LUddletca (4) A. Sorogio (2) 

A. Gardyne (3) 

1639-40 Robert Ogilvie (1) Alexander Lttddloton (4) A. Gardyne (3) 

A. Garcljne and A. Soro io (2) 

1640.41 Robert 0; ilvie (1) Alexander Middleton (4) A. Gardyne (3) 

Patrick Gordon (2) 

1641-42 W. Rait (3) Alexander liiddletan (1) -A. Gardyne (4) 

Patrick Gordon (2) 

1642-43 George Lliddleton (2) Alexander Middleton (4) A. Gardyne (3) 

Patrick Gordon (1) 

1643-44 George l: iddletom (1) Alexander 2: liddleton (3) A. Gardyne (2) 

Patrick Gordon (4) 

1644-45 George Lliddleton (4) Alexander iliddletan (2) 

Andrew Youngeon (1) Patrick -Gordon (3) 

1645-46 Geore 1: iddletan (3) Alexander Middleton (1) 

Andrew Youngson (4) Patrick " Gordon (2) 

1646-47 George Middleton (2) Alcroindor Middleton (3) 

Patrick Sandilande (4) Patrick Gordon (1) 

1647-40 Geore liiddletca (1) Alexander M' ddlotan (2) 

Patrick Sandilands (3) Patrick Gordon (4) 
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1643-49 George 2, Liddletom (4) A1e: idor Ltiddletän (1) 

Patrick Sandilands (2) Patrick Gordon (3) 

1649-50 Geort o Iliddloto (3) Alexander Middleton (4) 

Patrick Sandilando (1) Patrick Gordon (2) 

1650-51 Gilbert Rule (2) Alexander Ltiddleton (3) 

Patrick Sandilands (4) John ; trachan (1) 

1651-52 Gilbert Ruto (1) Al. c order Middleton (2) 

Patrick Sandilands (3) John Strachan (4) 

1652-53 Gilbert &ubo (1) Huch Anderson (2) 
- 

John StzxLchar. (3) 

Patrick Sandilands (4) 

1653-54 Gilbert Rule (4) Huch Anderson (1) Jahn Stmc: iaa (2) 

Patrick "; andilands (3) 

1654-55 Gilbert Rule (3) tluhi Anderson (4) John Stmchan (1) 

Patrick Sandilands (2) 

1655-56, Gilbert Eule (2) laugh Anderson (3) John Strachan (4) 

Patrick Sandilando (1) 

1656-57 . Gilbert Rule (1) ' Andrew thasie (2) John Strachan (3) 

Patrick Sandilands (4) 

1657-58 William Johnston (4) Andrew Massie (1) John Strachan (2) 

Patrick Sandilandu (3) 

1658-59 William Johnotan (3) Andre 11ssie (4) John stzachan 

and Patrick S=dilando (1) Patrick : andilands (2) 

1659-60 William Johnston (2) Andrew Lassie (3) George Gordon (4) 

Patrick Sandilands (1) 

1660-61 William Johnston (1) Andrew Massie (2) George Gordon (3) 

Patrick Sandilands (4) 

1661-62 Willi= Johnston (4) Andrew Massie (1) George Gordon (2) 

Patrick Sandilando (3) 
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1662-63 William J01timston (3) Andrea Massie (4) Goorge Gordon (1) 

Patrick : aadilands (2) 

1663-64 Willis, Jobnuten (2) Andras Massie (3) Robert Forbes (1) 

Patrick Sindiland3 (4) 

1664-65 tilliam Johnston (1) Andrew Massie (2) Robert Forboc (4) 

Patrick Sndilando (3) 

1665-66 illiaa Johnston (4) Andrea Massie (1) Robert Forbes (3) 

Patrick Sandilando (2) 

1666-67 rlillian Johnston (3) And Lacie (4) Robert Forbes (2) 

Patrick Sandilands (1) 

1667-68 v illiam Johnston (2) Ard. ro Lassie (3) Robert Forbes (1) 

Patrick Sandilend3 (4) 

1668-69 William Johnston (1) AndrerMassia (2) Robert Forbes (4) 

Patrick Saudiland3 (3) 

1669-70 Heart' Scowl (4) Androct 1". a, sie (1) Robert Forbes (3) 

Patrick . ndilsnds. (2) 

1670-71 Henry Scoucal (3) Androz i'acsio (4) Robert Forbes (2) 

Patrick Sandilands (i) 

1671-72 Henry Sco' (2) Andre L a. sie (3) Robert Forbes (1) 

Patrice: Sandilands (4) 

1672-73 floury Seou l (1) Andrew ras sie (2) Robert Forbes (4) 

Patrick Sandilande (3) 

1673-74 George Garden (4) Andros !: aerie (i) 'Robert Forbes (3) 

George Middleton (2) 

1674-75 John isuchan (3) Andrew L: assio (4) Robert Forbes (2) 

George Middleton (1) 

1675-. 76 John schau (2) Andre 1aasio (3) Robert Forbes (1) 

George Middloton (4) 



383. 

1676-77 Job Buchan (1) Andre 11as4o (2), Robert Forbo3 (4) 

George Uddleton (3) 

1677-78 John b"aci an (4) Aadrev Massie (1) Robert Forbes (3) 

George 1liddleton (2) 

1678-79 John Buchan (3) Andrer 1"jassie and George 1addletcui (4) 

Robert Forbes (2) George ? iiddletoa (1) 

1679-80 John Buchan (2) George Fraser (4) Robert Forbes (1) 

Georc; e Mideleton (3) 

1680-81 George Fraser (3) John Bacl: an (1) Robert, Forbes (4) 

George Middleton (2) 

1601-32 John Buchan (4) George Fzasor (2) Robert Forboa (3) 

George Liddletaai (1) 

1682-33 John 13 chan (3) George Fraoor (1) Robert Forbes (2) 

George L: iddletou (4) 

1633-04 John Buchan (2) George Fraser (4) Robert Forbes (2) 

George Middleton (3) 

1684-85 John Buchan (1) George Frasor (3) Robert Forbes (4) 

William Black (2) 

1683-86 John Buchan (4) George Frsuor (2) Robert Forbes (3) 

Willi= Mack (1) 

1686-37 Alexander Fraser (3) George Fraser (1) Robert Forbes (2) 

Willi= Black (4) 

1687-80 Alexander Fraser (2) George Fraser (4) George Meio (1) 

Willian 2ac'r. (3) 

1688-89 Ale der Fraser (1) George Fraser (3) George S. -we (4) 

William Mack (2) 

1689-90 Ale=der Fraser (4) George ! 'seer (2) Georý; "e Szene (3) 

Willman Black (1) 



1690-91 

1691-92 

1692-93 

1693-94 

1694-95 

1695-96 

1696-97 

1697-98 

1698-99 

Aloxandor Fraser (3) 

Alo=ndor Fraser (2) 

Alexandor rxisor (1) 

Alexander. Fraser (4) 

Alm=der Fraser (3) 

Alexander Fraser (2) 

Al==der Fraser (i) 

Alexander- Fraflar (4) 

Alexander Fraser (3) 

304. 

George Fraaor (1) Goorao ä; cc2e 

William Mack (4) 

George Fraser (4) Georae Scene 

William Mack (3) 

Georoo Fraser (3) Goorse 5caaa 

William Mack (2) 

George Fýssor (2) Georj-; e S": E: +14 

William black (1) 

Goorge Fmaer (1) Goorjo S: e. no 

William Black (4) 

Geer. ýe FraaOr (4) George U. -one 

williaýl Mack (3) 

George Fzaser (3) George ýýene 

lVillinn Mack (2) 

GeorgQ I'r, asar (2) George "S: ene 

Willia. -a Mack (1) 

George Fzusor (1) George Scone 

William Mack (4) 

(2) 

(1) 

(4) 

(3) 

(a) 

(1) 

i4i 

(3) 

(2) 

1699-1700 Ala: =der Fraser (2) Goor a Fraser (4) GeorGo Sl; eno (1) 

1%00-01 

William Mack , (3) 

Alocander Fraser (4) GQO a Fraser'(3) George Stoa© (1) 

1701-02 Aloxandor I'raaer (4) 

170$-03 ttle=dor Frss©r (4) 

1703-04 Al c=a©r Fraser (4) 

William Black (2) 
. 

George Fraser (2) Geordo V,:. ene (3) 

William Mack (1) 

GQOr., M, @ Pier (1) Goort; e SI: cno (2) 

Willion Black (3) 

George FraaQr (3) Gooruo Sccno (1) 

William Black- (2) 
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1704-05 Alcmnder Fm, aor (4) 

1705-06 A1c: andor 1'xaser (4) 

1706-07 A]. =nder 1'msor (4) 

1707-08 Alacaador P=eQr (4) 

1703-09 A1a=der Frnoe+ (4) 

Goox; e Fxanor (2) GaorGo -Scone (3) 

William Mae.: (1) 

CQozcQ Fmnor (1) CoorZo U: ena (2) 

tºillinza m, ack (3) 

GQOrCe Fzanar (3) Gaorce fatene (1) 

Will i= Black (2) 

Gcorze Fmner (2) Goor,; e : l: dla (3) 

William Black (1) 

G©o3u© Fmnor (1) Coorze S-e-cno and 

Jasaeo Uxqu. =rt . 
(2) 1? illi= Mack (3) 

1709-10 A1cza, nd©r F=oer (4) GevrcQ F=; er (3) Jaae3 Urqumrt (1) 

Williara mach (2) 

1710-11 Al¢candcr FuzeQr (4) Geo: Ua V=. aer and 'Wi223aý simsaz© (2) 

J=QO Urquhart (3) Willi= Mack (1) 

ing Precedin,; lioto of roýmto are taken fron üffics 5ro nnd an6natem, 

of thg Uaiversitv =d Kinnla C011 
, 16O of Abnriam. 2495-10&0, aä. 

Peter J. lnderson 

". 3e. ri cc. `ial. 

1599--1600 G. G=y (1) 

16U0-01 G. Gmy (1) 

1601-02 G. Gxry (1) II. ror3es (3) 
1602-03 G. Gzay (1) VT. Forbe3 (3) 

1603-04 G. G=y (1) T'. Forbos (3) 

1604-05 G�Gray (1) ü. Forbe© (3) 

1605-06 G. G=y (i) - TT. Forbes - (3) 

1606-07 - 1609-10 G. Gm. y (1) is the M1y lmoý.. ^ rQ;; cxit 
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1610-11 G. Gray (1) Patrick 'lhai (3) ;;, 

1611-12 G. Gray (1) 

1612-13 G. Gray (1) J. Roas (3) 

1613-14 G. Gray (1) J-ROGS (3) 

1614-15 J. FÜoss (3) 

1615-16 J. Ross (3) A. Aedie (i) 

1616-17 J. fioss (3) A. Aarli. o (1) 

1617-i8 A. Aedie (1) 

1618-19 A. Aedio (1) 

1619-20 A. Lassie (3) W. 0aston (2) 

1620-21 A. Llas3ie (3) 'W. OJston (2) James äibbaid (i) 

1621-22 AXas: ie (3) W. Oaston (2) J=, -es Sibtald, (1) 

1622-23 V. tledderbuai (4) A. I"assio (3) W. 0gstaa, (2) 

James, Sibbaid (1) 

1623-24 1Y. Wedderbum (4) A. 24assie (3) W. OJston (2) 

James Sibbald (1) 

1624-25 W. ýTedderbuai (4) A. 1fas. 3. e (3) W. OGston (2) 

Janes Sibbaid (1) 

1625-26 W. Wedderbuxn (4) A. L`nsaie (3) A. OjSston (2) 

Janes Sibbaid (1) 

1626-27 W. OJston (3) John Satan (1) 

1627-28 John Satan (1) 

162i3-29 John Satan (1) 

1629-30 John Satan (1) 

1630-31 H. Gordcw (3) John Satan (1) 

1631-32 W. Aidio (4) tt. Gordon (3) John Pay (2) John Satan (1) 

1632-33 W. Aidio (4) H. Gordcn (3) Joni ray (2) John Satan (1) 

1633-34 W. Aidis (4) John Ihy (2) Jchn Satan (1) 
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1634-35 W. Aidie (4) 

1635-36 I. Aidie (4) 

1636-37 Yt. Aid. ie (4) 

1637-30 Vf. Aidie (4) 

1630-. 39 W. Aidie (4) 

1639-40 W. Aidie (4) 

1640-41 t7. Aid. ie (4) 

1641-42 w. Aic: ie (4) 

1642-43 7.. Aid. ie (3) 

1643-44 "V. Aid. ie (2) 

1644-45 

1645-46 

1646-47 

1647-48 

1648-49 

1649-50 

1650-51 

1651-52 

II. Blackhal. l (3) 

ý'. mac°. a11 (3) 

S7. Iilackhal. l (3) 

W. 131cc1-hall (3) 

17. b1acldial. 1 (3) 

ir. ISl. ackhal. l (3) 

V. älackhall (3) 

John Day (2)', John setae (1) 

John Hay (2) John soton (1) 

John Ray, (2) John Baton (1) 

John iy (2) 

John 2iy (2) 

John Fly (2) 

John Ray (2) 

John ray (2) 

Andrew Youngco: (2) John Fay. (1) 

Anth a Yownwccn (1) John ICY (4) 

J. Iinnzies (4) 

J. 2. lenzies (3) 

J. Ltenz ies (2) 

J. 2icazies (1) 

Robert Forbes 

Robert Forbes 

Robert Forbes 

Robert Forbes 

John EaY (3) 
John Ray (2) 

John ray (1) 

Patrick Sandilar! dß (3) 

Patrick fiandi2ands (2) 

Patrick Sandilands (1) 

John Ihv (4) 

(4) John itay (3) J. Chalaers (2) 

ý3) 

(2) 

ýý) 

1652-53 Robert Forbes 
(4) 

1653-54 üobert Forbes 

1654-55 

(3) 

R. B=at (1) 

Raumet (4) Qndre Cant (1) 

Andren Cant (4) 
Andrea Cant (3). Alexander t'hito (2) 

A. Dimie (4) 

Andrea Cant (2) Alcxander ! ="hito (1) 

A. Bimio (3) 

Andrer Cant (1) Alo %. nder Yllito (4) 

Georyo Vold= (2) 

Robert Forbes (2) Andren Gant (4) lc=ander thite (3) 

1655-56 Robert Forbes (1) 

Georso Kcldr i (1) 

Andrer; Cant (3) Ala=der thit© (2) 

Georzo L: aldrun (4) 



1656-57 Robert rorbQO (4) 

1657-53 Robert TorbEd (3) 

1658-59 Robert Forbes `L, 

3ßn. " 

Rudre Cant (2) Alccandor k'hito (1) 

Geore Maldrum (3) 

Andrew Cant (1) A1Qxandor whits (4) 

Goorre ixaldrun (2) 

Andrew Cant (4) Aloxandor Mite (3) 

Geore Mold= (1) 

1659-60 Robert Forbes (1) Alexander White (2) 

1660-61 Robert Forbes (4) Alexander Mite (1) 17.11eldrun (2) 

1661-62 Robert Forbes (3) Alexander White (4) %7. Maldrun (1) 

G. Bannoran (2) 

1662-63 Robert Forbes (2)' W. Moldrut (4) G. Banaein (i) 

1663-64 Robert Forbes (1) W.? loldrun (3) G. Bannei an (4) 

"'. Paterson (2) 

1664-65 W. Patersoci (4) W. Meldrun (2) G. Dinnerman (3) P. Stmchaa (1) 

1665-66 W. Patereon (3) G. 13nnoraan (2) 

1666-67 W. Paterson (2) G. Iaanoman (1) Alexander Alexander (3) 

1667-60 Robert Patera= (1) 

1668-69 Robert Paterson (3) 

1669-70 Robert Pate=on (2) 

1670-71 Robert Patersaa (1) 

1671-72 Robert Paterscm (4) 

1672-73 Robert Patoroon (3) 

Thomas Cxay (4) R. Bzuco (3) 

Al =n der 

Tho:.. 3,3 Gmy (4) 

Alexander 

'hoxa3 G=y (4) 

Alexander 

Thomas G=y (3) 

Al emnder 

Thomas G=y (2) 

Al e: cander 

Al, -, ander (2) 

R. Bruce (2) 

AlacandQr (1) 

R. Bruc© (1) 

Aloxander (3) 

R. Bzuc© (4) 

Alc=dar (2) 

R. Bruce (3) 

Alexander (1) 

Thous Gray (1) R. Bru o (2) 

Aloxander Alexander (4) 



1673-. 74 

1674-75 

1675-76 

1676-77 

1677-78 

167a--79 

1? obcrt Patorssaai (2) 

Robert Paterson (1) 

Robert Paterson. (4) 

xob®rt Patarsan (3) 

Robert Patera= (2) 

James Lorimer (1) 

1679-60 Jamea Lorimer (4) 

1680-81 James Lorimer (3) 

1681-82 Janes Lorimer (2) 

1682-83 Janas Lorimar (1) 

1683-84 Robert Koith (4) 

1684.85 Robert Keith (3) 

1605.. 06 -Robert Keith (2) 

1686-87 Robert Keith (1) 

309" 
George PEacack (4), 

, 
i1. bruce (1) 

Alexander Alomnder (3) 

George Pamcock (3) J«Farquiiar (4) 

ar. scaton (2) 

George Peacock (2) John Patton (1) 

R. Farquhar (3) 

George Peacock (1) John Patton (4) 

B. Faartluhar (2) 

Geoste Peacock (4) John Patton (3) 

George 

GaorGo 

George 

GcorGe 

Patton 

Pattm 

Pattm 

Patton 

(2) 

(1) 
(4) 

R. Iarquhar (1) 

Peacock (3) John 

R. Farquhar (4) 

Peacock (2) John 

R. Farquhar (3) 

Peacock (1) John 

R. Farquhar (2) 

Peacock (4) John 

Thomas Sumet (1) 

(3) 

Georgo Peacock (3) A. Liteter (2) 

Thomas D=ct (4) 

George Peacock (2) A. Litster (1) 

Thomas ýa=et (3) 

George Poacock (1) A. Litoter (4) 

T%omaa i3umet (2) 

George Peacock (4) A. Litster (3) 

ri''nomaa D4rnot (1) 

George Peacock (3) A. Litster (2) 

James I: oir (4) 
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1687-3E3 Robert Keith and Alexander Moir (4) Georga' Peacock (2) 

A. Litater (1) James Moir (3) 

1688-09 Ale-. candor Moir (3) George Poacock (i) A. Litater (4) 

Jaamoa Moir (2) 

1609-90 Alexander Moir (2) George Peacock (4) A. Litster (3) 

Jamea Moir (1) 

1690-91 Alexander Moir (1) George Peacock (3) A. Litater (2) 

James Moir (4) 

1691-92 Alexander Moir (4) George Peacock (2) A. Litoter (1) 

James 110ir (3) 

1692-93 Alm=der Moir (3) George Peacock (1) A. Litstor (4) 

James Moir (2) 

1693-94 Alexander Moir (2) George Peacock (4) William Smith (3) 

Ja-: es Moir (1) 

1694-95 Ale nder Moir (1) George Peacock (3) William Srzith (2) 

James Moir (4) 

1695-96 Alexander Moir (4) George Peacock (2) William &nith (1) 

James Moir (3) 

1696-97 Alexander Moir (3) George Peacock (1) William Smith (4) 

Jones Moir (2) 

1697-90 Alexander Moir (2) Geore Peacock (4) Willi= $ ith (3) 

James Moir (1) 

1698-99 Alder Moir (1) Geore Peacock: (3) William with (2) 

James Moir 
. 
(4) 

1699-1700 Alexander Moir (4) Geore Peacock ($) William Smith (1) 

James Moir (3) 

1700-01 Ale=der 1: oir (3) Georg*e Peacock (1) William &sith (4) 

Janes Moir (2) 



1701«-02 Alexander Moir (2) 
�x. 

1702-03 Alexander Moir (1) 

1703-04 Alexander Moir (4) 

1704-05 Alexander Moir (3) 

1705-06 Alexander Moir (2) 

1706-07 Alexander Moir (1) 

1707-OB Alexander Moir (4) 

1708-09 Alexander Moir (3) 

1709-10 A1o=nder 25oir (2) 

1710-11 A1ccander Noir (1) 

1711-12 Al=ndor Iioir (4) 
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George Peacock M 
. William Smith (3) 

John Moir (1) 

George Peacock (3) William Smith (2) 

John iloir (4) 

George Peacock (2) t1illian Smith (1) 

John Moir (3) 

George Peacock (1) William with (4) 

John i oir (2) 

George Peacock (4) William Smith (3) 

John Moir (1) 

George Peacock (3) William Smith (2) 

John Moir (4) 

George Peacock (2) William Smith (1) 

John Moir (3) 

George Peacock (1) William Smith (4) 

John Moir (2) 

George Peacock (4) William Smith (3) 

John Z4oir (1) 

George Peacock (3) William Smith (2) 

John Moir (4) 

George Peacock (2) William Smith (1) 

John Moir (3) 

The preceding lists of roGmts are taken from yhenti Acadenin© 

I3zricc'tl1a ia0 Aberdonensing Ode Peter J. Andorsca 
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STIAIIDIIZ s 

5t. 5alvator's 

1600-02 No 

1602-03 

1603-07 

1607-08 
160cß-12 

1612-13 

1613-20 

1620-21 

1621-26 

1626-27 

1627-20 

1628-29 

1629-30 

1630-31 

1631-32 

1632-33 

1633-34 

1634-35 

1635-36 

1636-37 

1637.. 30 

1638-39 

1639. -40 

recordQ of rei-; cnt$ 

Jchn. Petrie (1) 

no reaorda of r4;; cslta 

William Wedderbu= (1) 

No rQOozcln of reLeato 

t7il1 iam. Lamb (1) 

Pto reaorda of re; onta 

Bobort la= (1) 

No records of re, -, cnts 

John I3arýi (1) 

Al exand or Vonro (1) 

Aleirandor Xonro (4) John Baszsay (1) 

Alaxnx: dor i; onro (3) John Ran. -ay 

Alex=der Iioaro (2) Jota Itanwy Jmos barcilay (1) 

Alexandor ? Scriro (1) John Fkuasay 

John R=aay 

John Ala`nder John A=our 

John Ala=der John A= our (1) 

John Alder 

John Alexander 

John A1ndor 

John Al=der 

Jobn Alexander 

1640-41 John Alc amder Willi= Tweedie 

1641-42 John Alexar, dor Willi= g'weedto 
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1642-43 Jdn Al+ ardor William Tweedie 

1643-44 William Tweedie 

1644. "46 no records of regents 

1646-47 William Campbell 

1647-48 William Campbell George Martin Tho-... ac Glegß 

1648-49 William Campbell (1) George Martin Thomas Gle t; 

1649-50 Willi= Campbell (4) George Martin tiilliam Dillodaffe 

1650-51 William Campbell (3) George Martin 

1651-52 William Campbell (9) George Martin 

1652-53 William Campbell (1) George Martin A1c ander ILL and 

1653-54 William Campbell (4) George Martin David Bruce 

1654-55 llillian Campbell (3) Geor o Martin 

1655-56 William Campbell (2) George Martin 

1656-57 William Campbell (i) George Martin Alexander Pitcaimo 

1657-58 William Campbell (4) George Martin John Lamont 

1658-59 William Campbell (3) George Martin 

1659-60 ºilliam Campbell (2) George Martin 
1660-61 William Campbell (1) 
1661-62 Patrick Lyon (1) Robert Hamilton 

1662-63 Andrew Brice (1) Robert Hamilton 

1663-64 Andrew Bruce Robert Hamilton 

1664-65 Andrew Bruce Robert Iiamilton James ltzymowr (1) 

1665-66 Robert Hasrdlton James Raymovr (4) 

1666-67 Robert ilaciiltan James Raymowr (3) 

1667-60 Robert Hamilton (1) James Rxynowr (2) 

1668-69 James Raymowr (1) 

1669-77 9records of reLenta 

1677-85 J. Mfartin is the only lzn(raa re ent$ he was pr: Pses for 

tho Cm8uaticn those3 of 1681 
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1605-06 Charles Kirniaird (1) Janen Grc ; ory James Martin 

. mvid McGill 

1606-07 Janes Gregory James t'rartin David MGM 

1607-08 James GroGo17 Janes Martin David i: cGill 

1600-8g James Ore,.; ory James Y, artin David McGill 

1689-90 James Gregory (1) Janes Martin David McGill 

1690-91 Ito record of oat s 

1691-. 92 Ala =der Moro 

1692-93 Ale=der Munro 

1693-96 do records of re,; aits 

1696-1702 Alc ader ScrirGeour is the only rc mt of whom we have 

any record 

1702-03 Alexamader Scrit eour Thomas Forrester (1) 

St. Learardla 

1600-02 ro records of rcamzts 

1602-03 Dniat Wilkie (1) 

1603-10 Do rooorda of regents 

1610-U John stz=,,,,, (1) 

1611-12 Janes Tamyca (1) 

1612-13 No record of reawta 

1613-14 Andr©W Bruce (1) 

1614-16 No rooorda of re;, cnts 

1616-17 James Carr (1) 

1617-20 No rocord<. of rc,; enta 

1620-25 John t9addarbum is the only loxo+aa re;; aut 

1625--26 John Aodderbuau I'luneo k=lrmy 

1626-27 John Wcdderbu= MuiM Murray 
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1627-20 John Wodderbum r1-Go hurmy (i) 

1620-29 John 17oadorbu= (1) Mao la=-MY 

1629-30 James Mercer (1) Muigo Curmy 

1630-31 Janes go=or L, ýYu o 3riurray Geotee WoMraa (1) 

1631-32 James Uercer (1) LlunGo iiurmy Goor; e Worse 

1632-33 M umgo hurray Georgo W2so 

1633-34 ); unto Murray (1) George Wemyaa 

1634-35 Geor o Wa yasoi) 

1635-43 Do records of m.. cnta 

1643-46 James Sharp is the only Imown recent 

1646-47 No record of recants 

1647-48 David Nevay (1) 
1648-49 David Tlevay James Blair (1) 

1649-50 A1erandar Jamieson Janes Blair 

1650-51 Alemander Jamieson Janos Blair Robert 11i= Y= 

1651-52 Alexander Jamieson James Blair Robert Iiinnymn 

1652-53 Alexander Janieoaa Janes Blair Robert Itinn vmon 

1653-54 Alexander Janieaan James Blair Robert Ilinnym n 

1654-55 Alexander Jaxtieaan Janes Blair William Preston 

1655-56 Alexander Jamieaan Janes Blair William Prestaa 

1650-57 Alcxandor Jamieson Andras Bruce William Preston 

1657-58 Alex=der Janioscn William Preston 

1658-59 Ale=der Jainieoan John Pateroan Janes WWaßysa 

1659-60 Ludovic Wcmyras John Patorcon James Wemyras 

1660-61 Janes Wood John Itamiltan James Woiyss 

1661-62 James carp John Hamilton James Waiyaa 

1662-63 Waltor Conxy John Ilaniltoa Janes Wurms 

1663-64 Walter Comdr John Wood Alexander Sccne David Faleonor 
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1664-65 Al==der Scene (1) Bivid n]. consr Falter C=ry 

1665-66 Alazandor S: cxxa (4) Ihvid Falconor Cdaltor Co-. ity 

Janes Tyri© 

1666-67 Alacander gene (3) John Ilaj 

1667-66 Alexander Scene (2) John Hay 

1668. -69 Alexander Scale (1) John Hay 

1669-70 Alamn. dor Scale John flay 

1670-71 John Hay 

1671-72 John flay Alexander Grant 'William D=de= 

1672-73 John Hay Alexander Grant William Sandora 

1673-74 Alexander Giant William Sande= (1) 

1674.. 75 Alexander Grant William Saadora Alexander Cockbum (1) 

1675-76 Alexander Grant (1) Alexander Cockburn 

1676-77 Alexander Grant Alexander Cockburn 

1677-70 Alexander Grant. Alexander Cockbum 

1678-79 Alexander Grant Alexander Cockburn (1) 

1679-80 Alexander Grant 

1600-83 Alexander Grant is the daly known ro ont 

1683-85 No records of re3eats 

1685-86 John I: aarro (1) 

1687-90 John Iloaro is the only laaosffi regent 

1690-91 John tt iro Patrick Gor ca 

1691-92 John ktonzo John CmiGie 

1692-93 John I'unro John CmiGio 

1693-94 John Morro John Craigie 

1694-95 John I: onro John Cmigie John RoQ 

1695-96 Thomas Taylor (1) John CmiCio John Loaro 

1696.. 97 Tho=s Taylor John CmiGie John Loudon (1) 
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1697-93 1xorlaa: aylo 

1698-99 'rho: nas3 Taylor 

Tho<. a3 Taylor 

Thorax Taylor 

Moms Taylor 

Thaw Taylor 

1'horraa Taylor 

'ho=a Taylor 

`1'howao Taylor 

Tho~zao Taylor 

1W-2700 . Thoman "Taylor Jaha Craigia 

1700. -01 

1701-02 

1702-03 

3.703-04 

1704-05 

1705-06 

1706-07 

1707-00 

170-09 

1709-10 

1710-11 

1711-12 

1712-13 

1713-14 

1714-15 

1715-16 

John Loudon John Cxaicio 

John Loudon Jolr Cricio 

John Czuigid 

John Cinicie 

Jolla Cr"iZ3. a (l) 

John Crßigia (3) 

Jolm Cm, ic, ý, io (2) 

Jahn Cxuicia (1) 

Jolm Ctaicie (3) 

Jaul Czaicie (2) 

Colin Vilaut (2) 

Colin V lant (1) 

Colin Vilant (3) 

Colin Vilant (2) 

Colin Yilsznt (1) 

Colin Vilant (3) 

Uolin Vilant (2) 

Colin vflunt (1) 

John CxniCio (1) 

John Craigia (3) 

Jou-. n Cru. iG. ta (2) 

John cmicic (I) 

Ja`-"n Uraic; ia (3i 

Jalm Cxaf. gie (2) 

John Cmi#; io (1) 

iianzy %n©r (1) 

P2321Ci3 Prina2 0 (4) 

itaixy 2? 4=or (3) 

F=ncis g rin, -Jo (4) 

tiaz: jr 2Waor (2) 

fiinaia Pringle (t1) 

l tz Itfller (l) 

F=icio 1'rirtslo (4) 

iic: ii5r Iýr. lQr (3) 

Fmncio Princlo (4) 

Jc1'n CrsiCie (3) ticnxy Ny. -or (2) 

Pruicio Pringle (4) 

: 'ho prc-. odina licts of reý; citz3 have bean compiled fron the folloQizti.; 

coýarceca Dictates and Gxacluatian theses; ikiivcraity archives; 

"21ro gtu. 21s1t1, at rt. ý.. nc'rmIß, Ed. Uilliam Croi`t S}ic2: inoan; and 

liictoriQs of the Cuivorcity. 
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Alpendix 41 Numbers of students at the Scottish universities in 

the 17th century and at the bo inning of the 18th century 

EDINBURGH 

1600-09 fo fij; ures 

1610 26 (Graduation theses) 

1611, Ito figures 

1612,24 (Graduation theses) 

1613-14 110 figures 

1615,34 (Graduatica theses) 

1616 No figures 

1617 47 (Gzaduatioa. theses) 

1610 No figures - 

1619 32 (Gmduatioai theses) 

1620 36 (Graduation theses) 

1621 42 (Graduation` theses) 

1622-23 Ito figures " 

1624 28 (Graduatica theses) 

1625.35 (Graduation theses) 

1626 26 (Graduation theses) 

1627 20 (Library dues) 

1628 11 (Library dues) 

1629.33 (Library duos); 36 (Graduation theses) 

1630 25 (Library duos) 

1631 
_ 

35 (Library dues); 41 (Graduation theses) 

1632 28 (Library dues); 32 (Graduation theses) 

1633 23 (Library dues) 

1634 30 (Library duos) 

1635 37 (Library dues) 
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1636 24 (Libmry'duos) 

1637 38 (Library dues) 

1638 '24 (Library dues) 

1639' 31 (Library- dues) 

1640 28 (Library' dues) 

1641 21 (Library dues); 26 (Graduation theses) 

1642 20 (Library dues); 26 (Graduatica theses) 

1643 23 (Library dues); 30 (Gmduatioa theses) 

1644 23 (Library dues) 

1645 61 (Library dues); 69 (Graduation theses) 

1646 34 (Library dues); 46 (Graduation theses) 

1647 28 (Library duos);, 30 (Graduation theses) 

1648 27 (Library- dues); ' 20 (Graduaticai theses) 

1649 28 (Library dues); 33 (Graduation theses) 

1650 35 (Library duos); 42 (Graduation theses) 

1651.13 (Library dues) 

1652 19 (Library duos) 

up to 1652 the figures have all related to tho sra. Gistrand class. 

)'r i 1653 on vards we have fi=es for both avaGistzxand and ba jan 

classes. 

1653 27 (1); 34 (4) (Libnx3r dues) 

1654 16 (1); 51 (4) (Library dues) 

1655 30 (i); 58 (4) (Libmry duos) 

1656 24 (i)1 53 (4) (Library dues) 

1657 30 (1); 79 (4) (Library dues) 

1653 51 (1); 86 (4) (Library dues) 

1659 36 (1); 77 (4) (Libm, r dues); 45 (Gmduatian theses) 

1660 39 (1); 70 (4) (Libmxy dues)i 44 (Graduation thasen) 



1661 

1662 

1663 

1664 

43 (1); 139 (4) 

42 (1)l 89 (4) 

55 (1); 69 (4) 

45 (1)i 84 (4) 
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(Libxuxy dueo)$ 50 (Gmduatica th©sos) 

(Libxzxxy duce) 

(Lib= ry duos)S 71 (Gmduatici theses) 

(Librxy dues)i 50 (Gxaduativi theses) 

1665 , 56 (1); 96 
. 
(4) (Librury duea) 

1666 52 (1); 78 (4) (Library duEa) 

1667 41 (I); 103 (4) ý 
(Library duaa) 

1668 

1669 

1670 

1671 

1672 

1673 

1674 

1675 

1676 

1677 

1678 

1679 

1680 

1601 

1662 

1683 

1684 

1685 

1686 

1687 

50 (1); 114 (4) (Libxury duos; ); 68 (Gmduatian theses) 

39 (1); 110 Li�Pures for bajan year (Library dues) 1 45 (Theses) 

46 (1); 115 (4) (Libmxy duos); 53 (Graduation theses) 

42 (1); 63 (4) (Library duos); 54 (Graduation theses) 

46 (1); '87 (4) (Library duos);. 53 (Graduation theses) 

47 (1); 112 (4) (Library duos); 44 (Graduation theses) 

45 (1); 93 (4) (Library dues); 47 (Graduation theses) 

38 (1); '55 (4) (Library duos); 64 (Graduation theses) 

59 (1); 126 (4) (Lib2nxy dues); 70 (Graduation theses) 

19 (1); "95 (4) (Library dues); 65 (Graduation theses) 

14 (1); 50 (4) (Library dues) 

37 (1); 85 (4) (Library dues); 58 (Graduaticaz theses) 

48 
. 
(1); 109 (4) (Library dues); 59 (Gmduaticn thanes) 

12 (1); 89 (4) (Library dues); 32 (Gmduatica thanes) 

24 (1); 89 (4) (Library duos); 52 (Graduatica theses) 

30 (1);. 02 (4) (Library dues); 88 (Graduatica theses) 

29 (1); 05 (4) (Library dues); 54 (Graduation theses) 

23 (1);: 91 (4) (Library dues); 50 (Graduation theses) 

22 (1); 48 (4) (Library dues); 50 (Graduation theses) 

38 (1);. 103 (4) (Library duos); 75 (Graduatica theses) 
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1633 41 (1); 60 (4) (Library duds); 71 (Graduatimi thasos) 

1689 25 (1); 118 (4) (Library duso) 

1690 39 (1); 80 (4) (Library duce); 60 (Graduation thosoo) 

1691 45 (1); 125 (4) (Library duos) 

1692 45 (1); 110 (4) (Library duos); 90 (Graduation thecae) 

1693 45 (1); 126 (4) (Library duos) 

1694 62 (1); 109 (4) (Library duos); 96 (Graduation theacs) 

1695 53 (1); 139 (4) (Library duos) 

1696 46 (1); No figures for bajan year (Library (lues) 

1697-98 no fiGurea 

1699 114 (Graduation thosca) 

1700-03 No fi&urao 

1704 64 (Graduation theses) 

1705 110 (Graduatiasa theses) 

GL, %SGC 7i 

All the fiwuroa below are taken frcr the Fat; the fi=es bivca 

first rcnr, -ºs t the ; iat uä class= these aro fo11otzet1 by the 

fiGuros for tho bajan class. 

1600 11 (1) 

1601 13 (1) 30 (4) 

1602 8 (1) 19 (4) 

1603 0 (1) 

1604 13 (1) 30 (4) 

1605 5 (1) 43 (4) 

1606 12 (1) it (4) 

1607 14 (1) 26 (4) 

1603 5 (1) 23 (4) 
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1609 19 (1) 29 (4) 

1610 10 (1)' 20 (4) 

1611 8 (1) 30 (4) 

1612 14 (1) 30 (4) 

1613 10 (1) 13 (4) 

1614 22 (l)-; 26 (4) 

1615 ß (1) 3014Y 

1616 14'(1) 32 (4) 
1617 22 (1) 44'(4) 

1616 "19 (1) 36 (4) 

1619 16 (1) '27 (4) 

1620''19 (1) 31 (4) 

1621 

1622 

1623 

1624 

1625 

1626 

1627 

1628 

1629 

1630 

1631 

1632 

19 (1) 45 (4) 

24 (1) 26 (4) 

15 (1) 37 (4) 

26 (1) 34 (4) 

17 (1) 33 (4) 

21 (1) 23 (4) 

20 (1) 23 (4) 

24 (1) 43 (4) 

5' (1) 33 (4) 

20 (1) 50 (4) 

20 (1) 43 (4) 

19 (1) 43 (4) 

From 1633 onwards the nib®rs'of matricualted atudcats at GlasG^ w 

are broken do-. u by year. 'There are also lists of U Aso 

Date 1ajan Semi Bachelor L, agistrand R. A. s 

1633 29 16 23 

1o34 35 9 over the, higher classes . 
25 

1635 26 7 over the higher classes 17 

1636 32 3 over the hither classes 21 

1637 31 8 over the hi&er classes 33 

861 1638 28 27 

1639 tlo records 32 

1640 35 14 41 11 

1641 22 212 10 

1642 19 

1643 37 

1644 30 

13 over the hisher clauses 

7 over the hither clauses 

27 10 1 

1645 ncjrecords 

23 

22 

21 

13 
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kite I)ajan Semi Bachelor L'. e istmnd M. A. s 

1646 3437 21 

1647 no rocords 29 

1648 14 20 6 24 

1649 No records 21 

1650 34 8 24 

1651 18 62 22 

1652 NO records 12 

1653 41 32 73 26 

1654 l(3 225 28' 

1655 No records 20 

1656 no records 23 

1657 58 41 26 21 

1658 8 25 

1659 49 24 

1660 69 No record 

1661 66 26 

1662 49 14 

1663 66 32 

1664 46 33 

1665 61 19 over the higher classes 31 

1666 39 16 

1667 37 24 19 

1668 23 49 12 

1669 46 21 

1670 42 21 

1671 39 8 24 

1672 55 25 26 
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ate ßa. jan Scni 1)acholor !'. strand 

1673 69 25 

1674 44 

1675 28 11 

1676 42 20 

1677 do records 

1678 34 

1679 48 23 

1680 18 43 over the higher classes 

1681 57 19 over the hider elasaes 

1682 73 

1683 No records 

1684 61 

1605 34 

1636 No records 

1687 7 37 

16,53 35 40 

1639 65 

1690 17 

1691 16 41 

1692 23 51 

9 

1693 57 29 41 

1694 42 56 5 

1695 52 70 e 

1696 19 88 5 

1697 62 37 6 

2 

1693 24 76 62 

1699 36 35 10 5 

U,. A. tt 

29 

213 

26 

26 

Ito records 1677-94 

20 

1 recorded 

iio records until 1707 
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Dato Dajan Semi Bacholor .: igistraad io. A. a 

1700 15 66 19 4 

1701 32 55 5 13 

1702 43 62 4 25 

1703 29 68 3 24 

1704 29 39 9 13 

1705 17 40 4 18 

17o6,17 44 7 17 

1707 13 31 9 29 

1700 14 31 1 21 23 

A73 ERI7 . 
ý'i. 

Cd{ 

83ng'a 

All the figures givca below are takcn from lints of U. A. e 

1600 9 1614 10 1628 10 

1601.10 1615 8 1629 13 

1602 6 1616 17 1630 14 

1603 6 1617 15 1631 12 

1604 11 1618 16 1632 8 

1605 8 1619 20 1633 15 

1606 7 1620 8 1634 15 

1607 8 1621 13 1635 11 

1608 16 1622 8 1636 12 

1609 6 1623 11 1637 7 

1610 12 1624 8 1633 13 

1611 8 1625 9 1639 10 

1612 17 1626 10 1640 5 

1613 10 1627 9 1643.5 



1642 5 

1643 13 

1644 12 

1645 7 

1646 12 

1647 12 

1648 12 

1649 19 

1650 16 

1651 23 

1652 13 

1653 14 

1654 3 

1655 10 

1656 8 

1657 a 

P'5a 14 

1659 16 

1660 la 

1661 19 

1662 , 27 

1663 21 

1664 33 

1665 110 fiGures 
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1666 41 1689 no figures 

1661 35 1690 No figures 

1668 39 1691 No figures 

1669 27 1692 110 figures 

1670 40 1693 33 

1671 No figures 1694 42 

1672 36 1695 29 

1673 12 1696 No figures 

1674 30 1697 18 

1675 20 1698 no figures 

1676 27 1699 No figures 

1677 20 1700 29 

1678 22 1701 25 

1679 16 1702 No fizures 

1680 15 1703 110 figures 

1681 20 1704 No figures 

1682 14 1705 24 

1683 28 1706 25 

1664 25 1707 No figures 

1685 19 1708 No figures 

1686 26 1709 No figures 

1687 3 1710 20 

1688 IT O figures 1711 22 
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LSarischs1 

1605 Admitted: 6 (4) 13 (3) 10 (2) 6 (1) 

1606 Admitteds 25 

1607 Admitted: 6 

1608 Admitted: 19 

1609 Admitteds 28 

1610 No figures 

1611 Admitteds 15 

1612 Admitted: 15 

1613 Admitted: 9 

1614-15 Oaths 21 (4) 9 (3) 11 (2) 9 (1) 

1616 Admitted: 22 (4) 19 (3) 12 (3) 7 (4) Lauroatod: 7 (These)) 

1617 Admitted: 16 (4) 23 (3) 13 (2) 8 (1) Laureatod: 11 (Theses) 

1618 Admitted: 11 (1) 19 (2) 15 (3) 18 (4) Laureateds 8 (Theses) 

1619 Lauroated: 8 (Theses) 

1620 Admitted: 24 (4) 20 (3) 13 (2) 7 (1) 

1621 Admitted: 18 

1622 Admitted: 21 

1623 Admitted: 21 Lauroateds 10 (Theses) 

1624 Admitted: 22 

1625 Admitted: 22 Laureateds 11 (Theses) 

1626 Admitted: 15 Laureated: 8 (Theses) 

1627 Admitteds 27 Laureatods 12 (Theses) 

1628 Admitteds 23 

1629 Admitted: 22 

1630 Admitted: 23 

1631 Admitted: 34 Lauroateds 11 (Theses) 

1632 Admitted: 13 
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1633 Admitted: 26 

1634 Admitted: 23 Lauroated: 15 (Theses) 

1635 Admitted: 35 

1636 Admitted: 8 

1637 Admitted: 31 Lauroated: 17 (Theses) 

1638 Admitted: 16 

1639 Admitted: 13 

1640 Admitted: 7 

1641 Admitted: ' 15 

1642 Admitted: 16 

1643 Admitted: 7 Laureateds 8 (Theses) 

1644 Admitted: 8 

1645 Admitted: 9 

1646 Admitted: 17 

1647 Admitted: 12 

1648 Admitted: 14 

1649 Admitted 7 (4) 8 (3) 19 (2) 16 (1) 
1650 Admitted 33 (4) 6 (3) 4 (2) 

1651 Admitted 30 (4) 

1652 Adnittedt 22 Lauraatedt 15 (Thesen) 

1653 Adnittedt 10 Laureatedt 10 (Theses) 

1654 Admitted 35 (4) 3 (3) 6 (2) 1 (1) Laureatedt 20 (Theses) 

1655 Admitted 20 (4) 1 (3) 1 (2) 

1656 Admitted 31 (4) Laureateds 17 (Theses) 
1657 Adxaitteds 27-W Laureatodt 15 (Theses) 

1658 Admitted 19 (4) 7 (3) 2 (1) Laureatedi 23 (Theses) 

1659 Admitted 34 (4) Laur©ateds 14 (Theses) 
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1660 Admitted 49 (4) =Laureateds=20 (Theoeo) 

1661 Admitted 18 (4) 11 (3) 1 (1) 

1662 NO figures 

1663 Admitted 13 (4) 18 (3) 1 (2) 

1664 Admitted 25 (4) 7 (3) 2 (3) 

1665 Admitted 25 (4) 17 (3) 2 (2) 

1666 Admitted 37 (4) 

1667 Admitted 32 (4) 

1668 Admitted 26 (4) 

1669 Admitted: 15 Laureateds 21 (Theses) 

1670 Admitted: 31 Laureated: 21 (Graduation fees) 

1671 Admitted: 54 Lauroated: 17 (Graduation fees) 

1672 Admitted: 30 Laureateds 11 (Graduation fees) 

1673 Admitted 20 (4) 41 (3) 23 (2) 11 (1) Laureateds 21 

1674 Admitted: 26 

(Theses) 

1674-75 109 in the whole university (from a list drarn up for 

a rectorial election) 

1675 Admitted 30 (4) 

1676 Admitteds 12 

1677 Admitteds 33 

1670 Admitted: 30 Laureateds 16 (Gmduation fens) 

1679 No figures 

1680 Admitted: 34 

1601 Ac mitted% 18 

1682-1700 r ost of the figures Pro glainod from records of students 

paying ember mails 

1682-83 14 (4) 

1683-84 10 (4) 23 (3) 
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1684-85 9 (4) 11 (3) 9 (2) 

1605-36 22 (4) 12 (3) 13 (2) '12 (1) 

1686-87 3 (4) 20 (3) 9 (2) 6 (1) 

1607-88 914) 8 (3) 4 (2) 16 (1) 

1689-90 3 (4) 14 (3) 2 (2) 3 (1) 

1690-91 6 (4) 7 (3) 8 (2) 6 (i) 

1691-92 10 (4) 5 (3) 3 (2) 2 (1) 

1693 I, auroateds 19 (Theses) 1692-93 No figures for chamber Maile 

1693-94 6 (4) 6 (3) 10 (2) 4 (1) 

1694-95 19 (4) 17 (3) 3 (2) 4 (1) 

1695-96 15 (4) 23 (3) 12 (2) 4 (1) 

1696-97 Total student's payine chamber Mailo, 36 

1697 Laurcaateds 18 (Theses) 

1697-98 6 (4) 16 (3) 14 (2) 4 (1) 

1690-99 No fig=es Lauraateds 

1700 Laureateds 27 (Theses) 

1704 Iauroated: 54 (Theses) 

1708 Laureated: 66 (Theses) 

1711 i, aureateds 29 (Theses) 

1712 Lauraated: 65 (Theses) 

St. Andreuo 

Numbers are takcn 

St. Salvator'e 

1603: 20 

16081 36 

1613,18 

1627: 17 

24 (Theses) 

aolely fr= C=duation theses 

St. Le=rd'a 

1611s 23 

1612s 18 

1614s 23 

1617,32 
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St. Salvatorla 

1628s 12 

1629s 12 

1631: 18 

1632s 12 

1635: 25 

. 
16571 17 

1668: 22 

1690s 21 

17031 22 

ät. Lea¢arcile 

16291 14 

16301 11 

1631: 11 

16321 lß 

1634: 27 

1635: 15 

1674: 20 

1675,20 

16761 30 

16791 28 

16971 17 

17031 31 

Appmdix 51 Bibliocmphy 
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D3inbktzb, 1970 
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The Scottish wiivorsities 

(a) Libmry lists 

EDIIdBUF»H 

Register of contributions to the libra fron na -istrands containin7 
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th nr,. nes of a, -. ndidates a, nd the anomt of mrm. thm- mve, also 

th ! ý_t itl ea of the books boudit with. the Mric Ee, 1627-96 

EUI-Zh. 1,32 

Record of contributions nid atudents at matriculations 1653=95# 

with rloto. ils of books Purchased and other dinbursenants for   r. w ýr. ý r. +r ý. -. -.. 

library purposes to 1693 LM-Da-1-33 
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12 Robert Jtendprson. Librarian. 1693-1719 Ei3i, -Da. 1.34 

Iirnciexsarita Dcnation_}3ooks a record of books donated to th 

UniversitX Librnry, 1667-1755 EäJL.. Ib,. 1.31 

Mgt of books dai. ated or rchnoad fro^i f'tmcls donated 161 

LUL-3h. 1.29 

MA, C-4fid 

Czt., %. loTMu4, of the book u 'librar. v of G1aný; oýr tintyersit: y'. I691p 

with later arlditiona GiI-3pocial Colloctians Room 

Lý ýaGý ts. 1&30-1745 07r-bzchives 26624 

Lib=. y list. 1699-172-1 In G'JL-11rc3iiveß 26778. 

Ai3MDw: -Ii 

Catalos; uo of books in Kinnla College Library ca. 1700_ AM-4Z. 111 
ý .ý,...... . __.. ý, 

Catalo: ^, ua of books in K Callezo Libraxy. 
_� 

1717 At1I, -x. 113 

Catalo5ý-zo of books ro: zented to Kin 1s Coll eTe Libra. 168 -1E360 

AUL-X. 114-27.5 

Catalorv. e of booko be ucathed to Z. iarischal ColleMe 1662-17-13. 

AU7r-'i. 71 
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ST. &+DREIS 

X'omdation catalo °uo of the University library. ce. 1641-49 

St. A-Z! s. Dopt. 

Cat, alogue of books belonrinr, to the public library of the Unive 

of St. Andrewg drnvn up by order of the Visitation in April 1697, 

with later additions. St*A-Xs*Z-921-St*A*C*87 

Catalogue of books belonging to the library of the University of 

St. Andrerre. 1714 St. A 2: is. Z. 921. S. 2. D03 

Catalogue of the ? "urrýy and Wedderburn gifts- at. Leonardln Coll =e 

St. A-Z4s. Z. 921.5t. A. L. 47 

(b) thifom courcQa 

An introftction to anecinl physicag by t7i11iaa Blackq King's 

Coll eaQ EüL-DO. 1.32 

i. Tenorl, ndum on a course of [; eneral Physics, dr? rm up by King Ia 

and Z. "ýrischal ColleEea for the University Commission of 1697 

AM, -X. 219 (bog A) 

An intröctuction to 1o, ̂ 7icks. Loridon, 1701 

An intmiuctian to inetaph; sý ic. '. Lazdoa, 1701 

(c) Tneses 

Andersont Peter J. "Votes on academic theses. " Aberdeen 'Universitv 

ýtý P `ý"ý' ! 
58 (1912) 

Cantq Ronald G. "The St. Andrearc lbiversity Thesesg 1579-1747= a 

bibliogrn, phical introduction. " Transactions of the FAinbur., h 

Aiblio, -ýMhical society, 2 (1938-45), pp. 105-150; 263-272 
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Johnotone, James F. Kollacs. The lost Aberciecn thenhe, Abordecnt 1916. 

"Notes on the acadamio theaec of Scotland. " 

Reoorrho of the Glas ow Bibliogr; pI4ca1 Society, 8 (1930), pp'081-98 

(d) Riatozy 

Gcnezal 

}Vidmce oral and docuentarY takot and received by the Cou- innionera 

anointed I! Z His i! <3 ent George IY July 23,1826. for vinitins 

tho tlniversities of Scotland (vol. li Fdiubur ; vol. 2i Glaswow 

vo1.3t St. Andreve; vol. 4: Aberdoea). Landon, 1037. 

Anderson, Peter J. "Records of the Scottish vniveraities. " 

Scottish notes and Querios, Ist series, vol. 5 (1692) 
1 

Cant, Ronald G. "Tho Scottish universities in the 17th cattury. " 

Aberd©an UnivorsitX_Rqtiriewg vo1.43 (3)" no. 143 (1970), pp. 223-233 

ý "Scottich universities in the 16th century. " 

Studies on Voltaire, 50 (1967), pp. 1953-1966 

Memoirs of the life of Sir John C1exk of Pcnicziik, 11-tronet Baron 

of the i xchenuer, extractel 
,y 

himself 'fron'his ova ioumals 1676- 

1' 5, ed. John ti. Gxay. Hdinbur,., ht Scottish History Society, 1892. 

(Publications, vol. 13) 

Ihvie, Georce E. The -temocratic intellect. idinbux h, 1961. 

JanenGretroxy Torcentraa menorial volw, e, ed. Herbert W. Tuznbull. 

Landon, 1939. 

horn, Ale ander. Scottish Univornity Studi . "Gacford, 1933" 

Russell$ John L. " "Cosnoloz; ical teaching in the 17th eentüry 

Scottich universities, part-1, " Journal for the history of 

a st ronon. v.. v (1974), pip. 122-132 
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I 

. tracts fron the Cit Reeorc1e relativ to the University of 

1'dinhur>h, 1563-1779 EUL-Do . 5.5 

Collection of oars illustmtive of the history and constitution 

of the University of t inburj_h, 1611-1742. 
.2 vol. üL-Do. l. 4 

Dower, Alexander. The history of the Univornity of FAinbur t. 

3 vol. Edinburh, 1817. 

Gxaufnrd, Thos. History of thýersity of F. dinbur; h fron 

1580 to 1646. Edinbur;; h, 1808. 

I lzel, Andrew. Hintor-v of the university of Fdinburýh. 2 vol. 

Edinburg, 1862. 

Grant, Alexander. The story of the University of Fdinbunjh durinc 

its first 300, y rs. 2 vol. London, 1684. 

Hannay, Robert K. "The visitation of the College of Edinburh in 

1690. " Book of the Old Edinbur 3 Club, 8 (1915), pp. 79-100 

Horng David B. 
-A 

h, gtoa of, , the chairs of IXtlnbur,; fh IIniversity. 

EUL-? s. G t. 1Q24 

A short histor/of the University of T 3inbur-h 

1556-188. DI nb". i , 1967. , 

Charters, Statutes and Acts of the Town Council and the Senatus, 

1583 1f5S, ed. A1c=der I1or n. Edinburci, 1937. 

Merioirs of Sir Robert Sibb3ld, od. F. P. iiett. Lcndcn, 1932. 

Turner, Arthur Logan. Notes and extrz cte fora wori; on the histoxy 

of the Scottish Univcroitiesi especially Fdinbu= to the early 

18th century, with icular reformioa to the influence of 

Netherlands. En-Ns. Cca. 520--530 
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and a catalogue of the libr 1 th c entu GUA-26619 

ße dater of the Acts agreed upon bar the Coiniseionerr of the four 

Scottish Univerr3ities, 1647 GUA-26790 

Copy ; report of the Commissioners of visitation. Visitations of 
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Memorandum. book, including Minutes of Faculty noetings. 1663-1727 
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The letters and ioum . le of Robert liiillie, A, )!. ', Principal of the 

University of Gla^go_: 3 vol. Fr3inburwht uannatyne Club, 1841,42. 

Coutto, James. A history of the University of Glasgow. Glac ow. 1909. 

Dicksaal, William P. The G1an Lorne University Libra, ry1 notes on its 

hiatöry, arxunpeents and airs. Glasi; osr, 1888. 

Fortuna Donis: a series of lectures delivered in the University of 

, 
Gla. s, moiv in co a oration of the fifth caltmary of its foundation. 

GlasoMocr, 1952. 

)", unirenta Alre Univorstatia Glas; uensie, ed. Cosno Innea. 4 vol. 

Glas. ows lTiitland Club; 1854. 

Leckie, John D. The Univer, ; ty of Glas mow, 1451-1951 sa rhort 

hi s tory. Glace, 1954- 

N Ötiees and docucents illustmtie of the litera M history of 

Gl, 
_, _ar ̂ r. G1ac , oat 1'aitlcnd Club, 1831. 

F. 
ýý, x 1_y letters of Robert Wodros, r 169£3-17x9, ed. L. W. Stzarp. ý`Jd. inbur, -, hi 

Scottish iiistory Society, 1937. 
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Aberdeen 

Viritation papers, 1636--1? 17 

14tinutes of the Faculty or , asatus of King's Co11e 

AtTL-t. i. 91 

e, 1634-1716 

AUi. -K. 36-40 

Ilmoria1 of the rrooeedinas of the Cormisoion for visiting the 

collr., ýýA3 in rofzr_ne concenzs the professors of Kinglm Coll. e, rem 1718 

AVL-x. 150 

Papers conoezninr, visitation; rlianenta comminsioner to 

Abordomn thzivernity, 1582-1717 AUL-11.91.1 

11morialn and visitations of the Cb1le es, 1634-69 AUL-x. 141 

Connissions 1690-171`6$ riis0ellaneous papers AUL-U. 501 

Anderson, Peter J. The arts curriculum. Aberdean, 1492. 

Itintorical notes on the librasie3 of the 

Universities of Aberdc. Aberdeen, 1893. 

Bulloch, John 14 A history of the University of Absrdecn, 1495- 

10. London, 1895. 

Fe-sti Aberdonensens' selections from the records : of the Univor;, ity 

and Kinn1 s College of Absrdom. 1494-1854, ed. Como Innea. 

Aberdeens Spaldini, Clubs 11354. (Pablicationa, 26) 

, anti Acader. iae Ikariscallanae AberdonE hiss selections from the 

records of the 2! tß;. r%rchal Coll ege'and University ed. Peter J. 

Anderson. 3 vol.. Aberdeen: xiew SpaldiaC Club, 1839-98. 

McCulloch, Uillia2 E. "Viri illustres Universitatun Aberdonenaiun. " 

Aberdeen University Studies, 80 (1923) 

Officers mid graduates of the triversity and Kinr; 'a Co11Q4 

Aberde¬. 1495-1860 cd. Peter J. Anderaan. Ab©rdeen$ Aev Spalding 

Club, 1693 (Publications, 11) 
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Orer, William. A description of the chanonjX. --cathqdmI and 

King's Collerye of Old Aberdeen. Abordeeng 1830. 

"Roll of alumni in arts of the lkiiversity and Kingfa College of 

AbordeEn, 1596-1860, " ed. Peter J. Andorson, Abercje(n tTniveý_ý___rsity 

st udiesI, 1 (1900). 
. 

IZait, Robert S. The Universities of Aherdecna a 'history. 

Aberdemi, 1395. 

"Studies in the hiotoxy and developmcnt of the Universities of 

Aberdeai, " ed" Peter J. Anderson, Aberciec: i University Studies, 

19 (1g06). 

St. Andre-ja 

I iogrnghical notes on St. Andrewa regmzta St. A- unimenta Room 

p, ire: ývnt; ation by Co issiai appointed by Parliaryrnt to visit 

Coll :? oa and Universities. 1695 St. A-University 1: icacnta - 
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ADDIT I(YIAL 4TEBT. AL 

1. Graduation thee 

The Hat: oxal Library of S. otland hag recently acquired a microfilm of 

Bodleian MS4.30, which contains the following St. AnrIrois theses. They 

are not listed in Appendix 29 and Allis does not�. record than. 

Mate Praeses 

1610 Peter Bruce (St. L. ) 

1610 D. Robertzon (St. S. ) 

1612 James Blair (St. s. ) 

1613 William Macdowal (St. L. ) 

1614 Janes Schevez (St. S. ) 

1615 David L1onro (St. S. ) 

1616 James Wemyrss (St. L. ) 

1617 Robert Bard. (St. S. ) 

1618 Andrew Bruce (St. L. ) 

1618 William Martin (St. s. ) 

Location 

iiLS-Gdf. 47(s C12) ) 

xLS.. W. 47(8 1i)) 
IdLS-Iäf. 47 (8. [2)) 

ALS-Mf. 47(8 [3j) 

ALS-Mf. 47(e C4)) 

rtLS-Mf. 47 (S [93 ) 

r1LS-Mf. 47 (8153) 

li LS-Uf. 47 (8 C6) ) 

ItLS-Mf. 47(8 1107 ) 

NLS-Uf. 47(e [73) 

2. Student notebook 

Edinbur i University Libzazy has recently'acquired'from the, Bodleian 

Library a notebook belonging to-Zarishaddai Lang,. vrho graduated in 1639. 

2t contains lectures delivered. by Robert Rankin from 1636 to 1638 

(Shelf mark: E JL-Gen. 1965). The lectures are comzaentaries on the logic 

works of Aristotle and Porphyriusi with some notes on spheres, 

eccentrics and lunar eclipses. They contain no new points of interest, 

but what is interesting is the inclusion at the back of the notebook 

of a number ofyindividual theses, which seem to have been defended, by 

Scottish students (David M nro and William Litt'e are two of the names 

listed) during December 1637 and January 1630, probably as an exercise 

in disputatiofl. 



3. St Andrevr contribution to th chene of the 1690U for a uniforrl cowrae 

An nt]oduction to 
, ogicke and intraductio to met ' hysicks are 

generally considered to be St. Andrei s contribution to the ifo3I 

course which was proposed in the 1690x. I stated. in my thesis 

(p. 49t 89-90,145-6) that 'l had doubts about whether they were part 

of this course, but was unable to produce any concrete evidence to 

substantiate my suuggestion. Since submitting my thesis, however, I 

have found a logic notebook in Edinburg University Library (shelf 

marks Do. 8.17) which I believe to be St. Andrews contribution to the 

unifozn courses and which is completely different from the vozic 

printed in London in 1701. The logic treatise set out in this notebook 

tallies exactly with the criticisms made by the other universities of 

the St. Andrews course. A few instances will suffice to demonstrate this 

(the pagination does not tally with the pagination of the copy -. circulated 

to the other universities for comment, which sometimes makes the location 

of the references difficult), 

FAiaburC; h says of the St. Andrews logic: 

1. "Whereas the authors say in their preface that they have in some 

chapters used the Analytick method in others the Synthetickj it had 

been very proper to have given one example of some chapters of each 

nethod*" 

Oa p. 2 of the treatioo we read "Capita partioularia quandoque methodo 
. IN 

syrith@ticat quandaque anslytiCa tzuduada $=t. " 
ý 

3. "The method in the first part seems not accurate in regard they treat 

first anent some divisions of the ideas and then de idearm obit, 

do oo auo obiecta mente oxhibentur, a obi actor distiictionee and 

de cate, orii, and after this they do main treat of the division of 

the ideas. " 

of, p,, 25ffe of the treatise: 

Chapter It Do )atom idearum 



Art. lt De zensatione, iraaginatiane at intellootiorae puma 

Art. 21 Do idei$ sisrplicibus at couplexis 

Chapter 23 Do idearum objectis 

Art. ls Do modo quo objeata menti exhibentur 

Art. 2t Do objectonm distinctioaa 

Art. 3s Do objeotoraý classi. bua sou categoriis 

5. "Pago 4, pt. 1, vAierQ they give the ef4tM, 9 Aotue sueoifice. ntur 
w 

a obieotia they osnitte to adde gt-A nodQ tendend-i. nobieata,. " 

th ago 20 of the treatiQe we read "hina oritur co=Uae iilud effatuQ 

actus speaifiaantur ab objectis. " 
w 

9. "pro 34, pt. li We do not know whrit is meant by these words Ac iciien® 

nth iaum t 130N, 2 r. i. re re tj and ite -definition 

cc dQn nQtai*iycioua t attl"&butü; ýý 1tiaQ 
-is not accurate 

except that add ecundarjM. " 
A 

On page 47 of the treatise we roads "Per accidena notaphysicuz intelligtmt 
ý (attributum quodvia essentiale, vel quemlibot toduo rem align= 

repraesentandi); everything in the brackets is scored out, and in its 

place ire road uquicquid c moipitur tanquam rei attributun, give sit 
.. 

essmtiale civQ accidentale. " 

Aberdom c3ayc of the 5t. Andrewa logic: 

III, "7xitroductioul p"5 haud bans definitur te=inua leanua appreheuaionem 

ßim. pliasra ranifeSta218. /" 
ý 

Oa rage 4 of the treatise we read "Sous apprehensionem sinipliceml sau 
. 14 ide3m sani. Festans dicitur teminu, s. " 

-N 
Glasgow says of the ßt. Andreva logics 

Partolt p. 9s "Male dicitur subatantiaa cocitantea dividi in finitas at 
ý 

infinitas. " 

On Pace 31 of the treatise we reads "Substantiae mnom dividuatur in 

cocitantes at extensasi cogitantee in finitaa at infinitao, " 



At the end of the txoatieo is a lint of . 'endMn CIa et corriren(1e nose 

of which obviously arise from the criticisms of the course 'rhich had 

been made by the other. univorsifiieot 

e. g. Claw says of part 1, p. 31" 11on videmus Quin idea liml test dobeat 
-k 

dici aimplex qua= idea, thýmeamatie vel ccndinmlti. n 

In the treatise ve reads "p. 27s Affi=atur Darmes sensationes ooze ideas 

14 
surplices neo calla thyni ata, condii aata, vol. meäica umta cariploxam noble 

-ide= inarerereg, sod temore forta. sse... " 
ý 

The evidence of this notebook proves fairly conclusively, I think# that 

An introc1uctiazi j0pjqks is not Ot. Andrewa contribution to the unifonoa 

course of the 1690e, and atrmgthens the case for denying the aimilax 

claim which is usually made for An i. nt duetion to JnI&phIsic s. 



DATING 02 DZCTA2, i9 

I have already alluded to the difficulties of dating the dictates 

(p. 5-7), but perhaps a fu thor word of caution chould be added. In 

the lists in' Appeadix 1I have tried as far as possitxte to give a 

precise date to the dictates,. and in noarly every case We is taken 

from the headings and margin dates of the notebooks. However, these 

may not always be the correct dates. For instance, there is a 

notebook dated 1681-82 containing lectures by John Tran of Glasgow 

on logic, ethics and natural philosophy. These cannot all have beam 

given in the course of one academic year, but represent the three 

year's philosophy course. - In cases such as these further investigation 

is required to try to achieve more accurate dating. 




